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silo (Mean eq. 
I'm city of Liverpool, so cherished by many readers of 

the Ample/or/ft /mown', is to have a great "pageant" in 
August. It will probably be just beginning when this 
number of the Journal appears. The pageant may be, to 
some extent, a result of a certain infection in Me air. But 
at any rate, it is not unsuitable that Liverpool should 
celebrate the seventh centenary of her becoming a borough. 
And. as if to help the city to realise herself, there appears at 
this very momem an excellent History of Liverpool,,v.c13 
ought to be we welcomed" In mast Liverpool houses 
there are already to be found two Histories of the City, that 
of Baines, written in rasa, and that of Sir norms Picton, 
published twenty-one years Imer. Both of these are good 
in their way, and are not likely to he superseded by the 
latest arrival. But in Mr. Ramsay Muir—for his hand has 
had moat todo with the book —we have a scientific historian 
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who can both set in their true light We scanty mediteval 

annals of the town, and group effectively We immense mass 

of details which modern tirnm present. He has made good 

use of We eery full collection of Charters, and of graMs of 

leases of the fee farm of the town, printed with other matter 

by Miss Platt, M her Hist, of Municipal Government in 

Lnerlgof It9061. as well of the Moore and cross MSS., 

and the collection made from the Public Records by ()kill 

at the beginning of last century. 

The sons of Liverpool, I fear, know very little about the 

story of Weir beloved city in the Middle Ages. Yet her 

annals began in aunesday. We do not, it is true, find 

her name there ; she was then represented by a few fisher-

men, Inns, and was a ',fermis,  of the hundred of 

W. Derby. The word "hermit:, or " berwick," which 

Mr. Muir does not explain, has nothing to do with the 

sea it raWer means a small corn-growing settlemem, 

kept by the ion] ol the demesne in his own hands. 

B. the eleventh century Inginners al Liverpool, if they 

grew barley round their 
of

Pool, coght fish also. 

The Pool, from which Liverpool derives her name, was 

where the Custom House now stands. There, a small 

stream, running in from marshy grounds now covered by 

Whitechapel and Paradise Struet. expanded into a small 

and or lake open to the tidal waters of the Mersey. South 

Castle Street umd to he called Pool Lane, because it ran 

South to the Pool. The Pool was made in. the first Liver 

pool dock in 17, and.was filled up not long afterwards. I 

will not pretend to decide what We name Liverpool 

originally meant. Mr. Muir gives it up. Sir John Picton 

says it is .` Llyer-pool - -the " expanse of the Pool," or "the 

pool at the confluence:. " Llyr," in Welsh, I am told, 

means, "due  a course." and also, derivatively, a" brink" 

or a shore." Thus, if it be a Welsh word, Liverpool may 

easily have meant the " Pool-bank." But My Charles 

Hod, in We useful historical notes which he has written for 
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the pageant,v,says "There have been all1 kinds of ingenious 
conjectures concerning the meaning of the wonl, but the 
most rational derivation seems to he " Litherpool. signify-
Mg the lacer peol" (p. r). I prefer the Welsh origin, myself. 
True, there was no Welsh spoken in South Lancashire in 
Norman time, But a name may have unived. "Either 
pool," it is admitted, occurs very early. But it is just We 
sort of corruption ym; would expe0 a Norman-English 
mouth would make out of the gurgling Welsh  LI," If 
any one would take the trouble. as I have done, to inspect 
the facsimile of King John.. Charter of rsoy, and the two 
or three scratches which represent. I'Lerpool., Fe' must 
certainly renounce "Lithe," 

Perhap it would be far-femhed to compare Liverpool 
with Tarsus of Cilicia. But Tarsus, built on the right bank 
of the Cydnus, as Liverpool on the Mersey, in the ;vide and 
fertile plain between Mount Taurusand the sea, had probably 
a good deal to do witxtlro formation or it mo t lam 
citm, S. Pau Ir, Were. no doubt, that he cae to 
understand cosmopolitan ideas and Roman organizatmiOn 
for (tool the days of Alexander till the decay of the Empire 
Tarsus was a great and prom. city. When the Roman 
legionaries, on a well-known occasion, rescued the Apostle 
from, the mobof Jerusalem, St. Pa ul. in asking then nturion's 
permission to speak to the peple, protested, with a twel; 
of digMty, that he was " a citizen of a city not unmarked," 
or in the version both of Douai and King James, "of no 
mean city." Th., in the experience of some of us; have the " 
native-born of Liverpool referred with pride to the city 
whose sire, greatness, wealth and crowded population, must 
at  impress all who know it. 

The second Charter IS John, dated 1207, is the most 
important of all Liverpool charters. In fact, it is the 
fire Charter granted to Liverpool distinct from the 
lords and barons who had hither. dominated the dwellers 
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by the Pool. For King John, in this charter, founds the 

"borough" A Liverpool. Ma Muir does not cite this 

interesting document at length, but it is to be found in 

several published works. the King invites people to 

" take burgages" "aped Liverpool," and gives to such 

persons all the "liberties and free custo, of all other 

"burg-motes" on the sea. " A burgh," says the learned 

Cowell, "is a town of lower degree than a city, which by 

royal Charter is made a body political, and es ercims such 

jurisdiction within its boundaries." And the "burgages" 
to e , are Me fixed 

annual payments which the burgher makes to the lord—

this case to the King himself —for his houses and tenements 

in the burgh. Thus, exactly seven hundred yea. ago, Liver-

pool became the borough of Liverpool. The tow, at that 

time consisted of some seven streets, probably laid out by 
King John, agents. The High Street ran North and 

South, crossing what is now the Exchange Sags/ it is 

represented by Castle Street and Old Hall Street. At right 

angles to this street, running to the river, were (the modern) 

Chapel Street and Water Street; whilst inland, parallel to 

eAh other, ran Dale Street and Tithe,. Street. Liverpool 

stopped at Hatton Garden. 
It is almost forgotten that Liverpool ever had a Castle. 

It is true the of Castle Street survives to remind us 

of the fact. Bmname Liverpool, M general estimation, is too 

modern n place to have any feudal or military history. This 

is a istake. War has often echoed around her, arms have 

clashed in her streets, arrnim have fought over her, great 

lords have coveted her, and her own burgesses have often 

shown themse/ves able to fight as well as trade. The 

Castle of Liverpool was a fine and strong Plantagenet 

Castle, built about 123, by a Pe Ferrer, Earl of Derby. I 

do not understand how Mr. Hand has contented himself wire 

the evidently untenable statement of Camden, that it was 

built by Roger of Poictou, M to76. It may be safely said 
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that many years after to76 there was only a row or two 
of cabin ns on Me brink of the Pool. Domesday, which does 
not even mention the name of Liverpool, was only completed 
some five years before. Besides, the very style of the Carel, 
as we have it in trustworthy representations, is of the 
thirteenth rather than the eleventh century. If it does not 
display the perfection of Caernarvon or Caerphilly, still it 
seems to have been worthy .A the great castle-building 
period  of England, and to have shown those features of 
flanking towers and inner defences which English Knights 
had seen and noted in the campaigns of the Crusades. The 
Castle of Liverpool dominated and overawed the town for 
four centuries. It stood several siege, and its hereditary 
constable, Lord Allyneux, was on the side of Jamas II. 
against William III. Mr. Muir states (p. 146) that Lord 
Molyneux was deprived of the constableAtip for his lacobite
sympathies in res. but this does not seem to have been 
the case, for in am the Molyneux A that day. now Eatl of 
Sefton, was paid L2250 by the town to relinquish "his rights" 
over the Castle. It had been pulled down by the corporation 
in ryas. Few towns that have had an Edwardian Castle 
have annihilated it so utterly as Liverpool. But I would 
hardly call it an act of Vandalism—although in Ire, our 
forefathers were frankly Vandals. It would have been very 
much in the way. The ground on which it stood was 
meant to be the heart of Liverpool. The vas  who wan. 
to bring it back to his imagination nay stand near Me 
memorial to Queen Victoria and look aneund him. 

The trade of Liverpool, which showed sigm of a vigorous 
stare in Elizabethan time, but had been severely affected 
by the Cromwellian civil wars. in which Me town was 
seriously involved, may be said to have made a definite 
beginning m the Restoration. Then began Mat connection 
with the American colonim and the West Indies which has 
been the making of the town. She had already IcltChester 
—her mediaeval rival—far behind in the race of commerce. 
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She now challenged the great port of Bristol, and even 
London itself. damaged as the trade of London had been 
by the great fire and plague. Sugar and tobacco made 
Liverpool what she is—and the slave trade. For nearly a 
hundred years—that is from before mo, when an Act of 
Porliament threw the trade open, till IS, when it was 
prohibited —Liverpool but street after street, mansion 
after mansion, on the proceeds of the slave-trade. As the 
actor, George Cook, told his audience when they hissed hie 
for being drunk, es, brick of their detestable town was 
cemented by the bloodol a nog, Slaver, wan properly 
conducted and regulate[ by religion and morality, hasnever 
been condemned by the conscieree of the world absolutely 
and everywbem wm, When Louis XIII. sanctioned 
slave, in thy French colonies, hi said Mat he did it un-

iltingly, as being against the ancient law of France, but 
that it had been represented to him Mat

s
in no other way 

then y. The people of 
Liverpool in • the eighteenth century deliberately upheld 
slavery as an institution which benefited Me blacks; and 
it is on record that the Corporation, in t787, voted L.. to 
the Rev. Raymond Harris, Spanish Jesuit, to Mow their 
aPPtoval of a pamphlet written by him in defence of 
slavery. NP. Muir rays the pamphlet was " in defence of 
the trade"—but that is a different hing, and I do not think 
the Spanish Jesuit, whom I hare not been able to trace, and 
whose tract I have not read, would do more than maintain 
Mat slavery in itself was lawful ands ometimes beneficial. 
As for Me trade, Me Liverpool public, during the time they 
feverishly manned ships and subscribed money Mr the 
African traffic, did not really undentand what it meant. 
When the horrors of it were brought horne to them, their 
best men spoke plainly and boldly, and William Roscoe, as 
member for Liverpool, voted for the bill of abolition in 
rgoy. It is true that when be came home he was welcomed 
by a mob with staves and brickbats. There is nodoubt Me 
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great majority of Liverpool men thought that the abolition 
of the slave-trade would be the ruPs of L.ver000l—that 
" gram would soon be Ming in Castle Street." Aqua
of a century larer,when Lord Stanley proposed in the House 
of Commons the gradual extinction, in the British colonies, 
of slavery itself, Liverpool opinion, as reffesented hy one 
of her most eminent citizens. John Gladstone, opposed the 
measure with g,reat vehemence. It was in defence of the 
management of his father's plantations in lkinerara Mat his 
mom celebrated son made one of his earliest speeches in 
Parliament (1839. In after life Mr. Gladstone spoke with 
dissatisfaction of this speech, in which he had protested 
against giving the blacks their freedom without preparation. 
"But of course:. he added, allowance must be made for the 
enormous and most blessed change of opinion since that day 
on the subject of negro slavery! 

About Catholicism in Liverpool Mr. Muir has very little 
to say. There is little to tell of the churches and pious 
foundations of mediaeval times. As Liverpool. in the Middle 
Ages, was a very unimportant place, there are no venerable 
churches or other ancient buildings such as we find in 
Bristol. The first church of Liverpool that we hear of was 
St. hlar,on-the-Quay, which stood %cher, Si. Nicholas's now 
stands. It was built, probably, M the time of IE., John, 
who gave the borough its first charter. M the inickl. of Me 
fondeenth century it was pullml down and a larger church 
built under the invocation of tit. Nicholas. It would be 
interesting to know why St. Nicholas was adopted as titular 
in the place of Our Lady. It is certain that the Crusaders 
brought home many striking stories of his intercessory power, 
and in Rome, in the thirteenth century, there were sixteen 
churches dedicated to him. This church wee rebuilt in the 
eighteenth ce  and its in ISto. It ,vas only the 

chapel" of Lnturyiverpool until towrLiverpool was separated from 
Walton and made into a. parishof its own, in aGoh. Under 
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iE pavements lies all that remains of Catholicism in Live, 

pool before the RelormatAn, including the body of William 

of Liverpool, who endowed it, and whose will (given by Mr. 

uir) is a touching document of Catholic medireval life. 

When the borough secured its status as a parish, it immedi-

ately built second church " beyond the Pool "—that of St. 

Peter, which is now the Anglican Pro-Catedral. 

After the Reformation, Catholicism was a long time before 

it raised its head. It is diffiul, to account for the fact that 

Liverool, ever since the days of Cromwell, has always been 

bitterly Protestant and Puritan. Many of the great families 

0 Lancashire with whom it hal dealings remained Catholic 

for a long i e, like the Molyneux and at  itsef,

we all know, kepi, and rtill keps, iu Catholic complexion 

in a more marked degree than any other English county. 

Perhaps it was Me long struggle of a trading community A 

throw off feudalism and become masters impair own house 

that made them so bitter against Al tho was connected with 

the old order of things. EwardMoore—of the Old all, com-

memorated in .` Old Hall" Street—representative of a farniE 

which was for many years in  connected with the 
town was promineni  a leader of the Puritan party, both 

in field and parliament,a during the Crernwelli. period. In 

lhoa Toxteh Pmk ceased to be a forest, and was settled by 

colony A Puritan farmers from Bolton. Then the Derby 

family, though Jacobites, had abandoned the old faith. 

Anyhow we find Liverpool,. the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centurio ruling its " pars°, with a strong hand, dictating 
religious observance of the most Protestant sort, censuring 

orals, and opposing King James IL and the Stuart cause, 
in a way that was very unlike Lancashire in general. There 
must have been emboli. In Me town. In the last year of 
James II., we rod of a Richard Lathorn, who was a surgeon, 
and his wife, who kept a school. These two were prosecuted 
by the High Church Council A the Awn far Allowing 
avocations unlawful to Catholics. The King interposed, 
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and stopped the prosecution—a proceeding which did not 
endear him to the dominant party. There was some kind of 
a Catholic chapel in 17.0, for in that year—the year after the 
second Jacobite rising—Me Liverpool mob sacked and burnt 
it. From the beginning of the eighteenth century we find the 
(amt Fathers residing in Liverpool, but the site or locality 
of a Catholic Chapel does not steno to have been handed 
down: unti/ we come to that which was built in Edmund 
Street—between Old Han Street and the proem Exchange 
station—about 1,so. This chapel was served by the Jesuit 
Fathers till 1y8g, when it was transferred to the Benedictines. 
The fine Church of St. Mary was built on this spot about 1845, 
but was pulled down for  years later to make room for the 
enlargement of the Emhange station. The presot Church 
of St. Mary in Highfield Street wm built in its place. 
From old St. Mary's Chapel, which may be considered 
tlse mother-church of Liverpool, was founded St. Peter's, 
Seel Street, in 1y88. St. Nicholas, Copperas Hill, and 
Se BothonY's, Scotland Road, had their beginnings 
about the sarne tiro. There may have been 0,000 
Catholics in Liverpool at the end of tile eighteenth 
century. It will be remembered by Laurentian., that 
Father Gregory Cowley, who ca me to Liverpool in 178u, 
opened a College at Mount Vernon Hall soon after his 

Dr, 
and thm the community of St. Lawrence's, under 

Dr. Mash, joined him hot eight or nine years later. Of 
the establishment at Mount Vernon we should he glad A liar 
more. Mr. Hand gives a reproduction of the Hall—I suppose 

a typical specimen of the rich Liverpool merchant's hou se in 
the eighteenth cemury, when Liverpool was growing 

wealthy. But we are already familiar with it in Me History 
of Amp/abr.. "Hall Lane" perpetuates Its memory. We 
do not hear how many boys the monks had gathered together 
when they left it for Parbold in 18m. 

Ma, of my readers, I hope will assist at the Pageant. 
If they do, they will see, among other sights, a procession of 
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forty cowl-clad monks, representing the Priory. Birkenhead, 
who will advance singing the '1 UM Jerusalem" to the 
ancient English melody. They are under the able training 
of Father Anselin Burge. When they arrive in presence 
of the grand stand, they, and the five hundred men of the 
great choir who will be Men M position, will sing an Ode 
written and composed by Father Anse., No doubt it will 
appear in the Journal in due time. 

There are signs that Liverpool, in the year of the com-
pletion of her seventh century as a borough, is not dead to 
the duties imposed upon her by her population and her 
wealth. She was a long time before she seems to have had 
a, aspirations as a town, either to culture or to cleanlin.s. 
It was in the very last year of the eighteenth century that 
William Roscoe was striving to realise his fond dream, that 
the Liverpool he loved might become the rival, as in com-
tn.., so in culture, of the Florence whose glories he bad 
described. He and his friends created, in w44, the Athen-
s., library for scholars. It is to him that the town 
owed the Botanic Gardens, established for the cultivation of 
scientific plant-knowledge. A few years later saw the 
opening of the Royal Institution (in Colquitt Street), 
intended to diffuse every kind of culture through the com-
mercial life of the community. These foundations of a 
hundred years ago seem to have been before their time. 
Perhaps, indeed, We old Tory spirit of Liverpool never 
intended them to be of use to any except the rich and 
leisured few. What Liverpool really svanted was not 
Florentine culture . much as decent houses, less drink, more 
water, and better police. FOF a long time it cannot be 
denied she was disgraceful in all these respects. As late as 
thirty years ago things were still very bads--Liverpool was 
terribly immoral and the death-rate excessive. In Ill; the 
Times asserted, with some justice, that the criminal statistics 
and the health statistics of Liverpool pointed to the same 
conclusion—that Liverpool was a town whose leading 
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inhabitants were negligent of their duties as citizens. The 
Catholic clergy, secular and regular, who have minEtered 
to the flock Liverpool during We nineteenth .ntury, 
have most certarsly had mme than their share of the 

onvenien.s which resulted from the croivded areas, 
the dirt and the disease, of the great town where their 
lot was cast. Not only during visitations of typhus 
and of cholera, but in every year of the century there 
have been " mart, of charity"—priests who. death 
h. been traceable to their work among the poor and the 
sick. Liverpool has now taken up in earnest the physical 
amelioration of the lot of her citizens. Since tuoo she has 
really spent money Mbuilding houses for workmen. Since 
1884 she has grappled magnificently with the question of 
water-supply. Since itt, her system of trarns has been 
admirable. The drink question meeives Me most serious 
attention. Private philanthropists ol the first class, such as 
Father Nugent, Father Berry, Major Lestefietc., Itave svoed 
with the Corporation, and organ zed the willing charity 
of the wealthy. Her elementary .hools are admirable, 
and h. Education Committee, I believe, liberal and 
large-minded. She can point to her St. Georges Hall, 
her Free Library. her Art Gallery, and 1.1 University 
Buildings with lawful pride and satisfaction as groups 
of buildings unsurpassed in the Kingdom. If her com-
merce lasts—and in spite of one or two menacing symp-
tom, there seems no probability that it will soon decay—
she ma, aspire to be not only a second Florence, but also 
a clean, healthy, and pleasant town. She has rev begun to 
build a great Anglican Cathedral. For tirose who live to 
see it finished, it will be interesting to note whether it will 
ever become a real living religious infinence. If it does, it 
will be the first Anglican Cathedral that is anything more 
than a monument. The question is bound up with many 
possibiliti. and uncertainties, as to the future of Protes-
tantism and of religion in general. Meanwhile the Catholic 
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body, though it does not boast of a Cathedral worthy of its 
numbers, goes on building church after church as Liverpool 
spreads—and there is certainly life and reality in every one 
of them, from old Seel Street to the AN opened. Money 
can do a great deal, but the vi tort' A with the people that 
are in earnest. 
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(A DISSERTATION.) 

IT has been said, and perhaps truly, that all the interest 
taken by Englishmen in that part of the country which is 
north of the Tweed centres round its deerelmds, moors, locks 
and waterfalls. It is a cam where the union of two peoples, 
under n,however well it may have worked for better-
ment in matters mercamile, military and fiscal, has not i ued 
in the prodmt of an alloy sound enough to he ethnologicssally 
classified and bear a name. The Scot, when he crosses the 
border, is, though not an alien, still mmewhat of a foreign, 
and it is only his intimate knowledge of the language and 
general custom that makes him feel more at home than you 
or I would feel M France. There is alma veiled conscious-
ness on the part of an Englishman who visits the north, 
spec ally the Highlands, that he is regarded asa"Sassenach." 
This may he only a slowly fading relic of the past. Histories 
may be still handing down memorim of how the English 
conquered the Scotch, but when the Motchman reads he 
says "never: we were only subdued." Anyway there is no 
sreictamalgam between the two,. witness the Parliamentary 
statutes, the <MI and educational code, and last but by no 
means least, religion. Hence it comes to pus that on 
either side there is no real community of i s beyond 
the universal one of making money and seeking pleasure. 

There is a point of view, however, from which opens out 
wide field of exception, and that is the Religious one. 

There is a theological question underlying every other in all 
departments of human attain, and no man may hope to 
succeed in ignoring, still less in dislodging it. It is the only 
thing that counts, for it is always Me real point at issue. It 
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is the one centre of in termt which attracts all minds, and it 
contains that power. peace to Me shade of Burns " that wad 
the gif tie gie us" of seeing others as we see ourselves. 

This is what was said by an English visitor, this summer, 
who stood amidst the ruins of Melrose Abbey, and was 
written down afterwards for the edification, or otherwise, 
of readers of the ettnOlefordt Journal. The connection 
did not at first seem very apparent, but afterwards it resolved 

Melrom %vas Cistercian, m was Rievaulx. The first 
community to people Melrose was a colony from Meat. 
under Abbot Richard in 1,36, and the new Scotch Monastery 
remained ever af ter subject to the Mother house in Yorkshire. 
Yorkshire and Rievaulx naturally suggested Ampleforth and 
St. Lawrence's. Then other thoughts followed. Here, on 
the very border of the two ies, stands all that is left 
of a Saintly King's (David I.countr) foundation, though he did not 
live to see its completion, like some dismantled lighthouse 
with its lamp gone out. It kill seems, however, to serve 
somewhat of its original purpose of warMng both North and 
South of a mutual imerest that should hind them in the 
sacredness of a religion that once hallowed and still haunts 
its stones. From Me year s56o, vvben Me estateS were 
sequestered by- the crown and the eleven remaining monks 
were pensioned, its vet, existence began to be forgotten 
save by a few people in the mighbouring hamlets. Even 
thesesehlom resorted to it except as quarrymen. Until 159o, 
its stained glass still stood in the window alts altar and 
choirstalls were intact and the numerous niches on the walls 
safely Meltered their delicately carved statues—some of them 
remain even until now, in sorrowful yet pleading mutilation. 
It was in Mat year that the brutal violence of the mob, who 
knew nothing of rival creeds, but, under the leadership of 
Knox, were ready for any plmder and destruction, hacked 
irim pieces all that came within their reach. If these locusts 
spared any, that the Covenanters of r6, entirely demolished. 
These again might have gone further in their blind seal, had 
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not a simple thing scared them. A statue of our Blessed 

Lady, Patron of the Cisterciam, fell upon one miscreant and 

maimed his arm for life. The rest—they ran away 

For another century Melrose lay neglected and desolate. 

The pilgrim class had become defunct, the tourist had not 

as yet been born. Perhaps it was the antiquarian seal 

of Francis Drake of Yerk who first rediscovered and made 

knovvn this, a his eye, "Gothic rarity . . . . the most 

exquisite structure of its kind in either Kingdom." Perhaps 

it was Walter Scott who did more to restore to, its rightful 

fame when he threw over it the glamour of romance and 

enshrined it in the witchery of potry. For one thing it 

seems watching and waiting. Will that come ? It had a 

long pas why may it not have a future 
There was an old ?Melrose on the Tweed ow miles away. 

The orthography of its was not the same as the 

later modern monk sculpturenamed it in that rebus (a melmallet, 

and a rose) which the moat furious of the iconoclasts failed 

to obliterate and which remains there yet amidst the 

ruin, It was built on a steep bank. in Celtic a mull-raw or 

hare promontory. It was the home of St. Boisil (Doswell) 
and St. CuMbett, was colonised from Lindisfarne in 854, and 

became, in turn, the mother of Ripon. It had its chequered 

historynl spoliations and revival, until King David 
transferred it to New :Melrose and it then lingered on as 

a chapel dedicated to at. Cuthbert. It was a place of pil-

grimage until the fifteenth cenmry. Its site is still pointed 
out as " the Chapel knoll." So Melrom had all the 

traditions of the ancient and apostolic Church handed 

down to it from St. Aidan and beyond. It lived to see those 

traditions enlarged and strengthened by the introduction 

of Premontre at Whitherne, of many communities of 

Dominican and Franciscan Friars, of the Austin Canons 

and Knights of St. John. It was also in touch with the 

Cluniac monks who went from Paisley to Iona, as well as 

with the Benedictines of Col,.gharn and Dunfermline. It 
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had its heyday of prosperity. It lived its strenuous life of 
work and influence. At one time as many as a bkindred 
monks gathered within its cloisters and there fouhd the 
earthly arena on which they fought out their life-wrestle. 
It stood , and proclaimed the truimph of faith over 
heathendom. While including all that was tender and 
graceful, it became the embodiment of what was highest 
and noblest in human intelligence and skill dedicated as an 
offering to the glory of God. 

Then came the raids and the burning. of the English 
invasion. Melrose suffered the first and theworst. In the 
midst of the clang of in  warfare and the pillage and 
slaying that a«omoanied it, discipline was sure to suffer. 
In vain did the General Chapter of Citeaux attempt reform. 
The passage of armies to and tro made all efforts impossible, 
and it is hard to say if friend or foe were more disastrous. 
The final blow came when Henry ort the breakdown 
of the proposal for the marriage of nce Edward with 
Mary of Scotland, sent an army, under the Earl of Hertford, 
to pillage the district. The deed was done with such ruth-
less savagery chat Melrose never recovered. Its day seemed 
over. Its work seemed done. Just the remnant was saved. 

On the west side of the south transept is a door that leads 
to a turnpike stair. Over the door there is an inscription 

"So gays (goes) the comp, evyn about, 
So truth and faute (worship?;) do, but doubt Pm doubt), 
Behalfde to the end (behold the end), John Murdo." 

John Murdo, as is seen from another inscription on the 
south side, was 'nester mason of the building. Was he als
a prophet? Has the compass Corned round about, and the 
troth hung only for awhile in the balance? Are the words 
of the third line the same . respite finem" of Christiml 
philosophy with which we are all familiar? Must we look 
further ahead before we can wisely judge that the influence 
, all for which Melrose still stands is gone for ever? The 
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place certainly looks as if some guarding spirit were ear. 
It is cared for --reverenced even now as if in atonement for 
past neglect. Some Presbyterians did attempt to bring it 
back to some resemblance of its former purpose by partially 
reroofing it, but the project failed. Britons, whether Celt 
or Saxon, agree in looking on it now only to deplore the 
folly that inspired itsdestmction. The descendants of those 
who worked the ruin am now anxious to disclaim the false 
glory that has so long been attached to the doing. and to 
shift all responsibility for it from Scotchmen'i shoulders on 
to the English armies. They allow that the motive was 
Ism in small part religious, add that much of it was temper, 
more was greed. The idea is dawning that the introduction 
of Presbyterianism was a reformation but an innovation, 
if not a convulsion. Whinot le men then strained at the gnat of 
Rome, they swallowed the camel of Geneva. Like the hasty 
servants of the Householder, they rooted up the wheat while 
they thought to pluck only the cockle. While thinking to 
lighten the Ain, they threw overboard, in panic, many things 
which now the hest and most enlightened minds consider 
would be none the worse to have back again. 

Perhaps the two opposite results of the one same 
dissolving force that passed over England and Scotland in 
the sixteenth century have not been sufficiently noticed. 
Anglicans maintain that it was only a washing of the 
Chard, face; but here in Scotland they must own it was a 
change of face altogether. In England, speaking generally, 
.meshing was saved of theancient fabric. Some semblance 
of an apostolic Church remained, and tacked on to it were 
a few to ribbons of its creed, its forunds.ries, and of its 

imi. In Scotland, with, finally, thy utter repudiation 
of an episcopal e, there set in a mom than Judaic severity of 
mind which insisted on tasteless kirk buildings, devoid of 
all sacredness and omament, on the one weekly payer-

ring, plain and monotonous and the predominant 
sermon. This became the' established" form of worship, 
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a form o unlike that of the twin " establishment" of the 

outh, that either might with reason doubt their common 
parentage. Armed with the authority and sustained by 
the prestige of the law, it spread everywhere over the land. 

Its reign was so absolute, that it kept in check the growth 

of thoe multitudinous Nonconformist sects which do not 
appear here in indefinitely repeating decimals, as they do 
south of the Tweed. It has had the o'sward robustness of 
an athlete, but its weakness has been, Irons the beginning, 
within. The symptoms of dissolution soon became apparent. 
Disintegration began, and limb by limb fell away. There 
are now by the side of the "Scot..," belonging to it 
and yet not of it, the " wee Frees," the " United Frees," 
some original Seceders," and some "Reformed." This 
indicamd at first some slight organic congestion. It now 
turns out to bed veritable phthisis on the part of the people. 
Kirk-gding is admittedly largely on the decrease. On the 

[of ministers, religious belie! has fallen to its minimum. 
The triple sets of Presbytery and Synod and General Assembly, 
opposed to and overlapping each other, are alike agitated 
by the unmistakeable cry of the people for some short exprers 
sion of a common creed that may keep them at least barely 
Christian. Ere this can be attempted, the Westminster-
Confmsion 0 Faith, their one time great tmt of orthodoxy 
must be thrown imo the crucible, that he residue, its 
sum and substance, may perhaps sufficeso  .t Ministers and 
Candidates for office have bog been subscribing to that 
for  With a mental reserse, under the protection of a 
conscience clause, lest they might be called upon to preach 
what they did not believe. The airy nothingness of the 
"new theology" existed here long before M. Campbell 
gave it a local habitation and a name. 

"So goes the compass even about." 

You cannot yet behold the end, because it is not in sight 
Things are, however, drawing on tit, though to prophesy 
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is not yet safe. There is evidence of a widely spread 
conviction that, if the Presbyterian home is not to fall, the 
ma, and heavy divisions on its floors mast be taken dot 

cry 
n. 

The c is for mania, but where to begin, and how to 
begin, and who is to begin, are bewildering preliminary 
quest... If the one roof be found sound enough to cover 
sae really national Scotch Church (Proterant, of course), 
then what about the Episcopal Church in Scotl and ? o
is a very disturbing element introduced imo me debate. 
The Episcopalian points to the Presbyter and, coolly 
presuming a cominuity with the ancient hierarchy, says tt—
" You are the exotic, we are indigenous to the soil. Even 
now, though dismtablished and dispossessed, the greater 
part of the land belongs to the adherents of our Church. 
If we are pots, it is because Presbyterian inrsitmions are 
supported mainly out 0 what were formerly Episcopalian 
funds ",—(forgetful that these same funds were Catholic 
before they belonged to either). " Your Confession Of Faith 
savours more of Calvin than of Christ;" airs!, if you would 
relegate it as we would the thirty-nine Articles and the 
Athanasian Creed,.o an appendix in the Book of Common 
Prayer, as an intereeting historical monument, a way would 
be opened for a distinctive step in the path of union." The 
retort comes back that, if union means unanimity, then 
Catholics and Unitarians and the Nonconformist sects must 

reckoned with, or else you are open to the charge 

can, 
and to the tac aproval of the principle that, 

after all, God is a God whopsanctions variety in religion. 
Notice how studiously on both sides all reference to a central 
uthoriq, without which union is an ecclesiastical dream, is 

avoided—nay repelled. The Pope is still a bogey, and they 
can't get rid of a fear of him. 'Though a Catholic population 
of at least sre,000 M their midst ought to have someconicer 
don with them in any scheme of religiouscomprehen ,they 
go on playing the game of sandshiding and w sionend they do 
not see. No voice has been raised on the Catholic side of 

Cd 
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the controversy. No Catholic paper has lent its columns 

either to enlighten or to explain. As far as England is 

conrued, it may not be from want of sympathy, it may 

onlycebe front absence of file knowledge of facts. Anyway, 

the Scot is, as has been said, a man apart. 

But "Sehalde to the end." "Respite finern." Is this 

state of chaos here the sole outcome of the vaunted retum 

to the purity and simplicity of Faith attempted in the day 

when Melrose and all that it stood for, Unity, Authority, 

Creed, went down in the struggle, If so, tn.at  mmentary 

But it is time to take one look at thew  min. 

What that look reveals is m significant as it is touching. 

Over the great muM door there some figures of musicians 

are carved. Near them are mayors of Sr. John the Baptist, 

and of a with this beautiful legends " He mflered 

becaum He mokwilled. When Jesus cometh the shadows of the 

world shall ceme to be." Perhaps no other words could 

more suitably form a conclusion to this dissertation. 
lox r S. Co, O.S.B. 

goetto of to Zisforp of flje 
Qgtnebicfint CommuniEr now refibing 
of gt. genabiteo ( rtorpe ea; 
rola). Otafforb. 

Cluvraa VIII. 

The French Revolution. 

NOTHING very material appears to have trnnspimd in 
our Community from this period until the commenmment 
0 the French Revolution, excepting that according m the 
tesumtesty of the ancient Religious m wet, as the general 
opinion of the public, the Community was considered a 
remarkably exemplary one, living up to the Spirit of our 
holy Institute and continuing under the obedienm of the 
most Eminent Cardinal of Rims Archbishop of Paris and 
his successors. From the time of Revnd. Mother Agnes
Temple, who built all the Cells and Cloisters, there was no 
new building until the beginning of the year ofiy, the 
year after the first election of Mother Mary Magdalen 
Johnson, who was elected the nth of August ty66. She 
rebuilt the Infirmary, which had been in danger of falling 
down, and which now consisted of four large rooms and a 
Kitchen besides three Garrets. These were the Parlours and 
the Confessor's Apartments, the latter of which had been 
before especially

 
his Bedroom, E being a small 

Garret imxt the ti lm .d exposed to the violent heat and 
cold. This building which was very considerable (the expense 
amounting to upwards of seventeen thousand Livers) was 
begun in the year 5767 and was all by the help of Divine 
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Providence paid, without diminishing our rents, in the year 

in, Rev.. Mother Prioress, being much importuned by 

the Architect ror his money and she not having wherewith 

to satisfy his demand, mentioned to the Rev.. Mr. Short, to 

whom .c was writing, (and through whose hands we had fre-
quemly mceived .nsiderable charities, particularly from our 

worMy and benevolent Benefactor the Rght. Honble. Lady 

Swum.) the difficulty she was under on account of this debt. 

Mr. Short, having in his hands a hundred pounds, left to be 

di,. of in Charitable uses by Edward dessop Esquire for 

tFe benefit of his soul, set it to ., earnestly recommending 

him to our prayers and letting us know at Me same time Mr. 

dirosop, iutention. To this sum was added thirty pounds 

from Lady Stourton which pairohe whole debt, except oo 

livers which we added ourselves. Mr. Jessop was of course 

put in the list of our Benefactors and always partakes of the 

prayers of our Community. We have likewise other very 

great obligations to Mr. Short, whose disinterested charity 

is the more worthy remark in t he had at that 

time his own Sin Superior of anotheMr Community. Yet 

he preferred sending the money to us, and he also sent us 

three norssocc..vely (after the above named gilt) rondred 

pounds (tutus person who had promised to give that stun M 

Charity upon Me success of an important affair. The rome 

Rev.. Mother was also advised to MUM a Malt-Kiln that 

ive might brew beer for ourselvro. She did this about the 

year ins, and we brewed at home for some years, but she 

did not find it answer las Me had always feared), though 

the Religious took much pains in making the Malt to save 

expense. She was much more successful M her stamp at 

making peppermint drops and P.tilles, in the manufacture 

of which we got to great perfection and sold great 

quantities both of them and of the distilled water of 
Peppermint. The profit was a great assistance to the 
Community andshews us, for our examle, that our sisters, 

though they depended so much on Divine Providence, did 
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not neglrot such mea.ns . were compatible with their state 
to help themselves. They were frequently urged to take
Pensioners, but that being contrary to our Institute and 
retired manner of living, they chose rather to place their 
whole trt,t in Divine Providence Man to change one thing 
that our Venerable Beginners had with so naah labour and 
pain established, and of which their followers have reaped 
the comfort in the solitude of a sweet and retired liro. The 
next great Building we were obliged to undertake was the 
Church and Choir. This happened likewise under Me 
Superiority of the same Reyna. Mother. The old building 
faced the Street and was the original house our beginners 
Fad fi rst bought, turned into a Church a. Choir. It was 
now so old, it was considered to be in danger of falling. 
Rev.. Mother Prioress consulted Revnd. Deplassro, 
who had been several yea, our Superior and had on all 
occasio 

ti 
ns acted towards us like a tender Father. He came 

several mes with proper persons to examie the necessity 
and to calculate the expence. and he used hiss best end.vours 
to procure us help. He obtained for us (moo livers from the 
Clergy besides several other Charities and the Building w. 
determined to be done. Upon the roth of April. r783, the 
Blessed Sacrament was removed to s tempomq chapel, and 
the work went on prosperously and was fat advanced, when, 
in June, ryB, Rev.. Mother Marc Magdalen John n was 
taken dangerously ill. Our Superior came to visit her.ro She 
had every assistance that could be procured her both for 
soul and body, but being exhausted by long Mfirmities she 
was too weak to withstand the violence of her illness and 
she died, much regretted by the Community, on the 13111 of 
June .74 

After the Election of Revad. Mother Ma, Clare Bond, 
who succeeded, the Building was completed. The expense
amounted in all to ,i,000 livers. Sam this had been 
paid in the life time of the late Prioress from the sums pro-
cured usby our Superior and a Ltoo from Lady Stourton, 

la_ 
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but there remained still due thou livers 0 the principal 

builder. Mother Mary Clare Bond was elected a second 

time in August sySS, but mon after fell into a very bad 

state 0 health .d about Easter of the following Year 
was entirely confined 'to her Fed. 

In May of the same Year, 1789, began the dreadful French 
evolution. It is not my intuition to notice athrproceedings 

in this affair further than to give a short account of what 
happened to us. 

On the tat 0 July, stho the Community was much 
,armed by the violence of the mob and the taking of the 
Bastile. Sometimes the thighhiurs would come and tell the 
Nuns to shut the outside doors. as the mob was in the next 
street. It wustill more alarming tosec the populace running 
from place to place in sight 0 our Convent, setting fire to 

different Houses. On one occasion we could se, fires bluing 
at the same time ! This was particuffirly distressing as it was 
in sight of the Infirmary windows, where Rund. Mother Clare 
Bond was in such a state of suthring that she could not be 
moved om of Bed and was in fact very near her Death. 
The nuns used their best endeavours to prevent her from 
knowing what was going on; but it W.. impossible. The 
smell of the smoke came full into the room: and the nise 
of the demolishing of a large Home very near was terrifico.— 
The day folksy ing, the mme Mob came to our door, and the 
Street was fi llth with a set of men that it is impossible to 
describe, . frightful sus their appearance but they came 
quietly to ask for Victuals. They were admitted Una the 
Parlours and had as much Bread and wine as they chose. 
Afterwards they retired very peaceably. 

After this first Alarm (which was little in comparison 
with what we had afterwards) we were for some time 
without any molestation; but our Dear Superior grew 
worse and worse, and after a long martyrdom 0 excruci-
ating pain, caused by Sciatic Gout, it pleased God to 
call her to Himself on the sad of November 109. The 
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Community feltseverely the loss of such a Prioress, especially 
at a time when there was just cause to apprehend that 
dreadful scenes would ensue. There was oMy time to make 
an Election of another Prioress before ththu were so 

.disturbed,'s to put an end to all regular observance. On 
the mth of January, alp, forty days after the death of 
the late Prior.. Mother Teresa Joseph Johnson was elected. 
The Community soon had reason to fear the worst and 
therefore had advice from the Ecclesiastical Superior to 
mcure the Church plate r which was done by selling all that 
could be spare& occurred the difficulty about the 
Intruded Cure of the Parish The fi rst thing required of us 
was that we should ring the 

. 
Bells for the Instailation of the 

Intruded Bishop of Paris. 1,6 Runs!. Mother Prioress 
refused to do. The Commissaire threatened but no harm 
came of it. The at thing required of us (sometime after 
wards) wu that the Niue. should sign a process verbal 
that she accepted certain articles in a printed paper, one of 
which wu to keep the door of the Church shut, and not 
allow any but the Community to enter. As there were still 
other Churches where the people might hear Mass, this 
article waa accepted ; nor could sve have refused, as our 
Church was only a private one. Another was that we 
should not permit any Priest to say Mash who had nm 
faculties from the Guiles. This we absolutely refused, 
saying that we neither en would, would, acknowledge any 
other than our Lawful Archbishop (He was at that time at 
Chamberry). It is most astonishing that, though the Coin-
missaires were most earnest in their endeavours that we 
should agree to what they demanded, yet they were not 
offended at this refusal, but behaved with the greatest 
respect, wished os all p and assured us of their 
protection! After this, therosperity,  Intruded Curate called to ask 
if we would receive the Procession of the Most Blessed 
Sacrament into our Church, fro rn the Parish Church, on 
the feast 0 Corpus Christi Bic .81 alleged the Orders 
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we had had to keep the Church Doors Aste. He 
replied, he would take cam to have them opened for 
that. We then told him if he meant to employ force we 
could not resist ; but if he asked us to the door, we 
could not do so, as he was not the lawful Pastor of our 
Parish. Not being a violent man, he retired without further 
efforts, andso. after came o. Commissaire, with all civil-
ity, to enquire if he could be more happy than the Curate 
and obtain to have the Doors opened We answered, N.
He then asked if we would hang the Streets as before, 
when the Procession passed through them? When we told 
him we would because that belonged to the Police, he 
seemed astonished that he could gain so much, and asked 
the question several times to he well assured there was no 
misunderstanding! Though these difficulties less than 
the hardships we afterwards suffered,. the.em anxiety and 
feat of being surprised into any wrong steps was most die 
tressing. We desired on Me one side to adhere steadily 
to the Church and freelyconfess our religious seroirnents 
when  it was necessary, and on Me other to avoid all 
rash or imprudent measures that might draw down mischief 
on the Community without benefiting the Cause of religion. 
In a short time the Convent Churches were opened under 
the inspecin of the Civil Magistrate only; Am we opened 
oars, ands: remained open till our imprisonmero on the 3c1 
of 0.ober 093. After all the other Churches had been 
destroyed, or their lawful Curates deposed, the con... of 
people, who came to us fro all parts of Pads, is scarcely to 
be conceived. our churm ch Mey were well assured of not 
meeting with a Constitutional Priest. 

The first Domicilary Visit that we had was in the begin-
ning of 1193, when a band of armed men with their leader 
came to the great gates of the Convent and demanded 
entrance. They then called for the Superior who immedi-
ately presented herself. They would not say what they 
came for, but required to be conducted to her Appartment. 
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The leader of the band, ordered all his men, excepting two, 
to remain below stairs ; thece two were to accompany him 
as itnenes, and were placed with their arms asguards at the 
door. One of the Nuns accompanied Revnd. Moth. The 
precautions they used were to prevent her from concealing 
anything that they were in search of, which was her 
correspondence. Happily it was not English letters they 
wanted, and all others had been destroyed, excepting one 
from a Deputy of the National Assembly. This satisfied 
the Officer, and he gave a favourable account to his men 
and finished Me visit. 

The and Visit was on Holy Thursday, 1,93, in the After-
noon. The pretence was to seek for Prie a. arms. 
They indeed faithfully fulfilled their Charges e, leaving no 
place either within without the Convent unseen.. 
during which proceeding guards were placed all round the 
enclosure walls. Apparently there were about yo of them. 
The Prioress, being asked if she had anything concealed, 
informed them that an English Lady then in England bad 
left some of her effects under the care of the Community, 
which were deposited in one of the Apartments. After 
having examined it they p. the Seals of the Nei, on the 
Dom The 3rd Visit was made on the Sth of ffiiSember, the 
mme Year. at 2 O'clock in the Morning. They first went 
to the Confessor's Appartments and after examining all 
Mere, they pot the Seal of the Nation on hie paper, money, 
etc.; they then rang the Convent Bell and awakened the 
Religious. The Fortress came and the Confessor told them 
what the matter was. All rose and dressed as quickly as 
they possibly could while the officers were clarrourous for 
admittance. The Doors being opened they came stamping 

the lights, noise, confusion, rendered it a Dreadful scene; 
but, hay., searched every Cell for papers and letters, and 
put the Seals an what they found, they permitted tn. terri-
fied Religio. to go to Choir. Recnd. Mother and another 
Nun, how., remained with them, till afters o'clock, 
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when they went away, and the Community said Matins. 
The 5th Visit was on the 3d of October, 1793, between 
and 5 in the Afternoon. Then the Nuns were made 

Prisoners in their own house. We found we had been 
denounced, as having private Assemblies in our Convent. 
The great concourse of people from all parts of Paris to our 
Church gave rise to these suspicions. 'they examined the 
Parlours very strictly and seemed much disappointed at not 
finding any door el communwation. These men had their 
orders in due formfrom the Department, and, after their 
earch, were to leave us in ttes on, witha Guard at our 

own expence. They began theirtati .arch .with great rigour, 
making anInventory of all the pl.a below stairs, and of 
all our Effects t remaining till near midnight when they 
retired, leaving our old man as guard, telling him to let 
nothing pass in or out without his knowledge. We furnished 
him with a bed and he slept in a parlour close to the great 
Inclosure door. He remained 5 weeks in this manner and 
we were obliged to pay him 3 Livers a day. He was very 
civil. The Officers returned next morning to continue their 
hwentory. When they had enumerated all the ut 
Buildings, Waslohouse, Distillery, et. etc., they went to the 
Infirmary where they began to reflect what a troublesome 
affair they had in hand, and one of them discovered that they 
had no orders to make an inventory but only to examine the 
effects: they therefore decided to do no more and put the 
Seals on what they trudged fit. They had been to the depdt, 
where all the contracts, registers etc. were kept.. the Nuns 
could only obtain ,MIS91011 to take away from it the 
parchments on which their Religious Vor. were written. By 
this means each one had the comfort of preserving her own. 

Before this time a Corrunisseire had been se. to require 
a declaration of all our rents. on account of the war with 
England. The effects of all English persons being put in 
Sequestration, we could receive no rents, so that we were 
...ea to live on charity and on whoL we could gain with 

L . 
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our work, for we received no assistance from the Committee 
till the s5th of December r7q3. I have already said that we 
were put in Arrestation under a Guard, on the yd of October 
1793. The House was then only occupied by the Community, 
and we continued all our religious exercises as usual, 
although the Cornmissaires came in and out of the Convent 
a, they pleased to see what Appartments might be spared 
for other Prisoners. They marked several rooms. They 
told the Religious, in order to tranquilize them, that they 
should only bring some Ladies of their own Country. But 
in the beginningof Novengwr the Concierge arrived and 
produced h, powers in form. The first in iew alievued 
what might expected. He told the Prioress that our 
Confessor, Reend. Father Naylor would he sent to another 
prison, but that she might be at ease, (or another Confessor 
watt. be movided  i  She told h. that we would by,

no means accept of any one that they should send! He 
replied, then She should be sent to another prison also—this 
was all an invention of his own. We lea. that he was
warm Jacobin, one of those who frequented the Jacobin Club, 
and he seemed a fit inrcrument to employ in the brciness they 
were carrying on. The only way to get any favour out of 
him was by dint of money. However such as he was, he 
was destined for our Governor i and we could only accept
the Chalice, though a ry bitter oo 

On the 7th or 8th of Novembern 6 Ladies were brought 
to us as prisoners, with s maid servants who came volen-
tarily to atend on thei, mit,e.es. Soon after this, 
the House was filled with primners of all ranks, Men, 
Women, and Children. Many of them weld ol the highest 
classes, and among others was the Princess Joseph Monica, 
who was taken away sometime after with r3 or LI others, 
in the night and shortly after beheaded. There were also 
the Duke and Dutch., D'Alvine and their Daughter the 
Dutchess of Montmorency, with her child and waiting maid. 
These 3 were lodged in a very small garret, where the 
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Infirmarian used to keep the earthenware belonging to the 
Infirmary. The Maid soon fell sick and the good young 
Duchess, in a most plenum charitable manner, waited 
loth ou her child and maid, till at length she became very 
ill herself. Th. the Duke, her Father, wishing to visit her, 
went upstairs to her chamber, but the door being only a feet 
a half wide, and his Grate extremely large, he could not 
cote, which caused some diversion among the prisoners: 
indeed the Duke was so stout and heavy that they were 
obliged to furnish him with an Iron Bedstead. He was a 
well behaved man and very respectful to the whole com-
munity; he had a sister in another part of Me house, 
Madame D'Albove, a very worthy lady who was very kind 
to Rood. hdoMer Prioress. Beside these there were several 
other fami i.of distinction who gave great edification under 
their Afflictions but alas ! many shewed that their prin 
ciples were according to the times, and rap. of Mese left 
their prison to meet death inn state of infatuation, without 
spiritual aid. There was, however, one lady who became 
truly sensible of her state before she was beheaded. She 
had neglected her Duty, as she old the Nuns, and begged 
them to pray for Mr as she was soon to die, and had 
means of meeting with Spiritual Assistance; but Divine, 
Provideno provided her with this in a very striking manner, 
for an Uncle of he arrived unexpectedly, o prisoner, with 
no knowledge she wo there, or in such Distress. He was a 
very good priest, and she had the happiness of having all 
theniritual aid it was in his power to give Mr. There was 
also a Prince Charles who told us he had been a friend to 
the wrong coos and, after having lent a large sum to those 
concerned in it, they had placed him in prison. A German 
Princess was also a prisoner in our house, and remained 
there when the Community was transferred to the Castle 
of Vincennes The Community continued their choir Duties 
alter the arrival of the first prisoners, and had Mauas otrei 
fora short time. The Prince., he  from the Concierge 
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that the Revolutionizes were carrying away all the prate from 
the cLurches in or Section, doh.] him to let her know 
before they came He answered that she must be prepared. 
They came accordingly and took away a silver Chalice and 
Ciborium and a vessel for Me Holy Oils which the Confessor 
had emptied. They left a Ciborium that was not silver but 
gilt. We got a Pewter Chalice, and had Mao some-
time loge, but in a few days they returned (Me 5th 
Visit) to take the rot of the silver and they obliged 
the Prioress to go into the out apartments there to make 
a declaration of all the Plate we had. After this, they made 
the strictest search, and had they found nothing of the 
sort it would have been a Capita/ Crime. They took the 
Remonstrance, Thurible, the silver figure of Christ and the 
omens.. of the Cross which we used in Procession, spoons, 
forks etc they even made Revnd. Mother empty her pockets 
in which was found a precious Reliquiary of silver work. 
These they took saying "The Nation has need of all!" 
Alarmed by hearing of the horrible profanation in some 
Churches in our Section we resolved no longer to reserve the 
Blessed Sacrament. We preferred being deprived of this 
happiness, rather than run the risk of what might happen, not 
knowing the day nor the hour when they might come to 
destroy our Church: but we took the preomion of keeping 
Mc Lamp burning. usual, so that if ny change for the better 
took place, we might he, it alight without notice. On the 
oth of November,our keeper told us we could no longer have
Ma., that he expected the Cornmissaires from the Section 
to make another visit. They came about 13 o'clock and 
demanded horn the Prioress an account of the bra., copper, 
etc, belong to the Church. This was a mere formality, for 
they gathered up eorything they found. The horror of 
this 6th Visit far suoassed all we had before experienced. 
They were dreoed to make themselves look hideoo (it is 
impossible to describe them, or the destruction they did) and 
these horrid figures rushed in, the one driving the omen, 
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seeming to exult at what they were sent to do: they ran up 
and down the Church snatching and tearing down curtains 
and the Shrines of the Sain taking awa crosses, pictures 
etc. etc. sporting with the Holyts, Ware, throw y ing, things down 
then kicking them up into Me air, jumping, racing 
about; and calling out to each other with loud laughter. 
In short the scene was most dreadful and most dist ing, 
and at length they collected altogether and carried ress every. 
thing into the Vestry at the bottom of the Church, placing 
the seal of the Nation on the door. A few days after, they 
fetched them away, nor could we ever recover any of these 
effects some of which were of considerable value. They 
then passed into the other Vestry, and there one of these 
shameless creatures dressed himself like an Abbess and, 
taking a Crosier in his hands in mockery, came into the 
Chapter room singing "Veni Spans Christi." Then they 

threw open all the large cupboards in which the Vestments 
and Church ornaments were kept; they took these away 
and pulled down the cupboreds, using the wood to fit up 
the rooms for the prisoners. We had contrived whilst they 
were ransacking the Church, to take our Office Books and 
other books of devotion ore of the Choir to our Cells--at 
least as many as we ould. 

yth Visit. A few dary alter this the Concierge in a very 
severe manner procured a more exact search to be made in 
the Na, Cells to see if they had concealed anything 
belonging to the Church. They found nothing of any 
cossequence, chiefly a few old flowers and other things 
belonging to a little Chapel , Our Blessed Lady in our 
Cemetery; this dissovery was treated as a great victory 
and they carried the things off in mph the Garret, 
where we had been obliged to depose moss of our furniture 
in order to empty 1.061115 for the accommodation of the 
Prieoners. 

re these searches they learnt the different marks on the 
Linen, so as to be able to distinguish what belonged to the 
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Church, Refectory, Infirmary, etc. etc., and they suspected 
much to be missing. This was actually the case, but they 
never found it out, as we had made the best table linen into 
petticoats, so that sve could carry it away with us if sent to 
another Prison a thing which was continually threatened us. 

8th Visit Nevertheless, they made another strict search, 
and before it began they 011ed for the Prioress to announce 
it to her. She asked to see their wawa.. They looked at 
one another and knew not how to er They said they 
had no need of one ; if the Keeperansw desired the search, that 
was refficient ! that she had no power resist and had no 
right to ask to see the order ; and wheno  the Reyna. Mother 

sted that she had, they went to the Greffe and wrote out 
an order. The search they were determined to make, and 
they performed it so rigourossly, that they made some of the 
Nuns empty their pockets, and .me Infirmary linen which 
they found on them they took away and put under the Seal 
of the Nation ! 



LQe altro etire13. 4mrceforio. 
T. Village Church, of which a brief notice was given in 

the Easter number of this Journal, was solemnly opened on 

Whit-Sunday, May IA, and is now being used for Divine 

ServiAn ce. 
ancount of the Opening and a description of the church, 

will no doubt be of in  to "Old Amplelordians." But 
whether or not, it is a local event of real importance, and 

as such could not well be passed over. The " Village." are 

naturally proud of having such a church in their midst. It 

is a most important event to them and one that begins a 

new pa in the village history an era, it is to be hoped, of 

progress in Careolicism. It is the first Catholic Church in 

the village since the Reformation. The old Parish Church, 

didicated to St. Hilda (one of the many survivals of Pre-
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reformation times—or rather its quaint old tower, Mr Me 
body of the church was rebuilt some forty years ago), is still 
there to remind us of old Catholic days. "A new home," to 
use Fr. Abbot's words in his Opening Disc..," is provided 
for Our Lo.:" and again, ° He has come to the village 
in His Sacramental form; and where H. Presence is, there 
must surely tonne great blessings." 

A short time ago, in an article in the Yorkshire Gentle 
on Arnpleforth, we read the following:b....I enquired into 
the Religious condition of the people without respect to 
sect or Creed; and one answer I received seems to suin up in 

w
a short and rep. 
sentative manner the • 
whole: 'people area,
as good as they once 
were.' I confess that 
I could not obtain 
actual proof of this 
general pin
From all we can 
gather we should in 
cline to the belief 
that they are de-
cidedly better than 
they used to be. If 
there e ver was
village that had a 
bad name, rightly or 
wrongly, it was 
Ampleforth t and the -• 
adage—"give a dog
a bad name a. ha

the grea 

seems to 
pite 
apply 

here t for M sp of 
t imrovm 

ments in the physical 
and moral conditions 

:4' 
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of the village, old prejudiced ideas still prevail amongst 

outsiders. When, however, people revisit it, the common 

expression heard is, "how greatly improved Arnpleforth now 

seems!" It isnot for want of places of worship that Ample-
forth suffers ; for besides the old Parish Church, it has two 

Nonconformist Chapels.and now a Catholic Church. "But," 

to quote again from the above-mentioned paper, "Noncon-

formity is in a declining state. -Why, After several reasons 

thewriMr says—"There are other and hidden influences 

antagonistic to Nonconformity and its work in Ample( orth, 

which also operate in favour of Roman CaMolicism and the 

Church of England. For inst,ce (and in saying this I do 

not impute a, conscious lack of rectitude to Ampleforth 

residents) the fact that the Roman Catholic Coll, 

employs many people of the village and gives some amount 

of trade to the shop-keepers and others, undoubtedly causes 

peopleso attend that body's religious service . . . ." "Bread 

P
be found anywhere, and we suppose Ampleforth has had 

such; but to impute anything of the kind to Me Catholics 

as a body is very unfair, especially , so many of them are 

either not employed by or independent of the College, while

others have mrne as Catholics from other places and as such 

have obtained employment at the College. The writer of 

that article would be sumtised to know how many non-

Catholics are employed by the College, a proof that the 

authorities are not prejudiced. If non-Catholics wem

liberal-minded on this poi, as the College, we should see 

less bigotry than we still do amongst our neighbours. 

Bigotry dies hard, and the late District Elections have shown 

m how it still sunrives amongst some of the non-Catholics 

of the village. It has, however, Men gratifying to notice 

the kindly attitude and help onthe part of the betters 

minded non-Catholics towards the new church. They 

have supported the concerts, jumble-sales, etc., which 

have been held in aid of the building fund; they came 
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in large numbers to the opening of Me church, and 
altogether have helped on the work in many little ways. 
All this A a clear sign of the improved state of things; 
and we trust that the kind feeling thus shown may further 
increase, and that prejudice and bigotry will decline. Non-
conformity ma, be on the down-grade in Ampleforth, but it 
is very noticeable how strong It is in most of our Yorkshire 

The population of the parish of Ampleforth was 6, in 
19m. Of these, Iyo were Catholics, perhaps loo were 
Nonconformis, and the rest Church of England. The 
population of Me village lull will be about 53o, of which 
about no are Catholics. The actual number of Catholics
under thy care of the parish priest is 185, including those of 
neighbouring villages and outlying districts. The Catholic 
school in the village had an average attendance of q1 last 
ye m of winch 9 were non-Catholics. The new church 
enables those v, live at a distance, such as Byland,and also 
farm servants, who were seldom able to do so before, to get 
to Mass now. It has been gratifying to find among the 
regular attendants faces that were seldom seen before at 
Mass and Benediction. 

The church was opened on Whit-Sunday. The Bishop was 
unable to be present, and the Abbot officiated. Before the 
Solemn Ma., the church was blessed by Fr. Prior. assisted 
by some of the monks and boys from the Abbey. Then 
followed Abbatial High Elms, sung by Fr. Abbot, the Assist-
nt Priest being Fr. Prior, the Deacon Fr. Edmund 

Matthews, the Subdeacon Br. Paul Nevill, the Master of 
Ceremonies Br. Ambrose Byrne. The Moir from the Abbey, 
under the able conductorship of Mr. Eddy, sang the Mass by 
Kaim, the monks rendering the Gregorian chant. Fr. Abbot 
preached a most eloquent sermon on the text from the Gospel 
of the day, St. John .iv. If any one love me he will 
keep my word, and my Father will love hi, and we will 
come to him, and will take up our abode with him." He 
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pointed out the importance of the establishment of a Catholik 
church, in uch as it provided a new home forthe Blessed 
Sacrament,som thus fulfilling the desire to dwell with men which 
God had from the beginning manifested in Holy Scripture. 

He went on to show how Gad had communicated with 
mankind from the time of Adam to that of His Incarnation, 
and how He had then left Himself to us in the Blessed 
Sacrament of Me Altar. Theyshould, therefore, love to visit 
this church where Christ would now dwell, and should be 
proud to beautify and uphold that home of God. To the 
on-Catholics he pointed out that they should respect the 

feelings and belief of their Catholic brethren, for their faith 
was a real one and very dear to them. 

In the evening Er. Abbot again officiated and preached. 
He referred to the highly satisfactory work done by the 
builders of the church, and thanked those who had so 
generously helped towards its erection and furnishing. He 
went on to speak of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, to which 

crowded church paid rapt atention. Benediction then 
followed, the choral part being taken by Me congregation 
choir, whose singing charmed and surprised the many 
visitors present. The church was fi lled both morning and 
evening. There wete many non-Catholics present. and 
these were greatly impressed by the Abbot's word, which 
we have reason to believe will lead to much good. 

And now a few words descriptive of the building itself, 
of which Fr. Manors Powell has provided two excellent 
little sketches. It is Gothic in style, simple in design, and 
conDdered by all most suitable fora village church. No 
architect was employed it is of such a simple nature that 
those in charge of the work and the builders were able to 
marry it out from their own dengue. It is built very substan-
tially of rock-faced stone obtained from the Sleighthohndale 
quarries, and Mr. Frank Thompson (mason) and Mr. William 
Worthy (joiner), both of Ampleforth, are to be congratulaked 
on Me way they have done their work. The exterior measure-
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meis of the building are: length by feet breadth, sa 'feet 
height, as feet. The interior measurements are: length, 54 
feet, from West wall to the Sanctuary wall breadth m feet. 
Should it ever he desirable to enlarge the church, the Sacristy 
and Confessional could be thrown into the church by taking 
down the 9-inch brick wall that now divides them off from 
the church, for this wall is merely a partition, and does not 
support the roof. The Sacristim would then have to be 
built out on the Noah or South side, and a larger East 
window put in in 

rese 
stead of the present one that serves to light 

Me Sacristy. For the p nt, there is more than ample room 
for all requirements. The church as it is will accommodate 
about mopeople. It is furnished with k neelers and chairs. 
The woodwork throughout is of ordinary red deal, and in 
the caw of the roof, doors, and Sanctuary floor, it is stained 
and varnished. On the Noah side them is a quaint little 
porch, in which stands quite a unique Holy Water Stoup, 
the gift of Mr. and NS.. Frank Thompson, it is a beautifully 
carved figure of an angel holding a shell, in Carrara marble 
specially ordered from Genoa. The Sacristy and Con-
fessional a as we have already indicated, behind the Ahem 
at the Eastre, End and anderneath these is a heating chamber. 
The Heating Appare.tas (from Dilworth and Carr, of Preston) 
was put in at the expense of Mr. Fisher of Grimstone Manor. 
The Windows arc of cathedral glass, and from the firm of 
Atkinson and Sons, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. A small belfry is 
provided at the Weft End of the church, and it is hoped 
that mean, will be found for the placing therein of a bell, 
the estimated cost of which (including the fixing) is about 
Lat. A bell is very much needed, especially in a village 
where all the clocks sm to disagree as to the right time. 

The situation of theehurch is very similar to that of the 
old Parish Church, that is, it stands on the South side of the 
long village street, and at a little distance from it, in a field 
below the Catholic School. It is dedicated to. Our Lady 
and St. Benedict, though usually called by thelatcer name 
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the school having always been called" M. Benedict,," it was 
thought best to place Me church under the same patron, 
though we have heard mme regrets that it was not put 
under the patronage of M. ,Elred of Rievaulx, our great local 
Saint. 

The cost of the building is estimated at Ooo, exclusive of 
the furnishing of it This latter, we are happy to my, has 
been chiefly provided by Miss Talbot and other generous 
donors. There are still some things needed, such as Stations 
of the Cross, and Altar rails.• But, thanks to many kind friends, 
the little church hm made a good beginning ; and the 
Catholim of Ampleforth have much to be grateful for. 
Ft. Abbot chiefly do Mey owe their thanks—without his 
sanctio .d gen us help they would not have had their 
church.n Under his direction Fr. Oswald Swarbreck began 
in Yficir to gather funds for it and Fr. Prior continued the 
good woM, the Bishop having given his sanction to its 
erection. The interest show in it and the help throughout 
of Fr. Abbot has made possible what otherwise could not 
have been done. 

There is now a debt upon the church, but of such a 
nature that, we think it will not be too mu. of a burden on 
the Mission. Yet, as the people are nearly all in a position 
which prevents them from giving much, Me priest-in-charge 
will have to depend chiefly on the help of outsiders. That 
he has already met with generous response to his appeals is 
testified by the building itself and by the altar appurtenances 
and other things now in use. As one enters the little edifice 
one is struck by its simple beauty and devotional aspect. 
The exterior is plain and unostentatious a result chiefly 
due to 

when net 
bui Me interior is very pleasing, 

and, when completed. it will be in our opinion an ideal 
little church. 

Ampleforth with its beautiful scenery and bracing air is 
attracting visitors more and more ; and Catholic visit°. will 
now have the benefit of a church in the village, where the 
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Blessed Sacrament may always be visited, and where they 
can attend Mass and Benediction on Sundays. Mass is also 
said. Fridays for the Benefactors of the Mission. God his 
a.nswerect them prayers praye and Masses said far the mean 
to mise this churcanyh, .d has wonderfully blessed the under-
taking. It is already proving to be a great boon to the 
people, which they fully appreciate. May God further the 
good work begun, and grant it all future proaperity! 

J. AT.



Zik ZragetT of Sain. 
'Exam was a gentle south-west wind blowing, when the 

migrants came back, the weather was warm and clear, the 
brook was running at summer level, and the low-lying parts 
of the valley were dry enough to allow a man of no more than 
average weight to pass into evm quarter of them Myshod. 

As thenewcomers were mainly bent on the building of 
houses and the rearing of families, and, as everything seemed 
propitious, they lost no time in following the example of the 
thrushes, the blackbirds, the snipe and the plover, whose eggs 
were already in promos of incubation. So, suitable alliances 
were arranged and suitable sit. were cho.n for the tiny 
dwellings, that are ucted so cleverly and so Md.- 
piously. Most birds takeconstr only three or four days to finish 
their ,though the fairy-like news of the chaffinch and 
Me long-tailed tit are not completed under a fortnight. 

The birds me naturally very loth to allow anyone to 
discover their treasure-house and, even when most busily 
engaged.are very careful not to disc.. the secret to 
inquisitivemeb If you chance to be near enough, to watch 
a bird that is flyin to its nest with a feather or other 
material in its mouth,g you will see it, on noticing you. perch 
on so, adjacent rail or bough, and wait impatiently for 
you to go about yom business. If, however, you showan 
intention of remaining, it will drop its burden and fly 
about carelessly, as though it really had no intention at 
all of doing anything else except enjoy itself. lt may 
even coinmence to feed, and will continue to do so, 
until you have departed. In fact it will obviously 
do what it can to deceive you, and I have never seen a 
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more imudent attempt at fraud than was made a few weeks 
ago by a swallow at the farm, an attempt of which I was 
the innocmt victim. I chanced to be pawing through the 
big barn, as a swallow came flying in with a white feather 
in iN mouth. Seeing me, it circled round once or twice and 
then .t on one of the croesbeams for a while, until M mate 
came M and sat by it. After twittering busily m each 
other for maw thne, the first comerflew with the feather 
to a nest which was fastened to one of the rafters, and 
when it had carefully deposited the feather there, both 
flew out again, and after a time, as they did not return, 
I too departed. A few days later, being curious to see how 
the nest 

s'l'op 
ro,ssing, I brought a ladder and went up to 

nspect. y great surprise, the nest contained only one 
featMr, which wm, of course, the very one that I had seen. 
It seemed very sWange. Even if I had chanced upon the 
laying of the first feather,why had no others been added in 
the long interval I looked around for some canton,. of 
the mystmffiand then the secret was out. A few tellers away 
I could see another nest. and on  closer examination, fouM 
not only that it was quite finished, but that it had two eggs 
in it. It was plain that this nest was quite finished when 
passed before, and that the one feather had been laid in Ik. 
other nest solely with the object of misleading me. Mast 
birds will, of course, do this kind of thing, plovers being 
especially noticeable in this 1,1.1., though they overdo its
much, as often to defeat their own ends. Here and re, there, 
many little comedies of this kind could be observed as I 
progressed on a tour of observation down the valley. Some-
imes the acting was so well i s that it required consider-

able strength of mind to keep the even tenor of unes way, so 
many inducements were held out to draw me in other dire, 
tions. There were om or two birds that left their nests at 
the first alarm. and the wood-pigeon is perhaps the most 
noticeable of thee. It rises with a clatter through the Mee-

, and will not show itself again until the danger s pas . 

II
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Most of the birds, however. now that nesting o mperations 
n full swing. allowed one to observe the closely 

enough, losing all their natural timidity M their maternal or 
paternal anxiety. 

The nnaM objem at this time svas to disc over nmts that 
were photographable, one may use such a word. and for a 
few days I was fortunate in, quest. The mason, from my 
point of view seemed likely to be an excellent one. Nests 
were abundant everywhere. The fields which are known 
locally as fiRumand Water"(they are marshy,and the colour of 
the liquid probably reminded some bibulous one of his favour-
ite mixture), and which lie between the brook and tilling 
Woods, were especially well-populated. Larks, meadow and 
tree pipits, snipe, plover, and whin-chan, were there in the 
reedy grass; M the gorse, Ihmets, hedge-sparrows, yellow-
hammers, and bullfinches were settling down, whilst mos 
desirable A all, a sedge-warbler was building by the brook,t
and a yellow wagtail under one of its oveManging banks. 

Then the barometer and the thermometer .11 suddenly 
and the rain came. Such rain, too, not M fight summer 
shovvers as might have been expected at that time of the 
year, but in heavy StOMIS that drove even the hardiest way-
farer to shelter. Foe a time the soil absorbed mostof the 
fall, and little change was seen. On the Mird day, the rain 
still continuing, the stream began to rim, and on the fourth 
day it was a dark-coloured torrent, coshing violently along, 
bank high and in parts overflowing Mto the meadows, 
where thews., formed lagoons of different shapes and sixes. 
Only the higher portions of the ground stood clear, and on 
thern,f or a time, the hares and rabbits.. shelter, or made 
for the hedge banks, and, ,sterol  for the woods on the hills. 
The fieldmice and voles must have been drowned M great 

umbers, caught in their subterranean burrows. To the birds, 
the long continued cold rain was the worst of all things. 
The ground birds suffered fine. The low-lying nests were 
first beaten out of shape and then flooded by the hem, 

downpour. One lark's nest that I found, was crushed 
alrnost flat by the weight of water that had fallen. The 
yellow wagtail. nest was washed away very soon, .d of the 
sedge-warbler's only a small fragment remained, wrapped 
round one of the reeds that the current was heating roughly 
against the bank. 

One plover, which had made her nest in a Depression at 
the top of . old mole-heap, could he seen sitting patiently 
there for many days with the water on all sides of her. How 
she managed to endure the cold and the of I do not know, 
but in the end her devotion was so far rewarded, that she 
did 4014 out the eggs. As, later on, I found two you, 
chicks lying dead near the nmt, it would seem that, in the 
end, she did not reap much reward for her great effort. 

A little beyond, a dump of gone is growing on a slight 
rising ground. It has grown so thick, that the rabbits have 
made a warren. it mAtly above ground, and hereand there 
are solid platfom on which, in sunny weather philosophic 
individuals may sits   and take an elevated view of the world 
around them yet they are never so deeply immersed in 
meditation, that the slightest alann will not straightway 
send them scuttling down one A Me many Pmmges Mat 
lead Mto Me heart of the Prick.. mem. For birds, mn, there
is abundant shelter, mi that in an ordinary year many, both 
oommon and rare, make their hom in secret places. In 
other ymrs at this time it would.  have been full of life. 
Rabbits would have been running to shelter, hi. would 
have been flitting to and fro, and rival mngsten pouring 
forth their melodies from every bush. To-day all wm 

suotionless and silent. Now and then, I could hear the 
bdued call of some bird, Mat still dung to the neighbour-

hood of its ruined nest. I approached with some degree of 
appmhension, and a short search showed that my fears were 
well grounded. First, I found a wren's nest, sodden and 
lying on its side. A little further was a linnet's nest, fi lled 
to the brimwith little ones half-fledged, that seemed still to 
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be waiting with upturned beaks for the food and warmth 
that were so long M coming. All were cold and rigid, and 
had evidently been dead for some time. 

There were other nests containing eggs, and Al apparently 
deserted. In one hedge-sparrow, nest the bottom had been 
plucked up in part, so that the blue eggs were completely 
hidden. This seems to Ma common device with some birds 
in wet weather. Probably the object M to let the water run 
through the imst, thought may also serve to keep the eggs 
av 

The saddest sight of all was reserved for the end. As 
came and the last corner of the gone, I saw, hidden in
tall bush, the nest of a long-tailed tit. Most people know 
this wonderful lichen-covered nest, spherical in shape, with 

small hole in or near the top. The shape A the nest has, 
somewhat needlessly, perhaps,eamed for itsbuilder the name 
of )) bottle tit" though the shape can hardly be said to 
re.mble that of any known bottle. 

I bent the branch carefully down, that I might examine 
the interior of this nest and was surprised to find that the 
mother bird was sitting inside with her tail bent back over 
her head. But when I touched her, I found that she, too, 
was dead, and that beneath her lay seven dead little ones. 
It could easily be imagined that the mother had sacrificed 
herself in the vain effort to keep the warmth of life in her 
offspring. I replaced the unfortunate family in their silvery 
dwelling, and not caring to leave them swaying to aryl fro 
in the wind with the rain heating on them, I took the nest 
down and buried it beneath the gone. 

I had now to make a long cetour to cross the stream, the 
usual lords being hidden beneath three Met of water. The 
plank bridges,toa, were either under or already wmhed 
away. As I walked down to M watere nem cart-bridge, I Rted 
how little life seemed to be left by the water. The dipper, 
with its snow-white breast and its merry whistle, the king-
fisher, the moorhen, were to he men a week ago at every 

_ _ 
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bend of the stream, but to-day they had vanished and. the 
banks were uninhabited. Only a few carrion re  were 
searching Mr the victims A the athen Even the voles 
had gone imo hiding somewhere or other. Only one did I 
.e, and that was swinging to and fro among some briars. 
The trout, too, would be biding their time in the recesses of 
the de, pools, far from the turmoil of the upper world. 

Beyond the cart-bridge, in the thick hedge, double and 
wide-spreading, into thecentre of which even the fiercest rain 
could scarcely reach,birds of many kinds were flitting about, 
searching busily for food, among the branches and the room 
For fly-catchersand other insect-eating birds I looked vainly. 
The one consolation that we had during this trying time 
was that insects had lama almost non-existent, and . the 
fly-catchers had been faring so badly, that of them 

few 
can 

ham survived. Many have been found on the ground, 
miserable heaps of feathers and bones. There was one that 
made his point of vantage the stile that leads from the road 
o the farm. For some time he maintained Me struggle 

bravely, though looking rnore and more disconsolate every 
day, until one morning I found him, too, lying at the foot 
of the fiti ie. another victim of the tragedy of the rain. 

The sparrows are irrepressible, and they, along with the 
blackbirds and Me thrushes, seem to have been almost 
naftttted strange weather. The syvalMws and the 

swifts showed an almost eerie prescience. When the rain 
began, they teased their building operations and on the 
next day vanished. Where they. went to, no one seems to 
know. Them seems to have been no news A Al,,, from the 
south of England. They may ham: gone back to the security 
of the tropics. llt is very strange, by the way, that all birds 
should choose a cool climate for breeding purposes). For 
to such wings, distance, as. we think of it, does not exist. 
Or them remains the if f esst,,4 f3fff .aattgly mg. as a. 
actuality by Gilbert White, that they had retired to the 
shelter of some neighbouring stream or lake, or had laid them-
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selves up in holes or in caverns. However that may be, they, 
disappeaied for time reappeared fora day or two, vanished 
again, and finally returned after absence , more than 
three weeks to settle down in earnest to their family life. 
None were found lying dead, and so they would seem, 
whether in the Selbornian manner or by working southward 
again, have escaped Me mortality which has so greatly 
decreased the numbers of the other migrants. 

Today the weather has become noanal once more and a 
small morsel of the summer may yet be given to us and to 
the birds, that need it even more. 

Whether the ravages A the season will affect the numArs 
of Me birds for any consider., space of years, remains to 
A seen. Nature is . prodigal and provides for . much 
waste, that in a year or two we may expect to find that the 
lmses have been more than made good. We may, however, 
be sure that tA losses have bee very great, greater probably 
than we imagine. TA vennin that infest our woods and 
field, the rooks and the cmws, are go numerous that nothing 
edible is allowed to remain on the ground unused for long. 
A bird may die or become so weak that it cannot mcape the 
danger that A always impending, and in a few mi.. all 
that is left A it, will A a few feathers, blowing about in 
the wind. 

Prns. Awsus. 
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Wm, shall be done to him whom the nation desireth to 

honour? Let him be sculptured in white marble, and set 
in the market-place, and let a street in each city be culled 

by his name. This is our modern fashion. We do the 
morturnent0 part of it sometimes in excellent good taste, so 
that the etatues may be classed among street improvemets, 
like and lamp-posts and granite drinking-fountains. But 
the streetdmming is enerally tiresome and sometimes 
vulgar. Happily, in Enggland, our "Jubilee Drives" and 
"Ladysmith Avenu." are " epitaphs" confined mostly lo the 
half-built roads of our suburbs. But in Italy, at the present 
d,, there has been a rc-naming of ancient and In  streets 
after the heroes of the Revolution. I suppose there is now 
hardly a village, much less a town or a city, which has not 
got among its prominent streets a Via Cavan, or a Via 
Garibaldi, or a Strada Vittorio Emmanuele or all of them 
together. They are, perh,s, not more prominent in Rome 
ar Florence, or Milan, than our Waterloo Bridge and 
Trafalgar Square in London. But they are everywhere, 
even in the villages, and the stranger becomes wearied of 
them. He feels also,perhapa that the new namef, are in bad 
Mste, because they MUM be offensive to a huge portion or 
the population. They are not dictated by primate enthusiasm, 
but by public policy. It is as though Germany in Alsacc 
Lomaine were to call the street after King William and 
Bismarck and Moltke. It is human nature for the victor to 
flourish the scalps of his enemies, but there is always some-
thing barbarous a.baut it and childish. And what can be 
said in favour of the ro-christening of the world-famous Villa 
Borghere as the Villa Umberto? Can it ever be anything 
but a nickname? 
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In Me Eternal City this apotheosis of the makers of United 

Its is even more objectionable. Besides

livi 

that Me Holy 

Father is still ling Mere. and must feel that mu. that is 

being done is directed against himself, the movement is 

to some woe.a derehristianising of the city. The Co

the sanctuary of the early martyrs, has been for sorne tirne 

restored to Paganism, and now two of the altars M the 

Pantheon, once S. Marin ad Many, have been displaced 

by septl.ral coo nurn.ts erected altar-wise to Victor 

Emmanuel and Humbert The laniculum, sacred to St. 

Peter, is given over to the glorification of Garibaldi. Are 

the glortom Apostles SS. Peter and Paul and St Lawrence 

the Martyr to be replaced as patrons of the Eternal City by 

Victor Emmanuel, Garibaldi, and Cavoure 

All guide-books to Rome, of whatever persuasion, inter-

national Mr. Baedeker, Protestant Mr. Black, omniscient Mr. 

Murray, and Catholic Fr. C.ndlery, recommend the visitor 

to pay early visit to the Church of Si. Lawrence outside 

the walls. It is one of the three basilicas built by Constantine, 

one of Me five Patriarchal churehes, and one of Me seven 

pilgrim, churches of Rome. The approach to it is 

unattractive; modern improvements have constructed a 

steam tramway, nearly as picturesque as a coal-siding, by 

Me side of Me road, and thebuildings that line it are mostly 

wine-shops, arti n dwellings, ands onemasons. yards A 

grey portico, neitreher majestic nor ornate, with a facade 

adorned with modern momics. and a detached campanile, 

come into view as one reaches a piazza. This is the burial-

place of the !nacre, deacons, 55. Lawrence and Stephen. 

Fr. Chandlery describes the building as looking, at sunrise, 

like a vision of another world,"' a fit abode for angelic 

beings," and some years back,befare the ugly gateway to the 

cemetery had been put up, Lord Lindsay went into rapture 

over its 
and 

as being externally the perfect picture of a 

basilica, and he described the general view as such a scene 

as painters lOve to sketch and poets to repeople with the 
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shadows of past ages." But venerable and chaste as it seemed 
to him, and beautiful because of its age and unpretentious per-
fection, the writer, when lie saw. Lorenzo, had a difficulty in 
realising that it could have any more intimate association 
with the Holy Martyr than his caNedra l at Genoa or tn. 
old church at Pieulouard from which our Abbey has derived 
its a e. Put one's feelings change when i nside Me basilica,
and there one begins to realise what a great personage St. 
Lawrence has been for fi fteen hundred years in Christian 
Rom e. 

As it stands now, it is made up of two churches joined in 
one. Originally they were built separate one against the 
other, lying sanctuary touching sanctuary in the same line, 
or, as we mijcht say, head to head, like the figures on Me 
Holy Shroud of Turin. The orientation is n.tly mst and 
west—one cher. with its apse at the were end, true 
basilica fashion the other with its apse to the east. A. sanc-
tuary arch generally described as a tr/umphal arch, marks 
the line of junction. The view along the .rerior of the 
church, in spite of, and perhaps becauw of. its irecRularity, 
is interesting and beautiful, and this interest deepens as 
one reads its history and sees it materialised in the fashion 
of the structure And the stones with which it is uilt. 

There was an oratory of some kind there men in Pagan 
times. Then Constantine, in the year 3,o, erected the first 
basilica. I lis devotion to the Saint led him at endow it 
with a store of preciom gifts. A list of these is crenated by 
Anastasim Bibliothecarius in his Lib, Ponlifindis, and vre 
read of porphyry columns, a silver cover and silver railings 
for the shrine ; a golden lamp and a silver crown each 
weighing thirty pounds; two Ma candelat, ten-footed, 
weighing three hundred pounds; plates of silver with 
embossed represemations of the martyrdom ; Over lamps; 
three patens one of them go,d enle eklgeM and 
the others of silver; ten chalices and other altar requisite, 
all of silver, and a golden vewel (metreturnt weighing one 
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hundred and fifty pounds. In addition, Me Emperor 

having decreed that ',he houses, properties, lands, gardens, 

and everything whatsoever" that the fury of Me enemies of 

the Church had taken from it, should be fully and as far as 

possible rretored to it, the Cyriman estate became the 
property of the basilica. But it is probable that the shrine 

sacked in dm by the Goths, since we find Pope Sixtus 
III. re-erecting the "Confession" and altar, and embellishing 

them with new porphyry columns and new silver plates and 
railings, adding also a silver statue of St. Lawrence, weigh-

ing two hundred pounds. The saintly Pope was buried, at 

his own desire, in this church which he had loved and 

>domed. A little later, Gallia Placid., the Roman Empress, 

daughter of Theodosius the Great, at the instance of Pope 

Leo 1.--" Pontificis studio Leonis,'. as an ancient inscription 

says—added to and partly rebuilt the Constantine Basilica. 

But during the same pontificate the church was again looted, 

this time by the Vandals, under Genseric, in 485. 
Pope Leo's archdeacon, Hilary, afterwards his successor 

in the chair of St. Peter, at once set about its restoration, 

or ather, its rehabilita Apparently the structure was 
uninjured. The record is tion. one of new gifts of plate and 
jewels, almost exactly replacing in weight and material 

the Constantine treasures StOlea by the Goths. We are 

told of a gold cup, adorned with onyx stones and purple 

emeralds, and three silver onre ; silver lamps; two bran 
candelabra twelve silver chalices for the Holy Sacrifice, and 

reme other altar furniture, also in silver. Hilary afterwards, 

when Pope, built and established a monastery in connexion 

with the basilica, and was buried. like Pope Sixtus, in the 

church which he loved. His successor. Pope Simplicim, 

built for each of the three Patriarchal basilicas of that time, 

St. Peter's, St. Paul's outside the wall. and St. Lawrence's, 

three presbyteries where the priests in parochial charge 

might live ; and Pope Symmachus added to each of the 

same three churches a hospice foe the poor. John L divided a 
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grea.ssreasure given him by Justin, Emperor of Constantinople, 
into three equal parts, one of which he bestowed en St. 
Lawrence's, the others A St. Peter's and St. Mary Major. 
Pope Anastasins IL, the immediate predecessor of Symmachus, 
covered the walls of the "Confession" with silver plates, 
two hundred pounds altogether in weight. But now that 
she sanctuary of St. Lawrence was become fora third time
wonder of semi-barbaric magnifies they were days when 
artistic value was mated. to agteat extent, by the quantity 
and costliness of themm aterial ; ce how the weight the 
precious metals was sured and recorded—it fell again 
into the hands of the spoiler. The Lombards. under Albinos, 
who overran Italy in the year 568, though they did not 
succeed in taking Rome itself, made the land dmolate up to 
its very  gates and S. Lorenzo foori leMura was at their mercy. 
This time the Barbarians did their work so thoroughly that 
for ten years the basilica remained a melancholy and 
insignificant ruin. 

But the Roman devotion to St. Lawrence could not leave 
the tomb of the martyr desecrated and unhonoured. Though 
there were in the city other and larger churches dedicated 
to the Saint where his relics might have been more safely 
housed—the bodies of most of the martyrs had already been 
so translated from the unprotected catacombs—the burial-
place on the Tiburtine road was held to be so sacred that 
Po, Pelagius IL. in the year q78, determined to restore or 
re-ret the Basilica of. Constantine for the fourth time. 
Thies is the Basilica Now it was called, a name that has 

mioncreated some conf in later times since it is the most 
ancient portion of the present edifice. As we see it these
dam, it is not merely to us a sixth renrery basilica and the 
most perfect and most beautiful pressrved to us, but it is 
the Basilica of Constantine. It preserves to us the form 
and style of the older church. It is probably built on the 
old foundations, and almost certainly of the old marerials. 
The fluted columns of paronmetto Phrygian 
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marble), the trophies, which decor ate some of the capitals, 
the fragments of sculpture built into the architrave, are 

part of the spoils of Pagan Rome. A feature of this Pelagian 
church is the double colonnade, twelve smaller pillars and 
arches above the twelve larger ones, forming a gallery not 
unlike the triforium of a Gothic cathedral. It is found only 
in one other Roman church, S. Agnese fumi le 515n, but it 
M not uncommon elsewhere, and something of the kind may 
be seen in our new cathedral at Westminsrer. The presem 
silver shrine, which t:Ontairk5 the bodies of M. Lawrence and 
Stephen, is probably a reminiscence of the older one which 
wm looted by the Lombard& Pope Pelagius, in imitation of 
the style of the old church, once more plated the walls of the 
Confession with silver. 

TA stream of pious gifts. showing, for the most part, the 
devotion of the Popes to St. Lawrence, began to flow again. 
There is record of silk hangings studded with buttons of 
gold and pearl, and a new silver statue of the Saint, 
presented by S. Leo »).; Hadrian I. added to the building 
a great narthex or portico (now supplanted by the magnifi-

, Piuscent mortuar chapel of Pope  A.), and gave to the 
sshrinea gold calice. a small gold statue and other 
treasures ; St. Leo IV. restored the monastery and added 

second one for Greek monks, presenting also a silk 
vestment with three panels, worked in gold, picturing the 
martyrdom of the Saint. But the greatest gift of all was 

second basilica to receive the overflow of the pilgrims and 
wWhipped. it W. added in the seventh century, and was, 
at firm, dedicated to As Blessed Virgin. A s has 
been already described. Like t, older chu

ituation
rch it NV. 

constructed mainly with materials quarried out of Pagan 
temples and palaces. This was a common practice in 
Rome, as every visitor knows. But in the ease of the 
Basilicas of St. La,vrece it is peculiarly evidence; there 
is less concealment of the Het than elsewhere. The archi-
trave in the older church is an undisguised patchwork of 

bus 
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sculptured fragments, and Mere is no adaptation or Chris-
tianising of the military trophies in the capitals of the piers. 
Similarly, the Basilica Major, now the nave, has twenty-two 
ancient columns of granite and cipollMo, all of different 
thickn.ses and shapes, with i ular capitals, left]  as 
they were when the 

rreg 
y were cut or dug out of Me dibris 

of ancient Rom, Two sarcophagi, one containing the 
remains of Cardinal Fieschi, nephew of Pope Innocent IV, 
the other believed to have been the tomb of Pope 
Zoximus and afterwards of Pope Idomasus II., are purely 
Pagan relics; the reliefs on them represent a wedding and 
a vintage with cupids an the grape gatherers. When Po, 
Honorius in the thirteenth century added on to the basilica its 
present portico, once again Paga• remnants were made use 
of in the same open war. -witness the columns and the 
doorway t and when,. lairl down the floor in ••,,pmAlesan-
drinum," a sort of mosaic, he inserted in it representations of 
two men in armour, with tri angular shields, surrounded by 
griffins—surely some more Pagan spoil. This consecration 
of the relics of Pagan rem., to the cultus of St. Lawrence 
forces itself so much on the attention of the visitor to S. 
Lorenzo that he wonders if it Ire not clone of set perpose, 
wiA some meaning other tImn an economical one. ;May 
it not be that it is intended to symbolise the triumph of 
Christianity over Paganism in Rome, a iumph which was 

opularly supposed to have been broughttr about by the death 
of the Holy Martyr, as PradentiA the Christian poet of the 
I ourthcentury,sings—" LaurentioDuce, Prbstitum triumph-
avit barbarurn, monstruosis idolis jugum nowt., 

When, in the ninth century, protective walls had been built 
round S. Lorenzo and it had been converted into  sort 
of detached forme., and when, in the first years of the 
thirteenth century, Honorius III. had re-modelled the two 
churches, making them into one, turning the older basilica 
into a raised retromhoir and the Basilica Major into a long 
and beautiful nave, there was no: much more anyone could 
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do Ar the burial-place of M. Lawrence except keep it in 
repair and give it, ccasionally, the overhauling every 
budding comes to need in the lapse of centuries. This the 
Popes have always carefullyand lovingly done, as one may 
judge from the later frescoes and mosaics, the excellent 
condition of the walls and ro , and the nt skilful 
repairing and excavating of the Pelagian Churrecech under
Pius IX. But still. in one way or another, the Holy See 
has never ceased conferring favours on St. Lawrence's out-
side the wallc. Thc list of spiritual gifts is as long as that 
of the list of tneasures. This same Honorius before he 
was Pope, wrote the Homan On, X/I., in which is asked 

" Quid dell  facere I,mintts Papa in lento 
Sant Lauren.? Resp, Icestivitate S. Lauren. Dominus 
Papa vadit ad voperas cum omnibus ordinibust sicut 
dictum est in Assumptione Beats Marix, et talem ibi 
exercet solemnitatem tam in vesperis, than] in nocte de 
consuetudine antique, gualem in przedicta Assumptione 
Bea . merle," ffeferring to that feast we find that the 
Pope and Cardinals are to celebrate first vespers in the 
basilica,and that his Holiness is to take part in thenight Office 
and himself sing the ninth lesson at Matins. On the day 
itself there was a solemn Papal files. Another Ord, after 
repeating wtht is said aboveabout first vespers on the vigil,
adds, et dal ur Pnethtis in euslom 
probably derived front the Agnpre N.I,ite which, in the 
early Christian timo, WOO held at the thme time, on the 
same occasion.* Four stat;ons arc annually celebrated at St. 
Lawrence's, Se tan Sunday. the Third Sunday of 
Lent, Easter Wednesday, and Thursday in Pentecost week, 
and these are endowed with the usual rich indulgences, so 
liberal and unusual, indeed, that when we read of them 
M Per  they suggest extravagance. At various times 
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other relics of martyrs were given to the church, those, for 
instance, of SS. Balhina, Barham, Hyppolitm a. Justin, 
relics aloof St. Benedict M finger), and of St. Peter, and 
some A the miles of St. Thom. of Canterbury, gathered 
after his cremation in the time of Henm VIII. Portions A 
the Holy Cross and the Crown of Thom a a.re among the 
treasures still preserved them. The old altar of St. Lawrence 
in the crypt was privileged by At  II. above all other 
altars A that day. and anancient inscription runs, " D.O.M. 
H. est tumba illstoto orbe terrarem celeberrima :—ubi 
sacrum ei qffis fee erit pro defuncffis, eorum animas e pur-
gatoii pmnis Div' Lau rentii meritis evocabit. It has, in 
addition. the VII. privileged altars. Moreover, and this M 

very exceptional favour, anyone who visits the church 
and prays at the Confession for the Sovereign Pomiffis 
intention gains a Plenary Indulgence any dayand every 
day in the year. Another daily Plenary Indulgence is 
attached to the kissing of the two cromes—one in the aisle
of the church, facing the south door and the other outside 
the same entranm. Las —the list does not profess to be 

complete one—there is the Laurentian Indulgence of forty 
days and forty quarantines gained by anyone who makes 
a visit to the Church on a Wednesda.y—an Indulgence ex-
tended by Po, Alexander II. to all churches throughout 
she world dedleated to the Saint. 

Sufficient, and perhaps, more than mfficient, has already 
been said to show the high and supereminent position St. 
Lawrence holds among the Saints at Rome. But, when 
once the visitor has paid his homage to the Holy Martyr at 
the Basilica on the Tiburtine road, he finds that it is only 
one of many churches dedicated to him. No guide-book 
mentions lem than four A them m among the sights worth 
seeing. Augustus J. Cr Hare, in his well-known Walksiu 
Rome, among his preliminary remarks says:—" Those who 
wish to fix thencenes and events, Roman history securely in 
their minds will do best to take them in groups Suppose 
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for instance, that any travellers wish to study the history of 
S. Lawrence, let them first visit the beautiful little chapel 
in the Vatican, where the whole story of his liA is portrayed 
in the lovely fresco. of Angelico da Resole. Let them 
stand on the greensward by the Navicella, where he distri-
buted the treasures of the church in front of the house of St. 
Cyriaca. IN them it S. Lorenzo in Ponte, where he was 
imprisoned, and baptised his fellow-prisoners in Me fountain 
which gives the church its name. Let them go hence to S. 
Lorenzo Pane e Pema, buff t upon the scene of his terrific 
martyrdom, which is there portrayed in a fresco. Le them 
see his traditional chains and the supposed gridiron on which 
he suffered at S. Lorenzo in Lucina. And, lastly, at the 
great basilica N. Lorenzo fuori A NI ura. At them admire 
the mighty church which for twelve hundred years has 
marked the site of the Sul ,  chapel which Constantine built 
nar the lowly catacomb in which the martyr was laid by 
his deacon Hippolytus." Mr. Hare elsewhere introduces 
his reader to two other famous Lau rentiati temples, S. 
Lorenzo in Dam aso and S. Lorenzo in Miranda, and also to 
two more not generalM associated with the Saint R fact 
it was just this multiplication of churches in his honour 
which so greatly impre.ed the writer with the prestige 
of St. Lawrence among the Romans. In this he ranks 
above all other Saints except our Blessed Lady. 

To speak of them briefly. r. A few steps off the Como 
stands in a small piazza behind its portico the very at
church of S. Lorenzox Luck, supposed to have been 
originally the hou of a Roman matron of that name. 
Sixs III. transformed it into a church in the fifth cetu ntury, 
and it was rebuilt by Paul V. in Mo6. It is the titular church 
of the first Cardinal Priest. It has a. Lenten Stark, Me Friday 
alter the Third Sunday, assigned to it by Pope Gregory the 
Great. Sixtus III., St. Benedict IL, St Leo III., and other 
Popes bestowed on it many handsome gilts of plate aad 
other precious things, and notably the bodies of martyrs and 
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other sacred relics, among them the gridiron and chains of 
St. Lawrence, to which Mr. Hare slightingly refers. It is one 
of the chief parish churches of Rome. In modern times Mr. 
Browning has made it the scene of Pompilia's baptism and 
marriage in the Ring Rd the 13aok, and the famous Cruci-
fixion, which hangs over the high altar—well-known to 
everybody through copies, photographs, and picture post-
cards--he labels as:—

the piece 
Of Master Guido Rent Christ on Cm., 
Second to none observable in Rome." 

s. Nearly as ancient and in some respects quite as notable is 
S. Lorenzo Damns, the church of the Cancelleria, the only 
Roman Palace besides the Vatican left in the possession of 
the Pope. It stands on the site of Pompers Theatre, and 
was in existence m a Laurentian churchin the fourth century. 
It was once larger, and had the name of the Prasinian Basilica. 
The present edifice was erected by Card. Riario in the fifteenth 
century. It has a daily Plenary Indulgence and many 
treasures. The Lenten Steil" on the Tuesday after Lactare 
Sunday belongs to it. It is the Titular church of the Vice-
chancellor of Rome. Many Saints are associated with V S. 
Etamasus and Eutychirc, who are buried there; St. Jerome, 
who dwelt, when in Rome, in a house attached to it: St. 
Bridget of Sweden, who could see the High Altar from her 
room ; St. Franc. of Rome, who was baptized in it St. 
Francis Xavier, who preached in ,; St. Philip Neri, who said 
Mau in it and several others. 

g. Next in importance is S. Loren., in Parris/term or Pone e 
perws. Here StLawrence suffered martyrdom and no other 
distinction is needed to tell us of its holiness. It was built in 
the eighth century. St. Gregory of Tours describes it as one 
of the richest churches in Rome. The bodies of SS. Crispin 
and Crispinianus and other martyrs rust here. It has been 
given Me Srctio on the Thursday after the First. Sunday of 
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Lent, and is the Titular church of a Cardinal Priest. In old 
days it was one of the twenty Abbatial churches A Rome. 

4. S. Lerman in ;mile is a small church. Mr. Hare has 
sufficiently indicated thy origin of its name. It was erected 
on the site of the prison, attached to the house of Hippolytus, 
where St. Lawrence was confined. Ma, miracles have 
been wrought here by the waters A the fountain. 

5. One of the oldest of Roman parish church. is S. Lorenzo 
a Monti. A house in which St. Lawrence is said to have lived 
is believed to have stood here. fro beginning is unknown. 
It is near the Forum of Trojan, and is in danger of demolition 
—if it is not already pulled down. 

6. In the Foro Romano is the church of S. Lorenzo ix 
Miranda, once the Pagan temple of Antonimis and Faustina. 
Iw most notable feature is the portico. 

7. Near the colonnade of St. Peter's is S. Lorene in Borg, 
orin niscinne. When it Wa9 built is not recorded. It A 
known to have been the property of the Canons of St. Peter, 
in the twelfth century. Cardinal Armellini, an Englishman, 
repaired n in the fifteenth century, and it was wholly rebuilt 
in the seventeenth. It is one of the Parish churches. 

8. One of the most famous of all Roman churches is that 
called the Sande Sonerorum. The pilgrim—every good 
Catholic visits it--doe not generally have his attention 
called to the fact that it is dedicated to St. Lawrence. It 
stands at the head of the Scala Sancta, the most devotional 
and touching of all the objects of veneration in the Holy 
City. The Holy Father alone may say Mass at its altar. It is 
said that only once a year, on Palm Sunday, when the Canons 
A the Lateran approach it in➢proceesion, are its doom opened. 
It.as attached to the Lateran Palace and was the private, 
MOPt priate,chapel of the Popes who dwelt there. Formerly 
it was the Shrine of the Holy Cross, and the heads of SS. 
Peror and Paul were premrved in it. It has still many 
sacred treasure, chief of which is the Acheiropita, 
the portrait of our Lord, said not to have been 
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painted by human hands. It was here, in old days, 
that the Sovereign Pontiff washed the feet of twelve 
suluro on Maundy Thursday. The Roman Ords XIV. 
roys : "Oa lInster Sunday, in the early morning after Prime, 
the Lord Pope goes to the Bys,tca of St. Lawrence which 
is called thy Sancta Sanctororn •  he prays first at the 
faldstook then he is vested by the deacon and subdeacon 
until he has rroeived the 

tic. 
dolma Then he rises and 

approaches the Saviour (an image in which reposed .e Holy 
Cram), he open the image of the Saviour and kimm its roe. 
Then, going to the altar, he takes the Cross in his hand and 
sings in an appropriatemanner the Antiphon, .Surreeit 
Dominus de sepulchro, qui pro .obis pependit in ligno, 
Alleluia.'" 

9. Se Lawrence shares with St. Benedict the dedication 
of a church whose full name is S. Benedetto e S. Loners. in 
Prororo. A fine altarpiece in which the two Saints are 
represented as ion., had, before I knew of the 
doable dedication, made me wonder what tic linked together 
our two great patrons i this mnall anctuary. it is but
meagre possession to divin de between such ̀ I us Saints; 
but to a Benedictine, if all the groryof Libanus and Melee., 
of Carmel and Saron had been given to it, it would not 
have added much to iro impressiveness. Outside it is mean-
looking and its surroundings are squalid, but  "trailition," 
says Mc Hare, not to be scorned in this case, has it that it 
(this church) occupies the site of a house inhabited by St. 
Benedict before his retreat to &thine° . . A vestibule 
with antique columns terminates in a vaulted chapel (of the 
same design as the Otto del Paradiee at S. Prassede), 
which is a picture of the Virgin and Child, revered as .at 
before which St.Benedict was wont to pray. )This has been
replaced by a copy ; the original le at S. Arnbrogio.) The 
church, according to radition, occupies part of the House 
of the Anicii, to which family the Saint belonged. Hence 
is entered the cell of the Saint, built of rough-hewn stone. 
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His stone pillow is shown." To enter the church is to believe 
the tradition. The vaulted chapel and the little cell 
connected with it have belonged to a great house, and have
been preserved, when all else has fallen to ruin, because of 
some sacredness which has forbidden their desecration. The 
little church has been built and thrust in among the crowded 
houses for no other purpose than to defend the holy fragment 
and shelter it with its roof. The name of the street was once 
called Via Anicia, and this is held to be a proof that a house 
of the Anicii once stood there, but we know nothing of the 
antiquity of the street and it may have come to be so called 
because of the tradition. A most venerable picture of St. 
Benedict hangs over the High Altar—one that Mabillon 
thought to be a contemporary portrait. Perhaps the 
old chapel of sse house the one preserved, was dedicated 
to St. Lawrence, and this is the origin of the association 
of our Saint with St. Benedict. 

to. There is in the Vatican Palace a chapel dedicated to 
St. Lawrence Though very small, it may claim, like the 
Sistine, to be classed among independent churches. The 
beautiful frescoes by Fre Angelico which cover it are the latest 
and best work of the saintly artsst. For some unrecorded 
reason the door which led to it was built up and its very exiw 
tence had been ssrgotten, till, reading of it in Vexed, Bottari 
hunted for it and found it. Such a thing would hardly be 
possible anywhere else than in the huge Vatican palace, 
where the number of rooms has been variously estimated as 
probably more than moo (Black), 44st (Murray), and tt,000 
(Baedeker, Hare and Fr. Chandlery). 

re. At one period there were as many as fourteen other 
churches of St Lawrence in Rome. There were " prope 
flumes St. Maria;' near the Poste Qua.° Capi t" "supra 
clementem"  in Regions Areolse" 4' " in Janieu, : 
sit" in Mantuccio" or " in Viminibus ", 6. "de Nicolanaso" 
7." in Palatinis") Ni "de Papitariis" "ad Tame.= ": 
to. "de Turribus"; rt. " in Via 

Bar
" " juxta 
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Prassepe" 1S°" spud Titulum S. Chrysogoni "—probably 
the present church with the co-dedication to St. Lawrence 
dropped out of memo, and treSti Laurentii Ferrariorum. 
Possibly there were others now altogether forgotten, but this 
makes twenty-four church. or separate chapels of the Saint, 
on  at the same time in existence at Rome. 

Why was St, Lawrence so loved and honoured in the 
Eternal City t It is not enough to say hew. one of its Patron 
Saints. All cities in old days had their patrons, and these 
were duly honoured in church and market-place; but not 
in the way Rome honoured the Prince of Martyrs. The 
Bollandists tell us that his cultus was prescribed and ordered 
by the Church, and this to the populace as well as to the 
clergy, and that to him first and alone, " otigine nonludreo," 
outside the festivals of the Redemption and the Apostles, 
was such honour given. But the Holy See does not create 
the veneration given to a Saint it merely encourages and 
confirms it. It does not decree enthusiasm; it only sanctions 
and applauds it. In the homage paid to St. Lawrence, the 
Popes acted only as the leaders and repretentatives of the 
populace, voicing its sentiments and doing its pleasure. All 
we can say is that the Holy Martyr won the love of 
the Romans during his life and in his drethoand that after-
wards this love became national and traditional, like the 
love of St. Patrick in Ireland. Perhaps it was that Christian 
Rome found in him one worthy to supersede the Pagan heroes 
who for so long had been the pride of the city. And whilst 
they venerated him for his sanctity, they gave him the un-
selfish devotion of a warrior for his trusted chief and the 
proud love of the squire for his knight sous pew- et can, 
reproch1. To the Romans he was not merely a martyr, he, 

with his beautiful courage and smiling heroism, was the 
,1111. I I Heaven-taught, chivalrous manhood. 



gOafierreart's eatuiffq. 
T. casuist states his case in the abstract, and decides the 

right or wrong of it by arguing from ethical principles 
The dramatist presems his cme in the concrete, letting living 
men act out one solution of it before our eyes. The casuist 
gives us principles and a problem, the dramatist gives us 
motives and men. When they deal with the same cam, it 
is interesting to compare the, solution, 

"A man in extreme need," says Fr. Gory,u s may use the 
property of others as far as will relieve his need. The 
reason is, that the existing division of property, however it 
may have arisen, cannot interfere with the natural right 
every man has to provide for himself when in extreme need. 
Consequently in such a cam everything be.mes common 
property; and the man who takes anther's property for his 
own benefit, is simply taking what was really common 
property and making it his own: as used to be done before 
the division of property. So he commits no theft." 

What says Shakespeare to this 
It is not the business of a dramatist to teach or to justify 

doctrines such . these. But he does not leave them alto-
gether alone. The working out of the drama necessarily 
mims moral problems, and he must deal with them somehow. 
Shakespeare deals with them in two ways,sometimes directly, 
through the mouth of one of the character, sometimes in-
directly, in the plot. This particular problmn is brought 
before us in As pa like it. Adam and Orlando are lost in the 
forest, and Adam lies down to die forwent of food. Orlando 
hears him to some shelter, and then goes to seek food for the 
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old poor man 
Who after me hath many a weary step 
Limped in pure love. 

He comes on the exiled Duke at dinner with his friend 
and draws his sword to assert the rights of poverty. 

Os. Forbear and eat no more. 
Why, I have eat none yet. 

OP . Nor shalt not, till newswity be served. 
Isn. Of what kind should this cock come," 

Or
t thou thus boldened, tn., by thy distress, 

Or else a rude despiser of good mann.. 
That in civility thou seem, m empty? 

084. You touched my vein at first. 
Knowing the character of the Duke, we feel that Orlando 

has made a mi e, as there is no need for violence, and it 
stakis a satisfaction to find him apologising for

Dust. What womld you have? Your gemleness shall force 
More than your force move us. gemleness. 

Orll.. I almost Re for food, and let me have
Dues. Sit down and feed, and welcome to our table. -
Om.. Speak you so gently? Pardon roe, I pray you, 

I thought that to things had been savage here 

Let gentleness my strong enforcement be: 
In the which hope I blush and hide my sword. 

And so ail is set right, and the starving are mccoured. 
What impremion does thc whole incident leave on the 
audience ? That Orlando has made a natural mistake, but 
it is only, mistake, not a wrong. We feel that he would 
have done right to take the food by force, had force been 
needed. In fact, it sets before us in the concrete the problem 
discussed by them OraliSt in the abstract lets us feel that the 
theoretical decision, when acted on in practice, approves 
itwit to a healthy sense of right and wrong. 

It mews to one that it it by such passages that v. should 
judgerhe moml teaching of a dramatist or novelist. The 
direct teachings put menthe mouths of his characters are 
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always open to suspicion. No doubt he may make them 

say what he himself believes and means. Much wisdom, 

worldly, or other, may benttered by Milton's demo., or 

Newman's, or Longfellow's ; after all, they are demons. 

Even in more respectable characters, the poet does not take 

unlimited responsibility, at least if he is a true dramatist. 

Tennyson perhaps meant every word uttered by Arthur in 

the Idylls, and doubtless would have defended it Al as eic-

pressing his own moral teaching. But we cannot pick out 

any character who in the same very veal. for Shakespeare or 

Scott. Brutus, Prospero, Malco picture a strong, or great, 

or good man as you find him, not as you hold he ought to 

be; and whatever they may teach, it is always what they 

would hold, not what Shakespeare holds. 

Not all the water in the rough rude Na 

Can wash the halm from an anointed king: 

The breath of worldly men cannot depose 
The deputy elected by the Lord. 

Or again—
There, such divinity do. hedge a king 

That treason can but peep to what it would, 
trots little of his 

Such passages set out Ae doctrine of divine right with a 

grandeur that should satisfy the most Stuart-minded of 

princes. But who would claim that they are Shakespeare, 

own teaching, remembering the character of the speakers—

the helpless moralising Richard IL, and Claudius the 

usu 
So with the endless variety of teachings strewn through 

Me lay, we are content to enjoy and admire, rejoicing to 

have them in Shakespeare, glowing phrase, marvelling at 

Ore mind that could make them all its own M one short life

hot not judging him by these, any more than by the gross-

ess and cynicism A Edmund or raga. Good or bad, they 

are all uttered irresponsibly, under cover of the characters in 

the play. 

ala 
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But Ne phot seems to be on h different footing. It is the 
author's own. And it brings before w good and evil, right 
arid wrong, aa the author sees them. That which attract, 
him is made attractive to us, and NA,. he despises is trade 
contemptible toms. When therefore he makes his character, 
solve a moral problem in a certain way, we judge that he 
approves or disapproves their solution by his making their 
action arouse our sympathies or our indigeation. When we 
are reading a play or a novel the doings of the characters 
strike us as right or wrong according to our instinctive jud, 
ment on moral questions, and Iv e make a mental note of 
them and wait . have our judgment 

and
as the story 

goes forward. TM novelist often condemns a wrong act 
on the spot ; the dramatist only in rare instances as where 
the wrong-doer himself condemns what he purposes doing. 
So Oliver plotting against his brother's life-

1 shall sw a end of him; for my soul, yet 1 know 
not wy, hates 

=
thingno  more than he. Yet h's gentle, 

never schooled and yet learned full of all noble device: of 

heartta enchantingly beloved ; and indeed so much in the 
of the world, and especially of , own people who 

hest know him, that lam altogether misptised. Om it dial; 
not he ao ong. 

With the crime we are given the motive. We admit 
their form and feel it is natural that they should lead to 
wrong-doing. But wrong-doing it is; and we wait for the 
writer's judgrnent on it. This may 1,e declared in many 
ways. The deed may bring its own punishment or the other 
characters may pronounce upon it, or this one seed of evil 
may be shown bringing forth a whole harvest of evils. 
There are many ways besidm rewarding virtue and punishr 
Mg Ace When the judgment does come, it should be on 
the side of truth. If not, the writer would be the highest 
sense immoral. 

It is possible of course to write miNhievously without 
offending in thisparticular way. You may revel with year 
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pirate or your highwayman through many chapters of 

detailed villainy a. then bang perfunctorily M a 

paragraph. You may dwell on the seductive side al vice 

in a way that effects the made, mind for ill, even though 

he knows there is retribution to come. Shakespeare is not 

beyond reproach in this way, though it is difficult to lay 

down any definite standard; what is seductive to one may 

hem :oglesmn s er revolting to others. 

But if writer brings attractive wrong-doing before us, 

and then proceeds toenlist our sympathies for it, and leaves 

it with no suggestion that a deliberaM judgment must 

condemn it his influence is utterly immoral. He is doing 

among men the mischief that the penny dreadful does among 

boys. The instinctive protest of conscience against the 

crime is passed over, and everything is done to make us 

forget it in our interest in the man, position and efforts, till 

in the end we are asked simply to wiM him and 
not to judge his conduct. Quite frankly the worse is made 

the better cause. 
Broadly speaking, Shakespeare's judgments are on theside 

of truth. The evil that men do is shown as evil. The right 

is shown as the right, no matter how misfortune or injustice 

may follow it. If we recall how our sympathies are 
appealed to in the death scenes of the great tragedies, Lady 

Maedull's or Lady Macbeth's, OpMlia's or 1.411, or 

Claudius', Edmund's or Lear's, we shall always find that 

they are on Me side that our judgment tells us is the right. 

And similarly in the comedies, where we arc asked 

sympathise with the ultimate triumph of hero or heroine, we 

never find our conscience rebelling as though it were Me 

triusnph of the unworthy. 
Vet there are disquieting details. In the main the verdict 

is on Me side of truth, so that we er feel Mat the 
nev 

moral 

of a play is unhealthy; neverthelem things are done which

comcience cries out against and we are asked to accept 

th.m as worthy of the best and most heroic characters, 
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Instances are the lying of heroes, which is treated of below; 
the loose talk which enters so largely into the private can 
vemationof herolr, r and possibly suicide. In regard to 
suicide there may M an explanation of she difficulty. In 
the world of Miry to  and ballads it is an accepted con-
vention that disappoint. lovers must die ; whether of
broken heart or a watery grave is hut " variable Service." 
In Mc early plays ay be that Shakespeare accepts Mis 
unquestioned, withinny other traditional conventions of 
the romantic world, As he advanced from romance to Me 
deeper and fuller p.m,. of real life, this convention bad ta 
be questioned like all others ; and its romance could not 
atone for ts Falsehood. The verdict must be against it in 
the later Mays. An examination of the plays in chronologi-
cal order would perhaps show that this suggestion accounts 
for their varying attitude towards suicide. If DOI it is
serious difficulty. I Mink Romeo and Juliet would, for 
this muse, teach an unhealthy moral, were it not that it 
is t. unreal to have any moral at all. 

The other points are less important, but not easy to ex-
Phoi The difficulty will become apparem as we look 
more fully into his treatment of two much-debated pr.-
blems—usury, and lying. 

By the mouth of Antonio, Shakespeare gives us M 
sentence Me Catholic doctrine of usury. 

If thou wilt lend this money, and it not 
As to sky Mends: for when Md friendship take 
A breed for re  metal of his friend? 

Barren is the point, SOIlle. 00 dSarelnaitrul,others 

The tmt is Can you use them, and still have the, If yes 
then the ucing of them is mirth mrnething, and they are fair 
object. of hire as well a, sale. So you hire a hall and 
carriages and crockery. But yoado not hire the weddi 

oo. 
ng-

breakfast. You eat your cake and have i 
With the other thCd111101 ings, "Will you buy or hire them ?t" is a 
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reaaortable question because you can use them without 

destroying them, and the use is by itself worth paying Ar. 

But with the breakfast, to use is to destroy; and Me use of 

it is not a separate thing, worth selling apart. 

Now the money that is spent on ont PeHonal needs 

belongs to the same cla. of goods as the breakfast. You 

mnnot use it and have it to, and so St. Thomas suggests•

that to send in a bill for—

Use of same for two hours ;a. 6d. 

would be as reasonable as to send in a bill for—

Use of same for one week ... as. ad. 

It A this that Antonio describes astaking "a breed for 

barren meml." 
This doctrine seems strange to the modem mind. It 

.ems to take a false view of money perhaps because we 

accustomed to think of money in what St. Thom. 

calls its secondary uses, where the mere u. of it for a week 

or a month has a very real valve ; "e.g. if one lent money 

to be used for snaking a show of riches, or to be deposited 

as a guarantee s such use of money is a thing Mat may 

fairly be sold." t Probably it is tr. that now-a-days the. 

secondary users have become more common, and are really 

the principal use; most people can find ways of so using 

their money that the principal Mall remain intact More-

oven it isa mistake to think that the old doctrine condemned 

inymtments. An objector argues that since it is 

lawful to mono profits on money invested, it must be lawful 

to receive profit on money lent. St. Thom answers that 

it does not follow. " The lender gives the ownership A the 

money to Me borrower, who theneefonvard holds it at his 

own risk, and is bound to return it entire m Mat the lender 

has no claim for anything more. But a man who invests 

money in a trading or manufacturing bus iness as a partner 
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or shareholder, does not give up the ownership of his money; 
it remai. his and la used in the business at his risk: and 
therefore he may lawfully claim a share in the profit derived 
from his own property, 

This answer dearly recognises the lawfulness of investing 
money to cam interest. Perhaps this h.never been disputed. 
"Why then clid,t thou .t give my money into the bank, 
that at my coming I might have exacted it with usury t" 
Nowsa-days there is so much opportunity for in
that e view all money as invmtible, and therefore nuitfu. 
The wst question, "Can you use your money and still keep 
it ?" would generally he answered affirmatively. 

But to Antonio as to St. Thorn., it is barren rnetal, 
incapable of breed. To Shylock Me breed is well-won thrift. 
I am .t sure that we can interpret out of the plot any 
verdict A Shakespeare's on the poi.. It is a young play 
and i a young play the answer must be a bloodnicker as 

matter of course,. inevitably as the parted lovers must 
seek death in Romeo .,r1 Juliet. However the teaching 
of the plot is plain w  designed by ShakesNare or 
only accepted by him as a poetic tradition. The practice 
of usury has made a Shylock. The constant heartlessness 
of his business leads naturally to the hex rtlessnem that is 
shown in the attempt to take AntoMok, life. Cruelty 
allowed by law has become familiar to hirn, till he shrinks 
from no cruelty so long as it is covered by the law. 

On the other side, Antonio is a study of generosity. 
low simplicity 

He lends out money gratis, 

And this lifelong gm neroaity naturally leads to the geno. 
osity that puts his life in pawn to stead his friend. 

Shakespeare's treatment of lying is a great difficult, 
His best heroes and hemines are made to lie with no 

ualrma of conscience and no suggestion that they hay, 
done wrong. The whole question of lying is of cows, 
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difficult. A the extracts collected by Newman at the end 

A the Apologia we Pad the sturdiest of moralists admitting 

that sometimes we must say what is not true, and different 

schools giving decisio. that to their adversaries seem 

impossible or unprincipled. Here is an extract from

modern writer, Boller'  to show how unsatisfactory is the

theoretical treatment of the subject. The question raised 

ix how are we A restore a ma, good naxne when we have 
wrongfully published his secretAAA ? 

Others suggest that Me detractor should my s What 1.La 
was false, or I was mistaken or deceived, or I was lying." 
And Lugo, to meet Mose who say this is lying and wrong, 
maintains that it can be spoken in an ambiguous mnse—" 
was false  Ar as the world knew —ff I was lying, hmause 
every sin lea  lie." Bet he remarks Mat we must he mrehl 
not to produce the contrary impression; if others what 
we 'are drwing at, they will he confirmed in their bad 
opinion of the nun. But if there be a prudent hope that 
good can be done, Lugo thinks we not only may, but must, 
say this. 

This sort of thing, side by sido with the general principle 
Mat it is never lawful to lie. is common in moral treatises. 
Shakespeare gives us she same m tlire. Some passagesin 

the plays seem to preach a very high standard of truth-
telling. A Af wbeePthe " porter of Itel,gate" admits the 
equivocator company with the suicide and the thief. 

Faith, here's an equivocator that could swear in both the 

agaixst either wale: who oommitteff treason evell6l 
for God's sake,yet could not equivocate to heaven.-0,come 

Equivocator. 

And in the quarrel about the rings in the Merchant of 
Venice, the scene is lifted to certain nobility fi rst by 
Basmnio's truthfulness, as •a moment laMr by his delicacy 
in omitting mention of Antonio when telling how he parted 
with the ring. 
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P011}1, What ring gave you, my lord? 
Not that, Mope, wkich you received of me? 

Bus. III could add a lib unto my fault 
would deny it but you sm my finger 

Rath not the ting upon it t it is gone. 

But the practice of the her  and heroines gives a very 
different in, eniOn. They lie on occasion most bar
lacedly a. the difficulty is, Max there is no suggotion 
that they are to blame. Malcolm by his own account is an 
uAright nun, 

73 

Theo tim toroke my faith would not betray 
devil his fe.w: and delight 

No less in troth than life. 

This is promising. But he fears that Maoduff is a spy 
from Macbeth and will put him to the proof. So he sets 
himself to a. quarter A an hour's delibcrate lying about 

blackening his fame to seeif Maeda can he got to 
admit that as a king he will he no improvement on Macbeth. 
And when he secceeds and so satisfies himself A Macduff's 

good truth and honour." he calmly explains what A has 
be unen doing, speaks his own detraction, and assures us 

hst him spmking 
Wax As um myself. 

What does Shakespeare mean us to Mink of this false 
speaking? There is nothing to suggest any disapproval, or 
doubt of its lawfulness unless it be that acau% very 
naturally, finds it hard to reconcile " such welcome and un-
vvelcome things at once.-  Apparently it is to have our 
y utputl thy just touch as Me subsequent stratagems in the 

advance of the army. 

Ruskin says that Shakespeare has no perfect hero, but only 
heroines. On this point the heroines are as much a mystery 
as du semi-heroic males. Rosalind shall pass fora perfect 
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heroine, but we must not .k her to tell the truth. She will 
go disguised as a boy to the forest of Arden; and of coine 
it would be folly to wear a disguise and tell the truth about 
A. So she will tel.., lies about it, and about other 
things that have very little to do with it. 

Ontamoo. Are you native of this pia, 
Roseman. As the coney that , see dwell where she is 

kindled. 
Om. Your accent is something finer than you could pombase 

in so reov. a dweling. Roll
I have A-en told slo of many: b. indeed, an old reli-

gio. uncle of mine taught me to sp.k, who was in his 
youth an inland man. 

Again, Ae has swooned on hearing of Orlando's encounter 
with the hone.; and on recovering fears that the truth may 
be suspected, and taker precaution accordingly. 

Ros. Ah, sirrah, a body would think this was well c.nter-
leimd: I pray you tell your brother how well I counter-

- feited—Heigh.ho I 
(haven. This was not counterfeit ; there is too great t.tia 

many in your complexion that it was a (hammer of .rnest. 
Roses Counk.eit, I amine you. 

"What lying ! " we Mink as we begin to read it, and then 
what a ready wit!'' But how does Shakespeare mean us 

to think of it? Are we not meant to forget our first protest 
again st the falsehood, and to sympathise with her Atte. 
and her pleasureM cheating them, And still to think her a 
heroine and 

ot 
n a rogue ? Shakespeare's verdict seems to be, 

she did quite right there was no harm in it. And probably 
he carrien with him every English reader. But let some 

st, Jeremy Taylor or Dr. Johnson, say the same thing 
tenus—lo cases like Rosalind's it is lawful to lie as 

Rosalind lied; or, When you have good reason to disguise 
yourself you may tell all the lies needed to carry you through. 
Will the English reader pass dais as sound morality? 
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Portia is in the same case a lady of &Wet and riPer 

character, whose example carries more weight. She must 

disguise herself lo go to the trial at Venice and rescue her 

husband's friend and this is the way she keeps her secret—

, for mine own part 

I have towards heaven breathed a secret vow 

To live in prayer and contemplation, 

Only attended by Retina here, 
Until her hutiband's and my lord's return. 

Them is a monastery two mil. off 

And there we will abide. 

To enter the court she must have a letter of introduction 

from old 1.11ario, which she gets—whether by lying to him 

or inducing him to lie we are not told. He writes—

La the instant that your letter came, in loving visitation 

with rue was a young doctor of Rome: hien.. is Badthas. 

Here gain, as in Rosalind's case, it is clear that we are 

meant to think none the worse of her Mr the falsehood of it 

all. It is done for a good purpose, and therefore we are not 

to object to them ea.. And in practice the average Eng-

lishman acts on thisi teaching. In such a case. Romliod's 

or Portia's he will lie . they did, defending himself with "I 

had to do it ; it would not have done to let them Aspect." 

But will he allow she moralist to teach as Shakespeare 

teaches Reading the advice attributed above to Lugo, 

will he say it is done for a good purpose, and therefore we 

must not object to the mans? 
1. B. Man... 
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To Rievaulx Abbey on a summer's night 
We walked, a band of school.boys, with design 

To see the Morning tinge with rosy light 
The holy ruined shrine. 

We reached the walls while darkness veiled the land, 
—Then paused, expectam of we knew not what,— 

An awful presence, or 1 warning hand, 
To guard the hallowed spot. 

For 
hidden.

 many saints have lived apart, 
The  inner life, eaoh unknown 

Filling the inmost spaces of the heart" 
With God alone! 

And herm eer yet movstic grew cold, 
Burning with yoHhful ardour. A.0.0 came 

To feed with holy thoughts his fervent fold 
In words that gig inflame I 

But now the Dawn's fimt flushes, aide by aisle. 
Had touched each springing arch and buttress lender, 

Like ghostly Brothers lighting up the pile 
With sacrificial splendour. 

In  eastward turned and earliest lit, 
Stillwandered glooms /ike pacing meditation, 

Or bent in toil, or to and fro' would flit, 
In grouping application. 

The cloistemd walks, with night and ivy dim, 

Then woke their leafy life, like matM hymn. 
By pilgrim faintly heard. 

DAWN ON RIEVAULX ABBEY. 

The choir, as dawn As gradual Office did, 
Ilea. unseen hands seemed Howing to perfection. 

And prayer and praise/ their ancient seam amid, 

III. 

1101.f Farewell—before the Hours reveal 
The widowed mullions shorn of every token,— 

Before Me careless stranger seM his bee/ 
On shrine and altar broken. 

Far better PPH Man when Me garish day 
Brings back each bitter truth of rem and straini

Brings back the critic cold, the idler gay, 
The mockers amp profaning. 

Yet even to these dry bones whose soul has Red 
(,..«...ta up. the Syrian plain), 

From the lour winds a mighty Voice shall spread, 
A...bid them live again." 

For .--Aet this shat he. the ages cancel, 
For this brief space let hope to memory cling, 

People with shapes of faith the long-blot chancel 
And dream nts sego. M... 



aloficas of goals. 
THE MARTYRSOF COMPIEGNE. Compiled by Erassmc 

Msay %Tn.,. Art and Book Company. 

We welcome Miss Willson's account A the Carmelite 
Martyrs with whom our own Sisters of Combs, now at 
Stanbrook were so closely associated. The Compiler de-
serves commendation for the careful way in which she has 
.arched all the records of the life, trial and death of these 
hob' marry., and the faithful manner in which she has given 
the result A her work to the public. The illustration are 
good. She would do well.. correct M future work a 
slight inclination to involved sentences of which there is 
some trace in the Side book before us. The book would 
not suffer try the use of a more direct style of wciti,. We 
wish it every success. 

HOLY COMMUNION PREPARATION AND THANKS-
GIVING. By Cmos P. L016.8. Translated from 
the French. Bums and Oates. Price 3/6. 

The deeree of the S. Congregation A the Council on 
Receiving Daily the Most Holy Eucharist will lead no 
doubt to the publication of many 6,1. in explanation. 
The book before us deserves the attention of the faithful. 

There is a careful discussion of the doctrine of disposition 
in the First Chapter which is especially useful. The author 
avoids all the pitfalls which buret the path of the theologian, 
and gives very clearly and directly an exposition of the 
doctrine which cannot fail to he of use to ma, priests. 
There is . excellent passage. Chapter III. no. 8,in which 
we have mme most useful hints as to the conversation which 
the soul can hold with God during the time of Holy 
Communion. 

In Part III. Chapter iv, the doctrine of the action A the 
Holy Eucharist on the body of the communicant is very fully 
considered. 
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On the whole, though the translation is somewhat crude 

at tirues, the book may well be recommended not only to the 

faithful communicant, but alt to the priest who wishes 

instruct a conmrt in the complete doctrine of the Church on . 

the reception of the Holy Eucha.st. 

DE FREQUENT! QUOTIDIANAQUE COMMUNIONS. 

IL P. D. Pantos BASTE., O.S.B. DesAys. s fr. yo. 

This work A the leisure A Fr. Bastien will be of use to 
theologians. In it the learned author discusses fully the 
theological side of the practice of frequent Communion. 

In the first part he gives us the history from the in
of the Blessed Sacrament to the Ktest decree of the S. Cong. 
Co.., laying special stre. on the decrees of the Council 
of Trent. In the second, be applies to the various states 
which the decree is most likely to affect viz. religions living 
in community, seminar., and boys and girls at school, 
the counsel of the above recem decree. He has added a very 
full collection of documents relating to frequent Communio, 
and an excellent bibliography on Me subject. 

MARY IN THE GOSPELS. By Me Yam Rev. J. S. 
NORTIICOTE, D.D. A new edition, revised. Bums and 
Oates. ts. 6d. 

The gifted author A these seventeen lectures died at the 
beginning of this year, and this new edition of his interest-
ing  remains as a worthy monument to him. Firn 
published as long 551,1866, it treats of a subject on which 
misconrvptions ever exist in non-Catholic minds, and the 
manner of expounding the thesis from both points of view 
is eminently satisfactory. The objections are not weakened 
M the stating, and the true exposition of the fat . clear and 
devout. It is a book well adapted to foster devotion to Our 
Lady, and to remove those false impressions, concerning her 

position wiM regard to her Divine Som for which prejudice 

and ignorance are responsible. 



ofetv 'Rump anb gotta. 
At. The Summer Term opens. The fo/lowing boys 

joined the school this term: J. Gaynor, B. Livesey, 5. Readman, 

no„ 
The school officials for the term were appointed this evening. 

Captain of the School . R. Hesiteth 
Secretary 1  NlcElligott 

Once man   1 

If 
I leiak 3rl: 

Gamesmen - - - trt: 

Billiard Room Officials - 
Unnli rth 

Gaines  
i Nit .= 

Collegemen R  812:41''
A ..nom 

Clothesman  A. Lighthound 

Librarians of Upper Library 

Librarians of Lower Library - B. L,P.:. 
Librarians of Reading Room - - . reertY 

G. Morin 
Seeretary of National History Sociery J. trIcElligott 
Editora of College Diary . . LaNrn

d.
Cricket Committee 

Capt.. of Cricket Sem r—

Set I - R. linked, J. AleElligo. 
Set II - - By le 
Set I - ain 
Set IV -
set V - - G. Erne B. 

• 
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April at. The early Easter has thrown practice for the 
Sports into an already too crowded term. 

April a6th., aph. The Sports were held to-day. In spite of the 
short time which ore had for Sports' practice the results were very 
fair and in the Lower Sen remarkably pod. The best event in 

the piece Set was the High Jump, C.. Roolrfo55. cleared 
over a lath. hie might have done even hrtter, but there was no onto 
press him. The running „as scarcely up to the average, though the 
mi. produced a good finish. Lythgoe made the pace all the way, 
and in the last hundred yards must have had a clear lead of ar 
least twenty yards. lames Darby. however. who ran with great 
juJgm just won the race by half a foot in a most exciting 
finish. the Set D. Travers broke record for the 
weight in the Third Set G. Gaynor did the same in the Long

We are sorely in need of a ruming track, as all „I5o have nIsen 
pert in our Sports roust kno . Until we have a proper track we 
cannot conspare our records in the races with those of other Schools. 

First Set. 

bong lome,

Weight ,telbs c,teg 
mern 

w. 

(` 

5..1 ,

2955.9ie. 35.5io 

185.11 

Second Set. 
r .3 ne 
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Third Set. 

ALL,. 
Nfilw, 

fig 

Hagm:, 

3618 

3, um, 

Long 3., 

High 

MI. S.. 

ot..1 

,vg 

al 
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Aped Alt, 'The aleket season began with the Colts' match. 
Calder Smith's 1 ast bowling was much too pod for the Coke.; 
were all out for 33. al, Smith took ten wickets for 9 runs. 
Hesketh a. Neeson knocked off the runs before the latter was 
caught. Calder Smith and HeMeth took the more to r33, the 
latter being not out 86. Stumps were then drawn. The last 
few Colts' matches have been a farce. VVould it not be 
better to play the mamb after a fortnight's or three weeks'.
Practice ,

The C.. The XL 

ia Red-  86

Total gm. t wk. r37, 

May 1st. r. May came as a cricket coach for the first patt of 
the Season. Several bad puns were pet,trated tosday. 

y3rd. Mr. E. Forster came on a visit for some days. 

May Oh. Match v. Castle Howard. Fr. Hildebrand, who 
was up on a visit, was i.ok,./.1 the matt. 
We lost the toss. Br. Basil an3 kir. May bowled first for the 
oll, and with his second ball the latter obtained a very good 

wicket. Three of our opponents' wickets were cloven for Ts runs. 
A short stand was made for the fourth icket, b eventuallying 
seemed to cause great difficulty and the side was dis-
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the latter played a forcing game and after giving an easv chance 

at mid-on was howled for m. The first wicket yielded as MOS. 

.Hes. joined Fr. Hildebrand,who wu playing well, his hitting 

on the leg side Ming especially rue. During the partnership our 

opponents' total was paved. Fr. Hildebrand eventually wu out 

I.b.w. Fr. Placid and Hesketh brought Me total to lag when 

the latter was caught at the wicket. 

The tedium of a long drive Lome was much enlivened by the 

TfiF°F.ME presence of Mr. Forster. 

Areglef orris. 

n. 

X spaimaky 

u, to 

Total y. 3 ,..• 

May MM. Match m St. John's 0.4. On We College 

Ground. St. John's battled first. Two wickets fell Mr g runs, 

but at the Mll of Me third 43 runs had been added. St. Joh, 

were dismissed for my on a soft wicket, Mr. May and Hesketh 

pings, and its 

very easy catch m the owl r. F.,. rk.c. nem play. a hall 

on to his wickets, and Speakman who followed was howled after 

making a filmic. Our innings developed imo a prommion to 

and from Me pavilion. Hest. was top scorer and also the 

scorer of the displaydr on ow side. It is hard to w-Munt 

for so, a poor  as the XI gave us to-day. The howl. 

of our opponents asnt really god. Want of confidence in 

most of our batsmen, we think, had a great deal to do with it 

ST Jobe 's College. Ampler.. 
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a team to play us. Hesketh once again lost the toss and the 
Eleven took the field. Calder Sfflith and Lovell were first 
howlers. The first wicket kB for to rum. The second put on gg, 
but our opponents were all out for 116. Desketh and McElligott 
opened our innigs; ry runs had been neared when Heaketh was 
out to a good catch. Speakman only made a single before he 
was bowed. Ward made a stand but was unfortunately run out. 
Wickets began to fall rapidly; eight were down for 83. Smith 
was given out 1.h.w. with Me score at the same total. 

on a Efficult wicket, hficElligott ly+) alone showing good form. 

Ampleforth Village, He sang Pontifical High Mass and preached. 
In Me evening he pontificated at Benediction and again preached. 

Ma y AA, Trieity Sunday. His Lordship,Bishop Lacy, came 
to hold the Or  and to give Confirmation. We offer our 
congratulations to Fr. Buil Mawson and Fr Paul Nevin who 
were raised to the Priesthood: also to Br. Ambrose who received 
the Diaconate. 

May goth. Carpus Christi, The procession has to take place 
indoors on accoun f M 

or the s
e rain. F ame 

reason..
s  a ball 

neatteam arrived Con
t o
gratulations to the following who made the ir

Vint Communion this morning:—O. Barton, B 
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R. Candlish, W. and E. Martin, R. Harrison, L. Walton, and 

A. Retina. 

lane loth. E.Emerson and j. tuckley went to York, where 

they are taking the London Matriculmion Papes. Beat wishes. 

Sincere sympathy with Francis Hers, on' his mother's unex-
pected death. 

/meta. The wet weather sties continues. The first bathe A 
the zason took  h Castle place to-day. The return fixture wit 
Howard was played on Me College ground to-day. By absolutely 
wretched fielding (the number A dropped catches one innings 
must be.a record) we allowed Castle Howard to make ryv for 
seven wmket, when  Our batting was little better 
than Me fielding. Eighwickets were down yd, when Williams 
and Collis. tame together, and by sound and confident cricket 

CoMle //mu, 
!Melt b. SA. 

°17.!.`ZaUt7" 

June Oh. About an hour and a hall's cricket was possible to-

scored by for four wickets. We replied with 36 for four, when 
rain put an end to all play. 

wicket and were all out for ve, of which total the last wicket was 
responsible for yo run, So Peter's cornmenced badly. Calder 
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Smith's fast bowling proving very destructive. A prolonged stand 
for the fourth wicket, however, lessened our chances of victory. 
When the game was at an interesting stage a heavy thunderstorm 
burst over the ground. When play wmresumed our bowlers were 
considerably handicappe d by the wet ball. Calder Smith too was 
tumble to get a Doting, and we were ultimately beaten by three 
wickets. The Eleven fought well for the match, and not a run 
was Mown away in Me fielding. 

A miscalculation was made about our return home, and we 
had a long though interesting drive from Mahon 

E. R. Realm!) 

opponents out for , Calder Smith, Neeson and Hesketh bowled 
very well. the first taktng four wickets for 8 runs, Nem,. 
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The second Elevens met on our ground. Bootham were all 

We
o the bowling of C. E. Rochford and Lighthound. 

We declared at m for three wickets. Williams played nicely 
for his ,o not out.r Bootham were gll out again for Eleven. 

Amp!Mora. 

ec1:1, ritetran 

Total 11.5 utttbt 

/um nth. Mr. C. Hines brought a strong team from Darling-
ton. It included Edmund Hardman who left us last year. We 

Fr. Placid anal r bastion made an invaluable stand, taking 

the score to past 6. Afterwards Speakman played well with 
Placid. The latter was bowled by a shooter Mr 66, made 

without a chance. SpeakmanandliAcElligott, and then Malligott 

and Ward, hit hard, and the innings closed for son. Then com-

menced a fight against the Mock. The latter won and left the 

C. W. Hines' Xl. 

89 

Total 2.35 Total ttor 8 to 11-5 

juu“ua. Feast of ...ter and Pwl. Fr. Abbot pontificamd 
in the morning. The Choir gave a successful rendering of a new 
Maw Mr. Eddy had been preparing for some time—Missa dr 
Spiritu San, by bulavig Ebner. 

July and. Goremire Day. Gloriously fine, as usual on this 
annual outing. The ordinary routine of Goremire Day took 
place, though the number of cyclists is steadily increasing each 
year. 

July yd. The Est Eleven went to York A play the Yorkshire
Gemlemen. We lost the toss as usual. but succeeded in getting 
the Yorkshire Gentlemen out for 7s. Consistent scoring by most 
of our batsmen carried our total to zw. 

mi,leisrlh. 

July ilk. The Inspectors from Oxford and Cambridge joint 
Board visited us to-day. We understand they will N with us 

Just aa we go to Press the ummer weather is arriving. The 
inadenumy of the English a language to express unrestrained 
emotion prevents us from commenting on the weather this term. 
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Perhaps we may quote appropriately the first three stanaas of 

"O1.pm..a Noe 
Questus est diluvio
Oen. • jam mt satisj obed 

aunt  cedente bruina veri 

no bis quo, licet quo. 

ambulate super prate 
liauescemi nitre strata 
res mt plane condemnata." 

Stay 102. The Match against Think had been postponed. To-
day was...11y fin, the first really summer clay. We hatted 
first and lost Fr. Placid in thesecond ball. die match. liesketh 
and Speakman by delightful 0..1. carried the score to bm 

re eakman fora .rery sd 
Hesketh was bawled shortly afterwards for On. His innings was 
pra«iLally faultless. Wickets fell vapidly after this. MeElligat 
was playing in good style, hut could find no one to stay with him. 

Thirsk lost three wickets for 3x, but Macaulay and Wray 
,tee ot... FL Basll.however, as usual.rose to the occasion,. 

after howling throughout the innings dismissed the last man three 
before time. 

The match was remarkable for the fine partnership of Speakman 
and Hesketh for the second wicket against really good bowling, 

and fief g, and for Fr. Basil's fine howling. 
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• * 

We aven...sage to reCOrd on the School staff since our last 
number. Fr. Benedict McLaughlin has left to do parish work in 
Warrington. Our best wishes go with him. He had o. long and 
successful carmr as a master at Ampleforth. A.. from his class 
work his varied and detail. knowledge of all sorts of subjects 

seemed to want to have his time to himself and as a guide to 
dime of us interested in .tural history or in physical geography 
and geology he was invaluable. 

• • • 

We were inspected this term by the Oslord and Cambridge 
Board of Studies. What the inspection meam we are not sure 
we have heard definitely. No doubt the authorities know. 

was broken by the abrupt en, of a stranger who having been 

Head nspector. Nev. R. S. Laffan. late Headmaster of Chelte. 
ham College, dia. at the Sixth Form table. Al tenvards he 
attended a play ptactice and •r•++• more than a mectator. an 
encouro.ging critic. 

+ + 
The nauguration*, Water Polo has not has yet been mentioned 

in these pagee. Goal-posts were erected in the swimming... 
last year. and a tentative beginninghas been made. The wintry 
summer this year has prevented much progrem, but the game has 
evidently come to stay. Would it not be Possible to arrange a 
Present and 1ast Match to take placeat the Exhibition? 
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bowling screens. They are quite the hest we could wish for and 
as they say in Ireland, a great addition to us. 

he Cricket XI deserves our sympathy. We commenced the 
summer with every prospect of an especially good season. We 
had a Particularly strong batting team with absolutely no tail, 
severe/ useful bowlers and a fair fielding side. After  couple of 
defeats in the wet and mud in Me early part al he year, the 
team uttled down into really powerful side, and whenever the 
wicket became at all firm, the XI showed they were worth a 
ueat many runs. But the weather played havoc with the 
fixtures. We were looking forward to avenging the defeats we 
have received at the hands of Paddington School, and certainly 
the chances were quite in our fawns, But " the rain it raineth 
every day." 

Our readers will be able to judge from the record of the 
matches in Ae Diary how reliable was each member of the teams 

The elevmh man played 
with as straight a bat as theft  This was source of constant 
comment by visiting teams. Much of the credit for this is due to 
Mr. May, excellent coaching in the early part of the ammo, 
and to his work being continued by Fr. Placid, Fr. Benedict, and 
Fr. Basil throughout the season 

• • • 

Our hest thanks m Mr. W. L Taylor and A, A. Penny for 
their gift of cricket bats the best hat, bowler, and fielder in 
Me =Eleven. The annul will be made an Exhibition Day. 

• • 4. 

The librarian of the Upper Library wishes to acknowledge the 

G. 
:—Forty.Oier Fran Indith—t vin a. (Lord Rotund 

Ti, Great Pesti.. (Abbot Gam); Life of Lord Granville—
vols. (Lord Edmund rimomurice) Lecturic and Essays—c vols. 

(Canon flinger). Also the Illnetaltd London New (sent by Mr. 

°tear Sf.rnctt) an a The Army and Navy... (sent by Mr. 
Hamilton Berners). 

• • • 
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Our best thanks are due to the "Old Boy, and others who 
have provided Special prizes for the School this year. The 

Fishwick Prise has of course long been an annual prize. 
Mr. W. J. Milburn has now genemuslY Provided for an an 

for Higher Mathematics, to be known as the "Milburn 
Prize." Mr. John Raby has olu ea a prise of 3 guineas yearly 
for the best English Essay. 

hlr. John Num gives a prize for Latin and Greek, open to 
members of the Middle School. An Historical Prize is presented 
by Mrs. Nevill for Me best work English History, open to 
members of the Sixth and Fifth. 

Mr. W. I. Tay/or again offers Xs to the boy who does best in 
the Higher Certificate, and an anonymous "Old Boy" offers 
£5 for success in the Certificate examination. 

In addition to these there are the " Tamer Prize" for Theory in 
Music, and the "Boddy Prise" .r rawing. 

conclusion we thank the Ampleforth Society for the present-
ation of a handsome oak Board on which to preserve the names 
of the Ampleforth Society Scholars. 1 ,s to be hung in the Study. 

• • • 

Coturamlationa to George Nevin on his marriage to M., Selby 
at the on Oratory. His brother, Fr. Paul, assisted Fr. 
Sebastian Bowden in performing the cere ny. Also to Mr. 
Hamilton Berners of the Irish Guards on hcomarriage to Miss 
Sandham at the same church. 

Our but wish. go with Richard Huntington, who left England 
ositionon Aril ssth, to take up a p in Manila. Several of his 

old Scphool friends gave him a hearty send off from Paddington 
SMtion and front tbe Landing Stage at Liverpool. 

Among the old bo who visited Ampleforth this term were 
John Kinman, who is home( r a few mom. from Maim, and W.I. 
Marsh, whom some of our readers will remember as a leading alto 
in the choir. He is engaged in cotton growing in Texas, but finds 
time to keep up his music, and is indeed the regular organist at 
one of the largest Churches in his district. 

• .• • 

Another old Laurentian sends us news of himself from beyond 
the seas. Kenneth Weigh., who left us ituBuy, wish his brother 
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Costa. and cousin Alexandec hos been out ranching in Canada 
Pr some years. We take lease to quote from his letter which will 
interest at least show who knew " It seems ages sinceI 
last wrote to you. I am getting worse as I get older. How is 

We are just conapleting an exceptionally hard winter, very cold 
and An greater snow-fall than the Iwt three winters put to-
gether—vo a. 5o degrees of frost for weeks at a stretch, and 
blizzards of two, three, and 

have 
Jaya' dunition.  heard 

several old hands my they never experienced anything like 
it. The worst is now over. The crows, hawks, geese and ducks 
are back again, and we shallsoon get to work on the End 
There are few Englishmen out here. roost of the settlers are 
Canadian Methodists, and so we have few friends. Tbe nearest 
priest is at Regina, zoo miles away. We try to get them to 
come eriodically, Et in [hearings it is impossible . . . Erne 
of our horses had narrow escapes in the winter on account 
of the great snow-drifts. The last time we let them out, one of 
them walked on to the r.f of the stern., Thk is dangerous. 
Mick got his Journal, which is alway. welcome. The games at 
Amplefortb seem to have reached a high standawl. Ak my old 
masters will know, I do not know much abog thews... Kind 
remembrances, etc, 

Just aa vie received this letter we hear that his Dwyer, who 
Eft us in snow has also gone out ranching in Canada. Luck be 

rh him 
We offer our congratulations to Captain the Hon. Edward 

with his regiment, the and Battalion Yorks. Light Infantry, 
smtioned at Sheffield, he contracted a wvere hill, just before 
Easter. Pn.monia supervened and the last Sacraments were 
adnainigered. After some months of convalescence he is now 
completely restore  health. Our best wish. also for the 
speedy recovery ofCaprain John Dwyer, who is on the persona/ 
staff of the Viceroy d Ireland, and whom unhealthy Dublin has 
recently claimed as a victim to sickness. 

Reginald Barrtt, who left in 19E, is at present smdying at 
Uchfield Agricultural College, near Eastbourne. 

Congratuletiona to Oswald Chamberlain on pawing his Law 

Prelim., to Joseph Westhead who Es recently passed his final 
Examination as an accountant, and to K. Smith on passing his 
Medical Prelim. 

haw not been published up to the time of oar going to press. 

+ • • 
What was said in the last number of the inedalliongand "the 

Gordon Window '• bas called forth sundry questions as to the tEee 
windows at " the Gloss Doors." Their history is interesting and 
ought to be oiled. They were  loseph Hansom, 
the architect of the College Elm Simpson, the buildeb and 
Thoroas Hodgson, tbe glazier. The various devices upon them 
we emblematic of the avocations of the donors. We should be 
foolish io let there little soaps of history be lost. Who knows 
what tiresome researches we may save the curiwity A future 
generation.. 

• + • 
The name "Flag Walk " has Er a long time been o. puzzle 

to os. It naturally sugg.ts a walk paved with stone flags; but 
of flags there are none. .Its present appearance suggests that 
once up. a time it W89 asphalted. There are of course many 
meanings to Theord flg," but not many tho.t could be applied 
to a walk. origin is not at all known in the School. One 
would have thought that the native curiosity with which we 
schools-boys are credited, would have kept alive the tradition, 

and by the daily we and association of the two words the separ. 
r. our We are 

...gni after much qu.tioning to upr.t  the that there 
was once a flag-post somewhere at the end of the wal. Its exact 
position or any other traditions about k we cannot Ed. No 
doubt Were are many who can enliguen ha. 

Another name for whicl, there exiws no visible vas. &etre is 
the Green Bench." Unlike the former there is ambiguity 

w to its import. Someof the roasters remember the bench, though 
ito dissolution was many years brick—at least twenty-five, we are 
tog. In point of fact the name itself is ying, and is only fit. 
fully revived by someone being reminded that " the boys'bounds 
end at the place known as the Green Bench." It has served a 
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user ul purpose in the past, no doubt. IVs are inclined to assign as 
the reason of Me desuetude into which it is falling, the fact that 
the present generation cannot requite to bet eminded of the extent 
of their bounds as often as our immediate Predecessor. 

• • • 

Many years bazk, when the editors of these notes were mdte 
small and youthful, the farm carts—oturnhrils" they are called in 
Suffolk—appeared on Me "Penance Walk:' They were carrying 
large stones and materials of that nature. Their contents were 
deposited on the slope below the new monastery. Here they re. 
main. an amorphous mass for a year or more. The "Flag 
Walk," we were told, was to be extended to the length of the 
building. Since then these same carts have spasmodically made 
their appearance, and the slope and the stones have been slovvl. 

.a into shape. In truth Misspelt has been Me scene ofmuch 
imermittent labour. Ohl and young have put Meir hands to
but material has not been always forthcoming. intermt has 
flagged, and advance has been slow. One alone of our elders 
managed to find work when we all failed. He shovelled and 
tomer, weeded a.nd wheeled, and. all other things la ,a  and 
.a.fi,a. In Me afternoonse played Me part of ram/dodo,
Small bor, overawed by his commanding presence, were given 
shovels, rakes, fn. any other implement at hand, and despite the 
proximo, of many beo.hives, worked merrily at their allotted 
tasks. More than a year ago he left us, and little progress was 
made up to this June, when the walk has been practically 
finished. We do not pretend that Me work Is actually finished, 
but we couhl not resist armouncing the hopes of its sceedy 
eomplmion. 

• • • 

The willows planted round the swimming-bath have been de-
stroyed root and branch, and high wite.netting has taken their 
place. There are anglers among us who boast that this was to 
keep the trout they had placed in the bath from jumping out I 
The 000nsible remon was to keep cri cket-balls from being lost, 
temporarily at all events. Bm this additional fact deserves 
mention  high gate has been erected and entrance to the bath 
is now by lock and key Can some one have been playing 
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Remus to the Prefect, Romulus ? The swimming-bath, apart 
from official bathes, is as near as Me grapes to Tanta,. 

The Secretary of the tennis club, however. was quick to take 
advantage of Me p yof much wire. For the first time 
efficient back netting makes thee., pie ant to play upon. 

• • • 
The School Dramatic Society is under a further debt of grad. 

tude to many kind friends. Fr. Abbot's continued generosity 
towards the funds of the Green Room enables us to stage the 
Merdount e,f Venice and the Clouds this year io manner befit. 
65g Om bee traditions of Ample( ooh plays.  also 
sincerely to thank Miss Powell for her gift of the gorgeous dress 
worn by Stewart Lovell as Leader of the Chorus in the Clouds. 
In the preparation of the Clod, the stage manager has had 

;once of the notes and advice of Mr. Cyril Bailey, 
Fellow of Balliol ollege, Oxford, who superintended the pro. 
duction of the play by the Oxford University Dramatic Society 
some rats ao. To him our best thanks are due. Also to Sir 
Hubert Party for hie kind offer to lend the score of Me various 
band parts tu the College Orchestra. His Clouds music is 
very elaborate and very difficult, and despite the kind offer of 
external assistance by Mr. T. Allen, proved to be beyond 
the powers of the College Band. With great regret, for those 
who have heard Sir Hubert Parry's music for Greek plays can 
not be eeuily satisfied with an alternative, we have had to fall 
back oe n, .tyle The&ant is  to that rendered by head.g 
chorus last year.  melodies in Me recitatives of the  of 
Me Chorm, however, are from the music by Sir Hubert darry, 
written for the Coryphaeus in the Frogs The stage properties 
were specially made under the direction of Er. us. from 

wings of Mose used at the performance given ts 
ago at Oxford by the O.U.D.S. 

* * 

We have received Me Craticalae Fixture Card for the vacation 
of r9o7 and subjoin its cements. The secretary is to be congrat-
ulated on the number of good filtrates. has secured. We wish 
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the team all success. Om fixture puzzles us. Why is the 

Annual Past anal Present klatch on the Cratioulae Fixture Card 

Presumably because it is a Cratimlae fiiiture. But who are the 

Craticulm Past? A note at the end of the card tells us Mat all 

laurentiansposi and present are ipso facto members of the Crati-

eulae Club. Can it be that the secretary hm been able to 

summon Laurentian. who have gone to their reward from 

ST
the bourne whence hitherto no cricketer has returned??. 

The Psychical Research Society should attend the match.

Craticula, playing cricket, who has ceased to be s. member of 

Me Church militant. should prove a sufficiently interesting sight, 

i.e..f he be visible. 

Croticulae Cricket ask—Scum luo rey. 
umia 

* * * 

A Correspondent signing himself Higlur Critic" the 

following nous on o Some Difficulties in Shakesppre plays." 

sir III. Sd5I not 

fear tis, Lorenzo ; Launcelot and I are ut." Evidently both were 

good bats. or Lorenzo, who apparently was a supporter of the 

other side, would not have had reason to fear them. This is the 

only reference to cricket in Shakemeare, and the only reference 

to ladies taking part in the game, in .filizabeMan literatur. In 

Kw. Lazio L . yo, the Doss or M. shows his faMiliarity 

with Me sister game when he calls the steward a base football 
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MERCHANT Or Valli. IV. 1.81 —BASSANIO For thy three 

thousand ducats, here are six" (the italics are mine). This 
miserable offer Shylock you merely adding ins,. to injury. 
Busanio had evidently Scotch blood in his veins. Perhaps he 
was related la Banque (the similmity of name is alone sug. 
gesive), whose nationality is delicately insinuated by the poet, 
in the interpretation Banquo masons dark night. "There's hus-
bandry in heaven, their candles are all out." (Atactieliz, II. . a.) 

Assorzy Aso Gums., IV.1.yo.—

Scallop n I have yet 
Room for six scotches. more.

Scams was a Roman, a friend of Antony. The .1lowig 
parallel passages will make c/ear our author's estimation of 
Roman  apab ilities in this matter. GORMAN. qy. 

nd 
one that loves a cup of hot wine without a drop of allaying Tiber 

Hawker, v. z. qz.s, where Hamlet trim to prevent 

"I'm more an antique Roman than a Dane 
ere's yet some liquor left." 

Still the Dan. themselves do not seem to have been far behind: 
for the Queen M Hamlet was a Dan, aml a few moments be-
fore the incident just quoted had shrieked out, presumably in a P  of tirst—

s The drink, the drink, 0 , deco- Hamlet! 
The drink, the drink." 

To come or not to mine; that is Me question 
'Whether itis better for the boy to suffer 
The mmetual-loving masters' siniling praise 
Or to prolong the holidays twice tle appOinted length 



And by coming late annoy them. To may at home 

And by a telegram to intimate 

(Appendicitis,ceptionof some ',hocks" that boys are heir to,—
BAuensa, mum, were a course 

Pleasant to pursue. But to return to school 
To return perchance to ask! Ah I tiler, the• rub,. 
(Observe the metaphor from the pole of bowls) 
For in the Vac. what plans may schools invent, 
What peualtim devise. and painful schemm 
While all of us are having fun at home. 
Oh who would bear demands work undone, 
The angry voice, impatiem eyes that glare 
On Latin proses,—the weariness 
And length of preparation time, the spurns 

apes plus;' 
When he himself might escape so much 
By returning late? Who would lexicons Mar 
And grunt and sweat under a of  Unseen 
And lose himself in labyrinths of graphs 
Or sketch in brief a character from a play 
Or elm out an essay having nought to say, 
Or let the ferula—ukindest cm of all

precedence of the midday asses; 
But that the dread of penance classes dire 
Detention in a room from whose bourne 
No early exit is, blunts the will 
And makes us rather come back up to time 
Than spend unsanctioned leisure in our homes. 

cue natural bistory Society. 

SEASON op,. 

TM RM. REV. Tna ARUM r 

T. Vaal. Rev. Tne newt. 
Mia RH, Txx Fbraomasre, 

Mx. R. Roommox, M.A. 

Mem, 

I. Mcel-moeX, 

April atst—The Rev. The Headmaster... Opening Address. 

April aath—Mr. Robinson... The Flight of Birds. 

May Sth— Fr. Benedict Maya ... Vultures. 

Play nth— Fr. Benedict McLaughlin ... The Scattering of Seeds. 

June and— Br. ooclm Parker ... ••. British Snakes. 

lune oth— Br. Anthony Baroot The hook 
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Rearing Poultry. 

July Br. Sebastian Lambee TVt7n-
_ F. el.. pot.. Plants. 

In opening what proved to be a very successful season, the 

Headmaster impressed upon us the value of the imaginative 

aspect of natural history. He queited several extracts from Words-

worth, and ssid that his works are full of references to birds, 

animals, trees. andeverything that goes to form the subject matter 

ali
accurate and pe: inspired with the truest pmtic sentiment. The 

bones of a prosaic science into ideal beauty. By a devotion to 

natural history, we might cultivate not merely our powers of 

for Om: ideal which a mind, rightly attuned, could discern in the 

Arkell followed with a paper on "Colour in Nature." All 

dark tend to lose their colour. All colour in nature was arranged 

by design. anal though sometimes we could not quite see the 

reasons tor certain mimes cenain objects (we do not know, for 

instance, why grass Mould be green and the sky blue), for the 

most part, the object in view was perfeetly plain. The males 

birds weto usually mace brightly coloured Man the female, partly 

that they might thereby be more attractive to their future partners, 

and partly to distract attention from the emale, who was at khe 

itesting time smooch more important to the future of the ram. He 

instanced the pheasant, and told us how wondedully the piu(nage 

of the hesshird hatroonised with the leaves among which she sits. 
when the two birds were surprised mar the nest the eye neutrally 

followed the name brightly feather. cook-bird. So with other 

species, the plume, of the sitting bird harmonised so thoroughly 

that they were almott invisible until they moved. In butterflies 
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be men in the pumle Emperor. The colours of flowers were 
arranged to attract the insecm whose visits were so necysary for 
the fertilisation of seeds. He showed too that love of our 
stronger in the savage than in civilised man, and that
mmh more strongly Mem. by this emotion than m gh 
ate were relieved to fina that he was too gallant to raw a.ny 
infe

A
rence therefrom 
kindred subject, in that it dealt nnich with the question of 

colour, wm "The Scattering of Seeds" by Fe Benedict. . He 
divided seeds into three classes—self-sown, wilt:I-sown, and sown 
by animals. Self-sown seeds are generally mattered by a 

ut 
the parent lant, often With considerable force, If the seeds 
simp/y fell to the ground beneath the parent plant, they would be 
so crowded togethm as to interfere with each Mk, growth 
whilst the parent plant would rob them of a great Mal of light, 
and light is fivers ful very need to the growth of the plaM The vioMt 
scatters its   with great force, as may be seen if a violet ovary 
be obtained and warmed before the fire. 

Of the second clay the Dandelion is a good instance. Every-
one knows the Dandelion Clock. Each clock contains three 

will travel to a grem distance from the parent lant. The 
sycamore, the elm, and the willow are also instances of the same 
class. 

The last clam is a large one; many plaMs are fertilised by 
insects which come fss the honey which many flowers hold out m 
a it, as the wall-gower des whilst others have hooked se.s 
which attach themselves to the coats of animals and so are 
camied from place to place: 

caw
som   

Fede s in 
by squirrels, 

who store great nambers of num  eeds in holes, which Mey 
often Mrget and leave to sprom. Birds too, matter seeds by 
carrying fruit and berries to and fro and allowing the stones to 
drop. 

red 
to us by R. fiesketh in his paper on " The Beaks of Birds." He 
show. how the beak of each species was mactly adapted to the 
food on which it lived The marsh birds had long sensitive bills 
suitable for prodding the soft ground and selecting the daintMs 
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that lie hidden beneath. The snipe and the curlew are good 
instances of birds of this he me 
fengusoraTk in proportion to its si.. He compared with the. 
Met' 'ffi -word-like bills of the birds Mat live by spearing 

thl Aron and the kingfisher ao. had Me beaks of 
birds of prey, .4. alap have strong beaks. not straight like Me 
former class, but with the upper mandible curving down over the 
lower one, forming a hook well adapted for tearing their prey to 
pieces. The eagles are good examples of birds of this class. 

Birds of the duck family which live on small animals which 
are Mend in the water and the mud of ponds, have wide bills 

arra.ngement by which Me mud and water may be sepamted from 
the worms and other animals, all of which are taken in together. 
Then we have birds like the nightjar and sodift. which catch and 
eat insects on the wing. They have soft bills, short, but opening 
with a wide stretch. Lastly, there are birds that have bills may be 
used for general purposes. The Rook may be taken as typical of 
thia Mess. 

An account of this om nivorous bir was given to us b Br. 
An  who, as Curator of the Museud m, has bees most generous 
in providing specimens for the Society's meetings, Of this inter-
eating bird Bro. Amhony gave us a very full description. Its 
plumage is violeLblack, not dead Nu& and the bare patches by 
tile nostrils are covered until the bird is at least one year old. 
The bird is not quite so big as the Carrion Crow. which hA its 
face entirely covered even in the adult and the plumage is a 
greenish. not a violet-black. Building operations are commenced 
in early spring. The birds resort to the same trees year after year, 
and repair the old nests. As soon as the young am fledged, the 
rooks leave their nests but pay regular visits of inspection to them 
throughout the year. The roak feeds on a great variety*/ foods, 
but seems to devote itself mainly to the wireworm one of the 

birds rising to great heights a.nd then falling perpendicularly 
almost ro  wound. These menreuvres which country felk 
say foretell thighveinda, seem to have no other object but that of 
enjoyment. 
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The Lapwing or Plover is another bird which indulges in won-
derful aerial gyrations, but in this ca., as A Calder Smith told 
us, Mese movements are only indulged in when the nestliVAffices 
are nvaded,. ere expressive of alrm, or intended 

is a most beautiful ird. The back is mainly green, the tail 
and head are black and white. and the underparts entirely white, 
and there is a long 

m 
black crest rising front the head. The nmt is 

very poor one. oh merely a hole the ground though some• 
times a.slight foundation is laid and the eggs are pearffiaped, olive-
brown in colour, marked with very dark-brown and grey spow. 

he Mron and la 
perpendicularly in Me air. It is a very watchful bird, and night 
or day resents the intrusion of any enemy with the loud shrill cry, 
whence comes iw name peswit, and so proves itself a valuable 
ally to Me garnekeepm There are few birds which do less harm 
and more good to thetarmer. Almost everywhere, during the 
nesting season, it is very carefully protected, though many of its 

delicacies. 
There is yet another species. the Rails, which indulge in aerial 

performances apparently only ea a means A enjoyment. .A 
Forshaw deacribed the strange habit these shy and skulking 
birds have, of circling serif tly. at some distance from the ground, 
round their aunts. These moremenis generally occur at night, 
and at other times the birds lie lo.ly hidden and axe seldom 
seen. The Com Crake is the commonest of the Rails. Strangely 
enough Mough constmeted fora life on the water, it lives entirely 
in the eadows. It has a deep thin body, a. so can pa. 
easily roughth  Me thick gram. cAourmainly grey and brown, 
mingled with black, harmonises so well with its surroundings 
that it is very difficult to .e. its harsh monotonous is ell-
known, and it has hem credited with powers of ventriloquism. 
The Spotted Crake and the Water Rail were also described. 

The only other British BIN dinar. this season was the Linet, 
a paper on which was read by P. Perry. He mainly confined 
himself m Me Brown Linnets which. Ae . common r...a 

this family including the Redpoll and the Twite. 
er members of 
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Th. chiefly make their homes in gorse, and make a beautifully 
rounded littie nest of grass stalk, lined with finer grass and wool. 

t'als1:0: ' rnt 'gn toZ °"be ""'" 
The • ite. or Mountain Linnet, may be distinguished from the 

Brown 
Ito 

y the absence of the red colour from the head and 
breast, and a by the yellovc UR frNuenm the hes.ther rather 
more than the Common Linnet, and builds a somewhat similar nest. 

The Vultures were treated of by Fr. Benedict. After a deserip. 
tion of its appearance and habits, mostly unpleasant, he opened 
an imeresting disemsion on the qestion, whether a Vulture 
discovets its prey by sight or smell, In a few minutes after an 
animal falls to the ground, though not a single Vulture may have 
been in sight at the tint, they n be seen hastening to 
the banquet in great numbers from every quarter of the vens. 
Many experisnents have been tried with the object of solving the 
mystery. A d.d animal has .en well hidden, and yet the 

tm. came. This would seem to prove that they find their 
prey by smell. On the other hand, the dried skin A it .a. 
constrictor has been stuffed with sraw, and placed om in the open. 
The YU...VS came to that, and this would seem to prove that 
these birds find their prey brie.t  and not 

toe,
 Pmhaps the 

truth is that they u. both and smell degree of which 

we can have ao real anPrecMtion, or perhaps they have someo.er 

The Vultures are possessed oi very wonderful powers of flight. 
The condor, with its tremendous•spread a wings, cart soar, at 
such a height that it appears to be little larger than a lark, for 
hours with no apparent effort. 

This and other questions of the "Flight of Birds," were dealt 
wihh by the Chairman, who illustrated his remarks by specimens 

that had fallen victims to the seal of the local eepers. 
Two wide and imeresting subjects were closen by Fr. Prior and 

power to emit many significant sounds. In the Raven thirty-two 
haveheen di..ered,and some of the apes are supposed to possess a 
complete language. 
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animals anything .yond the pw. to signify various emotions, 

such as love, ungr, fear, and the like. There wggejgo doubt 

that the different notes of one spscies were understatt by other 

species. When many different hinds of birds are feeding near to 

each other, a 
that 

f alarm from any individual is sufficient to set 

all in motion arc within hearing distance, even though tke 

cause of alarm may he invisible to the others. 
This Aansmission of the elementary emotions... Ands.. told 

...Bed only for the exercise of instinct and not of ream, if 

animals really possmsed a language al their own. Instinct was 
in itself very wonderful. The instinct of a fox indeed must 
often rise almost to the level of reason. The bee was another 

its ...tic .anomy. but also in its wonderful homing powers. 
Jogs spec rboyvn marvel-

rcrelous powers of instinct. Shepherds' dogs are especially wonderful 
in this respect. He concluded with a reference. endt instinct 
of migration which is possessed by so many birds, said that 
it seemed almost impossible to explain how young birds that had 

fortunate change from the heaver hat to the silk saved these 

Or. Justin also to17.1 that the ans, were often twelve feet 
th.k at the bottom, and that the beaver wu comparable to the 
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bee as an architect, but more original. Another wonderful home 
is that of the Harvest Mouse, which was described M the Society 

a. This tiny creature builds among the tall grasses 
at some A.re from the globe of grass which n. no 
visible means of entrance  orexit. How the parent getsti or out 
do= not seem to be known. The paper dealt fully with the 
various kinds of mice that infest the fields, and also with the 
house mouse. All the mice increase at such a rapid rate that 
were it not for the many enemies. that they have, they would 
quickly become o. plague. 

Chief among their enemies come the stoats and weasels, which 
were dealt with by 1. Darby. He included the polecat and the 
wild cat in his paper, animals which are now very rare, though 
not quite extinct, in England. All these animMs seems to... 
the power of fascinating their prey in some way or other. 
Rabbits, which will run might away from a dog, and use all the 
contrivances which instinct has taught them, fall an ea, prey to 
thine slow-moving aMmals. Birds, too, have been observed to be 
brought within leaping distance by the strange antics of their 
enen]y. Generally the animal revolvm at such a speed that the 
eye cannot follow it. At other tiroes they move their heads up 
and down very rapidly, keeping their eyes fixed on their intended 

Snakes capture their prey in a similar manner, as Br. Amen. 
told us. He first warned us that the sl or blind worm unot a 
snake at all. It is really a lizard, and ios wquite harmless. 

The ringed snake is the common snake. It eats frogs, young 
birds, insects and ice. It has sometimes happened that frogs 
have jumped out of makes which were being dissected and have 
seemingly been none the worse for their strange imprisonment. 
This snake lays im eggs in some refuse heap where heat is being 
generated, and takes no further mre of them. 

They change their skin several times in each year. They first 
break the skin round the necks, and after attaching the loose skin 
to briars or anything that will hold it, gradually pull themselves
forward out of it, turning the skin inside out as they issue f rom it. 
This old skin is miled the "slough." 

The viper or adder is Aeon], poonous snake found in England. 
The poison is stored in a gland at the side of the head, and flows 
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from it into the fang, when the fang is struck into anything. 

When the fang M not in use, it lies back against t). jun], work-

ing on a kind of hinge. Before striking, the vik*Illirirself up 

with its head in the centre; in striking, coils iiself,and so 

can cover nearly the length of its body. Some people say that the 

viper, which tends its young until they can look after themselves, 

will at the approach of danger open its mouth and allow then m 

enter its stomach, from which refuge they return when the danger 

is past, but this has never been proved. 

There are many unsolved problems also in regard to the Salmon. 

Br. an gave m a full account of the growth of this magnifi 

mnt fish, and dimmsed at some length two problems, which he 

wished the society to note particularly as having an important 

bearing on thehistory of Me salmon. Did the salmon eat in fresh 

wter? What did it live upon in the seal 
Authorities differed on these points, but the truth seemed to be 

Mat the salmon did not usual, eat in fresh water, and that it 

was very exceptional for it to do so. They carried with them 

from the sea a store of Mt which 
o 
supported them in their stay in 

huh water, As to the second pint, whatem thr e food was, it 

must be rich and plentiful, since salmon put on nine or ten 

pounds or even more in a few months' sojourn in the sea. Prob 

ably they fM on spawn and fry, especially of shell-fish. 

We had a very thorough paper on one shll -fish from L 

Bodenhm, who chose the crab for his subject. 
He described the breeding and the growth of the different 

kinds of crabs, the way in which they cast their shells, and the 

manner d their capture. He corrected whm seemed to be a 

general idea, that crabs walked backwards. Really they walk 

sideways. He told m also in answer to a question, that the 

crayfish was not a crab, and that there was poison in Me bodies 

of all crabs. The tails seemed to be partimlarly poisonous, but 

the poi.] did not mem to be used for any definite purpose, as it 

is by the plants which Pr. Placid spoke of. 
Most plants exist by the food which they separate from the 

Pere by means A .6, leaves, or by food drawn in from 

the ground through the roots. A few, however, live on insects 

svhich they digest much in the same way as animals digest their 

food. 
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He Mowed us spceimena of the Sondes, which attracts small 
InSKIS by the brilliance of its spikes, holds them fast by a gumtny 
substanckahhich it exudce. anal finally eficloses atul elemota them. 

Other AM. of this siva are Me Sun-wort and the Bladder-

small -
o 

into its amall bladders. In the bladder, are trap
doors t hieh the inseMs are guided by an ingenious arrange-
mem of feeler. Once inside, the insects are drowned and 
eaten. 

We had also two papers on Fossils. The first from Mr. Arkell 
dealt with a creature which he discovered in Me Quarry, and 
which turned out to be previously unknown. 

M the Autumn of , ml. a small stone was picked up in a field 
on the hill, in which could be dhtinguished teemmpim 

exactly arm of a fossil star-fish. The spceim did not  to be 
similar to the moderately well-known Ophimoids of this horizon, 
but the small size and imperfect preservation of the specimen did 
not warrant the assumption that it was new. Although diligently 
sought fm. the natural layer from whence the stone came, was 
not discovered until June mob. 

About half-way up the face of the Mtn,' above Fr. Sumner 's 
terrace, a bed not more than one and a half inches thick has been 
found from which several more or less fragmentary individuals 
have been obtained. Some of these were sent to Dr. Bather, of 
the British Museu , who has them in hand now farthe purpose 
of assigning their position in Me Ophiuroidea. 

Although  the nature of Me rock. Calcareous Grit, does not 
favour the preservation of organic remains., the impressions are 
in many cases excellemly cicer. Judged by the ones at present 
obtained. it ceems to be intermediate between Ophioderma and 
Ophiolepis. Further researches may produce specie.. in a better 
state of rceervation. 

The sceond paper dealt with prehistoric animals in general. 
E. Taumon particularly dwelt on Me question of the original 
horse. Fossil remains seem to show that the horse of the present 
day is many times larger than the primeval animal from which 
it is ducended. This is contrary to the usual principle. We 
have no animal alive now which is comparable in size to some of 
the creatures that Taunton described to us Ohe Plesiosaurus, for 
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instance), except the whale. which is probably in bulk as large as 
any of the monsters of the past. The great Pterodactyls, probably 

most clocely rceembling immense bats. and the Mammoth which 

was discovered some years ago embeddted in a block of ice on the 

coast of North Russia. were very lolly described. 

subject of which he has the benefit of a practical ceperience 
of many years. He gave um a most interesting and instructive 
account A Me modern methods employed. 

In conclusion, one may thank the readers of the excellent paper, 
that have done so much to render the pmt season a success. 



Tate. 

Fmr ra” ago, this N...., t .m..3 her 
friends to rejoice with her on the occasion of the opening of the 
New hrch. When we who did not witness it read of it,we are 
reminded of the joy of the d‘vellers by an ice-bound river when 
We hard mast is shattered and they see the imprisoned waters 
begin to flow again. Nothing in the wry of development had 
hem possible in College or Monastery for a full quarter of a 
century. The wad, was a fresh movement forward; and as such 
it was, to some extent, a break with the paw. The style of the 
building also wen new, a.nd thou who had planned it had already 
conceived the idea of a greater St. Lawrence, which would extend 

catholicity 
eautify itulf, and he more in unison with the vigorous 
of We .• Second Spring." Li ie in St. Lawrence, had 

shires J°``' aft° We " break,: " Men had followed a period of 
convalescence, hopeful and peaceful nd happy, with that feeling 
of ell-being which always accompanies We steady recovery of 
health and vigour ; now had come the time of growth and capon. 
sion, the natural outcome of the nervous energy of freshly-revived 
strength. Naturally, also. as growth checked in me place finds 

and thicken into smrns, more than replacing the one lopped off or 
College

It was the old life making a fresh beginning of growth, but it has 

Such a Jubilee as this, whether we celebrate it or not, should be 

enthusiasm of the Exhibition of ay, and be stirred by its memory. 
But when we enter our little church—how stately it must have 
seemed 

re
mindwith its 

with lover
be y ad 

veneration, 
ociations, we 

should  ourselves, with and  of those who 
have laboured at AmpMforth before us and realise We spirit of 
devotion and sacrifice which made them great in their generation. 
What we are now and what we have now, our resources, our 
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character, our aspirations, we hold as an inheriMnce from the 
bu

Our readers will he glad to read an account of the opening 
uremony. It is taken from the Tedder 0 July ayh, 1857. 

DIOCESE Or BEVERLEY. 
"Opening of a new Monastic Church at St. Lawrences Colleg, 

the crowning of their wishes and the substantial termination of 
many long-home anxieties. During the law two year* Were has 
been in course of erection at St. Lawrence, College a beautiful 
Gothic 

y 
monastic July • yth saw it solemnl open . 

"St. Lawrence's, orchurch, Amplelorth College.is a Benedictine momsed-
tery, one of the three belonging to the English Benmlictine Con-
gregation, occupied by a community of twenty-three moks, 
mee. and lay-brothers, and presided over by the Very Rev.. W. 
Cooper, as Brio, The monastery is pleasantly and healthfully 

onM connection with the momstery college providing mcornnim 
dation for seventy students, who are instructed in all We Manche 
of a useful and polim education.prepared for commercial pursuits, 
or trained for the [nomad° and Missionary life by the member. of 
the community. The monastery and college have been progressing 
and extending since their foundation in We year rgoa. 

',leathers of St. Lawrence's, old and young, those who had 
witnessed and borne a part in the struggle of its inlancy, those 

gathered together to head a part in the great event which all have 

with that pleasure and satisfaction which decided signs of vigor... 
life and future promise always inspire. Tile solemnities which 
attracted so many to Ampleforth are 

was
and moving 

under more aspects than one. There was the gathering of 
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which bind them together in one religious body. There was a 
strong proof of vigorous life: much to bring m mind recollections 
of past ages, when England loved better and knew more of her 
monks than her Rings and atamamen; much to inosire hon, 
much to draw fervent wishes from an earnestheart that the Eng. 
Bah .nedietines may one day press their claim to England as 
their birthright, their inheritance, the portion of Christ's vineyard 
specially entrust. to their care: much to create, at least the 
fancy, that the English Benedictinm of the present day are made 
0 the same stuff . the monks of old and, when it pleases 
God, will be able to accomplish as much for Engl.d as their 
anemtors—I or within the new church .ere were assembled 
I.st sixty professed members of the English Ben.ictine Congre-
gation, a gathering such as, perhaps, has never been witness. 
since the Reformation. 

oThecompanypresem, numbering sixty or seventy,esel.ive of 
the congregation admitt. to the opmine, included the venerable 

shop O. Briggs  Right Rev. nr. 

Tro, .e the Right R.... Brown, Lord Bishop 
of Newport; the Rig. Rev. P Burnell, President of the Eng-
lish Benedictine Congregation: Revs. P. ll, D.P., and 

Greenough, Provincials Very Revs. N. Sweeney and A. Han-
kins., Priers of Downside and Douay ; upwards of thirty more 
members of the .der, with a number of Secular Clergy and 
gentlemen from Me neighbourhood .d different parts of England. 

" The procession formed at nine o'clock, and proceeded through 
the cloisters, the North transept and the choir. The long line of 

Ministers of Me altsr, and the three Prelates in full Pontificals. 
with their attending Ministers affording a mom imposing spectacle, 
and one whicli is not seen 

everye V ery 
ay, nor anywhere but in a 

N.M. Miss was sung by M  Rev. P. Burchall and a 
panegyric on St. .n.iet was pronounc. by the Very Rev. N. 
Sweeney, Prior 04 Dow.ia.. Haydn's ImPerial kfase 
ably performed by the Collegiate choir. A solemn Te n.m .
terminated the Solemnity. 

s The annual exhibition .d distribmi. of prises appointed for 
the same day again called the visitors together, and for two hours 
they were gratifiednd pleased with recitations, a. selections of 

music as giv. and performed by the students, of which it is the 
very least aehnowl.gment to say that all a.luitted themselves 
with. the highest credit, and gave complete satisfaction. In the 
everang the students perronneal Shakespeare, Henry V., a. a 
very amusing farce, entitled • 15 Paris and hack for Le.' It is 
difficult to withhold a word of praise where it is so justly merited; 
but yet, to avoid every appearance of exaggerated flattery and 
overstrained description, it will, perhaps, be sufficient to that 

students acted well and frequently gain. hearty bursts of 
applause, 

• • 
Here is a relique of the dr, before the opening of the New 

Church. It is as the reader will see some complimentary verses, 
written to the Mother Superior of the " Heath" a convent where 
the writer had more than once made Ins annual Retreat. The 
writer of the poem was Fr. Ambrom Prest, the immediate pre-
decessor of Prior Coop, and it yeas written on the back of an 
engraving 0 Ample. orth. <harming, with true .le-
1 ashioned grace and gallan.y. 

feast of St. Agnes. 

Madam, on this propitious day. 
Which all y.r youthful daughters greet, 

AIThu little off ering at your feet. 

A Brother-convent's sketch bear 
Its rule on earth, its hopes above

Are like your own: al, let it share 
sisters thoughts, .`sS.l..'".—

Shotald heaven attend my humble prayer 
And shank/ I live to see the day, 

When every virtue blossoms there 
Which pure Religion can display—

When Maur's obedience fires our youth, 
And Berme, .AI with prudence joined 

Directs our Age. VII say with truth 
Another lisoth has blest mankind. 



xt6 Nor.. 
My second Nm, my blest retreat 

Whem'er to breathe thy air is given. 
I feel a joy too short, too sweet—

Awhile farewell : thy holy walls 
Anal happy guests I may not see—

My feet shall go when duty calls; 
My heart shall still remain with thee. 

The Collegio di S. Anselmo held high festival during Me 
meming of Me... President at Rome. They gathered there 

blay ISM. The preparations for Meir coming had been made 
with careful and wim forethought, a. the hospitality sheen to 
the guests was princely. The whole Community, from the Abbot 
eritnate to the last of the ever willing and patient lay-brethren. 
devoted itself to their service. The ta.y summer of this year 
had reached the city but a week before their rrival, but it 
hurtiedly made t5ngs ready for their welcome. Only a few days 
before,  there were mill leafless trees in the gardens, and the rose-
trees against Me walls had *hewn little signs of life but by t5 
agth the roses were in full bloom, and Rome ems at its brightest 
a. best. lt was the inaugurative meeting of Seri.. of Presi-
dential Chapters at Bxed intervals, and, as with every novel 
institution, it was.. some amen, on its trial ; we rnay, therefore, 
record die impression given us that the concept, of such 
gatherings was found to be a surprisingly happy one. and that 
there is prom. of happy results. All the world knows of Me 
honour conferred on the Benedictine body by the Holy See, in 
giving it charge of the studies preliminary to a reviMon of the 
Vulgate. 

Other privileges have been granted to Me Order by the Holy 
Father. A Plenary Indulgence, after the pattern of that of the 
Portiuncula, may he gained on All Souls Day, Nov. Ind. every 
year,by the Faithful who make a visit or visits in any Benedictine 
church or public chapel throughout the world, between Me 
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atCached a separate Plenary Indulgence applicable to the souls in 
Purgatory. The conditions are the usa onm of Confession and 
Communion and Prayers for Me Holy Father's intemion. More-

are me 
s Benedictine church or chapel, Me same 5dulgence may be 
gain. by a simEar visit or visim to any other church or chapel. 
provided that the person who males them habitually carries or 
wears the Jubilee Benedictine Medal. The favour wax conceded 
in February of this year, and is granted for all time, all things to 
the contrary notwithstanding. 

• k 
Another privilege has been grant. to the Fathers of the Order 

in the following terms :— 

Ex AUDITINTIA SSett RUM, DI. I, Jun., {90, 

ente inhasmipto S. Congregation;. de Propaganda Fide 
Semetario. nigne indulsik m in Enrclesiis Ordinis Sancti Belles 
dicti in Anglia et in An:series. Septentrionali celebrari valeat 
Mime, de Reggae Ks in hebdoniada, diebus tames quibus eadem 
Missa Ruhricis pmmittitur comprehensie, attune.. edam rim 

exceptis facie prima es mewsa classis, diebus Dornin-
/Bisque de pram, Sereandie, necnon ferric ample 

°ma, privilegiatis, et dummodo hujus intuitu 
omnino poeter consumarn eleenaosynam percipiatur, de consensu 
Ordinarii, guinquennium. 

Datum Rom: ex Aed. S. Congregationis de Propaganda Fide, 
die et mono tit Supra. 

ALOISIUS VECCIA, Secrius. 
Concordat cum originali, 

P. HILABUIS WALTAR, 
Secrius Prim. O.S.B. 

From our Oxford Correspondent :—
Our intercourse with the late Mr. Grissel/ enablm us to 

cordially endome the high appreciation of hint which we take 
from T5 0 xf orel Hague.. He of the 5st to 
welcome us in the beginning of the existence of our Oxford 



house, and with feeling he express. Ms happiness in seeing the 
day of the return of our Onfir to the University. His interest in 

feast this year. 

well de la Garde Criss. who died at his post in Rome 
somewhat suddenly the other day. His death will be a severe 
loss, not merely to the close friends ke madc and kept, but to the 

seemingly bounteous leisure. which allowed him to be always 
ready to be their escort and show them the treasures of the finest 
palace in Europe. To me hirn it was hard to realise Mat he had 
been in the service of the Vatican and the Holy See 

he tem 
since M.. 

fie was prmem on that mem... occasion when the
sovereignty of the Popes in Rome finally vanished, after 

to more than a thousand years. He has often described to hie 
friends the farewell of Pius IS. to the pontifical troops he refused 
to allow resistance, and giving them his blessing. said adieu. 
Thus fell before the att.k of a few irresponsible Ire... the 
oldmt Kingdom in Europe, and she only obstacle to the union of 
Italy. After this Gri

p
Juties at the Vatican were ...nous 

Chamberlain of Honour m the Pope since IfiEfi, and from MA 

of the Vogican whose office does not lapse on the death of the 
Pop He his believed to be the first Englishman who hash,. this 
important appointment, o.nat it W. in this mpacity that he was in 
charge of Me Vatican during the last Conclave. of which he has 

Commaader of the Order of Pius IX. about a ymr ago, a high 
and well -deser. distinceion, carrying the title of • Comment.- 

curios.. in the old hotne at the bottom of the High Street 
will readily foret their various intermt and the keen enthusiasm 
of the owner ing explaining their history. He was a Fellow of 
the Numismatic Society, P.S.A., a member of the Itonto.n 
Arcadia and of the Academy of Raphael in Urbino ; and in him 
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we lose one who wm a valuable a. an excepti.al link 
between our University and Rome both ancient and modern. 
He was deservedly popular, and really beloved by his hiends; he 
lived down a foolish and quite groundless prejudice, a. bore no 
malice or ago. dead of misrepresemation, now happily forgotten. 
His loyalty to Ms own College, Brakenose, was very marked, and 
never missed the annual Gaudy. Oxford is poorer by 115 LOSS of he 
one who was a convinced but never intolerant champion of his 
rced, a zealous and critical antiquarian. and a warm-hearted a. 

unselfish friend." 

To comment upon Me Oxford Pageam is perhaps supeMuous. 

written on that topic in the newspapers and periodicals. One 
may. hOwever, express gratification at the general condemnation 

a. ^ Roger Bacon 
taming which our President, Abbot Gasquet. addressed a the 
to the Timer a few weeks ago. The cene, which presented the 
great English friar as little better than s buffo., was in every way 

apumeioo of its author 
must have been revolting to all who were not prevented by. anti-
Catolic prejudice from perceiving the true char.ter and im-
portance of Roger Bacon as depict. by history. The monks, too, 
fared badly at the hands of the pageant authorities. People who 
have any knowledge of monks and monasticism are not pleat. to 
see sons of S. Benedict represent. as grate.. and disreputable 
figures with short habits and bare legs. If the officials of the 
pageant had taken the troulde of alling in some compceent 
authority in this matter as in ther  mom secular subjects, the 
performance, whi. in many other respects was deserving of high 
praise. w.ld have been saved from what cannot be regarded—
considering the standing of the gmat University in which it was 
produced—as otherwisethan o. serious blemish. 

To all lovers of the beautiful walks in Christ Church Meadows, 

months the eye has been offend. by the sight of o. long stretch 
hoarding, numerous la, tents, .d worst of all, a hideoua 
grand-stand. This last-named structure was placed in some 
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jeopardy at the end of ()Eights Wee, by a large body of men, 
mainly from Christ Chmch, who—under the influence of that 
mrange fren, which seizes undergraduates at times of unusual 
*lenient and drives them like Maenads to works of destruction 
—made an onslaught upon the pageant premises m though 
intent upon converting all the woodwork imo one vast bonfire. 
The position was stoutly defended a detachment of police, 
and a battle royal ensued, in which the asuilants were repulsed 
and some of their number were precipitated into the cooling 
waters of the • Char." The incident was, of course, taken up 
by the yellow press" and duly magnified, and adorned with 

to 
head-Eisen. But, as a matter of Mc, the damage done 

to the property was slight; and Mat Cher was plan to born 
down the grand-stand itrelf was strenuously denied by the" under. 
grads." The occasion for the outburst of emotion on their part 
was the fact that Christ Church had just attained the headship of 

Towards the end of term the usual triennial invitation the 

It 
Greek play was received from the 

as
of Brad 

It has often been a matter of question as what would 
happen in case of a heavy fall of rain, for the play, be it rent., 
bered. takm place in an entirely open Greek theatre, only the 
actors, and sometimes the chorus, being under cover. This year 
Me question was conclusively settled. During one of the per) 
formance of The AO igen, the rain .me down in torrents and 
the voices of the actors were for the time literally drowned. 
Ma, of the audience were drenched, but .

ud
1 went

Athe 
on usual. 

The chorm sang as merrily as under a clo less nian sky, 
and even the altar erected to Dionysus threw out its little cloud 
of smoke when the incense was sprinkled upon it. 

Partly  apparently in answer to the objection sometimes made 
that the play 

time
too large a place in the College routine 

during the time of rehearsal, this year a protest was made by the 
Fifth Form, whom it chiefly concerns, stating that this W not the 
case. The practices are apparently pushed into a short evening 
remation, and she translation into verse (also the wmk of the 
Fifth) has been in some cases merely a holiday task. A sudden 
emergency necessitated the withdrawal of the original Cho, 
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phmus some twentrfour hours before the first performance. The 
Warden himself murageomly came forward 

faultless
 the part 

in a mmt spirited manner and with an a/most rendering 
of the Greek lines. 

The Catholic undergraduates were particularly fortunate in the 
choi. of Fr. Robert Hugh Benson to give the usual series of 
Eight lecturm. He took for his mbject The Relation of the 
Will of God to the will of man," and worked it out with his 
usual clmrness ofthought m wealth 

Mr. Norman Potter paid 
ashy.

 isit on Whit Mond, when he 
brought a party of some forty  and young men to spend the 
day in Oxford. These were divided imo twos and threes among 
Me Catholic undergraduates. who generously provided lunch and 
team their rooms. 

We take the following account of an interesting ceremony 
from the CoMulic Times:— 

. ...IMMO OF VIE filmy Dom, CARDIPP.—The 
by 

Right Rev. J. C. 
Hedley, 0.S.B.. Bishop of Newport, attended Father Van den 

accompanied by the Marquis and Marchioness of Bute, Lady 
Margaret CrichtonStuart. and Lord Colum Crtrhton.Stuart, left 
ma Rhyrnney Station (Cardiff) on the morning of Thursday 
last week in a sptrcial saloon train for the Bum ocks. 

Fame. 

Father 
nd of the new dock the party was joined by 

Palmer (St. Alban's), and Father Flood (of St. Davies), 
and by Sir W. T. Lewis. Bar, Mr. Jarnm (Burman (general man-
ager), and 11(4. E. W. M. Corbmt (solicitor to the Bute estate). 
The train, alter a short halt at Me head of the docks, proceeded 
towards Me entrace. The Bishop then vesmd in white cope and 
mitre and proceeded to blms the great undertaking vrhich the 
King was to open on the following Saturday. Having recited 
the Litany of Loreto in English, and sprinkled the dock with 
holy water, his Lordship read the ritual blessing, Mst in Latin 
and then in English. As will be seen trona the appended teams. 
Wien,, the Bishop had very happily adapted for the occasion the 
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orm for the blessing of a ship. The prayer ran as Milows:— 
` Graciously hear, 0 Lord, our supplica.tio, and as Thou did. 
vouchsafe to bless the Ark of N. on the water, so do Thou bless 
this,. made by the hands of Thy servant, together with all the 
ships that come in or goout and those that sail herein. As 
Thou didst stretch out Thy hand to blessed Peter when he walked 
upon the 

and their
 departure,ut to all who rye this dock, in 

their emry, and  and their passage of the sea. 
Send down Thy Angel from the Heavens to deliver and keep 
both ships and men from every danger protect Thy servants 
from all evil, grant them always a good voyage and a eafe 
harbour ; and when their business, by Thy help, bath been cont. 
plemd, do Thou, we beseech Thee bring them home with joy. 
Who livmt and reigns.. God, for ever and ever, Alter briefly 
inryecting the huge entrance locks the distinguished party re. 
entered the train and returned to the Rhymney Station. The 
ceremony war kept semi-private." 

The screen in Brindle Church, erected in memory of Fr. Wilfrid 
Brown, and designed by Fr. Cuthbert Almond was banally 
opened (if we tuay use so inapt a phrase) after Easter. It is a 
handmme piece of oak carving, and was made in the workshops 
of Beyaert, at .Bruges. 

tors to Ampleforth will notice a great improvement on the 
hill to the north of the College. The indefatigible energy of Fr. 
Wilfrid Sumner has carried on one of the walks in the wood some 
rwo hundred yards to the west, through the orchard and the field 
which was planted with small trees some six yearsago by FEPrior. 
The pathway then winds up the hill to the new terrace. For the 
convenience of the more infirm brethren a series of flights of steps 
has been provided by he generosity of 0. John Carew. The 
vehole work gives a different character to the hill. Them is now 
a spaciousness about it that makes Me walk up the hill a some-
what /engthy piece of exercise, and prepares one for that more 
extended view of Me surrounding country that was wanting to Me 
view from the old terrace. 

• 

.tp 
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Vire trust FE Wilfrid, health and strength may remain unim-
paired to carry out some other schemes he has formed for the 
improvement of the College woods and groves. 

We are pleased to be able to say that Fr. Pauline Wilson has 
regained his strength after a severe ilness, and that Fr. Jerome 
Pearson has with ores health taken up again missionary work 
with Fr. Wulstan Barnett at Warwick Bridge. Fr. Hildebrand 
Dawes has gone as bbd priest to Merthyr Tydvil. 

Our best thanks also to Alr. W. :tinhorn for taking such interest 
in Me a. al Amplcinrth. This time has restored a trait able 
oil painting Assarrus end Ether." Also to Mr. W. Paylor for 
moment, g Bella Butter C. e end .11eMs (E. Newman) te Lilmory. 

• • • 

came to Arnpleforth in abs.. 

We beg to acknowledge the receipt of he stleOtrynt. .the St. 

L . 



The Ampleforth Society. 
Four.Po 1St tuLL, MM. 

moat r the patronage of St Haub. anD M. Irtriance. 

Pres.. :—¢0¢ abbot of Emolatortb 

OBJECTS. 

L To unite past students and friends of St. Lawrence's 
in furthering the interests of the College. 

meeting evert' year at the College to keep alive 
amongst the past students a spirit of affection for 
their Alma Mater and of goodwill towards each 
other. 

g To stimulate a spirit of emulation amongst the stud-
ents by annually providing certain prizes for their 
competition. 

Five Masses are said annually for living and dead 
Members, and a special "Requiem" for each Member 
at death. 

Annual Subscription col-. In the case of boys who 
join within six months of leaving Ampleforth the annual 
subscription is only 5/- for the fi rst three years. 

Life Membership Am; or after 00 years of subscrip-
tion% £5  Priests become Life Members when their 
total subscriptions reach £th 

For further particulars and forms of application apply 
to the Hon. Sec., 

JOHN M. TUCKER, Sonata; 
aso, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C. 
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ROYAL  EXCHANGE ASSURANCE, 
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 'PP"' T*
E. F'. C. FORSTER, 

Royal Exchange Buildings, 
Lowgate, 

Hull. 
Or to HEAD OFFICE 

Royal Exchange, 
London, E.C. 

Funds exceed .£5,00,00o. 
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CENTRAL STORES: 
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BENETFINK
The Coot AMEN OUTFITTERS for Schools, Colleges, Club 

Complete Outfits, 
And EVERY REQUISITE Dr 

Tennis, Cricket, 
Boating, Archery, 
Golf, Boxing, 

Fishing. 

Lowest Cash NUS 

CLUB COLOURS 
TO ORDER 

Patterns Post Free. 

SC/TOOL CAPS, 
BADGES, and 

BLAZERS 

It upping 
Hockey, Football, 
Cycling, Croquet, 
Maiming, Gymnasium, 

SPORTS GAMED 
large Stock of Mid di Silver Medals and Pram. Catalogues 

107 and 108 

CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C. 

CLEAVE & JACKSON, 
bate 

CLApsEALV•
LEAVE, 

Mancifaugurer• 
Cricket and Lawn Tennis Goods. Lawn 
Bowls.
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Cleave 's Patent Friction Cricket Bat Face 
Hardening and Oiling Machine. 

BRITISH SPORTS DEPOT, 

CLEAVE 6 JACK$ON, 
1666116W 6 CLEAVE., 

Actual 

anufacturers 

Billiard and Bagatelle Tables. 
Billiard Tables for Ineitutes a special feature of 

our business. 
ft. Table on stump feet ... 

„

F ,..hum 5o ofal low pie. 5...ps 

18, Rawson Place, BRADFORD. 



BEST WORK! MODERATE PRICES! 

SPECIALITIES. 

CLERICAL, WHITE, ewe OXFORD SHIRTS 3/6. 
CLERICAL WOOL SHIRTS, ANY SIZE, sin 

CLERICAL HATS, any shape, bard or nek 516. 

SILK DRIED AID ROUND CROWN, 10/6. 

BROWNE, BOWES & CO. 
iOr COMPa.8013. 

Clerloal Chesterfield Overcoat ... SS, to SOF 
Inverness 

"„, ra'ri. 

Poslcrs. Mgr., Rack Ann lInnenrear OI ertt¢ deSCS101011. 

Umbrella., special, Wong alpaca, 810. 
mbrellas, speotal, sills and wool covers, I, 

GUARANTEED FOR swElva moxoss. 

27, BASNETT STREET, LIVERPOOL. 
Telephone: 1108. Telegrams: "VESTMENTS." 

THE 

BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd., 
ABBEY YARD, BATH. 

S. W. R. 
Londo„ Untgl: ,̀ '2;,:VIVe t°".

lag Oronvonor Road, Pimlico. 
TELEGRAMS: 001.11," Bank " OOLIse." LONDON. 

OOLIT0," Posockem. "OoLiTa," IcvsarooL 

QUARRIES: 

A few typical buildings In which our Bath Stone bee 
been used : 

0. Gregory, conegu,pagr. orPoss Pam, 0..-
0. Jame: CImpe, Spleish PMee. 

The Chapel  Our Woe< 
Chewer..ChanPol 0. Pimp Peri, Arm.. Aemer, Cheepe Welk 

The CU. °I Mir En. V 
Chapel of Ms scree 00M Assumption. Cam.. 

Exeter. 
T e = of kart:1.11.u, Sostex. 

S. Laurence College, AmplefortA 

" FLUATE " 
For the preservation of the abries of Churches and other 

buildings, both ancient and modern. 

The BATH STONE FIRMS, Limited, BATH. 

',tonna/ion as I o de as, a/ Bald Porltored Sion, ani a 1.4 Ihe {Mr

" Ztrj:111 7:::= 700(re 'rafrIn "2:. 

In OSLO or ons Mesons. Shops we haves large staff 
ceof experienced workmen, and we can promptly Supply

21=151do,f,11:: colWiilon
a, ""*" and 

°""s " "TT.11111r,oilL2.'"""s• 



CANTWELL & McDONALD 
DUBLIN, 

MAKERS OF THE PUREST 

Homemade Wines, Cordials 
Liqueurs. 

WELL and 
McDONALDS 

LIQUEUR' 

WHISKEY. 

nrogikvisselS! 
U B LI N. 

BORDERS OF THE FINEST 

Dublin Pot Still Whiskeys 
5 to 15 Years Old. 

Importers of Foreisn Wines and Spirits, 

12 Wellington Quay, & 9 Essex St. DUBLIN 

Er 



JOHN HARDMAN & Co., 
-Prather in Slaked Cm,, 

Clutha Shaoration, 

Stations of the Cross, 

eh.. eta 

Armagh Cathedral. 

exgrx 

Althea 
aaora 

Zy 0 St..sepie 

Rattail Bill, 

Birmingham. 

Engravers of Memorial Brasses 

ESTABLISHED 0857. 

W. C. MILEITR17, 
CLERICAL & GENERAL TAILOR, 

51, GOODRAMGATE, YORK. 

Clerical Materials are of the Best Quality 

at Moderate Charges. 

FIT AND WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED,

JOHN SMITH'S 

Tadeaster Brewery Company, Ltd., 
THE BREWERY, 

* TADCASTER. 

BREWERS, 

dine anb %pfrit flbercbant6. 
Awarded 6 international Gold Medals M competition 

with the world for Ales and Stouts. 

MOSS ON APPLIOAMOD. 

Most Famous . 
Household Soaps. 

%1\ 

CROSFIELD'S PERFECTION SOAP 
CROSFIELD'S PINK CARBOLIC SOAP 

WORKS. eed 

Bank Quay, Warrington 
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;ARUNDEL CUROMOS. 
NICIAL WORK. 

.BCDIS-PLA I CS orStRgo 

TG-BCOK C291 
2SASHLGY,PLACE, WESIMINSTeR 

..4.•=%„ 

DILWORTH &CARR, 
Heating and Ventilating Engineers, 

Ironfounders. 

During recent years our firm have heated, on the 
low pressure hot-water m stem, more Catholic Churches, 
Schools and Convents in Great Britain than all the other 
firms combined. 

Send for List of many hundred Buildings heated 
by us. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue which we will forward 
free of charge. 

Estimates free 

We are the act 
an

ual makers, as well as erect., fil 
every description of Heating Apparatus, and can comps, 
favourably with other firms in , part of he Country 
We have also departments for Laundry, Steam Cooking, 
Ventilation and Hot Water Domestic Supply Apparatus. 

OFFICE, WORKS FOUNDRY:

BOW LANE, 

PRESTON. 

• 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HIS MODESTY THE ICING. 

FRANCIS TUCKER & CO. Ltd. 
CECIL hIAX,EY.E.,LAIL-XTLNI4a r. e °emcee. 

EngPioneers In land of 
the "Percentage" Candle. 

PRICE PER 1.11. 

"IrQUALIT:irTAIN-
753EN42/ 4 

'' ,,,,,, "PRIZE MEDAL' DO... 65% 2/2 

- - 25°, „ I/4 
MSS PER BENT. D SCOUNT POE COO IMARTERLY 

MI IEEE'" 
BRASS WORE AND CHURCH 

HOUSEHOLD CANDLES 

.1.7PELL, roux,. SOAPS t'Af 

LONDON, S.W.. 
L.1 

FRED. B. COULSON, 

WHOLESALE FISH AND ICE MERCHANT, 
GRIMSBY. 

ALL ORDERS PUNCTUALLY ATTENDED TO. 

C ONT KAC IS MADE \MX 

CONVENTS, COLLEGES, AND OTHER LARGE INSTITUTIONS. 

TERMS ON APPLICATION. 

RICHARD POTTER AND SONS 

GENERAL BOOKBINDERS, 

IA OGLEFORTH, 0,51 ROOD BAR, YORK, 

Ham, every doscrIptios at /Wept, Bette ....As. 

MUSIC A SPEOLILITE. 

Elegant Bindings in Celt Morocco, Beni, and Vellum. 

Any Pattern matched. 

BINDERS TO ST. LAWRENCE'S COLLEGE 

Prize Medals of the York Exhibitions, i5e01 i8m and age, 
ESTABLISHED Om. 



THE PAPAL ALTAR WINE. 
AS USED IN ALL THE DIDUggrNIZHOLIOUT GREAT BRITAIN. 

1st Quality ... • • • 167:: ra '7E7= 
Extra Quality... .•. 21/- -20/6 20/-

e, Spanish Burgundy. diRtgnz 

I Doz.... 153 3 DOZ. ... 12 33 6d. 6 Doz.... £4 43 Od. 

Tor,E1. 15 7. Feeny & Matheson, 
71;115: I.V .,  WINE GROWERS & EXPORTERS, 

ThEr,,,T,Thr V, LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL 

JOSEPH TERRY & SONS LTD, 
ST. HELEN'S SQUARE, 

YORK 

Luncbeon anb 'lea 1Rooms 
Replete with every ;dem., in the Confectionery ana 

Chocolate Trades. 

BRIDE CAKES ON THE SHORTEST NOTICE 

FOUR O'CLOCK TEAS. 

GEO. W. MILBURN, 

Modeller and Carver in 

Marble, Stone and Wood. 

ECCLESIASTICAL WORK 

OF NVEITT DESCNimuoN. 

Reredos. Alto, Tomb, Idotlellings for Ceilings, dm.. dte.., 

BOOTHAM BAR, YORK. 

WILFRID HURWORTH, 

79 Low Petergate, 
YORK. 

atIbing ana 'Picture framing 

Paintings Restored 

AND 

Stpins removed from Engravings. 

E.- e T 

g P. E E• 



The 

Catholic Manufacturing Co, 

HAYES 6 FINCH, Limited. 
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS. 

Importers 12I,R=„5,4"t7'''''' 
Bleachers and Refiners 
Manufacturers tIMarglanV. 8 Lay Wick a. Floats. 

Workers }or AO,  V.71,1=.0 WOOS 

Gold and Silver Platers " 72.:4
Repoossf Work. 

"' 
Repairs, Polishing, Relacguering, 

Effinently done 

Stained Glass & Church Decoration. 
Speciality: C"=i:E;i1.2"1781i 

and

Highest  References  Given. 

LIVERPOOL. Vernon Street (off Dale Street). 

LOIDIStn't(trtMeTigl.7t7Ad  TeicAFid7fietlaaaffora 
DUBLIN: l Baca Sr. —Robots T.TVZId.—

MANCHESTER:  rtat',ott ST. Tel neld.—Banswax. 

The 
Tel. ePS. 

Catholic Manufacturing Co. 
HAYES Se FINCH, Limited. 

Important to the Clergy ! !! 
* * * 

SPECIALITIES: 

Vestments • 27:6 

Stoles • • •• 4 6 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR 
OLESICEL WEAR AT 
PROPORTIONATE PRICES 

BOWES & CO. 

Benedictine Habits, special cloth 

Gavel, very light 

Circular CIO. 

Waterproof Inverness .. 
win ris ovaR ^NV ^ g ,1• Pt 'A 

60i-

27, BASNETT STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

Telephone 60. Telegrams "VESTMENTS: 



Clerical Tailors and Furnishers. 

BEST WORKMANSHIP!! 

MODERATE PRICES!! 

BROWNE, BOWES & Co. 
(LATE MANAGERS AT personehl 

CLERICAL TAILORS, 

Hatters t and *Furnishers, 

Cassock. Habil. Robe. and Surplice Makers. 

College Outfits Prepared. oN 'ARMNio„ 

27, BASNETT STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

Telephone mem Telegrams "Vestments. 
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Leak and Thorp, Ltd., 
General and Furnishing Drapers, 

SILK MERCERS, 
MANTLE AND COSTUME MAKERS 

MILLINERS. 
TAILORS. 

Curtains, Blinds, Carpets, Bedsteads, Linoleum, Cork Carpets, etc. 

Commerce House, Coney Street, York. 

CENTRE OF MAIN PREMISES REFITTED. NEW LOBBY ENTRANCE 

1907. 

NEW BLOUSE 0° UNDERSKIRT SHOW ROOMS. 
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Poe. XIII. 

3o6n tOrEforiom. 
Ox the twenty-second of July in the present year the Holy 

Father addressed a letter to Cardinal Vincenzo Vannutelli 
expressing his 

ry
wish that the fifteenth centenary of the death 

of St. John Ch sostom, which occurs this year, should be 
kept with exceptional so/enmity in the Vatican basilica and 
chewhere. The xa.ct a.nniversary occurred on the ,th of 
January last. The solemn°, however, have been put off 
to the end of the year. 

The feast of M. John Chrysostom used to be the Greek 
play-day at Ampleforth. In the course of the extensive 
changes which have affected scholastic matters during the 
last generation, it is very possible Out this celebration is no 
longer held. Its memory takes us back to the days when 
"Greek" may M supposed to ham been an eceptional 
subject. And yeti, for one, cannot remember theni when 
Greek was not taught at Ampleforth to every boy who ho wa,
above what from about r1156 was called the Preparatory 
Class, nave a vivid recollection of construing the beginning 
of St. John's Gospel under Father Placid O'Brien in rags. In 
my time,theGreek play-day.me to he practically a play-day 
for the whole school, with the exception of the youngest 
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boys. And as it had begun to be recognised even in the 
fifties that young boys ought to have more recreation, or less 
study, than older ones, I think I am not wrong M saying 
Mat from taco to Mi. the. feast of St. Chrysostom was a 

on day for the whole school. It was subject, however, 
to some uncertainty, for the Prior, with the constitutional 
inability of a Prior to take the view of the boys, invariably 
pretended that there was no right to it and even ventured 
to disallow it when there was no skating to be had. 

St. Chrysoatom On the Pricerhood was one of the Greek 
texts NV died in my tiine, ,d the class to which I 
belonged-1 think I am the only onenow left—went through 
it under Father Anse. Gillett, who had learnt his Greek at 
Douai, and who knew it well. l think that I afterwards 
took a claw through part of this treatise myself—but my 
memo, is not clear upon this point. 

The present centennial, together with a very learned and 
useful book on St. Chrysostom by a Benedictine professor at 
Louvain. turns our thoughts on a Saint and Father of the 
Church who, I fear, is almost neglected in our English 
Catholic schools at the present time. After all, I suppose he 
is not more neglected than a, a the other Greek Fathers. 
Greek, in these day, aims at University examinations and 
degree—and the Greek of St. Chrysostom is not much 
re.gnised at Oxford and Cambridge. Yet it is the Greek 
of a man speaking, not a dead language, but a living one, 
and speaking it with ,e surety, the copiousess, and the 
fire of a master of speech. 

It is said that St. Chrysostom is not a great theologian—
and perhaps he is not a theologian in the same sense as St. 
Athanasius or St. Grego, Narianzen. He was never the 
Church's champion against a dangerous and wide heresy. 
He testifies with great and dtstinctness on nearly 
evoy Christian dogma, andower within a generation of his death 

ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOI, 

he was already recognised even by St. Cyril of Alexandria 
aa a primary authority against Nemor ianism. When Pope 
St. Leo the  erGat quoted him three times itt his dogmatic 
Letter to the Patriarch of Constantinople (4,), it may be 
said that he was officially named as a Doctor of the Church, 
and we find him. M the eleventh century, joined with St. 
Gregory Narianzen and St. Omit, under the name of the 
Three Hierarchs, in a special feast of the Greek Church. But 
his " theology," though abundant and valuable, is rather 
that of the preacher than of the controversialist And in 
the copious patristic quotations of Bellarmine and Petavi, 
he does not figure so largely as other Fathers. 

In regard to pulpit eloquence... John Chrysostom is me-
NI rather . an impiration than as a model. Everything 
was so different in his days that it would seldom be profit-
able to reproduce hirnclosely. His audience was unlike any 
that the modem preacher can ever come ; his times 
are with difficulty described or imagined: the good was so 
mixed with evil, and the evil w deeply rooted in custom and 
so marked and coloured by diabolical influences, that a great 
deal of his glowing text has to be adjusted and compared 
before it conveys the true mpression—just as a barometer 
has to be corrected to wa-level before it can Ire sat ely inter-
prered. But d a preacher wants to feel how a religiou, 
leader can bentrong, clear, varied, picturoque and in Mc 
closest touch with his hearers, he will find this sensation in 
St. Chrysostom, 

And at the same time the student of history, or the lover 
of the lives of the Saints, agrees so cordially with Cardinal 
Newman that we " know so much "about him" ft is not 
only ,at he give us many welcome fragments of auto-
biography, as in Me first book of the De Sacerclotio, and the 
precious letters that have preserved the details of his exile 
and last years of suffering. His favourite way of addressing 
his people, whether at Antioch or at Constantinople, was to 
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ceplain HolyScripture in a homily. The Christian Homily, 

as we }Ihd it in St. Chrysostorn and the Fathers of the third 

and fourth centuries, is the ASser assposeneis of the Maim. 

Sophism. adapted to the Christian reriptutes. ma Christian 

dispensation required that the flock should first of all be 

instructed. There were catechisins or manuaLs in those 

days. The pastor had to ntake the text of Scripture and make 

ore of it to fill in the knowledge of the word 'of God which 
was given in outline in the brief for  of Me Creed. He 

had also o draw out rn the pages of the Gospels and the 

apostolic[ writings the fro rah*. system of Christian moralire. 

The Homily, therefore, was at once dogmatic, moral and 
hortatory. It was not a set treatise with a beginning, a 
middle and an end, but parehwork, or rather a tapestry, 

often very skilfully woven, in which intruction, exhortaon, 

and the actual history of the passing hour, were blentided 
sidle. much order but not without interest and effectiveness. 
It is a kind of preaching that has much to recommend it at 
the present day; but in the hands of an empty-headed 
preacher it is apt to degenerate into common-place and dies 
conncoed chat, very trying to the patient hear, In St. 
Chrysostom the Homily is at once a noble exposition of 
Christian doctrine and ethics, and a singular and fascinating 
revelation of his own ti and personality. We have 
before vs not only the vast and copious eloquence of the 
man. his fire and his picturesqueness, but also his piety, his 
ascetic temp, his scorn of Me world, and his love of the 

Pao. 
Perhaps thermos[ notable end interesting Mall the Homilies 

al St. Chrysostorn are those which have come down to us of 
the uxie which he preached. . the city of Antioch during 
the Lentsof 3137. They are twenty-one in number, and they 
hay e a very marked unity, es they earl (except the first) 
comain some reference to the sedition •' which had recently 
occurred in Antoch, and the punishment which the city too 
well knew was hanging over its head. Antioch, at the end 
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of the fourth century, was a great and splendid city, 
although wars and earthquakes had both marred the 
magnificence and diminished the population which she 
boasted of at the b eginning of the Christian era. OF her 
200,000 inhabitants mme were Greeks, some Romans, and 
some Jews and the re was a turbulent and licencious tools 
of Syrians and half-breeds. At the present day a Turkish 
village of five or six thousand people, on the left bank of 
the Orontes, some sixteen miles from the sea, is all that is 
left of the great Greco-Roman town where Christianity was 
bemired. The mountains still rise in gloomy mass on each 
side of the river valley where four walled cities, made into 
one by a still more stupendous well, stretched out in streets 
and porticoes, rich ivith temples, forums and palaces, up 
to Ms East. You find among the poor houses of the modern 
town perhaps six score of Catholic Christians, and about 
twice as many schismatics. In the time of St. Chrysostom 
the Christian population numbered at least moo. —half the 
city the other half were heathens and Jews. Th.-c wcrc 
two great churches that a know of one called the Old 
Church, which dated from before Constantine, and was held 
to mark the spat where SI. Paul preache I, the other
splendid basilica built by Comtantine himself, and called 
the Golden Church. It was in one of these churches — 
perhaps more frequently in the mom ancient —that St. 
Chtirsostom preached. But occasionally the meeting Synasis 
as it was called) was held at one of Mose shrines in the 
suburbs which marked the place of a martyr's confession, 
and which, in Christian times, did something to sanctify 
[how outlying districts of Am  whice had ma. The city, 
even in the days of Juvenal,  byword for gaiety and 
wickedness. 

It was in the may spring of ytly that Mere occurred in 
Antioch a " sedition il—that riotous maitre:di—which 
seem to have been snore mrium than Mese risings generally 
were,s though they were common enough in Antioch, as 
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indeed they were wherever there was sufficient boldness of 
recklessness to rebel against the intalerable exactions of the 
imperial taxation. It began with a kind of deputation of 
the more substantial citizens—probably what remained of 
the tovvn council—to the Prefect or governor, protesting 
with much lamentation against the recent levy. Th. the 
populace, reinforced by crowds from the country. took the 
matter up. They first of all wrecked the Therms—the great 
Baths which were so splendid a feature of all Roman cities. 
Then they marched to the Prefecture, broke M the doors ,and 
windows, and were with difficulty prevented by the soldiers 
from destroying it altogether. Then they took to defacing 
and insulting the pictures of the Emperors; they marched 
through the town shouting mimes, in the fashion of the mob 

of Antioch, against Theodosius himself, and finally pulled 
down the statues of Theodosius and his deceasedwife 
Placilla, and dragged them with ignominy through the 
streets. By this time the Prefect had got his "archers" in 
motion—not the legionaries, of whom it would seem there 
were none in Ant  just then—but Parthian or Numidian 

barbarians”---who managed to quell the riot and clear the 
streem. This fierce outbreak was quickly succeeded by fear 
and panic, The town knew well what it might expect, 

Probably. imperial force would be despatched to Antioch, 
proscriptions, executions and mercilew fines would punish 

their disaffection, and it was not at all unlikely that the 

city itself might be totally destroyed. We know svhat was 

the fate of Thessalonica at the hands of another Theodosius 

not half a century later. 
The first of these Homilies which are called De Statui, 

from the outrage to the statues of the Emperors which was 
the most treasonable feature of Me riots, is very long, and 

as clearly delivered at the beginning of Lent, before the 
roubles began. It concludes with a curious orcbreak of the 
preacher on 'the subject of Blasphemy. He had been speak-
ing on every kind of subject except Blasphemy, but happens 
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to name the word just he is about to finish. Then he 

mYs ;— 
" As I have mentioned Blasphemy, I desire to ask of those 

here present on 
ice

e se in return for this mrmon and in-
struction, and that is Mat you chastise for me the blas-
phemers of this city. If am of you hear a man blaspheming 
God at the tre at e n the forum, let him go up to 
that man, and rebuke Wm ; and if he has to strike Win, let 
him not hesitate; hit him over the fate, bruise his momh—
your hand will be the holier for the work. If u are 
summoned before the magistrate. go y iof the 
lawyers demand your punishment. say boldly that the man 
blasphemed the King of angels  It is a public crime, 
a common scandal, and any man who likes may take , 
the accusation. The Jo. ..el the heathens must learn 
that the Christians arc the saviours of the city, and its 
guardians, its masters and its teachers as ; the dissolute 
and the disorderly must be taught the mme lesson and must 
learn to Mar the servants of God,. that when a man is 
going to utter such language he may have to look about 
him are  and see there no Christi. in ambush reedy 
to fall upon him and punish him.. 

This passage gives one a very vivid idea of the state of a 
town like Antioch. By "blasphemy." the preacher here 
means that deliberate imprecation addressed to God Him-
self which was the usual impulse of a half-pagan people 
when they thought that God had treated them badly. The 
mactim, as we know, was common tithe n. heath:us. Their 
idea of a God was Mat of a power who could do a good 
deal and might be propitiated and bribed, but who, if he 
failed or turned against his votary. was deserving of any 
kind of insult that was ready at hand. The sublime do, 
tnne of the one God, all-powerful, all-wise loving and 
caring for all, yet inscrutable in His ways and dispensations, 
took a long ti rne to leaven the mass of the converted world. 
Hence the vehemence of preachers like St Chrysostom 

—1\ 
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against a sin which was a direct and insulting denial f the 
great Creator. I think I am <erre. in saying that every 
one of these twenty-one dirtourses St. Chrysostom reverts 
to the subject of Blasphemy. But when he thus exhorts his 
hearers to take the law into their own hands, and put a stop 
to it, he gives a glimpse of a great city where law was

eak, and good  Christian citizens had to be ready to use 
strong measures to ensure respect for religion f nay, where 
any man might calkd 0 any moment to be a confessor 
and even a martyr. 

In the second Homily we find ourselves in the midst 
0 the panic which followed the riots. St. Chrymstom was 

this time just over forty years of age. He had spent 
six years . a monk and anchorite in the dmert. We are 
not told where he went through his monastic experiences, 
but it was certainly the mountainous and wild country 
not far from Antioch. East of the great mountain ranges of 
the coast, in wh.e opening Antioch lay, the country was 
mostly desert all Me way to the Euphrates. This was not 
the "Syrian desert" proper, which was away to .the SouM, 

the other side of Damascus. But in the fourth ceMury 
there were solitudes in the neighbourhood of over, great 
city to which flocked a numerous multitude which emulated 
the Pants and the Anthony. St. Chrysostom found that he 
could not support the rigours of the desert life, and he 
returned to Antioch, where he placed himself at the &PM, 

of the Bishop and was ordained to the diaconate in 38, and 
five yea. later was made Priest. He had alres.dy written 
good deal—trtatises on ascetcs, and exhortations of vario. 
kinds. It was whilst he was in the "desert," or, more 
probably after his return to Antioch, but before his own 
ordination, that he wrote the De &ward,. The Homilies 
we a considering may therefore be said to mark the highest

repoint 0 his literary work. am not forgetting the great 
discourses which he was to deliver when he became Patriarch 
of Constantinople. Some writert think that the finest 

• 
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sermons he ever pronounced are the two On the Fall dt 

EtarOpia. Doubtless the occasiongave a certain dignity and 
importance to the fine pathos and pleading which distinguish 
these orations. But there meals to be more life and variety 
in those of the Ant ioch period, and they are marked by a 
certain strenuousness, as of a man fa. . face with stem 
realities and liOng people, which, when combined with them
distinction of thought and beauty of phrase, make them one 
of the most interesting studies that a student of the fourth 
century can take up. 

It w. not necessary for him to describewhat had 
happened. The people he had before him had se. it, and 

good many had been deeply concerned inry It is true, 
he says more Man once that it was not Me respectable 
citizens of Antioch that were to Marne, but " ester. and 
strangers" men of " violence and unreason "—meaning, I 
suppose, the mob, reinforced by the wild population from 
outside the walls. But all have to suffer. What Mall I 
say," he begins, "what shall I utter? The moment is one 
for tears, not for words, for mourning, not for speech; for 
prayer, not for preaching . . . . Who has done us this 
spite? Whence has this mlarnity fallen upon us 1 . . . . 
Our city w. honoured and revertd now it is an object of 
pity. Our population was m tractable and pea,eable, like 
a broken and quiet horse that answers to the hand of his 
rider—and ilow on a sudden it has turned restive, and 
perpetrated evil that one fears to describe." 

Every word in this extract, in the original, is a word that 
living and warm; neither the Latin trarrtlation nor the 

English can do justice to those expressive verbs, forcibly 
formed out of native and natural nouns, that make the style 
of St. Chrys.tona, like that 0 Demosthenes, picturesque 
without laboured paiming and emotional without formal 
appeals to Me feelings. He describes the desolation 0 the 
city, under the rough measures of the Prefect, and Me still 
more grievous apprehension of what the Emperor might be 
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expected to do. "This happy city of ours I " he exclaims; 
our forum was like the swarming of the bees round the 

hive "—(but the word is far more mimetic than "swarming ") 
—"and men called us fortunate. But now the hive is-deserted; 
fear, like a smoke, has drawn the bees away; we are like a 
garden where the water fails like people who flee from a 
house on fire, content with saving their bare lives; like a 
noble forest where the axe has made great gaps in the trees." 
All these images are worked out much more fully than I can 
here set down. St. Chrysostom is always copious, he 
generally says a thing with more than one turn of phrase, 
and he habitnally expands an illustration. These Homilies 
read like a brilliant impvisation: no doubt they were 
taken down warm from temps-and even if there is a. little 
redundance, we know not which to admire most, the 
marvellous facility of expression, or the effectiveness of the 
words. 

With all this eloquence, there is one thing that distin-
guishes the preaching of St. Chrysostoto from that of every 
other Greek isFather, and that is what I may call his 
"feeling" for audience ; a certai " actuality" to me a 

uch-abused word, which preven. his most luxuriant elo-
quence from being mere literature, like that of Libanius his 
roamer, and other " sophists." It is not only that he 
inculcates virtues, like charity to others, or inveighs against 
vice, as he does against cursing ; but he shows him,elf as
man who is primarily, to talk, not so much about things 
or subjects. but to people; he Mtroduces himself, he explains 
what he has been doing, he knows what his hearers have 
been doing, he sympathises with them, argues with them, 
rehuk« them, comforts them; and he does it all, not like
go.ip Or a scold, but like a prophet, showing the eternal 
irnms A the passing events, and soaring from the rebuke of 
the swearer, the luxurious and the terrified, to the highest 
arguments on Christian ethics and on the being and pro-
vidence of God. 
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Throughout these discourses there runs a thread of patriotic 
feeling for the city of his birth—the city of his flock. As we 
have seen, he mourned for in evil plight. But, although he 
dwells fondly on its beauty and magnificence, its stnrnts, is 
portico, its baths, its churches, and its many-coloured, 
thriving and restless 'population. he tells his hearers over 
and over again that it is not in these things that they 
are to look for the truc glory of this " centre of the Orient." 
Antioch, he reminds them, was the city where the followers of 
Christ were first called Christians. Not the city of Romulus 
herself can boast a prouder title to fame. It was from 
Antioch that the famous gathering of alms was sent to Ms 
saints in lerusadem (Acts xi, aft). It W18 the embus, of 
Paul and Barnahas, from the Church of Antioch, that saved 
the Christian Church from Judaism. A city's real greatness 
lies in her service of God. No calamiti, can bring Antioch 
dishonour if her citixens keep the laws of heaven. What 
matters it that she is impoverished, her streets deserted, and 
her people persecuted. if even by such trials and warning, 
she purges herself of her sins—of her luxury, her oppression 
of the poor, her scandalous language, and her impurities:? 
The glory of Antioch would be that those who visited her 
shodld recognise and proclaim Al the world over that the 

manners pro, to Christians prevailed and ruled " within 
her. She might be the apostle of the universe. St. Chry-
sostorn is carried away by this thought in the nineteenth 
Homily of this series. 

There is another very human feature in these outpourings—

and that is the references which he makes to the Bishop of 

the city, Flavian, who had set off, M his age and -infirmity, 

to Constantinople, to try by a personal interview with the 

dreaded Theodosim to avert the'city's doom. He begins, in 

the third discourse, "When I see this Throne vacant and 

empty of the Teacher,) rejoice and I weep; I vveep because 
I mi. the presence of our Father; I rejoice that he has 
gotta away for our salvation, to save this population from 
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imperial wrath. It is yOnar glory that you have such a father, 
and it is his crown that he so loves his children." He has 
reached ex old age, he is infirm, the season is bad, 
the great sole trememnity of Easter is not far off, and, in addition 
to all this, his only sister lies at the point of death Yet he 
hesitates not, but sets om over land andsea to face the man 
who is under no human law. St. Chrysostom puts into 
Flavian's mouth long speeches, such as he might he presumed 
to make to Theodosius. In the I, Homily, indeed, he 
asserts that he has heard particulars from persons who were 
present. We may be right in concluding that these speeches 
express rather what St. Chrysostom hoped the good Bishop 
would say, or gathered that he said. And yet it would not 
be fanciful to suppose that before Flavian set out, he had 
conferred with the influential and popular priest who had 
been forced into the position of a leader and guide M that 
moment of the city's trouble, and that the sentiments and 
even the expressions were those which he had suggested him-
self to the Bishop. But
in the last discourse, no report could be obtained of what he 
had said at that momentous interview. He would not say
how he 554 persuaded Me Emperor, or calmed him. "It 
was not my doing," the Bishop repeated "before I spoke 
God had softened his heart; he went through the facts 
quietl. if the insult had been offered not to himself but 
to another." And St. Chrysostom mentions that before the 
audience was finished, Theodosius was so affected that he 
could hardly restrain his to  and the venerable Prelate 
vvas dismissed with ample assns.. of the city's forgiveness. 
"So now," he exclaims, " we have h, home again. The 
Easter which he thought he would spend in exile, he will 
now keep with his own people. The season has turned out 
to be no winter, but a glorious summer, the old man h. 
borne the journey with the vigour of youth the sister whom 
he left apparently dying he finds still living on his return 
and all that he undertook has been lumpily a.omplished." 
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I do not pretend tv give any idea of the theological and 
moral exposition contained in these Homilies. What comes 
out most distinctly is his demonstration of the ruling 
Providence of God—a demonstration elaborated with un-
surpassable brilliance and copiousness of eloquence. The 
moral lemons that he preaches—or, as he calls it, the 

philo,hy of the Christian—are chiefly the good use of 
suffering and the necessity of kindness to one anothem 
There are innumerable homely touches—like the two or 
three passages in which he rebukes his hearers for applauding 
him in Church. There are illustrations of great beauty—as 
that in which he describes the masons as "maidens dancing 
in a ring." But, as I have said, it is the quiet reading of the 
Greek text that brings out the power and brightness of the 

esker and, more notable still, the sustained and unflagging 
vigour, aptness and brilliancy of a language which we are too 
ready in these days to pass over .a decadent kind of Greek. 

Dom Baurs book is a worthy contribution to the celebra-
tion of the filtemth centenary. It is hard to say what more 
could be said of Me " liter," side of St. Chrysostom. We 
have the history of his theological influence, of the MSS, and 
printed editions of Ms work, of the sources of his biography, 
of all his biography and panegyrics, of the study of him in 
the Middle Ages,and of all that has been written about him 
in every European language in our own day. The only life 
that Dom Baur seems not to have seen is that by Can
p enables, in Smith's Dictionary of Christian Biography. 
This sketch, however, though well done, is avowedly based 
upon the Life by W. R. W. Stephens (.87M, which Dorn Baur 
menti ons and praises (with re...), and which is Me only 
biography of the Saint in English that is worthy of the 
subject. I may a. observe that Dom Baur does not 

on Cardinal Newman's study of St. Chrysostom's exile 
and sufferings in The Ancient Saints. 

Is is unfortunate that St Chrysostom is known to conti-
nental readers'alm, whom., by A.Thierry's brilliant articles 
in the Rante des Dem Mond., which have been more than 
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once reprinted. With all their literary power, them articles 
are uncritical, fanciful, and quite out of sympathy with the 
Saint and the Church. !he Life which has recently appeared 
in the series " Les Saints" is by M. A. Pesch. I, do not like 
its tone in mny parts; but it is a clever picture of the man 
and his work,a from the point of view of history and lireratum 
No biographer of St. Chrysostom has as yet ma, a thorough 
critical turfy of the "sours." of the holy Doctor's life. 
Perhaps Abbot Butler, before long..) examine the question 
whether the Palladius who has left us, in dialogue form, the 
earliest and the most important materials for histpry, is 
really the same person as the writer of the Hist., Lassa.. 

The body of St. John Chrysostom rests it St. Peter's, 
under the altar of the Canons' choir. The solemnities of 
this centenary will remind the Church of one who. most 
crtainly testified M his life to her ussty under St. Peter and 
hies successors. There are words of Ins, which may be 
found collected in DE Murray's De Ealesia, Vol. III, which 
leave no doubt on the subject. But the most valuable wi t, 
ness that he has left consists in his practical appeal to the 
Holy See in his troubles at Constantinople, and in the um-
spoken none the less effective testimo, w.. arises 
from the fact that he, who was for many years the Patriarch 
of the imperial city, oever once amens an imperial eccle-
siastical jurisdiction. His prayers plead for Me restoration 
of Me Greek schismatics to Catholic unity. And n may 
also be hoped Mat Catholic students who hove their 
attention called to him by the Holy See at this moment, 
will be attracted to read so of his great works, and thus 
he led to the admiration .dme love of a great Saint and to 
that generous emulation which is aroused in the servants of 
God by the example of a great preacher, writer and pastor 
Of souls. 

ZOe arttt3 gotta Zoroers. 
No national intellectual movement 1..5 been mom mark., 

in recent years than the general and almost spontanss. 
effort of the people of Ireland to 
reCOVef the daily use of their ancient 
anguage—accompanied by a keener 

interest in their old institutions and 
I

At such a time Mere heeds no 
apology for calling attention, even 
for the hundredth time, to the over 
attractive and still mysterious subject 
of the Irish Round Towers for 
although the tendency of scientific 
opinion is to hold that the question 
of their origin and pus,. has been 
set at rest by the weighty essay of 

r. D. Petrie, published in OM, 

• ronfirmed by the recent stately vol-

umes of the Earl of Dunraven, yet 

them are still ma, ints in the 
erssnow gen ly accepted pothenry which 

arc lull sa l difficulty to a student. 
Innumerable are the theories,hased 

mistaken analogies, on unauthentic history, or daring 
guess-work, which have been ascribed to these Towers by 
more or less learned men. They were built by the Phsnicians, 
or by the Fire-worship,rs, or by the Buddhists, or by Ms
Da,ss or, they were Sorcerers. Towers, or intended a, 
ass c,1 observatories or simply fret dancedan 
ro tonomiw, SufM1 were the wild theories of presscientific days. 

There cannot he a more apt instance of the great truth 
that a Theory must be built , by a careful accumulation. 
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of facts duly verified. Too ,often the Theory is the " elder-
born product of the bra.," and facts are built up to sustain 
it. Thus, so acute a writer as U,. Lanigan (author of the 
&cleat., list, of trna) attributes trc Round 
Towers to the Fire-worshippers,

ause 
"bet the door almays 

faces to the West," and "the four top windows always face 
the Cardinal points', the fact being that the doors .d 
windows have relation to the Cardinal points, either in 
number or direction. 

Th., again, Dr., Forbes, in an aloguem and otherwise 
excellent work called Memoranda made Ireland, iv 
1853, rushes to the conclusion that there is nothing so worthy 
of admiration in the Towers as their wonderful similarity 
to each other. He even finds in them the existence of " one 
grand subjugating idea restricting design within rigid limits 
and forbidding all deviation from the ideal prototype." A 
cl.er and more scientific observation, how is rather 
struck with the diversity of their architecturalever, fea , and 
with their divergencies in height, dia material,tures fircsh 
and at  merit. There are differencesmeter, in the elevation 
of the doorway, in the number and direction of the, look-
outs, and in their evident progress and development, so 
as to admit of their being divided inro styles and periods, as 
in other branches of architecture. 

These divers.. .e indicated in the following brief 
description :— 

These Towers are " round cylindrical structures " vanring 
from about ado feet, down to perhaps 80 feet of original 
height. They are from so t o 6o feet round If the base, 
with walls of from 3 feet to 5 feet thick. They aredivided 
into from q to 8 stories each story being at least g feet 
high. They have ledges of stone, or hole in the walls, to 
receive ts for flooring, though no .cn flooring still 
exists. There is one aperture to each floor—except the top 
tory, which always has 3 or more. The d.nvay is 

from s or 3 feet—up to oo or 3o feet—above the ground 
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(Authorities are at issue on this point); and will only 
admit ofte person at a time, .d that in a st.ping 
position. The ma., is usually careful and accurate: 
m.) rcon. whether as found in the fields or as shaped by 

the ham men being placed in the interstices of Larger,
very little mortar being used. Great smoothn  and even-

of gradation ere maintained within and without. 
This is the sum-

mary of Dr. P. W. 
Joyce. the eminent 
Irish Scholar and his

Taking their total 
number as about xoo 
(of which more will 
be said), [hey form 
a group of buildings 
s,ial to themselves 
and peculiar to their 
counry. Here they 
have stoodlor at least 
a thousand years, and 
soe for a longer 
period;  beautiful in 3),e)FA 011. FORA 
outline, `"rclooting Gvel 
into the sky," says 
Dr. Forbes, "and dominating, in solitary grandeur, the 
surrounding landscape." It is still true, as remarked by 
that writer fifty-eight years ago, " t.t the light which has 
been lately shed upon their objects and their origin barely 
lifts the veil and only adds to the mysterious interest which 
at  to them." 

The conclusions arrived at by Dr. Petrie and his followers 
are these:— 
- • I. "rhe Round Towers are Christian in origin--agreeing 
in position, size, and style with the Churches adjoining. 
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a. They were intended and used, as keep, as places 
of strength, as depositories of relics, books, and valuables, 
and as ref ages or sanctuaries. 

3. They %v., used also as Watch Towers and belfries, 
and occasionally as hermitages. 

It has been objected, on the other hand, that the Christian 
origin and iMention of the Towers are not attested by any 
crom, or CMistian emblem or inscription in any case, or by 
any express tame .° in ancient literature; and also that, if 
meant as depositories or places of refuge, they served their 
purpose very indifferently. 

Through all the long tale M invasion, plunder andslaugh.r, 
there never seems to have been any difficulty in carrying off 
treasures, or in slaying priests and students. 

Take, for Instance, the case of Bells, a great religious 
centre, where a Round Tower, feet high, is still standing. 

This sanctuary was three times devastated by the Danes 
in the latter half of Me tenth crvtury. It was again attacked 
by the Danish Prince Sit ic in lorg, ',hen any were Hai. 
in Mc Church and a great booty found" Mal, You will ob-
serve, in the Tower). In Hoe occurred what is called the 
Martyrdom of the Monks of Kells, with their abbot. Laid 
waste in ILO. it was again plundered by King Dermot 
hicliturrough (of execrated memory), who carried away 
pillage an imniense " St. Columbus' Book of 
the Gospels was stolen night from the church—not the 
Tower. 

Al Clonmagnoise, where there were two Round Towers, 
the story- is the ; and as Monasterboice (which was 
burnt with its bookssame and treasures M 1197) the disaster 
rmti have been wit.:.d from the Tower which still 
exists. 

When also one embers Mat, at such religiom centres 
as Cong, InnisMIlen,rem Armagh, Slane, no Tower seem to 
have been erected ) and that, in a great many others, there 
are no times of doom or signs of pivot-holes for bolts, or 
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even of stage or platforms for each story, it is difficult to 
see whet the Towers saved or whom they protected. 

regards their look-outh objected that the 
Towers are seldom placed in commanding positionron as 
to observe the approach of an enemy; and even when con-
rvniently situated, access to the top story, under the above 
difficulties must have been so slow as to invite 
s rprises. 

Notwithstanding these objections, however, the theory of 
Dr. Petrie now stands on so solid a. basis of facts, investiga-
tion and historical inference, that it is not likely to be again 
disturbed. 

Look back fora moment to the troubles of the ninth 
century. The early religious establishments of Ireland had 
been very widely spread, but chiefly in river valleys, on 
lake-islands (like Devenish and Innisfallen), or and an 
mcemible coast-line. Accordingly, it was along these lines 
that the Danes and Norsemen —the "Black Strange." and 
the °White Strangers "—poured their dev.tating hordes, 
culminating in the terrible reign of 1-argrous. Attila of 
Ireland, under whom so much of the civilization and 
arvumutated wealth of Ireland went down as in some vast 
conflaryation. 

During this long and terrible trial we do not hear of the 
existence of any Towers or other shelters, but we are told 
how the prrots and students took refuge in the deep woods, 
bearing with them such requisites no they could 

Then, at length, alter the defeat and death of Targesius 
came an 

the 
of repose, which was utilised for removing 

soe of the traces of the long barbaric inundation. To 
roism time may be attributed the earliest of the Round 
Towers, which tvere erected with more or less haste to guard 
the vulnerable points,. receiving rumours of further inroads. 
Towers continued to be put up, during perhaps dz.. hun-
dred years, with modifications and developments derived 
from experience and in accordance with the necessitles of 
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each place. An attempt has been made to divide them into 

group..or sections, according to their advance in the art of 

construction and Mr periods to which they belong—so far 

as can he gathered from records and observations. 

To assist in Ibis groupieg. a laborious collation has been 

made of all manuscript or printed annals bearing, even 
incidentally, on the mbject of the Round Towers. Every 

ti 
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reference or alludon in old documents to the rection, or 
repair, or destruction of a, buildings which may be 
supposed to be the Round Towers, has been abstracted and 
codified. Mention is .rnetinres made, in literature, of 
Towers which no longer 5X111. but which are always found 
to coe within Me usual law Mat wherever an ecclesiasticad 
establmishment visit[41 by the Donee, there a Round 
Tower was soonerwar  or later provided. 
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There are, of course, a few exception, in which an 
ecclesiastical centre lay in the line of the ,ming inroad, 
but which the Dane never actually reached such were 
Sligo, Cashel, and Ma, etc. 

The first type of Round Tower consisted of field-stones 
and uncut rubble work, constr,ted however with wonderful 
accuracy, and having their entrances near the ground. For 
the most part the conical top has disappeared, so that it 
cannot be determined how many " look-outs " the Tower 
possessed. 

A second type included loftier Towers, built of large 
stones dressed by the hammer, and put together with still 
greater artistic skill, and having the doorway several feet 
(at least ten) from the level of the ground. 

To a third type may he assigned the few Towers which
have been constoreted of fine Ashlar masonry, good 
specimens the mason's craft : and which ha, their door-
ways twenty feet, or more, from the sod, and whose look-
outs are in accordance with the poi ts which had to be 
specially observed. 

There are of course transitional styles as in other branch. 
of Architecture. Sometimes a Tower has been begun in 
one stone or style and completed hr another. Sometimes 
an ancnt Tower which had fallen into disrepair has been 
restorediein Me style of therestorers' n day: sometimes an 
ornamental doorway has been inser owted to replace  more 
primitive one—. that classification is difficult. We know 
that a second period of comparative repose occurred in the 
reign of Brien Born who is recorded to have repaired several 
Towers, and under whom other Towers of an improved type 
we no doubt erect,. 

Ire will be seen that the height of the doorway above the 
level of the ground becomes greater and greater as years go 
on. This is because the method of capturing these strong-
holds by fire rv, discovered and systematised at an early 
date. Piles of brushwood and branches were heaped up to 

Iii.m = 11111=11111•111 
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the openings and set fire to, and the inmates were helplessly 
asphyxiated. There are several records in the annals 
relating simply how, in au. a. such and such a Tower 

was burnt with its full of ear,people'" For instance, The 
()Wally, himself an experienced captor of To  by this 
method, was caught by his tribal enemy in the Tower of Kell. 
in the year 1,6, and was duly suffocated. But the difficulty 
increared with the height of the doorway from the ground. 

These records read very differently from the reasoning 0 
a Col. Montmorency, who wrote a Critical Enquiry into ate 
Use of Irish Pillar Tourers before the native annals had been 
exarnined. . • 

"The Tower," he says, "was impregnable in eye, way 
and proof against fire ; it could never be taken by assault. 
Although the Abbey and its dependencies blazed around, 
the Tower disregarded the I ury of the flames: its extreme 
height, its diminutive doorway, elevarel so ma, feet above 
the ground, placed it beyond the mach of the bmieger . . ." 

All true, no doubt, within limits, but greed is ingenious 
and hate is 0rsevering, and these considertions so confid-
ntly put forward, did not often restrain a determined foe 

from his prey or his victim. 
As regards the objection that the Towers were of 

limBed utility as places of surety, it is replied that the great 
number of plundering visits serves to shew that something 
was prmerv0 on each occasion. Thus Clonmacnoise was 
plundered four times in nine years up to 5.5. 845, and many 
mme timm afterwards; Glendalough is recorded to have 
been robbed and devastated eight times in all. 

It is clear that material for subsequent outrages must have 
been held over ea. time whereas if one of the great 
schools of Ireland was laid waste by the heathen—there 
being no Round Tower to hold the germs of revival—the 
place became Went at once and desolate for evermore. 

A few words. to the "look outs" from the topmost story. 
The latter is at present .ostensible, but it is probable thet 
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the apertures would be found to throw light.on the points of 
danger and on the path of invasion. 

Thus the Tower at Clonmacnoi. which stands on an 
elevated site on the bank of the Shannon, has two lights, 
directed to the furthest reaches of the river—up or down the 
stream. Any movements on the opposite hank,. on the 
level stretch of bog behind, could be easily observed from 
the rock on which the Tower stands. Two lights therefore 
areall that was required. The same remark would apply 
to the Tower at Devenish, a island in the river ; whereas 
the se,.. lights the Tower on the Rock of Cashel 
probably command thc passes in the mountains and the 
entrances into the Golden Vale, in which stand the Abbey 
of Holy Cross. 

I will conclude with a ewhat curious quest., to 
which, one would think, an answer should be readily 
available. 

How many Dish Round Towers actually mkt—including 
stumps and foundations? 

A list of 56 was given in tr7qa with a Wap of Deland. 
It was stated (hut on what  rity is not clear) that 

Ill still existed at the beginning of the last century. The 
learned appendix attached to the stately volumes of the 
Earl of Dunraves edited by Miss Margarent Stokes, enu-
e. these .8, but admits .at no trace exists of as

except in old historical references. This gives us but of 
of the. said to have existed, there is no trace or record. 

Thus we have 86 in all, but the editor gives the total 76 
on one page, and p on another. The Round Towers have 
evidently the fairy gift of those stones which no two men 
can count like. 

T. existence of a mystery is agreest incentive to research, 
and the whole subject seems to be ripe for enquiry and 
Report by a Royal Commission of Native Scholars, which 
should effect for the whole number of Round Towers what 
has been done by the Earl of Dunra.n for 16 only. 
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Then we should have a complete statietical and technical 
description of each Tower, a minute examination of the 
walls, subsoil, debris and surroundings: the stone used 
the exwt measurements the tracing of any repairs or 
insertions; together with a transcript and translation of 
wery reference to the subject in ancient Irish Literature. Z6e 15I f6 anb Etje Voobo. 

I do not know which is the rnort beautiful country in 
the world. I have not been everywhere If I asked some 
friends of mine I believe they would answer quickly, though 
they have not been everywhere either, Ireland! And they 
would be right enough. We love a thing because it is 
beautiful, but a thing is beautiful also because we loue 
it t whether it be Eileen's face that is in and out about the 
doorway or the land.ape that lies far stretched out before 
the threshold. They love Ireland and it is beautiful, and 
of all parts 0 Ireland perhaps Kerry is the most beautiful. 
When you ride along the roads of Kerry, as elsawAe,e too 
in Ireland, there is not only a solitariness, them is 
something more It is not as on the Yorkshire wolds, 
which are as solitary. Their solitariness wens to belong to 
them as Weir inheritance. as untrodden molt. under wild 
natere's rule. Here in Kerry it seemsas Awe were in presence 
of voices that are hushed, and faces that are hidden. You 
almost expect to hear them. and to we: and no matter how 
varied or bright the colour. of the ..scope, the blue of 
the sky, the sparkle of the wate., Yet a V.. Vie!,  0
melancholy broods over slops and woods a. valleys. 
The country is like the Keltic people, or the people like the 
country, their spirits am intermingled. The people are 
rack, and gay, with dance and son, ands wt 
tinged with pc:aimless : the. speech is soft and .w; they 
see visions, and dream Wear. for they live in contact 
with this world of hushed voices and hidden faces: a world 

• which belongs to the twilight, and transcends the material, 
merging into the spiritual. 

• 
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Nearly three yea. ago I stayed A Killarney. When I 
visit a place, I do not wish to go to it a stranger, and come 
backs stranger ; just to see the °Alines A the hills, roe 
surface of the lake in sunlight, the cathedral, the boys and 
girls at their cottage doors, or driving the cattle, or at work. 
Iwont to know them all and grow familiar with them to 
learn the secrets of the hills and woods and lakes, to goo ften 
among them in the morning time and the evening, till 
they ea. to shy, and I listen and hear them speak, and 
speak 

too 
them till we become friends. I wish to speak to 

the people and learn their life and its intermingling with the 
beautiful life of their Kerry home. So I stayed at Killarney 
as long as I could. 

One day when the rain had ceased, and in the freshening 
breeze the clouds were lightly scattered through the sky, I 
wandered upward to thegraveyard round the  ins of Ardaun. 
There is a crotoin of burying the dead under the shadow of 
the ancient ruins, and they love still to mingle the ashes of 
the present generations with the hallowed ashes of the past. 
Two Ad graveiEggers were at work, and delving they had 
laid .re an infant's coffin; the tender lik cut short and 
snatch. from the fight of the sun while these ancient and 
artl.worn men still delved! "This is a grand country of 

you," I .d, gazing in admiration at the sceA before 
me. " Indeed, it is! if it had its rights'. he answered. 
"'Vesta.. whether or no ! better here by far than scheming 
for money across the water, with smoke in your eyes and 
turmoil in your eam—you are nearer heaven. Look at the 
beaufiful lake with its silvem and golden sheen and the 
purple mountains rising fm it and stretching far away." 
"Yes,"one answered ."they. roc Nlackcleuddy Reeks, they're 
the biggest morn in the world." --" Unless," the other 
suggested, "perhaps roe Andes!" We who have been to 
school and travelled beyond Ireland, think we know better; 
but the old man w. right. T. Andes may loom gigantic 
and the Alps lift theirsnow-capped summits to the skier, but 
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they never dwarf the hills that have known our childhood. 
Throe to us ane the loftiest . they are the dearest. We set 
the hillsand the woods of our home before all others because 
they are alive with voices roat speak to us, and am peopled 
with memories that haun  Each cliff and scam, each 
cavern and ghyll has its legend and story 

And them blows a red wind from roe East, a white wind Iron, 
the Souh, 

A brown wind from the We., a grad! a brown wind from the 

rivet. bro. 
'Tis a kind wind and tr. 
For it ell erod soft through ATeach 's halls and stirred the hair 

of Hugh," 

And the. bear voices of the hills and woods to 
whithersA thever they will ; . that they fell upon the ears of 
St. Patrick,. Tours, "the voice of the Irish," from the woods 
by the Wes tern waves, saying, "Holy youth, we entreat thee, 
come and walk once in our midst"; so that acro. the 
ocean they reach the eximom le's cars, sweetly through the shade 
of the forests of America 

On romy brown branch a gladsome bird -sings; sings 
And the fragrant amber blossom of roe honey.suckleswings 
Oehon, the green woods of Trua.gh ! 

" In the green woods of Truagh no sorrow dare stay, 
The lark miled ine early at dawn of the day ; 
And over my sleep at night pleasant dreams used to play, 
Ochon, the green woods of Truagh." 

Beyond the Rocky Hountahis, resting beneath the And, 
no matter how far away, the. exiles hear the echoes of the 
hilE at home which perhaps they haw not even seen, and 
they rove the breeze that brings them 
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brought the hilts a me, 
The dem hills I had never seen, 
All sweet with heather down the braes 
And golden gorse between, 

I heard , unknown kinsfolk call 
My roving heart to find its re. 

But besides these voices that speak to our heart and these 
memo, that haunt us, the woods  and the hilts of Ireland 
Fayea life of their own, and the Keltic people know it, if 
they have not lost touch with the land of their birth. The 
Irish peasent did know it and even yet does know something 
of this hidden life of hill and wood. As we walk beside 
Killarney's lakes and gam upon the Kerry Mountains, how 
lonely their lives seem tbesutiful indeed though silent and 
solitary; clothed in their gt, mists, or Meir purple sunlight 
and their dark shadows—their narrowing peaks reaching to 
Heaven, their bread bases widening out into the still deep 
waters of the lakes. Such scenes are the borne of the Gentle 
Folk—thegood people—the Itomeof F....land. A. many 
a tale coold the aged peamnts tell of the snort a. the Pranks 
of the lyrics, of glimpses of ghosts and their doing, in Me 
twilight, in the dusk, and in the dawn. 

"Come heart where hill u heaped upon hilt, 
ror there the mystical brotherhood 
Of the flood and flame, of the height and wood, 
Laugh out their whim, and work out their will. 

And Time and the world are ever in flight, 
And love is less kind than the grey twilight, 
A. hope is less dear Man the dew of the mom." 

Perhaps ghosts and I aeries are dying mit. I rather think 
they are; at least 1 asked the driver of our car on the w, to 
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Dinis Cottage, the cottage of the Colleen Hawn, and to the 
beautiful Meeting of the Waters, if he knew of a,. "Well, 

;'he said, °often have I driven along this road and to
met anything worse than myself B. tourists are apt to 
make ghmts scarce, as they drive away other attractive things. 

The °Good People" are very shy and shun the noise of 
crowds. How, with the vehiclm following one another full 
of pa.engers who with their loud laughter invade Me echoes, 

can you expect to find them ? How, amid the scramble for 
refreshments, and the hurrying for those coigns of vantage, 
where my lady Nature is upheld for inspection day by day 
and in set phrase appraised, how in the midst of thi, I say, 
can you Hawn to the voicm of the ...and woods and lakes, 
and come to see [Lase form that in the silen vilight Nit 
around you? How can you enter into communion with 
Me strange sweet spirit ofthe place ? Tourists m, bring 
money and a shadow A material prosperity follow them, 
but alas! it is a shadow,  1 fear, and if it cloud the pleasant 
presence of Me "Gentle Folk" and drive them away, and 
touch with greed and vulgarity, tnaterialisat and sin the 
simple and sympathetic heart of a native people, then be 
not eager for this invasion of the sweet vales of Instead. 

Perhaps ghosts am dying out ! Yet them are ghosts! 
There is a village in Leinster which at night a timid man 
needs great strategy to approach. A man wm once heard 
complaining: "By the holy Cross, how shall I go? III pass 
by the hill of Denbo, old Captain Burney may look out 
on e: if I go round by the water and up by the steps, there 
is the headless one. a. another on the quays, ands new one 
under the old churchyard. If I go right round the other 
way, Mrs. Stewart is appeari,ig at Hill-side Gate, and the 
devil himself is in the Hospital Lane, 

By the Hospital Lane goes the Peones' Path. Every 

evening they travel from the hill to the sa, from the sea 
to the hill. At the sea end of their hepat a.6 a cottage. 

One night Mrs. A—, who lives there, left the door open. 
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She was expecting her son. Her husband was asleep by the 
fire, when a tall man came in and sat beside him. After he 
had been sitting there awhile—" In God's name, who are 
you," said the wife. He got up and went out saying.: 
"Newer leave the door open at this hour or evil may com 
to you... She awoke her husband and told him. He said e: 
"One of the good people h. been with us !" 

Again some five mi. southward of Sligo is a gloomy and 
tree-.Alered pond, a great gathering-place of water-fowl, 
called, because of its form, the Heart Lake. It is haunted by 
suranger things than heron, snipe or wild duck. Out of this 
lake issues an unearthly troop. Once men began to drain 

suddenly one of MT raised a my that he saw his house 
in flames. They turned round, and every man there saw his 
own cottage burning. They hurried home to find it was but
faery glamour. To this hour on the border of the lake is 
shown a half-dug trench —the sign of their impiety. This, 
we are told, was recounted by a little white-capped woman, 
who sang toherself in Gaelic, and moved from one foot to the 
other as though she nemernbered the dancing of her youth. 
This also she related : " A young man going at nightfall 
to the house of his just-married bride. met in the way a jolly 

any and with them his bride. They were !aeries and 
had stolen her as a wife for the chief of their band. To him 
they seemed only a. company of merry mortals. His bride, 
when she saw her old love, bade him welcme, but was 
most fearful lest he allould eat the here food, and so be 
glamoured out of the earth into that bloodless dim nation, 
wherefore she set him down to play cards with three of the 
avalcade, and he played on, realizing nothing until he saw 

the chief of the band carrying his bride away inhis arms. 
Immediately he started up, and knew that they were f aeries 
for slowly all that jolly company melted into shadow and 
night. He hurried to the house of his lulovcd. As he drew 
near came to him the cry of the keener. She had died 
some time before . came." 
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Still among the hills and woods ,ve find fa, loved 

a little NUN who used to cur turf from the side of a hill. 

Every day the faery put out its hand from the hill with 

an enchanted knife. The child used to cut the turf with 

the knife. It did not take long, the knife being charmed. 

Her brothers wondered why she wan done so quickly. At 

last they resolved towatch and find om who helped her. 

They saw the small hand come out of the earth and the 

little child take from it the kMfe. When the turf was all 

cut, they saw her make three taps on the ground with the 

handle. The small hand came out of the hill to take the 

knife. 
Again we read of the witch who complained to the 

robber, "Why did you bring away my gold that I was for 

Nye hundred years gathering through the hills and hollows 

of the world?" 
One mote aye hear of:—Two f aeries, little creatures, one 

like Is young man, one like a young woman. They came 

to a fanner's house and spent the night sweeping Ills hearth 

and setting all tidy. The next night they came again, and 

while the farmer was away, brought all the lumitniN up-

1, and having arranged it round the walls, 

for thegreater grandeur it seems, they began to dance. They 

danced on and on, and days and dap went by. And all 

.e country-side came to Ilk at them, but still their feet 

never tired. The farmer did not dare to live at home the 

while, a. after three months he made up his mind to 

stand it no ore and went and told themthat the priest 

was corning. The little ...WITS when they heard this 

went back to their own country, and there their joy shall 

last as long as the po of the rushes am brown, the 
people say, and that is untilin  God shall bum up the world 

kin with
You see their labours,. those of the witch, are limitless, 

and their joys never cease, for this wonderful leery kingdom, 

lying deep in the woods and at the bases of the eternal hills, 
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is a very a mahn, and the noisy din and hurry A our 
urface-eart ncienth; the swift passage of time, and t he changes 

A the day and night do not touch the people of it. Our 
long centurio are to them as hours. the broad stretch of the 
seas and the areas of the continents are to them but daily 

But if you wish to know the Gentle Folk, you must watch 
and a, SS one has told us, between the duslt and the 
dawning " wait for the furies, listening to the cronawn 
(hum) of the insects, and watching the ladoques and fibeens 
(golden and green clover) rising and lying, lying and rising 
as they do on a fine night." Them stories, as the collector 
of them intimates, • speak to the peamnt. They speak 
to him as he pauses M his work and hits his eyes to gaze 
across the landscape, and Ms fancy fa t  a bright 
strange phantom kingdom. It M not Mat spiritual world 
of which his faith mils him, where his aspirations find their 
fulfilinem, but it is a dream of  golden 

fur
of 

that which classic writers call the golden age—of the 
garden of ot A Mdly. joyous peaceful world which 
should belong to rnen 

and,
women on the earth only that 

it has bemt banished by the ill deeds of men from the surMce, 
and now the furies possess ht the hills and the woods and 
in the moonlight. We see only the traces, rand feet where 
they danced in the " faery-ring," when we wander forth in 
the We h orning. 

M ear echoes of their joy in e song of the birds, their 
lamentations over a a.r world in the moaning of the 
waves, in the murmur of the wind-tossed reeds, and in the 
thrill of music, in the glory of painting, in the melancholy 
beauty of she twilight and the setting of the sun, M the 
rustle of the rees. These arc the whispers of the hills 
and the woods, And they are atom to the Kelt than to 

nother, for he feels the garment of the supernatural and 
spiritual as it hovers over and anound him when another 
would not know the touch. Them thing, too, stir a sadness 
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in him, for he knows the golden age has disappeared. 1, 

charm and beau, of this mystic people will never clothe 

the earth again with joy, he knows, yet he loves to think of 

them. That fairy world is so M 
contrast 

with Me life of 

Mil and scanty pleasure of his daibr existence. He lives 

within its spell while with hope,: weim waits till the hand 

of time shall be withdrawn and eternity unfold its golden 

gates. 
Many stories have been gathered up from the hills and 

woods and are found. as Dr. Hyde tells us, among the 

poorest, oldest, and most neglected of the Irish-speaking 

population. Writing in Muo, "I go back, he says, ' , after 

ten or fifteen yea, to find what I then undervalued, and 

people arc dead, and with them stories have died out, and 
will never be heard on the hill-sides again t stories that 
arose two Mousand years ago, tories, mrne m classic as 
Home, telling u of Sun Myths, connecting the present, 
with prehistoric days of Ireland." 

Story-telling was an an in Ireland, I fear a perishing art, 
perishing with the language; a. revival of the one may bring 
the revival of the other. Shawn Cunningham, Co. Ros 
common, told Dr. Hyde, how in the " hedge school" he used 

learn Ids, poems, and how he had, 't sack-ful" of st ories. 
Alas! his chtlaren spoke Irish imperfectly, and his grand-
childmn FlOt nit. There was in Achill a fine-looking 
dark man, who used to repeat by heart Ossian's poemm 
when he began the boys would go out. "They wouldn't 
understand me," he said, " and when they wouldn't they 
wotdd sooner be listeuiug to the lowing of the cows." 

But the hills and woods keep Meir stories and are alive 
with other things, memories of juv and sadness, love and 
hate ; memories of heroes of histMic times, dear their 
countrymen, the chieftains that have lived and died Mr 
Ireland. Alive too are they with individual sentiment 
caught from the maiden and her lover, who climbed the 
steep pathways together; or who sat beneath the spreading 
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branches of the trees: or who parted when the trumpet 

called to arms and who only met again in death; caught 

from the exile who stood with tear-dimmed It and cried 

to them farewell, The Keltic people are familiar with 

their hills and woods, and are quick to understand their 
speech. No wonder if I ask which is the most beautiful 

country in the world ? some of my friends will answek 

Ireland for they know it and It  it ; the hushed vMces 

speak to them and the bidden faces apnear. Eirinn is for 

them personified, the maiden of their choice, beautiful 

though her brow be pensive and her eyry be moist with teara. 

Over dews, over sands, 
wm ley for your weal 

Your holy delicate white hands 
Shall girdle me with steel. 

At home in your emerald hewers, 
From morning's dawn till eek 

You'll pray me, my flower of flowers, 
My dark Kosaleen 
My fond Rosaleen 

You'll think of rne through daylight's hours, 
kly Virgin flower, my dower of dowers, 
My dark Rmaleen I 

J. A. Wthsoq, 

Sracia ZOompgon. 
,7.) 

" The sleemflower sways in the wheat its head, 
Heavy with dreams, as that with bread: 

The goodly grain and the son flashed sleeper 
The reaper reaps, and Time the reaper. 

I hang 'mid men my needless head, 
And my hub is dreams as theirs is bread: 

The goodly men and the ma-hayed sleeper 
Time shall reap, but after the reaper 

The world shall glean of me, me the sleeper." 

Wmen in the gloomy days of mid November, which aptly 
closed the clouded kalendar of his years, Francis Thompson 
died in the wards of a London hospital there passed away, 
from an inattentive world, a poet whom men are already 
numbering with the Immortals. Thornpson's genius, like 
that of Chat terton or Keats, darned against a murky 
background. The kindly hared of Death was perchance 
needed to tear away from a sublime spirit the disguising 
veils of eccentricity and disease. If his loss is only realised 
when bodily presence is no more, it matters less since his 
thought and feeling, embodied in a hw perMct poems, can 
never di; He has entered i t his own when not friends 
only, but qvals and cold critics salute him as a successor of 
Craahaw and Pannore even as akin to Petrarc.h,Shakespeare 
and Dante. "A poet of high thinking, of celestial vision, of 
imagination that found literary images of answering splen-
dour one who " attains a sublimity unsurpassed by any 
Victorian poek" who " keeps the best traditions of the 
Elizabethans unlowered "; "never since Dante wrote have 
the Catholics of any land been left such an inheritance... 
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Of his earliest odes Meredith said that the man who wrote 

them might do whatsoever he pleased, and Pat more of 

some of his sonnetswth. Laura might have hem proud to 

receive them 

Francis Thompson was a Catholic by birth, training and 

deepest convicton, his mind and every sentiment penetrated 

with Catholic mysticism and Catholic asceticism. His pen 

was consecrate to religion and the higher life; hestrove to—

" Teach how the Cr.. may be 

Fmk of the Hesprtides 

he„ es, mcred grove be wet 
Wit the rN dew of Olivet, 
And Sappho I, her burning brews 
On white ...Ws lap of snows," 

.Another extract, this time from the "Ode to Me Setting 

Sun," shall illustrate Me mme tr.d of his genius, the 
instinct that led Siin straight from nature up to God 

If with exultant tread 
Thou Got the Eamern sea, 
Or like a golden bee 

Sting Me West to angry 
M
red, 

Thou dust image, thou ast follow 
That ging.klaker of Crwtion, 
Who, ere Hellas hail. Apollo, 

Gave Mee, angel-god, thy on, 
Thou art of Him a type memorial. 
Like Hirn thou hang'st in dreadful pomp of blood 

Upon thy II,stern rood 
Anti His stained brow did veil like thine to-night, 

Yet lift once more its light, 
And, risen, again departed from our ball, 
And when It set on earth mom in Heaven." 

Men may well trace back his poetic lineage to CraMaw 
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and the seventeenth century poets, or even further to 
greater singers, and find him akin to Petrarch in son, of 
purest love, and to supremest Ikante as well in spiritual love 
as in the fusion of theological precision with poetic fi re. 
Allow then for the hyperbole of friendship, for the disturbing 
elernem which the close of a tragic file may introduce into 
judgment, and Francis Morn,. will still be counted 
among the small band of the greater poets of all time. 

The dead poet was hour in Lancashire, and was a nephew 
to the Edward Healy Thompson who is still remembered as 

religious writer of some repute. He spent seven fruitful 
yews at ))slaw with aspirations for the priesthood wch, 
though never achieved, yet influenced deeply all his after 
work. He then studied su at Owe. College under the 
idea of following his lather'srgeo  prole ... and here began 
the tragedy of his life, for when the frail frame fella victim 
to depression and pain he physicked himself fatally, and so 
began the dread indulgence that, under later distress and 
dmpondency, grew into ineradicable habit, and was to dip 
hissoul in the gloom, earthquake and eclipse" Those who 
remember their de Quince,' will recall ma, a page of the 
Opium-eate. Confessions strangely paralleled by passages 
in Francis Thompsotis story. He too came up to London, 
toiled there, and starved. He work. in a hootsImp, 
and in a bookshop. He knew "Oslo. street. stony-hearted 
step-mother I thou that listenem to the sighs of orphans and 
dripk. the tears of children." He sold matches, peddled 
small wares .1.1 cabs ro earn the mice a night's lodg-
ing; and svhen he failed tramped the silent streets or slept on 
doorsreps. Once he had almost met Chattertonk fa. whilst 
friendly hands were even then stretched out to help. ,afore
than once he was spared the law pangs of hunger by the 
kindly pity of those who were lost in far wome depths than 
his ow. and the pwhetic episode of poor Anne in de 
Quineey's narrative suggests the key to this pamage I rom 
"Sister Songs II. N--
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a:lace—in that nightmare time which still doth haunt 

My dreams, a grim, unbidden an
and faint, and stark, 

I had endured through watches of the dark 
The abashless inquisition of each roar, 

Yea, was the mmk 
Of those heavenly passers amnia,: 
Stood bound and helplessly 

For Time to shoot his harbk1 minutes at me 
S.ered the trampling hoof of every how 

In nigt's sow-wheeled ear
Until wasry dawn dragged me at ,e
From  those dread wheels; and bled of strength. 

aited Me inevitable last. 
Then there came past 

chid; like hee, a spring Power ; but a Power 

Fallen from the budded 
rem

of Spring. 
And through the eity-s tee. blown withering. 
She paced,-0  scant site, lovinest, tender thing 

And ot her own scant pittance did she give, 
That might eat and live: 

Then fled, a swift and trackless fugitive" 

Yet it was destitution, not degradation, that Thompson 

knew, destitution solaced and defied by the dread drug 

which if it shook his hold upon the common interests of life, 

at least set him apart from common evil. 

Rescued now by friends from want, restored to life and 

romparative health, Thompson w. never again suffered to 

sink back into these depths of misery." The time was come 

at last," he might adopt A Quinsy's words—. that I no 

more should pace M anguish My never-ending terraces; no 

more should dream, and wake in captivity to the pangs of 

hunger . . II again I walked M London, a solitary and 

contemplative man (as oftentimes I did), I walked for the 

most part in serenity and peace of mind. And, although it 

is true that the calamities of my novici in London had 

soma root so deeply in my bodily constiate tution that after-
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wards they All up and flourished afresh, and grow into a 
noxious umbrage that has overshadowed and darkened my 
latter ,ars, yet those second assaults of suffering wero met 
with a fortitude more confirmed, with the rroources of a 
matures ntellect, and with alleviations from sympathising 
affection,—how deep and tender " I* 

Under the kindly influences of these faithful friends, and•in 
a tranquil village beneath the Sucsex Downs, the flower of 
Thom pson's genius sprang up and blossomed to full beauty 
as in a night: and when the first slender volume of his 
poems was published in 1853 it was hailed by a few choice 
spirits as the work of a master,—" a new planet swimming 
into the lone watcher's ken, "The Hound of Heaven," a 
noble poem marked by daring imagery, forceful phrase, 
profoundest mysticism, is probably his masterpiece, and 
is " one of the four finest odic in the English language." It 
sings of the Soul pursued by God, flying from Him long 
and vainly, seeking vain shelter in one or other earthly 
hing, tracked down at last by the Heavenly Hunter.

Seldom hs more sublime comment been wrtten on St. 
Augustine's famous words: "Thou halt made ' us, 0 Lord, 
for Thyself, and our hearts cannot feat except in Thee I" 

The poem opens rous 1— 

. Hied Him, down roe nights and doyen the ays; 
Ped Him down the arch. of the years : 

I lied Him, down the labyrinthine ways 
Of my own mind: and in the mist of tears 

I hid from Him, and under running laughter. 
Up vistaed hopes I sped; 
And shot, precipitated 

Adown Timnie gloms chasmAl tear, 
From those strong Feet that followed, follow. after. 

But with tinhorrying chase, 
And uniserturbkd pace, 

Deliberate speed, majestic instancy, 
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They beat--and a Voice beat 
stant than the Fee 

Allmines betray Thee, who betrayest Me.'" 

Mankind failing him, and the love of man or maid and 
children's affection, the hunted Soul seeks peace in com-
munion with Nature:—

I triumph 
sad

ed and I dened with all weather, 
Heaven and I wept together, 

And its sweet tears were salt with mortal mine; 
Against the red throb of its sunset heart 

And share commingling
But not by that, by that, ,vas eased , human smart. 
In 

era
roy man were wet on Heaven's grey cheek. 

For ah we know not what each other says, 
These things and I ; in sound I- speak—

Their sound is but their stir, they speak by silences," 

And ever the hurthen of each stanza recurs : 

"Still with =berrying chase, 
And nnperturlobd pace, 

Deliberate speed majestic instancy 
Came on the following feet 
And a Voice above their heat—

'Naught shelters thee, who wilt not shelter Me.'" 

The poor pursued soul, tired out with vain turnings, sinks 
down at last, and hears the Divine Voice 

Whom wilt thou find to love ignoble thee 

s, • 
Alt fon lindest, weakest, 
I am Huthm Mou seekest 

Let one more extract, from the N ezu Poems this time,show 
how Thompson enforces the high gospel o, Renunciation:—

Pierce thy heart to find the key 
With thee take 
Only what none else would keep: 

Learn to wake when thou dost sleep. 
Le, to water joy with tears, 
Learn from fears to vauish fears 
To hope, for thou darn  not despair, 
Exult for that thou chest not grieve 
Plough thou the rock until it bear: 
Know, for thou else could.st nor Wier, 
Lose, Mat the lost thou may'st receive, 

st 
When earth and heaven lay Amen their veil, 
And that apocalypse turns thee pale; 
When thy seeing blindeth thee 

When their sight to thee is sightless: 
Their living, death their light, most lightless: 
Search no more—

Pass the gates of Lathan, tread the region Klee, I " 

Even when treating of more mundane themes Thomp.. 

son, verse is transfused with mysticism, ever elevated by 

the same high spirit of renunci On many a page, 

notably in "Love on Dian's la,ation. " he <haunts his songs of 

human love,virginal in tone and thought, y. quivering with 

a. restrained passion that reca.11s Petrarch or Dante. 

Wtt6in your spirit's arms I s, roe fast 
Against the fell 

iinOV"gT ""Mg 4e, " ;er tb7t= 'dd fall 
Even in thetett 'ot Heaven's assaulted wall. 

• 

W 

• • 

I10. r Et is es a grave 
Hushed with the cooing of an unseen dove: 
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Whose... 40 my touch thrills purer far 
Than is the tingling of a silver bell. 

• • 
How should 1 gauge what brautY i. her dale,
Who cannot me her countenance for her sod; 
, birds see not the casement for the sky ? 
And as 'tis check they prove its presence by, 
I know not of her body till I find 
aly flight debarred the heaven of her mind.-

To h  Muse, osver austere and pure, human beauty, 
but the imprint of the soul, and natural love a sacred symbol 
of mmething higher and divine. Ever in this mystic glass 
he finds a—

•• Perseus. Shield, wherein I view secure 
The mirrored Woman's fateful-fair al... 

No wonder that Coventry Patmore bad hailed the 
new singer m a fellow-disciple of the Florentine Poet of 
Fair Love. 

Thompson has been criticised for some obscurity of 
thought well as for extravagance of figure and phrase. 
There is ground for the criticism. A luxuriant fancy hears 
hira It in a torrent metaphor that is sometimes bewild-
ering, his diction. new minted occasionally, more often 
drawn from the rich stores of se nteen. century poesy, is 
always polished, and mostly courtly; whilst his marvellous 
fecundity C epithet and phrase lends to his verse a flavour 
of archaic culture, and helps to enrich the language with 
someof that old wealth of words which it were a pity 
should be wholly lost. Bat itisthe subtlety and profundity 
of his thought more than the quaintness of diction that 
discourages the hasty reader. Poetry of such distinction can 
never be popular. It demands mental exertion, and stim-
ulates it ; acting on Me reader as an intellectual and moral 
tonic. If Thompson m mes craved Mr drugs to still the 
pain that racked his flesh, how many indulge in literary 
opiates against mental struggles and conscience-pangs I To 
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such weaklings of the spirit Ms verse may serve as a bracing 
simulant. A course of Francis Thompson would form a 
useful corrective to minds enervated by the trivial reading 
and erotic poetry of the time. 

flie personal no. is prominent in all that Thompson 
wro., so much so that some day—it is too early to attempt 
it  yet —his poems will be annotated from the happenings of 
his life. Withal no sense of artificiality emerges in all this; 
mther in the very welling up of emotion and thought from 
inmost conviction and experience lies the power of his verse 
and the secret of his influence. It is the same with onesmall 
prose essay,. Health and Holinms,-  bearing his name, and 
wearing, by the way. all the distinction of a poet's prose. 
Who that reads this Complaint a Brother Ass the Body 
against his Rider the Soul can miss the autobiographical 
touches, which recall de ruin cey again, and in their plea 
for comprehension of the complexities of individual life" 
suggest a subtle plea for the writer's vagaries and 
infirmities? He tells an anecdote of a poeown t who—

. In mlitude underwent profound sadnem and suffered 
brief exaltations of power the wild miseries a Berlioz 
gave pla. acces.s of half-pained delight. On a day 
whenthe skirts of a prolonged darkness were drawing off 
for him, he walked the garden, inhaling the keenly lan-
guorous relief of mental and bodily convalescence, the 

nerves sensitised by suffering. Pausing in a reverie before 

an arum, he suddenly was a.ware of a minute white soled 
child sitting on the lily. For second he viewed her with 
=prised delight, but no onder, then returning to con. 

seiosness, he recognisedw the hallucination almost in the 

instant of her VdniShine. • 
ig not hard to identify this dreamer, the victim "of 

the internecine grapple between body and spirit," to whom 

was familiar " the wild interchange of prolonged gloom 

with light swift and intermittent." None the less real 
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and terrible were these experiences if influenced by that 
dreadful drug which raised hint to the heights of fancy and 
bliss only to plunge him again into the gloom and horror of 
the Rh, 

Hem is another self-drawn portrait 

t• One I saw on arch; 
One stricken from his birth 

With curse 
Of destinate verse. 

"The impitiable Dmmon, 
Beauty, to adore and dream on, 

To be 
Perpetually 

He reapeth miseries, 

His wages woes. 

"He lives detaedMd days: 
He servmh not for praise; 

Pm gold 
He ca nt sold 

"Deaf is he to world's tongue: 
He scorneth for his song 

The loud 
Shouts of the crowd; 

e asketh not world's eyes ; 
Hot to world's ears he cries; 

Saith,—' These 
Shut, if ye please.' 

" He measureth world's pleasure, 
World's ease as Saints might measure: 

For hire 
lust love entire 
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And knows asking vain, 

t Love ! Love / ..d_dies." 

With wretched health and enfeebled will-power, Thomp-
son's eccentricity grew, unttl his morbid shyness and the 
loss of bminess habits undermined all social relations 
and made even friendship a trial. His letters were left 
unanswBred and unopened from .3 , definite 
decision or exertion ; and though literary work was con-
tinued to the end, little ripe fruit could be borne by Me 
stricken tree. From the point of view of an none need regret 
the shadow under which his life was passed, or the depths 
from which he had emerged. He has not written less because 
the world did not pay heed ; he would not have written better 
had fortune smiled. Some such dark soil as that of his early 
days may have been needed to quicken his genius; it was 
unlikely to prolong its fertility. In the autumn of this year 
his strength visibly failed. The air of Sussex no longer 
revived the fl ickering flame. His friends brought him back 
to London, where, in a private ward of the Hospital of St. 
John and St. Elizabeth he was tended with religious care, 
helped by due rites and frequent prayer, until the end came, 
and the sethhortured spirit broke at last the long thraldom 
of the flesh. 

He shall not wake more through the mortal ,,,us." 

"No; while soul, sky, and music bleed ogether, 
Let me give th.ks even or, those griefs in me, 
The restless windward stun, of wl ose feather 
Prove them the brood of or

soul is quitted of death-neighbouring swoon, 
Who shall not slake her immitigable seam 
Until she hear My sister from the moo, 
And take Me kindred kisses al the stare* 
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"Tao clergy, who have really studied the subject here 

heated, and who are in a. position to judge of what is 
said in these pages, will, perhaps. be pleased and refreshed 
to see their youthful studies reproduced." It is very well 
for the venerable Bishop thus humbly to offer us the fruits of 
his pious labours ; but Me value of the treasure that he 
bequeaths us awakens much more than mere pleasure and 
refreshment, for the book evokes our gratitude, wonder and 
enthusiasm. For though Me subject—The Holy Eucharist—
is one of which every priest, by virtue of his calling, is 
hound to he a master; how few have the grasp of intellect, 
the leisure, or the chancy of culling, from so any author 

, the knowledge here gathered together lucidly arranged, 
and set before us temptingly, with the Bishop's well-known 
beauty of language and unction of devotion! 

The subject, moreover is one pre-eminently important at 
the prem. day. Rigid upholding of absolute doctrine is 
daily less and less to be found in the religions of the world. 
"Anything one wishes, but nothing definite," seen. to be 
the popular presription in things spiritual. For example, 
instead of the doctrine, which every Catholic holds, tha.t " in 
the Sacrament of the Holy Eucharist after the consecration 
of the bread and wine, our Lord Jesus Christ, true God and 
tree Man, is truly, really and substantially contained under 
the species for appearances) of these sensible things" as 
Me Council of Trent declare, ;what a variety of opinions 
we find I The LowChurchman maintains "that the only 
Sacramental effect is produced by the faith of the recipient." 
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The Higher Church view is that " the -Presence is not 
physically attachod to the elements, but is secure only in 
proportion sm we abide under the shelter of the purpose for 
which q is given:" And Bishop Gore opines " that devotion 
to the Sacrament, apart from Communion as practised in 
the modem Roman Church, cannot but raise in many minds 
Me question whether, where the,purpose of the Sacramental 
Pre.nce is so vitally changed, we have the right to feel 
secure al the permanence (The Body of Orrick 
Still one more view, and that horn the reply of the Anglican 
Archbishops to Pope Lea XIII. We offer the sacrifice A 
praise and thanksgiving; then next, we plead and represent 
before the Father the Sacrifice of the Cross, and lastly we 
offer the Sacrifice oureelves . . . Thiss, whole action, 
io which the people has necessarily to take part with the 
primt we are accustomed to call the Eucharistic Sacrifice." 
It would be very interesting to know how many parishes of 
the Established Church would understand, or agree to, this 
declaration of their own Archbishops 

But apart from the right faith in the Sacramenk the Holy 
Eucharist is an object of pamount importance, ren. 
veneration and love far it is thenvery life and soul of our 
religion. I. The Holy Eucharist," as the Bishop says, " is 
the great divinely appointed means of transforming the soul 
unto the likeness of Christ . . . . It is needed in these 
days. If we know how to use i , there is a great triumph 
prepared it . . . . The Holy Eucharist and its public 
exercise must now be to Catholics all that the most sacred 
muse and the most loyal cry can be to a devoted army." 
"Practically the salvation of the fur me millionhrequired, 
besides an indeqctible teaching Church, a dispensation of 
perpetual outward and public worship. and the continued 
renewal, tangible and impressive, of the out-pouring of 
Calvary. Only thus could men in great numbers be saved. 
Hence the daily Mass, the innumerable Communions, and 
the never failing, universal, always growing caltas of the 
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BlessedSacrameM. For the Eucharistic gift is the perpetual 
meovial of Jesm Christ, the Saviour; but a rial 
whicmh is the most powerful of all memorials, for in Itmemo men 
have His own flesh and blood, soul and divinity, to tome 
then to touch thens, to win them, to heal them, day by 
day, so that every man may have life everlasting within 
the most easy reach." 

The Chapters on the Real Presence and Transubstantiation 
will indeed take the priest back to his student days and 
make him wish that his Philosophy and Dogmatic Theology 
had been put before him in the garb presented by the 
Bishop. Clearness of ideas, the welding together of the 
parts into one perfect whole, Scripture, history, apt citations 
Born the Fathers—all combine to make this se n of the 
work irresistible in force and fascinating in its clectioverness. 

Beginning with Chapter VII. "The Effects of the Sacra-
ment of the Holy Eucharist:' the book will interst a much 
larger circle of readers. Every good Catholic will here find 
food for thought. Hem arc the riches of the Sacrament 
displayed, and the power of love unfolded—the love that 
leads to the transformation of self. "Transformatio horninis 
in Chris fa per amorem," in Me words of St. Thomas. 
"This transmutation , brought about by Me streaming hi 
upon m of the spirit and life of Christ. Asa result, Christ 
liveth in us; our thought, our senses and impulses, our will 
and activity assume a resemblance to the hidden life of the 
Eucharistic Sanour. and become Divine:. This is followed 
by a devout explanation of those four words of SL Thomas, 
which describe the effect of the Holy Eucharist in the soul 
Nourishment, Growth, Repair and Delight. The dispositions 
required that tit me effects may be produced are "great 
devmion and reverence i" that as St. Thomas himself 
explains," devotion is a firm toil] and desire to love and 
please God: and reverence that exercise of holy fear, which 
acknowledges the holinem of Jesus and the unworthiness of his 
servant.” And the devout communicant should be comforted 
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to know that Holy Communion remits venial sin, not directly, 
as by absolution, but indirectly, by the acts of love that it 
emites in the heart. The lesser sins and defects of life may 
be, and generally are, washed away, both as to guilt and 
punishment, by a fairly fervent Communion. 

The volume before us has made its appeamance at a most 
opponune moment, and, as may well be expected from its 
author is per,ctly up to data We refer to the Chapter on 
Frequem Communion. St. Thomas thus lays down the 
general principle. Through our natural concupiscence, 
and through our being so ts.ken up with emernal things, 
there ensues a constant diminishing of that devotion and 
fervour which sho4d keep to God: and tberefore 
it is essential that such loss be frequently made good, or 
else a man will be wholly alienated W. Go, 

This question of the frequency of Communion has recently 
been decided by the Holy See. Controversy, as regards the 
dispositions required for frequent and daily Communion, 
can no longer be indulged in. The Church desires, and has 
always desired, that her children should communicate 
frequemly, and even at every Mass at which they are present. 
The actual custom has varied, in the course oft ime, from 
daily Communion to its reception, in the twelfth and 
thi rteenth cettturie, by nuns and even Saints, only eight, 
six, or even three times a year. 

But what we are interested in is the Decree "On Daily 
Communion,s published on December xt.th, rue, It begins 
by renewing thewish. expressed by the Council of Trent, 
that at eve, Mass the faithful who assist should receive 
ss.cramemally.This, it declare, "certainly agrees with the 
desire of our Lord Himself in the institutionof the Sacra. 
ntent; daily rereption, not principally that Christ may lac 
honoured, or that a pions soul may reap the reward of its 
piety, but in order that the faithful, by union with God, M 

receive strength to overcome concupiscence. to expiate the 
lighter faults II daily occurmnce, and to 1810 grave sins." 
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In substance this is what is decreed. it Frequent and daily 
Communion must be considered to be the right of 01 the 
faithful of whatever state or condition of life ; so that no 
on cn be prevented from . communicating frequently or 
daily, provided he is in the state of grace and approaches 
the Holy Table with a right and pious dispmition of mind." 
This disposition is defined "that Communion should be 
approached not through custom, or sanity or human motives, 
but with the desire of obeying the will of God, 0 becoming 
more closely united to God by charity, and of making  use 
0 that divine medicine as a remedy for one's weaknesses and 
defects." "In order that frequent and daily Communion 
may be practised more prudently and with more abundant 
merit, the advice of a Confessor should be made use of; but 
Confessors must not turn atvay even from daily Communion 
any one who is M the state of grace and in the dispositions 
named above. Finally, an parish priests, confessors and 
preachers aredirected to promote with repeated and zealous 
admonitions the pra.ctice of frequent and daily Communion." 
It is importa.nt to note that though this decree puts an end 
to controversy, it "lavm the penitent still in the hands of 
the Confessor." He cannot demand more than he should; 
and the penitent must not make use of frequent or daily 
Communion without consulting him The Confessor must 
remember that there is a great difference between that which 
can be required and that which might be desired. What 
scope for piety and zeal, what power is in the hands of the 
Confessor! Though he cannot refuse Communion for the 
ordinary small sins 0 daily lire, he must look for and be 
assured of the existence of" the right and pious dispositions," 
lest unworthy motives should creep in, for instance, the 
vanity of appearing pious jealousy of companions, anxiety 
for the esteem of the prixt. or mete routine. How deftly the 
Bishop raises the corner of the veil, which hides the in
life of so ma, seemingly, good people! I t is for the 
Confessor to watch, to warn, devoutly to inculcate reverence 
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and devotion—the desire to do God, Will, to unite one's {pH 
to God, to heal one's soul by the Body of Christ. 

The Brshop now proceeds to treat of the Holy Eucharist 
as a sacrifice. He first proves that the Eucharistic Liturgy 
was held to be a sacrifice from the beginning. To this end 
we find marshalled the testimonies of the .rliest ages, from 
the Didache or Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, St. Justin 
Martyr, St. hymens, Titration,St. Cyprian and St. Cyril 0 
Jerumlem. These testimonies are not mere quotations: 
but them eaning has been so .arched mrs different phr.es 
contrasted .d in  side fights of varying circum-
stnces so rerown upon the picture, that it is impossible for 
.one, who wishm to see, not to be convinced that, from 
the very earlimt Christian centuries, the Eucharist was 
regarded as a true Sacrament of the Body and Blood of 
Christ. A passage such as thy speaks for itself. St. Gen.. 
declares that "Jesus Christ, in consecrating the bread and 
wine, ha taught m a new oblaton, which the Church, 
receiving from the Apostles, offers to God all the world over." 
The very words and phrases in use now are to be found 
in use the, "Oblation" can be found in St. Clement 0 
Rome as well . .in bens.. and Tertullian speaks of 
"sacrificium offers" and Communion as sacrificii partici-
patio," and St. Cyprian of "sacrificiurn" "sacrificium 
ominicum, " celebraresacrificium," or simply " celebrare," 

and " hostia domMica." 
How then can the common accusation of Anglicans be 

maintained, that in the early centuries there is no trace that 
the Emharia was held to be a sacrifice any proper .nse 
Rather it is for them, who ha. dropped the word sacrifice 
as applied to the Holy Eucharist (in spite of what their 
Archbishops wrote to Pope Leo X111) to explain their 
innovation. Since the world began there has been mention 
of Sacrifice. In the East, M Greece, in Rome v. find 
Sacrifices, and the history of the Hebrews teems with 
references to Sacrifices. How strange then for Religions, 
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that stand by the Bible and the Bible alone, to be the 
solitary examples of Religions without a Sacrifice, To say 
that the Sacrifice of the Cross complemd all Sacrifice s, and 
did away with any necessity for a future Sacrifice is no 
answer. Where is the divne the biblical or apostolic 
authority ( uch o Is the prophecy of 
Malachy made void "in every place there is Sacrifice and 
there is offered to My Name a clean oblation, for My Name 
is great among the Gentiles"? 

The Council of Trent gives the Catholic view of the 
Sacrifice of the Marc. " Our Lord, Jesus Christ, was ordained 
by God as a priest, according to the order of Melchisedech, 
to bring to perfection what was wanting to the ancient 
Testament. Accordingly He wrought our Redemtion once 
for all by the Cross. But because HissPriesthoopd was to 
continue for ever, and in order to leave to His beloved 
spouse, the Church, a visible sacrifice, by which the Bloody 
Sacrifice of the Cross might be represented, and the memory 
thereof kept up till the end of time; in order morcovek that 
its saving efficacy might be applied to the remission of our
daily sins, He, on the night before He suffered, offered His 
Body and Blood, under the species of bread and wine, to 
God the Father, and commanded His Apostles and the 
successom to offer as He Himself had done . . . . This is 
that clean oblation predicted by Malachy, and not obscurely 
referred to by St. Paul in the phrase "the table of the 
Lord." Hence the Maw is defined to be 4) a true and proper 
& orifice 3 (s) not merely a Sacrifice, praise and thanksgiving, 
or a bare commemoration of the Sacrifice of Calvary; (3) but 
a propitiatory Sacrifice, which may be offered for the living 
and thedead,for sin,punishmentaatisfactionandother needs." 

It is of the utmost to  and in  venerating 
the Mae,. we do, as the real, true Sacrifice of theBody and 
Blood of Christ, to trace out for ourselves iw development 
from We simple gathering when on the first day of the 
eveek. they assembled to break Bread " to the prescribed and 
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ceremonial celebration of the Maas of the present day. The 
breaking of bread was the ceremonial. ministry, liturgy from 
the earliest time. Various names were given to Me 
Euchari.ic ite—Synaxis, collet ta or assembly ; solemnia 
the sacrifice r 3 the oblation. But for sixteen hundred years 
the Greeks have called it "Liturgic,.. and We Latins 
aliwa" or the Mass. Look hack to the earliest days, 

and there was an altar, pontiff, priests, a victim, who 
was the Lamb of God, lights, incense, relics of the Saints 
under the altar, hymns of praise, Wanks and adoration. We 
find in the Didache of the Apostles, "On the Lord's day, 
assembling togethek break bread and perform The Eucharist, 
after you have confessed your sins, Wat your Sacrifice may 
be pure." From St. Justin Martyr we have this description 
of a prim, Mass. The assembly takes place on We 

. Sun,: We writings of We Prophets and Apostles are read 
We President gives an earnest exhortation; then all rise and 

• pray. Bread and wine and water are brought forth, and the 
President says solemn prayers and Eucharists and the people 
answer Amen ; and then the distribution and Communion, 
the things "Eucharistised" is made. 

As time went on and freedom of worship was allowed and 
churches were built, with a convenience for ceremony, it was 
but natural that the Liturgy should develop and vary. But 
whatever the differences, the resemblance of the East and 
West and of their varying rites is much more striking than 
their divergencies. In all, besides the preparatory prayers 
and readings, we have the preface, Sanctus, mcital of the Insti-
tution, intercession, rnememo, invoca.tion, Pater Nas, 
breaking of the Host, Com ion, thanksgiving and dis- 

munmissal. The ordinary of the Mass was, in its essential 
features, the same in the Gregorian sacrament, as in the 
writings of Innocent I, Celestine and Leo the Great ; " the 
eame indeed as we ha, it now in the Roman Miwal—a 
service hook which represents the Gregor . sacramentary 
better than any codex now surviving." 
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There are non-Catholics to be met with who seriously 
believe that Latin is the language of the Church simply to 
hoodwink the ignorant. They are quite amazed when it 
is shown them that the Latin and the English translation 
are side by side in prayer books fm the use of the laity. 
The Bishop thus vindicates the use of the Latin language. 
"To anyone who looks calmly at this ounti., it will 
appear evident that the use of one umhanging and mi-

versal language in the Liturgy wm a moral necessity, if 

there was such a thing as one miversal Church The 
forms and prayers of the Linn,/ are intimately connected 
with the faith. Had the Church from Me beginning 
adopted the principle of a vernacular Liturgy for each 
nation or people, one of two things would, by this time, 
have happened in every case; either the original liturgical 
forms would be as obsolete and difficult for the people to 
follow as the English of Alfred or the French of the early 
Normans, or else there would have had to be alterations and 
adaptations in every century. Now it would have been 
morally impossible thus to keep the liturgical prayers on
level with the changing and developing languages of the 
peoples of Europe. The task would have been too vast, and 
too hard to organise. Misunderstanding, heterodoxy,herny, 
arising from the incompetence or the wilfulness of transsstors 
and adaptators, wouldhave taxed the vigilan.of theChurch's 
p.mn to such an extent that disaster would only have been 
averted by a standing miracle. The spirit of nationalism, 
which must always bet  one of the dangers against which the 
one universal Church has to °omend, would have found, in 
the manipulation ofa vernacular liturgy, endless opportunities 
for loosening the bonds of unity. As it is, the Latin unites 
the Western Church together in one Catholic body with a 
union which is that of a family or household. Every Cath-
olic is at home in busty Catholic Church of the world. 
Moreover, the Latin keeps the whole Church in union with 
the See of Rome, the sour. and principle of Catholic unity." 
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We proceed now to consider the fruits and effects of the 
Mass. "The sacrifice of Calvary, which could, and did in a 
sense, wash away the sins of the whole human race, does not 
affect any individual soul, unless smh individual in some 
waY applies dot precious ran.r. Such application can 
only be made by a movemem of the reason and the will ; 
and by Christ's order, there must in many cases be submission 
to an ordinance. Naman is saved in spite of himself or 
without his own co-operation—a co-operation which, how-
ever, is also an effect of divine grace. It is Mos with the 
Mash Its fruits and effects are limited by the will of Christ, 
and by the conditions of the human souls for which it has 
been instituted." And when our Lord instituted the Holy 
Eucharist, He ordered it to be perpetuated. Then, as He is 
Print lo. ever, wherever and whenever the Mass is cele-
brated, Jesus Christ ss present by His institution, delegation, 
commission and concurrence with Me sacrificial acts of the 
priest The priest ss a real priest, though subordinate, and 
commissioned by a higher priest. The priest is essential tn 
the Alms: his intention, words and acts. No unwonbiness or 
sinfulness on the part of the print can vitia the essential 
completeness and holiness of the Masa The priest's power 
is real, for on. ordained, d cannot be taken from him. 

And the Church, hm ss the faithful, takes part in Me 
offering of the Mass. For, in the Can  the oblation is made 
by ',meta familia Tua"—" plebs Tua sancta." the 
Mass, the Preciom Blood is poured out ago.. in order to be 
applied to the souls of men, for all the power of the Mass to 
bless and benefit is from the Sacrifice of the Cross. 

The Mass is the Sacrifice of Adoration, for its very essence 
is homage to Almighty God. It is also a Sacrifice of TIssnks. 
giving—as the name Eucharist expresses, hut it is not merely 
an offering of Thanksgiving. This is mpressly condemned 
by the Council of Trent, and this condemnation was neces-
sitated by the attitude of the ReNrmers, an attitude still 
maintained by the majoriry of Protestants. We assert, that 
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the Mass is also a Sacrifice of Propitiation—the means of 
appeasing the anger A God against sinners. Certainly all 
propitiation, satisfaction and impetration flows from the 
Crossof Christ, and the efficacy of the Mass proceeds from 
this. In and by the Mass this saving power of the Cross 
is applied to our Dols'  s the Council of Trent. Against 
this is the protest of Protestantism. The Blood A Christ, 
we are told, has done everything: there is nothing left 
for man to do, nay more, it is blasphemy to attempt to do 
anything. 

But how can anyone hold this? For if so, every one is 
saved: and it is no matter what ma.nner A sinful I de he 
eads. A compromi. is necessitated. They own that one 

has to accept salvation and adhere to Chrisi and this com-
promise gives the whole situation away! This acceptance 
and adherencm—what are they but the seeking and accepting 
the application of the Redemption of Christ to the soul of 
man —which is the Catholic doctrine and none other. AB 
the efficacy of the Mass, as has been said, comes from the 
Sacrifice of the Cross, and it operates by " causing us to 
approach in contrition and repemance unto God, and so 
obmin mere y and find grace is seasonable red  for 
by re God is appeased and rendered propitious to
Council of of Trent. 

And it is in this way that the Mass is a true Sacrifice of 
Propitiation, as the Catholic faith maMtains. Moreover, as 
Me Mass is Mimed not only by the priest but by the Church, 
so it propmaNs the Almighty towards all the children 
A the Church,—for both the living and the dead A P 
the means of pardon and mercy In each ones case, 
however, the efficacy of Me Mass depends upon the &- 
position of the soul. "Our Heavenly Father makes man's 
own exertion a condition of His interference." And as to 
the souls in Purgatory " it would seem to be Christ's Will 
that His own all-powerful Sacrifice, the Mass, should really 
be applied to His realm of Purgadory by the goodwill of 

• 
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His servants here below. Man inure move, must celebrate, 
must make some sel,denying exertion, must purify and 
Mt up his 0 Wn heart, before the Mass can refresh the 

suffering souls. The devotion of men is a condition of the 
acceptance of the Massfor the Holy Souls." 

Attendance at Mass is especially an advantage and a 
blessing, as we see in the Liturgy that those present are 
specially mentioned and prayed for. And it stands to 

reason. For if ever a servant of God worships fruitfully, 
or gives thanks worthily, or is likely to obtain grace and 

pardon, it is at Mar propitious moment. If ever Calvary is 

renewed, and the privilege of standing beneath the Cross 
returns to men, it is then—when, as the Church says, " the 
vvork of our salvation is done every time," that is, the 
abundant (suits of the Comas arc poured upon

Not only is Christ our Lord offered in the Mass, ho His 
Real P555C1IC5 permanently re maMs in the Holy Eucharist. 
This explains the costliness a. grandeur of church and 
altar, the splendour of ritual, the sanctuary lamp, the hush of 
devotion, the constant visits of the faithful. But enquiringg 
mInds find that this was not always so. And naturally. 
Development is Me law of nature, and surely it might be 
expected in this—the memorial of His wonderful works. 

The want of cultus or ceremonial is no proof of the want' 

of faith in the Real Presence. We find that from the 

beginning divine worship was paid to the Blessed Eucharist. 

Origen uses words equivalent to " adoration." St. Arab se 
gives most distinct testimony " .ore still the flak of 

our Redemption, and we adore it in the mysteries which He 

has instituted, and which are celebrated every day upon our 
altars." St. Augustine likewise, No one is the flesh of 

Jesus Christ without having first adored it, and far from 

Sinning in thus adoring, it would be a sin not to adore." 
"Adore and communicate," exclaims St. John Chrysostom. 
There was not ranch opening for cultus and outward worship 

in the days. persecution, whensecrecy had to be maintained, 
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and every Christian carried his Mein his hand. As theBishop 
rites—,  When the 'history ' of the Blessed Sacra.ment comes 

to be fully written out, it will be seen how through successive 
epochs its glories have risen higher and higher over the world 
of Faith. For the first hundred years of Christianity. the Body 
of the Lord was, before all things, the bond of Christian unity 
and the great symbol of the one and only Church. From 
thence till the end A the persecutions it was in addition, 
the recognised sous. A strength and courage in persecution 
and difficulty,whereby the martyrs MstoPhed, Ms sarffesssrs 
stood firm in the faith, the virgins rose above the world, and 
the whole Church withstood the attacks of the devil. From 
about A.. 5.0 to r000, the Roman See perfected and 

used her Eucharistic Liturgy on the We.. Nothing was 
lost or dropped of sacramental truth or spiritual significance, 
as the Church had inherited them from the Up, Chamber 
or the Catacombs but now A. Eucharistic Liturgy, which 
had already taken shape in great centres like Antioch and 
Alexandria, began to spread over Europe, establishing itself 
in the cathedrals and parish churches which by degrees 
covBred the land, august in its uniformity, attracting the 
popuIations round its altars, dominating ciAl and even 
political life, and equally effective and impressive whether 
it was celebrated by a single minister or with all the aids 
and resources of Church and State. With the Carlovingian 
renaissance came a stirring up of Eucharistic question 
and answer, amidst which the Church spoke with her finn 
and irrepressible voice. Between Charlemagne and the 
Council of Vienne (1,11), after the re.staternem of the do, 
trine of the Real Presence in Me terms of TransubstaAiation, 
the outward pomp ..d glory of Me Blessed Sacrament 
became maMed by the solemn elevation in the Mass, by 
processions, by the public carrying of the Host to the dying, 
and by the institution of Me fe.t and office of Corpus Christi. 
Three centuries later after Me touching, emphatic and 
splendid utterames A the Council of Trent, we find the 
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Blessed Sacrament exposed upon the altars of the Church, in 
Rome and Al through Christendom, from year's end to year, 
end, virtually with  Mtennission. Between Moo and Aoo 
WaS established the modem doctrine A frequent and daily 
Communion; that is to say, Me doctrine that although the 
Holy Eucharist is the true Body and Blood, Soul and Divinity 
of Christ, ever glorious, adorable and terrible, yet it is His 
wiII that men should approach to the Communion of that 
sacred Presence, nm only often, but even daily,. increaae in 
grace and Divine love and to be healed of their passions 
and sins. It has chiefly been by the devotion to the Sacred 
Heart Mat this Catholic view, never lost sight A by the 
Church, but often imes obscured, has been made . clear . 
the day. The love and honour of the Sacred Haan means, 
above everything else, the tender remembrance of the mercies 
A Jesus Christ—of which the Mier is the Holy Sacrament A 
Me Altar. The present epoch is the epoch of frequent and 
fervent Communion" 

Where can we more fittingly close the book t And as 
we close it, the picture of the author rises before us—the 
indefatigable student still, in spite of Ms threescore years 
and ten, and thirty-four years a Bishop. The remembrance 
of this makes us doubly grateful for the fruit of his labours. 
Surely every priest, and earnest Catholic layman too, will 
read and read again and master this unique and splendid 
work that the Bishop has compiled with so much rewards 
and thoroughness and piety. Every Chapter reveals that it 
h. been a labour A love er the Holy Eucharist. 

F. P. HICK, O.S.B. 



1Bonum 15a6to 4rtirOcem. 
(St. Ambrose) 

Tam day is ending, and the hells 
Ring songs of peace uross the town: 

I know one little heart no peace 
Will  visit as the night comes down. 

No peace: but fear of coming ill 
All 

ho the 
nigt small space fo rat will 

Each  grieves morer bit tertY 
leave

Thinking how those he loves will grieve_ 

nil this blow should fail on him 
I know 'tis all unmerited 

He told me to  in my face 
I hold for truth each word he said. 

.His fate is in the bands of two. 
A servant grown a tyrant one, 

And one that saith, Do Mos and hen, 
And as he said,, so is it done. 

The angered steward, trusted long, 
hay hatch against thee what he will; 

The easy lord, Mat knows thee not, 
Nay doom thee, child, nor dream of ill. 

H thoughtless power could crush thee so 
Swayed by a hireling's secret spite—

Leave the glad toiler of the mom 
mined hopeless heart at night, 

If all My future joy or woe 
Were in their hands, to hold or give, 
this were all, nay gentle child, 
I think it were not well to live. 

BONUM HABES AHTIFICENI. 

If chance, and spite, and blindness rule 
This is no world tor feeling hearts, 

And cursed is he that longest lives, 
And bleaud is he that first departs. 

But He that use storm and has 
To theTag., hills, aul make 

The mountain's stony barrenness 
Soften  to forest, field, and lake. 

That takes the fire storms of the sun 
And every cruel wind that blows 

From lands of snow a. ice, to form 
A richer hue upon the rose. 

He shapes thee too to nobler life 
With storms that shake by spirit through; 

He carves Mee by he Moughtless deeds 
Of men that known ot what they do 

And thou gown strong, in far og time, 
Wilt blest Hint that He carved with skill, 

And ordy wish thou hadst not cursed 
The uncouth tool Mat did His will. 

,85 
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A JOORN ST to Rome reminds one of Nathaniel Hawthorne, 

dream of a nineteenth century Pilgrim, Progress, where a 
booking office is substituted for the wickehgate and a. paste 
board through-ticket for the parchment roll, where a viaduct 
has been constructed over the Slough of Despond, and a 
tunnel bored through the Hill of Difficulty, and Apollyon 
has been degraded to the s

r
 of engine-driver. The 

pleasant difficulties that once exsted have been smoothed 
way, and most of the romane of the journey is gone with 

them; it is no longer travel ; i r is, as Mr. Cook rightly names 
it, an excursion. There:s nothing of the pilgrim, progress 
about it now. The incidems of the road are mostly such as 
one may meet with on any other railway or steam-boat 
journey. The differenc. one notes are merely variations of 
PhYsiegno, t Me landscape, trains coal-smoke, officials, 
bookstalls, refreshment-rooms, telegraph posts, bowler-hat, 
blouses and bonnets are alternately French, Swiss and 
Italian: it is the one melody played to us on a French horn, 
a Swim musical box and. Italian hurdy-gurdy. The poetry 
of travel is outside the experience of the modern excursionist. 
A little of the Savour may be discernible but it is disguised, 
oh rather, it has lost its distinction and effervescence. One 
is refreshed by it without feeling inspired or exhilarated. It 
is like drinking champagne and water. 

When the present writer started from England last Spring, 
he had visions of a rapid transit from April rains and cold 
and fog into a summer of blue skies, sunshine and fragrant 
blossom, But he found it April yet in France when he got 
there, and April again M Rome at his journey's end. There 
were, however mme exceptional moments during the long 
and not at all wearisome ride—with a windowmeat and a 
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field-glass one can always keep oneself interested in estrange 
country. One was during the slow climb up the Mont Cenis 
pass at midnight, —a never to be forgotten glimpse of moon-
lit snow-clad mounmim,—the Alps in a queenly robe of 
black velvet and ° whiM se ' mystic wonderful" a 
second was the frosty sunrise on the southern slopes, deepen 
ing into gold as we slipped between grey mountain sides 
through dishevelled red-tiled villages, smnmd with wood-
fires, into the Lombard plain; another was a view of the 
city, so-called of palaces—we had no sight of them—Genoa, 
the superb, in a mmmer sunshine its houses with every 
window open and the washMg hung out to dry, tall and 
ntidy, but set in gardens of hot-house Howers and tropical 

shrubs lastly, the Campagna, some twenty miles of desola-
tion, with its stagnant pools and mane herbage quite m 
depressing and not unlike a vast used-up brickfield. 

I think this first view of the Campagna, on a cold, damp 
April evening, when decidedly tired after so long a sit in the 
train, is responsibh for the gloomy impression theyuins of 
Pagan Rome made upon me whenever I met with them and 
they are everywhere—in Rome. I did not find them full of 
poetry or very lovely— even when artistically of highest 

There 
did they mggest pleasant thoughts of the past. 

There was something of the charnel-home about them; 
they had the melancholy of wreckage—human wreckage—
and not the placid comfortable decency of ruins, Perhaps 
tne newness of the extensive excavations, wits the soil 

slily turned over, suggestive of rempcned grave, had mu. 
to do this impression, and perhaps, a., the cleaning 
down of the greater remains. like the Coliseum, the removal 
from them of all Me moss, grass, flowers and creepers which 
make old walls fit things to live with, helped to give the 
greyer stones the look of bleached bones, such as strew the 
cara.van routes in the desert. But the fact s Mat, in Rome, 
especially in its open spec within and without the walls, 

• I was haumed m with the presence of decayed mortality, 
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and this more vividly in the streets and in the fields than in 
the gloomy catacombs themselves. 

The question, therefore, which constantly presented itself 
to me was similar to that put. to the jury at a coroner's 
inquest. Who or what wm the cause of the death of a 
great past—of the city which was once istrm of the 

orld, Christianity could not have been. It overthrew the 
idols and broke up some statues: but, generally, it adopted 
the things it found existing and changed and adapted 
them to new uses. Indeed its hardest oritics have been wont 
to complain that it preserved too mmh of the Paganism 
it upplanted. It has kept the old Roman tongue alive to 
the present day. The fashion of the old Roman garments 
may be studied in therobes of its mini . Tracer of 
Roman customs may be discerned in its ritual.sters They were 
not Christian hands which broke the arches of the aqueducts 
and set fire to the houses of the city. Christianity took 
possession of a Rome already stricken unto death and built. 

new Rome upon Me half-cover. grave. It brought with it 
life and not dmtruction. xvhom, then, or on what, should 
the blame fall for this ruin of a civilization and its creations, 
so wonderful and majestic and perfect that, pagan as it all 
was, the desecraticm should be accounted a crime that can 
never be forgiven? 

Senile decay,. the firet place then the barbarians; after-
wards Time so say the historians. As Rome grew rich it 
grew uxurious; m it gmw luxurious it lost its manliness and 
energy ; when it grew soft and enervated it became the prey 
A the barbarians: Time did the rest. A lucid anstver and 
wholly satisfactory, almost self-evident, to the moralist who 
views Rome from afar off. When actually in Rome one has 
doubts. The noblest architecture, painting, potMry, sculp-
ture, a. metal work belong to the Imperial epoch, when, 
through the luxurious habits of the Emperor and his nobility, 
making rapidly through the different strata of society, the 
whole people ought to have been corrupt and degenerate. 
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'We find one great of intelligence and magnitude 
after another awribed towork 

the 
which we have been taught 

to associate only with the gratification of sensual and sense-
less desires. Nero, who fiddled while Rome was thing, 
was the greatest builder the world has ever seen, Tihuberius 
has left rernaim of works unsurpamed in beauty and skill. 

Domitian and Diocletian are names one mentions 
with respect when walking the museums or viewing the 
sights of Rome. Roman civilimtion smuts to have only 
just reached its meridian when we should have expected 
to see it low down in its decline. The light reflected from 
the Coliseum and the Palace of the Cmsars cannot be de-
cribed as a sunset glory its the full splendour of Roman 

genius. Up to the defeat of Maxentius there tvas no 
apparent falling off in Rom o.n talent and energy. Then 
there came a change; and one begins to mspect that, in 
some way, Constantine the Great tnay be to blame for

Con staMine was a great soldier, a great ruler and a great 
-Christian. For his devotion to the Church a. his exaltaon 
of Christianity the world owm him its unending gratitude. 
But he was not a Roman, and he fail. to assimilate the 
Roman tradition. When I first ked at the three huge 
apses of the basilica called by bin name, remnants of a 
building as noble in conception and in execution as anything 
built by his predecessors—the rounded roofs are in solid 
cement, prototypes of Mr. Bentley's domes in Westminster 
Cathedral—I took the Christian Emperor A have been at 
least the equal of Me pagans gone before hint but this view 
had to be relinquished; the great Church was conceived a. 
begun and perhaps completed by Me tyrant Maxentim, and 
Constantine did little or nothing more tO it than adopt it 
and dedicate it to Christian worship. The arch of Commit-
tine strikes one as the most beautiful example in the city; 
but again one learns, almost with pain, that what we admire 
about it is stolen , all that is admirable its ornament 
and sculpture is pagan , and not merely a copy or plagiarism 
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of pagan work, but the actual work itself stripped from an 

arch erected by Trajan. One meets with a few hits of Neel-

lent ante-papal Christian sculpture here and there, and is 

pleased to find that not everything one can praise as of 

intelligent and finished workmanship is pagan but here 

again the guide-hooks inform that, because A its quality, 

it may be confidently ascribed to an earlier date than 

Constantine. With the Victory of Constantine everything 
great and artistic in Rome came suddenly to an end. It is 

really as though after Maxentius there had come a deluge. 
Constantine deemed Rome and built a rival city of his 

own, and this, as it seems to me, indicates how and when 

the decline of Rome came also.. The Emperor could not 

have loved Ronm or he would not have forsaken her. She 

t his mother ; he was no son or,. best, a stepson. 

Rivalry with another capital would not have hurt Rome: 

the dertion of its master killed her. She was no longer 

the Sovereign Mists  to whom erory one had sworn homage 

and devotion. Wherever her sons had gone they had carried 
with,. their Roman Nag. and methods. With them 

there were only two ways of doing anything, the Roman 

way and the wrong way. If Balbus built a wall, he would 

only build it after the Roman fashion. A Roman camp 

constructed on a Vorkshirc moor would differ in 

particular from one in Syria. Not only Roman houses and 

temples and inscriptions, but Roman bricks and cement, 

Roman swords, pottery, tiles, pavements ndmron roads are 

as e.ily identified by their workmanship . though they 

had been stamped and labelled by decree of the Senate. 

But Constantine, who seems to have had no particular 

respect for Rome and its ways and traditions, brought with 

him, if not exactly new methods and new traditions, at least 

the idea that the old established things, and even Rome 

itself, could be improved up.. The secret of Roman 

excellence had been its belief in itself. When this self-

assurance was shaken, its arts and trades, its schools, its 
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ambitious ideals, its victorious energies, began at once to 
degenerate and decay. Then when the Emperor divorced 
himself from the Empress city, she lost the remainder of her 
self-respect, and with the loss her genius took flight and left 
her desolate. She grew old in a day,—old and outworn, 
sinking fast into second childhood. Her day was done. 
But a successor, who would revive her memory and rival her 
prestige, was already born, and baptised with the old name 
into a new creed. This w. the Rome of the Popes. 

When I had seen with my own eyes the classic ruins so 
familiar to everyone from eft  and photographs, I 
had to revise my impreNion of their dimensions. I Mond 
them from four to ten and even twenty times as  as 
I had been led to think them. This fam made me methink a 
little better, or a little tem harshly, of the barbarians who am 
said to have wholly destroyed Rome in the days after 
Constantine. Hid not believe they could ha.ve.complished 
its ruin if th had tried their best To destroy the ancient 
public buildiney gs of the city in any adequate manner was so 
nearly impossible to them, with the time and mea.ns at their
disposal, that their supposed destruction should be either
described as a marvellous engineering feat or pm down as 
gross exaggeration. The spindle-legged arches, that, in old 
engravings, hop lightly across the marshy Campagna to the 
Alban hills, have piers of such thickness that one could 
dig out a decent cabin in many of them. When, therefore, 
we read that Vitiges, Goth, in his raid, destroyed the 
aqueducts—there were fourteen of them, great and small—
we can only suppose that he broke down a few yards of 
each ro cut off the water-supply from the beleaguered 
city. When, again, we read that Robert Guisard and his 
Normans "burnt the city from the Amonine column to the 
Elamiroan gate and from the Las enan to the Capitol; they 
ruined the Capitol and the Coliseum and mid waste the 
whole of the Esquiline," we should do wisely to reckon asp 
the cost of the damage in pence instead of pounds. The 
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Northmen coulthand no doubt did,do s. deal of burning, but 

their fires will have made little impression on walls from 

ten to fony feet thick. They destroyed the lesser houses and 

put the great public buildings out of use and that is all. 

Anv more thorough destruction was beyond their power. 

To tell off a couple of hundred soMiers, furMrsed with 

spears and swords a.nd axes, even if they had also cata-
pults,. and a siege train, to ruin the Coliseum effectively 
would be to semence them to months, if not years, of hard 
labour. This is not xaggeration. Without explosives the 
work could only be done by quarrying. One has to 
remember that the later Roman construction is incompar-

able in its massiveness and durability. The walls of the 
mausoleum of Hadrian, now the castle of St. Angelo, built 
merely as a sepulchre, are thicker and stronger than those 
of any nrsdimval keep I have ever seen. We may gladly give 
the barbarians credit for doing all the mischief they could; 
but the sum of it, when all was done and Rome was quiet 
again, wm such that it might easily have been repaired. 
There ivas not, in thosemes, the same difference beween 
the task of building up and pulling down there snow; they 
were not days when blasting and levelling had been ele-
vated into a science; men pulled down as they built up with 
their hands. A few years spent in restoration would have 
made good the work of a like number of months spent 
in destruction. As a fact of history, there wag enough 
of these ruined and destroyed buildings, still left for them to 
serve usefully some centuries later as strongholds; and we 
mad A the Frangipanis using the Coliseum m a for  the 
theatre of Pompey held by the Orsini, the Mausoleum of 
Augustus and the Baths of Constantine by the Colonm, 
the Tomb of Cecilia Merolla by the Savellis, the Capitol by 
the Corsis, the Quirinal by the Contis and the Pantheon, 
S. 1111361 turribus, by the soldiers of the Pope, the tomb 
of Hadrian is still a castle. There can be no doubt that if 
there had been anything of the old Roman spirit Aft the 
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ancient city would never have fallen into min. But Rome 
ivas no longer venerated as the Ernpmes Mother , it was just 
a place ro be born in and to live in ; its inhabitants were 
burghers and not Roman citizens in the ansie. meaning 
of the word. The clmsic monuments were of ...hie and 
interest to them only in so far as they could be turned 
to account. One aqueduct out of the eleven had come 
through the wars without hut; the Romans sat down 
contentedly and made shift with it. It was the selfish 
apathy resulting from the dethronement of the Roman 
Imperial ideal that should be blamed for the destruction of 
Anciem Rome. Naturally, its culture and civilization dis-
appeared first, they made of more subtle and delicate 
muff. Then materialwere Rome was given over bodily to the 
remormless, cankerous tooth of old Titne—" cormorant, 
devouring Time" to whom everything neglected and cast 
aside, however ram and beautiful, is garbage—that he 
might reduce if, at his convenience, to a dust heap. 

This was the law also of the Campagna. Once it was 
literally the garden of Italy. A had cities and Armsteads 
and palaces—the ruins of some of which. like Hadrian's villa, 
have been a mine of rarest artistic treasure—and was as rich 
and prosperous as the plains of Lombardy. Now, as one is 
borne throughthecouMry between Rom and theca, the land 
on both sides is men to be a great melancholy waste, only 

step removed from a desert. How has this corm to pass t 
The answex as I think, is that the causes which brought ruin 
to Rome brought also its present desolation to irs environs. 

Onceagain let us absolve the much-abused barbarins 
from a great part of their supposed share in this mischiaef. 
They depopulated the country; war does that in  , 
but why should it not have recovered from the injury It 
is not enough to tell us that uninhabited the place became 
uninhabitable, or say it festered like an untended 
sore. Why should itto have remained uninlobited and how 
did it become a sore Land usually takes little hurt by 
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laying fallow for a few years, .d it does not necemarily 'or 

naturally become unhealthy because fewer people live on. it. 

The historic fact is that gradually, very gradually, the 

malaria of the Campagna increased and the number of its 

inhabitats decreased in proportion. The desertion A the 

country ratvas the consequence and not the cause of its 

unhealthiness. In classic days there had been pestilence and 

famines, but they were epidemics such as make their appear-

ance verywhere. There had been some malatia also, but 

not enough to frighten people away. We are told of a 

temple, outside Me walls of Rome, dedicated to the god or 

goddess of Fever,—a proof that Me environs of Rome were not 

absolutely wholesome; but the ruins of it are probably older 

than Hadrian's villa and the palmy days of the Campagna. 

The population—about two and a half millions—had greatly 

decreased in the days of Constantine, but the dwellers in 

Rome had lessened in proportion. So exactly were the min 

of the city and of the Campagna contemporaneous, so nearly 

did they keep step in their march to destruction, that it 

can hardly be doubted the twin mischief had one and the 
same origin. 

The Rom. Campagna is an alluvial deposit, with some 

low hills of tufa, a soft brown rock made up of sand and 

volcaroc ash, showing in some placesabove its surface. 

Some beds of gravel and sand, with sea shells, on the 

Tray re bank of the Tiber indicate that the site of dm 

Vatican and St. Peter's was once the littoral of Me 

Mediterranean. Hence the Campagna is a delta formed by 

the mud carried down from the mountains by the Tiber and 

Miss and some lesser streams. As late as the Imperial epoch 
these were marshes and lagoons—the Campus Martins, 

where the Coliseum stands, was a lake drained and filled 
up by Nero—and Me country, as a whole, may he compared 

with the delta of the Rhone between Avignon and the ea. 
The history of this latter is very much the same as that of 

the Campagna. In Roman Imcerial days it was rich and 
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(cr. and a portion of it, the Camargue,about ar0000 acres 
of alluvial land, was known . " the granary of Me Roman 
army." With • the decline of Rome it became, like the 
Campagna, desert, inhospitable, malarial.. But a little of 
it has now been reclaimed and them is good hope. for the 
rest of it. The story is told in the Rev. S. Baring Gould's 
In Troubadour Land, and from it those interested in the 
Campagna may learn a parable. 

The two great plains fommd by the deltas of the Rhone 
and its tributar , the Durance, says this writer are called the 
great and little Crams. Of the Great Cr. Strabo says: 
"Between Marseilles and the mouth of the Rhone, at about 
a hundred stadia from the sea, is a plain, circular in form, 
and a hundred stadia in diameter to which a singular 
circumstance obtained for it Me name of the Field of 
Pebbles. It is, in fact, covered with pebbles as big . the 
fist, among which grass grows in sufficient abundance to 
pasture herds of oxen." This is the .cient description
for the modern one. "This desert, a little Sahara in Europe, 
occupies 3roroo acres. 'It is compmed entirely of shingle,' 
says Anhui Young, 'being so uniform a mass of round 
stones, some to the size of a man's head, but of all sizes less, 
that the newly thrown up shingle A a seashore is hardly 
less free from soil{ beneath these surface stones is not m 
much a sand as a cemented rubble, with a small admixture 
of loam. Vegetation is rare and miserable, some of the 
absinthium and lavender so low and poor as srorcely to be 
recognised, and two or three miserable grasses, with tenturea 
calycitropes and solstitialis, were the principal plants I caould 
find.'" The "grass insufficient abundance to pasture herds A 
oxen" has vanished, but now says the writer, this desert is 
" undergoing gradual but sure transformation. This is  due 
to a gentleman A Provence, named Adam de Craponne, 
loom in vya5 at Salon, who conceived the at A bringing 
some of the waters of the Durance through the gap, where 
somvol its overspill had flowed in the dirovial epoch, by a 
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canal, into the Great Crau, so that it might deposit its rich 
alluvium over the desert of stone. He spent his life and 
entire form, in carrying out hR s,eme, and it is due to 
this that year by year the barren desert shrinks, and culti-
vation advances. There are to-day other canals, those of 
Les Alpin,. of Langdale a. d'Istres, besides that of 
Craponne, that assist in Fertilising thenmte. Wherever the 
water reaches, the ,i1 is covered with treeswith pastureland, 
with fields of ,rn ; and in another century probably the 
sterility of the Cr. will have been completely conquered,' 

With this story before us, it is impossible to doubt that 
the other plain of the Rhone delta, the Camargue, by 
nature lending itself more readily to cultivation, can also be 
reclaimed and will one day be brought hack again to the 
condition it was in whilst a Roman province. It is only a. 
question of the imelligent and right use of the river—the 
running waters a, the rich loam brought down by them 
from the moumains. If, by means of small canals and the 
like, all stagnant pools, marshes and lagoons are given free 
communication with the river or the sea, they will be no 
longer e..e mos les, as the French call them, and no longer 
scientifically arranged nurxries fo,the incubation of the 
pest-carrying mosgmto. If, at the same time, the vraters of 
these canals am permitted to topsdress the fields with. the 
fertilising mud they hold in suspension, during the wter 
and spring floods, these deserts ,Il become as valuable as 
the delta of the Nile. Treated in this way, the Great Crau 
will again pasture its herds of oxen, and Me Laths Crau 
supply grain enough ,r an army. And treated in this way. 
the Roman Campagna may once again become Me garden 
of Italy. 

Modern Romans have much to leam from their great 
rogenitors. And above all they have to lea m not to 

content themselves with makeshifts. It was this which 
brought the Campagna to its present desolation The 
aqueducts which helped in the irrigation of the plain were 
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left unmended; the people managed to get on ,tho. 
them. The old canals and ditches became silted up it 
was nobody's business to look after them and they were 
left to become breeding places of malarial fever. When 
inundat .rue—as they must have done with the old 

ionssystem of irrigation ruined—the people-protected themselves 
by banking out the waters from the land. Who that looks 
upon Me yellow waters of "the troubled Tiber chafing with 
hes shores"—my , hpenion compared them to Pea-soup—
does not see that a kingdom's wealth is being heedlessly 
swept into the Mediterranean? Louis XIV. spent some 
millions of pounds the Rhone delta lst P. m.,. the 
land from the incursions of Mc waters of the river and the 
sea, and since then, by an anneal outlay of five thousand 
pounds, the Camargue has been succeufully kept in a state 
of pestilential sterility. The Italians have not spent so 
much over their Campagna, by a great deal, but they have ' 
been nearly as successful in the result. However, the 
French realise what should be clone and have begun to do 

Italian• energy and iMelligence, , to the present 
moment, has not reached further than the planting of some 
blue gam trees. 

The contact with a dead and buried civilization which 
one feels in Rome is a wholesome corrective of our modern 
conceit ,and self-complacency. We do not find ourselves 
thinking of the wonderment of Julius Caesar if he were 
per (test to to earth and inspect our Maxims and 
Mamma and battleships and airships, or of Cicero if he 
ceuld hear the mimicry of his own declamations in Me 
phonograph or of Augustus if rung up by Pontius Pilate 
on the telephone. We find ourselves, on the contrary, 
thinking, M spite of the accumulated treasures of thought 
and experience in our libraries and the triumphs of our 
mechanical ingenuity, how small we people of the present 
day are when compared with the men, old. With fewerap-
pliances and advantages they did greater sad nobler work, 
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Can we my that, in intellectual vigour and robust energy, 
the modern Italian compares A all favourably with his 
Roman ancestor? Flow does the study A these great 
civilisations of Me past bear out the theoryof evolution ? 
Is it the law of the survival of the fittest which has produced 
in Babylonia and Assyria and Egypt and Greece and Crete 
and Italy its present peoples? I think not. On the 
contrary, the sight of the mans of Rome brought often to 

ci mind the words of the book A Genesis describing the 
vilizationc  blotted out by the flood "Now giants we 

upon Me earth in those days . . . And 
re 

they brought forth 
children; these are the mighty men of old, men of renown." 



gome aloite on SarrE Ceaffic Qtri. 
THE ELGIN MARBLES. 

Turs Parthenon was built by the architects Gallic..tes 
and loin conjointly, under the command of Pericles, who 
was then the leader and able commander A Athens. 

He entrusted to Phidias the task of supervising and 
decorating this magnificent shrine of the virgin goddess 
Minerva. 

It was built of white Pentelic marble. 
The architecture was of the purest Doric. 
The temple dorned within and avithout with 

colours and gilding,was 
a 

and with sculptures which are regarded 
as the masterpieces. ancient art, of which the Panathenaic 
frieze is the most wonderful. 

This frieze was composed of slabs of marble 3 feet inches 
53high, and occupied, slab after slab, a length of , feet. 

It was placed immediately below the soffit, and received 
all its light from between the columns, and by reflection 
from the pavement below. 

This accounts for the flatness of relief. Had the figures 
been carved more boldly the shadows would have rendered 
the sculpture dark, and the upper parts would not have 
been seen. 

The subject represented the sacred processi every fifth 
year at AtheaN in honour of Minerva, the guardiann  goddess 
of the city. 

The occasion is the taking of To orrorHs, or the veil, to the 
Parthenon, which was to be suspended before the statue of 
the goddess. 

On the peplos was embroidered the battle of the gods 
and giants. The names of those .Athenians who had been 
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eminent for tary valour were also inscribed on it. There 
is an allusion to this fact in Aristo 

We wish to praise our fathers,, because they were an 
honour to the country and worthy of the peplos; in battles 
by 'land and in the ship-girt armamem, conquering on all 
occasions, theyexalted this city." 

The procession began in the outer Ceramicus and passed 
through cella. precincts of the city then having collected 

in the space between the Propylea and Parthenon, dibided 
into two columns, proceeded eastward along either side of 
the temple : then retiring to left and right met at the angles
of the Eastern front. 

In the sculptured frieze, near the high priest who receives 
the peplos, are carved the figures of the gods: Jupiter, 
Minerva, Triptolemus (who taught Attica the cultivation of 
orn), Ceres, Castor and Pollux, ..sculapius and Hygeia. 

(who has a seryent round the left arm). 
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Themrrectners of national dress is not strictN adhered to, 
althoughsome of the priestesses, Ca.nephori and heralds are 
represented in their official robes. 

Long trains of horse occur in the frieze, also the 
marshals of the processin, torch bearers, heralds, priestesses
and attendants leading t 

men
he victintsgrs sacrifice (each colony 

of Athens sent an ox). 
In the illustration A, orn,. is shown; a groom is 

sLanding at the heads of the horses, the form of the Grecian 
chariot is very noticeable. Various kinds svere used, as the 
biga, trigs, and quadriga, though the sculptures shew that 
four horses were generally used. Unfortunately this slab 
has got much 'mutilated, still by filling in the missing parts 
we get the completion of the original. 

In the illustration 13, a horseman is Meson preparing to 
mount. He holds up his left hand as a signal to the caval-
cade behind him. 

The reins and trappings of the horses were inutted in 
bronze, as the drill-holes for fastening can earsly he discerned. 

The pediments of the temple were alm adorned with 
sculpture representing mythological subjects dear to the 
heart of an Athenian. 

The Parthenon suffered much at the hands of the Turks, 
who used the marble for lime. 

Lord Elgin collected the remains of the sculptures, which 
he brought to England. 

The nation purchased the whole M thers art treasures, 
which now have a safehorne in the British Mmeum. 

Their effect on the educational art work of the present 
time is very far-reaching. 

Witxrdo Massunn. 
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Tae place is ;steed ; all its memories east 
In fair, or hallowed and heroic mould; 

The very stones tell stories of the past. 
Its walb the scaffoldings for legends old. 

The scene around reaponsive,—soil and dry, 
And city sleeping in a mystic trance, 

Still lulled by silver-throaed chimes that fly 
And, hird-Iffie, speed the hours with sweet romance. 

Oft andering, musing through the old-time streets, 
looked on blazoned door and gable quaint, 

On effigy and shrine, recalling feats 
For Flanders fame, of citizen or saint. 

At night bedecked with ;taro the town south brood. 
Reflecting in its belt of waters calm 

The mysteries of heaven's beatitude, 
With all its music sobered to a psalm. 

For steeple, dome and belfry-tower proclaim—
Each slender silhouette, each massive pile,—

One guiding thought, one effort, still the ease, 
The spheres of earth and heaven to reconcile. 

Nor flowed the waters underneath the mien 
Of hoary arch more peacefully along 

Than weeks of Autumn rythmically ran 
In reveries that Spring should turn to song. 

Mao Coot. 

gOiktES of 5oolio. 
CUSTOM. CORMS. A Treatise on Mortification. By 

the Vest. Fa. AUGUSTINE BAKER. O.S.B. Revised and 
Edited by Dom Ildephonsus Cummins, of the same 

Order and Congregation. Art and Book Company, 

Cathedral Precincts, Wotminster. Price IN. 

This little volume is a reproduction in a somewhat shorter 

and more modem fore, of the second t se of Fr. Baker's 

Sancta Sophia. In Dr. Sweeny's edition of reati .76 the original 

covers one hundred and forty hill-rized pages. It is here 

redueed to nty, partly by the omission in their entirety of 

some of the
e
less important chapters and paragraphs, and 

partly by a judicious but liberal application of the literao 

pruning knife to Fr. Baker's luxuriant phraseology. 

We must confess to a regret that the Reviser has thought 
well to omit Chapter V of Section I of the original, Of
Mortification Voluntary and Necessary,' and Chapters IV 

and V of Section Ii, 'Of Purity of Intention,' and ' The 
Order of Charity to others.' Their inclusion, it is true, 
would have added quite thirty pages to his text, but, apart 

from the direct value of their subjecomattee they are chap 

ten which forcibly illustrate One of the author's fundamental 
principles, the subordination of means to the end, a principle 
too often forgotten in the exercises alike of Mortification 
Chaeity, and Prayer. With this exception we heartily 
congratulate Dorn Cummins on the way in which he has 
executed his task, and are in the fullest sympathy with the 

end he has in view. His purRow, as he tells us in his 
Preface, is to represent Me substance of Fr. Baker's tractate 

on Mortification and much of its form . . to attempt to 

make Fr. Baker's doctrine more accessible and more intelli-

gible . . . . The book will serve its purpose sufficiently if it 
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introduces to a wider circle A readers a mysticism so solid 
and spiritual as that of Sancta Sold." 

Should this first volume meet with acceptance, the author 
proposes in a second and a third volume to treat, on similar 
lines Fu Baker's teaching on the Contemplative Life and 
the simpler forms of Prayer. We trust the encouragement 
of the public will not be wanting to so useful a work. It 
will not be questioned, by those who have had experience in 
the guidance of souls in this over-busy age and country, 
that there are amongst us, whet lter in the ecclesiastical state 
and Me more -orders of religious life, or in the oMer 
world of lay folk.active quite an appreciable number of souls who 
are called by God to the exercise of at least the lower forms 
of Contemplative Prayer, the prayer of Acts and Affections 
of the Will, or the prayer of Aspirations. To such, and 
more so to Mose have the responsibility of guiding them, 
the principles of Sande Sophia would be off incalculable 
help. A call to these walks in prayer is a call to kindred 
paths in the sphere of Mortification. The guiding principles 
in either must help, not thwart, each other. No author of 
English name hasdealt so fully or so clearly with the degrees 
of Contemplative Prayer and Mortification as Fr. Baker. 
But to say this is not to say all. If his teaching is at times 
wrapped in a certain redundancy and mistMew of language, 
characteristic of the age in which he wrote, to those who 
have risen above its obscurity it is as the illuminating and 
warming sunshine, or as the bracing of moor and moun-
tain. the spirit that quickened, the letter kilet ." 
The spirit which breathes throughout the length and breadth 
of Fr. Baker's pages is the spirit of detachment, of freedom, 
of largeness of heart, the spirit which is ready to sell all for 
the purchase of the pearl of price, Union with God. It 
inspires to loftiness of purpose and to the courageous pursuit 
of the highest ideals, but always under the saving guard of 
that lowliness of heart a. wise discretion which Fr. Baker 
drew from the Pule of his Father St. Benedict, 
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The title Custodia Corliis, which Dom Cummins has 
chosen for his work, is one suggested by more than one 
passage of the original. Fr. Baker in his chapter on 'Tran-
quility of Heart,' s in it e Compendium of the discipline 
of the soul whichem embraced under the wide-reaching 
same of Mortification. 

IN THE DEVIL'S ALLEY. By Mks Quixxxx. Art and 
Book Company. Price 3/6. 

Any book which serves to bring home to people the terrible 
evils of slum life is to he welcomed, especially it it appeals 
to the public at large by not being 3n the form ofta scientific 
treatise, oad. with statistics. Miss Quinlan's vey readable 
book deserves notice, for it pictures in a truly vivul manner 
the life of this the lowest stratum of society. There is that 
jtut mixture of pathos and humour which is well  suited to 
arome practical ryrnpathy with these unfortunates. The 
book is so good that one regrets the balance between pathos 
and humour is not preserved in the illustrations a8 in the 
text_ 

DEVOTIONS OF ST. BEDE, and other Ancient Prayers. 
Arranged by Abbot Gasquet. Washbourne, moq. 

Father Abbot President, in placing before the public the 
method of prayer followed by the Early English Saints, has 
given a help to many who find the Scriptural prayers most 
suited to their needs, yet have not time or insight to cull the 
flowers from amongst the rocks and precipicm A allegory. 
There are "bouquets " of Adoration, Praise, "Phankagiving, 
Petition, etc., and the soul can fly to one or all of the, as 
she may feel attracmd in her meditations. The method of 
prayer underlying the idea of the book harmonizes with the 
form of prayer that Fire (Mier deduced from the writings 
of the Fathers of the Desert. 
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THOMAS WILLIAM ALLIES. By MARY Asses. Burns 

and 000. rnoy. 

Along life and a sad one for its groping and struggles 

for the Ea.., im noble intellectual aspirations wedded to an 

uncongenial employment,  success not all commensurate 

with its deserts—all speak to us of many weary, painful 

Yeam. 
Thom. William Allies, as his daughter tells us n Mks 

touching tenon], was bom on Feb. rsth, x813, and died at 

the venerable age of 90 on June 00, 053. We need not 

dwell upon his early years. At the age of twenty-nine he took 

possession of his parsonage, a ripe scholar, longing for inter-

course with intellectual minds and also to win souls. 130 

launtorteffered no intellem at all. Yet this, which seemed a 

banishment, brought him to the light of faith. He says, "As 
a preparation for a courery parsonage I bought St. Augustine 

and most of the Fathers in the old Benedictine Edifion 

It was not long before discovered that nothing in the 

world tould be mom different from 'the Church of the 

Fathers• than the Established Church of England. I learned 

bit by bit the Sacramental System for myself" (p.14). Then 

because he discovered that the French clergy said Mass daily, 

he began himself a daily celebration, with closed doors, not 

even admitting his wife. Then he recognised the need of 

confeMion as the divinely appointed means of pardon for 

post-baptismal sins. The confessor he chose was Newman, 

for Newman was to him, from the first, "the Achilles of the 

City of God" (p. 461• 
And so he went on, and in October 1850, the inevitable 

step was taken. Strange to say his wife's conversion had 

pmceded his by four months. She could n 
her husband's long haltings at every step of the way. "Elegi 
adsjectus esse" was chosen by Allies as descriptive of his 
conversion. His daughter tells as, " 1 Minh Probable that 

lather would /save preferred a storm of invectives, or even 
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scourge, to what really befell him, oblivion and the... 
ness of (fiends, who now knew him no A change 
indeed 1 lodgings in a London back street ore"instead of Launton 
Vicarage and Lfioo a year. 

Hr. Allies shortly became the Secretary of the Poor School 
Committee, and as such he was known for forty years. "It 
was not the lout part of my lather's.crifice that he became 
a clerk, chafing at a routine which robbed hire of his time." 
His natural desire was to turfy and to write. The greatness 
of the man shows itself, In spite of ungenial occupation, in 
his noble conception of, and thirty yea, labour on the 
work of his life, The Tormalion Chrieleadam "It is the 
work of , life." 61 writes. " to defend the See of Peter." 
And from Mr to,reloy, in compiling Mese eight volumes, 
the intellectual life of Thomas William Allies ivu laboriously 
and nobly spent. Another of his works, Per Crecom ad 
n1,011, received this praise from Cardinal Newman, who, 
when asked to name a single book as the best exponent of 
Catholic doctrine, replied," If I must name one book, which 
is moat likely to meet your requirement, it would be Mr. 
Allies Per Owen, ad Taco, 

It seems a pity that this well-spent life should have been 
a od one. Trish and losses indeed befell him. His nearest 
and dear.t friends, wile, children and even grandchildren 
passed before at the call of death. Such is the penalty of a 
life of ninety years. B. apart from this yearning for success 
in life, which never in an acceptable measure came to him, he 
was pron in his .dness, to write of himself as " cast o. of 
the sea.e rehe sy as a piece of seaweed on the coast of the 
Church, whom no one cared for or valued." And again," I 
frankly gave up all my chance of success in life by becoming 
a Roman Catholic." And yet before the end, he realized 
that the success he had been longing for was not the end of 
life. "When I am writing this, I am two days past eighty-
seven. I nom these great blessings which have .me to 
me. First, the gift of the true faith itself . . . . and the 
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verification of Our Lord's promiw, " centuplum accipieL" 
in one thing most mark., the gift of inward peae. It is 
the planting in my heart His own pax. No gift of wealth 
or distinction of any kind, or possessing any friends or 
relations is equal to that pax . . . the forerunner and 
a.nticipation of ree future sight of glory . . . . The contr.t 

between this pax and one's whole state in Anglicanism serves 
the better to establishwhat marks the Christian 

REFECTIO SPIRITUALIS. Rags. H. PARX.SON. 
Beyaert, Bruges. 

We are indebted to Mgr. Parkinson for the publication of 
two volumes of Meditations, Me fruit of many years' experi-
ence as Rector of Oscott. The volumes which are small 
and handy and leave nothing to be dmired in arrangemen 
and clearness of type contai nearly eight hundred medi-t

ntations, together with a good index, andsre obtainable in
variety of bindings accoreing to prire. These in.itaTions, 
though primarily intended for seminary students, 

a
re 

suitable also for those who have retie,ed long missionary 
experience. They will in addition prove of assistance by 
affording points for sermons. The Latin is clear, the matter 
simple and logical. the Mot*rs rendered more sfirnreating 
by abundance of short quotations from S. Scrip a. the 
Fathers, with reference,. M every case, M order toture enable the 
reader to trace out the passages at his leisure. In form the 
meditations differ somewhat from one another in the course 
of the book, but th thoughts are always made distMct and 
easy to prepare bye  sumbered sections. Brevity has been 
the aim of the author, hence acts and affections are not 
generally suggested. Volume I consists of two series of 
meditations on Sacerdotal Perfection (occupying the greaTer 
part of the volume) and the Life of Our Saviour Volume 
II, "her per liturgic= annum "—gems taken from the 
Missal and the Breviary; The Saints, The Sacred Orders of 
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the Chu,. It is impossible to bring out a meditation 
book the form of which will suit all. Though the book is 
designed to furnish a three years' course. one cannot go 
straight through the volumes; the subdivision. however, of 
the parts of the work into Chapters enables the reader with-
out great inconvenience, by a glance at the index, to choose 
for himself a series of medita suitable to the feast
the season of the year. Thus Mtions r Advent, Part It, Chapter I,r
entitled "Praenuntiatio Reelemptoriw" gives us fourteen 
meditations, the "Irer per annum" another six, and otters 
again on the mysteries of Our Lady's Life will be found 
under "Be Beata Maria." 

THE PHILOSOPHERS OF THE SMOKING-ROOM. 
By Earerms AVELING, an. Sands & Co. Price 3/6. 

This book is an attempt to supply the need for popular 
exposition of the philosophy that provides the sure foundation 
on which the Catholic religion W built. In the course of 
the volume the reader finds nearly all those subjects treated 
on which difficulties arise. At times, it must be confessed, 
a fuller and completer argument might be wished for, tint of 
course the nature of the work ex hides deep metaphysic, 
To the believer the book brings home the completeness of 
the Catholic position, and deepens the senw of security which 
is the happy puss  of those within the pale— Bs effret 
however on the incredmo. is anoher matter and certainly 
the picture presented of the - Part mn is not one which is 
c.laca give the impression of true nix fit, ft 
may be added that the author's want of complete success in 
the mire or .a.e is another hindrance to the book being 
as useful as it might be. 
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sot. yth. Opening A ft... A gnat m 
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a, have Alt AM 
ye , but tluir places have been more than filled by the new 
boy, and our accommodation, like Antonio, generosity in the 
Marche.. of Venice. is " racked to the uttermmt." The following 
are the names of the new boys C. Sharp, J. Murphy, B. Smith, 
A. and A. Power, H. Marron, C. Clarke, C., S. and L. Lancaster, 

ley, G. Hall, C. Collison, H. and F. McCabe, P. P.M, G. 
Gaynor, G. and W. Barnett, A. Kelly, 1 Teliener, D. Long. 

We have a. lew changes to record in Mesta.. Mr. A. Robinson, 
M.A., and Mr. D. Arkell, B.Sc., to whom reference is made in 
00laon 00 0., .0 .0. 51. 8001 F. Dominic 

uP Mese vacancies and we have a new 
second Prefect in Fr. Paul Nevill. 

Towards the end of the vacation Me Oxford and Cambridge 
Board publbhed the names of the successful mandidates in the 
Higher and Lower Certificate Examinations. In the Higher 
Certificate, 1. McElligott, A. Fleshed, L. Hope, and R. Maywood 

down in
Om sympaMies with P. 1. Neeson, who broke 

down in health in the middle of the examinmion, lent made a 
plucky attempt to do papers in the requisite number of subjects. 
Hearty congratulations  Hope Marwood, who obtained 
`.Distinctions" in English History and English respectively, Dim 
tinctions in the Higher Certificate are, as a than at the 
wh o  list shows, not at all numerous, and the candidates 
who obtain Meet are therefore really distingished. The Lower 
Certificate elms this year wm small in number, only nine entering 
for the Examinatio. The result was as good m possi l , for 
there was no failure: and there was no subject 

and
h some 

boys of the class did not obtain a "First Class  1 stinction). 
.  Clapham's record was particularly good, a was only be

by three or four candidates out MI the whole number who 
took the xaminaton. Congratulations to all. The rFg.L.F 
dal axe as follows:—

The Seem. Prize of (presented by W. Taylor, Esq.)R for the 
best result in the Hig Certificate was won by egald 
Marwood. The First Pnee for Me hot Lower Certificate result 
WAS awarded to VV. V. Clapham; the Second Leonard. 

00.1801 Inter olio voting ler Capta, took place tomlay 
and resulted in Me election of T. Leman, who appointed the 
Allowing oMciao. 

editor. of College Diary end Now 

Mmetary or Litetem atm Debat,, 
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the second half we continued to have most of the play, and 
Fr Maurus scored again. Restdry 3—Ml. The score really should 

but the shooting was very moderate. 

Oct. 13rd. We be, the autumn retreat given by Fr. 
IIdephonsus Cummins, 0.S.B., late Cathedral Prior of Belmont. 

Oct. mth. Fr. Placid went to Word to take his M.A., and 
Fr. Dominic, Br. Aelred, and Br.  Justin their .A. degrees. 

Oat zryh. The Retreat ended this morning. IN, thanks to 
Fr. Ildephonsus. To-day we had the Head Master's recreation-day, 
anticipating his feast which falls on Nov. 16th. In rye morning 
cWss matches were played and watched. The Higher III bad the 
honour of heating Form /V (.&—t). The Lower III in a very 
high scoring game defeated the Reading Room (m-5). 

In the evening a varied entertainment was given by the Upper 
School. It consisted of Charades, the grams bore and an 
original sketch entitled The New Boy," but really a parody on 
the Merchant a/ Venice. 

Oct. pat, 3m1. The Examinations for the Ampleforth Society 
and the Mcann" Scholarships were held. The following were 
the conditions:— 

Sum ..... rt. 

rry 
lel Classics rbatin Greek, 

Mathematics 
, smart of the upm will t. train 
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Apt. c6th. Rounders. Masters Boys: we were badly 
beaten. 

Oa. 3rd. This evening Fr. Edmund entermined the school to 
a Gramophone recital in the Upper Library. It was most enjoy-
able. Many thanks to Fr. Austin for his gift of a valuable 
instrument and many goad records. 

Oct. 5th. An interesting revival is that of games on short 
afternoons. They do not seem ever to have been abolished, but 
their popularity had been waning. Tilley were en ered upon to-
day with the enthusiasm on, associates with revivala 

Ott. kik. The XI played a match against a scratch team. 
Mr. Arthur Byrne, an old member 0 the school X played 
with rwards, and la  owing to his assistance, the boys 
scored halfa dozen goals against a powerful defence. 

Oct. ryth. Fr. Basil took the choir over 0 Kirby Moorside to 
sing at the Harvest Festival. Fr. Paulin. Hickey, OS., 
preached in the morning. In the evening there was Rosary and 
Benediction, given by Fr. Hickey, who also preached. The choir 
arrived hack very late, as they thought a walk home would be 
more pleasant. 

Oct. zryd. Ma mh b Helmsley on the school ground. The 
team was :—Goal, T. Leonard ; Backs P. Martin, H. Rochford ; 
Bali-Back, Fr. Joseph, Fr. Benedict, E. Cawkell Boatyards, 

After a quarter of an hous play r. Mantas opened the sewing 
for s. Shortly before half time some good combination among 
the inside men resulted in Speakman getting a second goal. In 
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Nev. rat. After Mass tbe Sixth and Fifth Forms defeated "the 
rest " at football by two goals to nothing. 

Nom and. The following notice appeared on the study board 

New nth. Army reform has been so much in the air of late that 
it seemed we were bound to be infected by the prevailing mili-
tarism. To-day, with the prefect as Lord Lieutenant and Br, 
Adrian as Colonel, was formed a special battalion for military 
training. The system falls short of the principle of cons ption 
only b.ause it is not universal for those possessing the r yes the  im 
qualifications it is compulsory. Those who do not belong to the 
batmlion refer to it as the " awkward squad " : those who do, 

Ned. 

themselves as members of the " Ampleforth Cadet Corps." 

Nes. vh. The monthly half-day. The public recitations took 
place in the study in the evening. The " speeches were on the 
whole better than us.1, so that e audience were always inter-
n. and occasionally entertained.th The delivery of a few of the 
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speakers son at times rather indistinct, though probably this was 
due mare to nervousness than any real def.t. A. Kelly's "In 
Memory of the Dead," G. Richardsonk " The CaPnie," sod the 
poem recited by H. Rochford, were perhaps the most effective. 
The following was the programme :—

R. Huddiened 

A Kay 

Non 13111. ARM... The First Xl went to Pookiington for the 
annual 

we only 
As it was the first school match of the 

year, a  we bad only fem. members of last year's XL the re.lt 

of thegame was mvaited AS ILS WAS also read with anxiety.
We really won the match in the first half when playing against . 

strong wind, the defence prevented Posklington from scoring. In 

the second half we pressed continuously and after Robermon 

narrowly neaped scoring, Ruddin mewed the first goal. A few 

minutes later Speakman scored irons o. penalty, and we won fairly 

easily by two goals to nil. The following was the team s--Gool, 

T. Leonard : Barks, P. Mart., H. Rochford Ho//-Rocks, R. 
Collison,A.Smith, E. Cawkell ; Forwards, I. Darby, 5. Robertson, 
H. Speakman, T. Ruddin, 1. Forshaw. 

The s.orrd Elevens met at boroe. We were much the stronger 

side, and won q--o. The backs had little oppOrioaitY doioXanY-
thing at oil, and .e forwards were not severely tested. Still they 

wok moss of their opportunities. The wing men were pa titularly 
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good, and H. Williams was pominem A the centre. The Allow-
ing was the team —Gook J. James; C. Rocleford, E. 
Fees, Hal f -Be*, G. Gaynor, J. Barton, A Kelly; Forward, 
W. Darby, F. Coss, H. Williams, A. Lighthound, G. McCormack. 

In the e ning the Upper Library and a few members of the 
were Higher III were privileged to attend in Choir at the .lernn Dirge 

for the repo. of AU Souls O.S.E. 

Nov. 1,th. A general sleeting of the school was held i the 
Upper Library. Fr. Paul presided. After the  ' s had 
h.n disposed of, the Captain introduced his .1,o.. Sem' 
Colours' Bill." The object, he explain., was that each boy 
should provide Isinnelf with a c coloured " football shin, and that 
hs each set the game should be between ' , Whites" and c Colours.. 
The Bill was passed after some discussion . to what the colours 
wese Abe. 

Nom LOS. Home matchw. St. John's College, York. This D 
the strongnt team we play, and so it was unfortunate we were 
without four of the regular members of the masters' team. St. 
John's steered within five minus,. of the commencement 

with. game. After some good orwod play, Tomboys equalised 
long shot Irons the left wing. For the rest of the first half we 
had most of the game, and the forwards showed clever combination 
on the slippery ground. Once the three inside men ran right 
through the opponent, defence, taking the ball more than half 
De length of the field, but the shooting was weak. lust before 
half timeSt. John's scored again. F. the first quarter of an hour 

De second hall De play WA confined A our pot of De 
ground. and St. John's secured a Di. goal. The College eleven 
Den pAyed in earnest, and gave then pposing backs a busy 
time. A few nsinmes he close M. Hugh scored from a 
free kick. We were defeated by thr. goals to two. It w. 
such o. 

we
defeat that we feel that with our full team on the 

field we should have won. St. John's is o. team of eleven athletes. 
In individual strength and weight and pace they had the adven-
t, over us. It a great credit to our light forwasda rids they 
were abA A score two g.ls against o team PhYsieolly so sun.; 
to them The following played for the College: —Gant, T. 

Bar., T. Martin, H.Roonrora Ralf-Backs, B. CoBilson, 
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Br. Ant011y, Fr. Joseph: Famards, 5. Parby,I.Rohernon,...Hugh, 
H. peakman, J. Tonhaw. 

Nov. lqa. Sump," the college dog, wa.m....3 ,
clay while asUsting at a rabbit shoot. If any of our readers have 
ever 

wage
 misfortune to shoot o. fox in a hunting county, by 

the "  of their grief " tkey may gaage the dismay of the 
unwilling destroyer of a universal favourite. 

ov. aotit. Most of the Sets' Colours arrived to-day. The 
colours are the school colours, red and Asek ow so 
arranged in De shirt that to the inexperienced eye oMy, •they 
appear to be De First XI colours. We noticed toelay the., De 
Fif th Set did not w.r coats going down to their game I 

The skating field wo.s flooded and the lower hdf of the first 
Set Football field—the latter unintentionally. 

and Mayhew to all the privileges of De English congregation —
Nov. silt, Aok. It is a day of pertientar interest to Laurentian 

munity and trongs Fr. Myybew who became Prior of St. Law-
rence's Dieulouanis AmpleArth traces As direct descerd row 

urn 
at which the Tr Dew.. waft sung. Fr. Hilary Willson preached an 
eloquent sermon on the events we were commemorating. 

Ney. scud. Feast of St. Gm e &t arr.. Org 

sum, the alto by G. McCormack, while Fr. Basil and Fr. 
Benedict sang the tenor and bass solo parts. The choir and 

" the ha...necessary" orgaa assistant lunched at Hambleton I 
ur 

able part orthe day was the late walk home in ail the glories of 
delightAl sons.—the only delight!, Ding A November, 

There was the usual Y late" dinner for De musicians, AlAwed 
by metadeipnic songs and speeches. The Captain was present 
at the invitation of the choir-master. 

1 
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Nov. gth. The passion. dialectic has been consuming the 
members of the Reading Room for some time. To-day under 
the pr.idency of Fr. Paul, empty d.ire embodied it  in .e 
form of a 

and 
Room Debating Club." H. Weissenberg is 

Captain, and H. Williams the leader of th pP tan. Ad 

Fr. Denis Firth came down nth illiard-room to 
play the boys,He was beaten twice by P. Martin; in .e game 
of a hundred up by 23, and in anot/mr by 83. Martin's best 
breaks were 33 and aa. "Pe Agamertmon vivant fort.." 

Doe,  5th, Monthly half-day. Kirby Moor.de cancelled their 
football fixture with us as they were playing m con-tie en the 
Saturday, The " speeches" in the evening were much above the 
wage. B. Collison gave the "Execution of f with 

real pathos. Of the small boys, Eldred Martin made a suceeseut 
attem pt to"act " his piece. His effort Was full of life. The piano 
pieces were also satisfactorily played. The Head blaster in a 
short speech at the endof the evening thanked the boy? on behalf 
of the masters and visitors for the successful 

the 
of their 

work. He pointed out the value of good speaking at the present 
day. It would be the lot and even the duty of many of the boys 
in the future to give the lead to them With whom they came in 
cont.t in matters religiose, social and political and provided 
they were really educated—that they had .mething to say—there 
was no more powerful and direct means of influencing their fellow 
countrymen than by clear and intelligent speaking. It was in 
order to educate them in this, n, the art of expression. that these 
monthly speech. had been instituted. 
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After supper , Denis Er. operations 
of the British fore. in 50.11 Africa in the late Boer War. The 
lecture was admirably illustrated by magic lantern slides prepared 
from „ graphsphoto  taken by the ectmer and by Fr. Stephen Dawes, 
both of were chaplains to the forces in tiler,. War. This 
personal element gave an additional inter.t to the lecture. The 
most pathetic picture was that of the graveyard Bloemfontein 
where some three thousand British soldiers were buried. They 
had died from fever and exhaustion brought on by the rapid 
march on Bloemfontein after the capture of Cronje. Another 
sEa< represented a battery of the Conn,. Rangers in action, 
showing the remadtable coolness of the gunners. Among more 
personal slides, one of the lecturer " preparing a sermon" in a tent 
on the limitless veldt, and one of "Er. Dawes. home" caused some 
armisent.t. Many thanks to Fr. Dertis. We wish Fr. Dawes 
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had been present a, well. Amon.,  his audience the lecturer had 

r. John Hayes, who was one of the Seat who entered Ladysmith 
alter its relief. 

Da. lath. School match v. Boo.ato. We had our full team 
except for the captain, who had been injured in a practice game. 

Lightbound took his place in goal. After the kick off our 
opponems pressed, but Wom a long kia from one of the backs 
the all came dwn the left wing and Robertson scored from the 
centre. Shortly o afterwards Speakman ra.n through the defence 
and snot a good goal from a difficult position. For the neat 
quarter of an hour we literally overwhelmd our opponents and 
scored four more goals. in the second half the game was a P. 

more even. J. Darby scored after a brilliant run on the Aght, and 
shortly afterwards from a centre from the same player Rudd. 
headed a smart goal. Bootham played up well, and were at last 
rewarded with success. their left inside scoring vrith a swift shoe 
lust before time. Rudd. .again and left us with a handsome 

vict, —t). The Al play. well, and,he forwards in the first 
half were almon irresistible. But the inside men must keep nearer 
their wing men as it vrag they crowded on the centre-forward and 
thus rather spoilt the ckmbination of the line. It may S 
captious to criticise a 

linos 
hat 

on,
such an easy victory.b. if the 

forwards would keep  ition, they would gr.tly in  the 
effectivenew of an already strong line. The halt-backs were good 

Deg 

but the backs.emed a little unsure in the second half. 

Oeu tutk. The Second Eleven went to play Bootham and at 
York. The recent rains had made the ground very heavy. We had 
much the better of the play,and won easily (6—o). W. Darby. the 

right wing was not only too fast for the opposing backs but for 
his own forwards. anJ many of his centres were wasted. Our 
goalkeeper never ceased to be a spectator. The team was 
Gml, James ; Bark, C. RocIdend, and E. Feeny Rolf-Boa, 

Do. zyM1. Congratulations to C. Simpson and C. Sharp, who 
Ina. their First Communion this morning. 

At the invitation of Fr. Joseph, Fr. ClememStandieb, for many 
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years prefect at Ampleforth, presented eight boys wi. the First 
Eleven football colours. Before the presentation Fr. Joseph 
introduced Fr. Clement He said he was an old Mend of Fr. 
Clement,. and was for eight years under his charge. Fr. Clement 
as prefect had been .e life of the games—in fact the life of the 
establishment He believed it was to him that the school owed 
the inwoduction distinctive Elev. colours. He could think 
of no one whom he could have more fittingly invited to honour 
the successful athletes. 

Fr. Clement before presenting the colours thanked Fr. Joseph. 
He said that he thought much that had been put doom to him 
had really been accomplished by Fr. Hildebrand Bradley (R.I.P.), 
but he was pleased to be able to take the credit of having 
introduced Association football at Ampteforth. He spoke of its 
beginnings, of the opposition it at first met with. of the first 
school nsa«h and crushing defeat, and finally of the formation 
of a g.d football tradition under the influence of prolessionalssuch 
as Ross of Preston North End and Holmes of Liverpool. Afrer a 
few words on the value of athletics he proceeded to the 
preSentati.. 

The following boys ere presented with thew lours which 
consist of a .p. shirt a wnd stockings t—T Leonard P. Martin, 
H. Rochford, E Cawkell, B Collis°, J. Forshaw, H. Speakman, 
.d Jam. Darby. The colours are given re all boys who are 
chosen for the Bootham and Pocklington matches and have 
played in one masters' match. A further condition is that the 
committee must expre. themselves satisfied that they will retain 
their position in the Imyti Mans ler the not of the 9.9on. 

the evening, after Vespers Pr. 
He

gave us a. short 
oddness. He had just returned from Rome. He told nail° had had 
a private audience with the Pope; he had had in fact the great 
privilege of a conversation quite alone with the Holy ratites. 
The Pope had asked him all about the school, and manifested the 
keene. imerest in Fr. Abbot added that the Holy Father 
was esp.ially 

he
when he h.rd of how the boys had 

responded to the decree about Frequent Communion, and the 
effect this had had on the school. Fr. Abbot then proceeded to 
give the Apostolic blessing which the Pope had sent to the 
monastery and .6.1, and also to the Laurentian missions. 
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De. Atha The Christmas Examinations ended this morning 
and were followed immediately by 

on
for departare. 

After.. Fr. Abbot go.ve us a lecture on Rome,illustrated by some 
splendid  maggi lantern elides he had acquired. The lecture was 
most enjoyable. The.lides we found most interesting were those 
of the imerior of St. Peter's, which gave us an idea of its size and 
grandeur, and those of the Vatican pictures. The thanks of the 
school are due to Fr. Abbot. 

After supper, Fr. Abbot, assisted by the Head glaster,read out the 
order of the school—the result of the recent examinations. There 
were some startling changes, the new boys taking prominent 
positions in their Forms the lower school. We particularly 
congratulate V. G. Narey and A. Kelly on becoming top of the 
Higher and Lower Thirds respectively. 

The winners of the Scholarships were announced. The Ample, 
forth Society Scholarship was won by Wilfrid Verso Clapham 
(Fom VI) t v McCann " Scholarship by Alan Clapham (Form 
IV), There was great enthusiasm on the success of two brothers. 
The certificates were then presented to the boys successful at the 
Midsummer Public Examinations, and the following prizes were 
aware : 

The Head Master's English Essay Prize, open to members of the 
Upper Library, to 0) Peter Chamberlain; Ca) Thomm Leonard. A 
Special Pr for good work was awarded to Hugh Williams. 

firixe rune best )) Science" Essay on " the Chemistry of the 
Atnaosphete" was won by Robert Murphy, who also carried off 
the French Prize (of one mama, presented by W. J. Taylor, Esq.), 
The Lower Third Esray Prize was won by Will  Cruice 
Goodall ; Me Second Form Prize by L. Williams and Walker; 
and the First Form Prize by Cyril Simpson. 

Later in the evening an informal concert took place in the 
refectory. The programme was arranged at short notice, and the 
music was only amed by a piano tole Nom being entirely vocal. 
The several items were rendered and received with great spirit. 
Our special thanks to Fr. Theodore, who delighted still another 
generation of Ampleforth boys with his inimitable humorous 
songs. The following was the programme:— 
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onl PooPe. 
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At the end Fr. Abbot thanked the musicians in the name of the 
audience, and wished the bep hon be hOif of the comm..,
pleaso.nt vacation and o. happy Cristmas. 

Om min Mikis me pack. it/a I. says the fiend. Away 
says the fiend. The fiend gives the more friendly counae, 

* * 

natural .5tstora notes. 

Tito Natural History Society which is usually dormant at this 
time of the year has perhaps hardly realised as yet the loss which 
it has susto.inod by Pb, departure of its Iounder and president, 
Mr. Robinson. This loss will be shared, too, by many readers of 
the Journal who enjoyed the delightful articles which he contributed 
so regularly to its pages. In the name of the Society, we take 
tbis opportunity of expressing our appreciation of the good work 
which he did, and hope that in his new surroundings he may find 
a fresh field for his activities For he was not only the founder 
and president of the Society. but was also its most active 
member ; and, in addition to his work in this capacity, he 
obtaine ring his stay with us a remarkable collection el 
photographsph  of nests which included thou of several rare species 
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Most of our summer birds departed earlier than usual this year 

in consequence A .a Bather. The mtm h, nearly all gone, 
even before the end of Me Summer Term. But Mere were a few 
house-martins left . lam as October oath. They seem to have 
been demined by domestic uties, for onehat day the two pare. 
birds were to be seen feeding a young  which could not have 
been more than two or three days out of the nest. 

Most of o cordent  birds have also disappeamd from the 
district. Of many of Mem become gregarious during the 
winter months, but there seems to be little doubt that several 
species leave the district altogether and migrate to more sheltered 
situation% But there seems to be some  disagreement among 
ornithologists with regard to the partial migration of ow 
indigenous birds and until recently the question had not received 
much attention. It used to be generally believed that British-
bred Woodcocks migrated to the Continent in October. Some 
plausibility was lent to this belief by the sudden disappearance 
of these birds from their summer haunts. It has now been 
ascertained by the systematic marking A young birds thm a large 
proportion of Mem either remain in their native woods or wander 
only to moderate distances, and that few, if any, ever mom the 
sea at all. Their sudden disappearance is accounted (or by their 
enforced concealment during the time of moulting. 

The Fieldfares have returned in larger numbers than usual this 
year, though their arm recorded appearance was rather late. 
They are Me most regular and perhaps the roost welcome of 
winter tors to Mis dimrict. 

The Redwing, also, m, be seen, but mote rarely than the 
bedlam% Many die every year when Mere is a heavy fall of snow. 
They are more abundant near the sheltered woods on the farMer 
aide of the va)ley. A small flock of Crossbills was also seen early 
in November flying northwards. Four years ago at least one 
pair of these birds nested in the district. A brood of young birds 
was seen in one of the pine-woods on the Hambleton Road early 
in April. There has n no record of Mem since that time. 
Indeed it seems to her  oly in rare instances that these birds 
rema

T
in in this country to breed. 

he pair of Long-eared Owls which built in the Lion Wood 
Int summer are still in the neighbourhood. 11, may often be 
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heard in the evening, a are easily recognised by the culiar 
"quacking" noise which nthey make when hunting for food The 
owl is  mysterious bird, and much maligned. Whatever ire 
holm, it certainly does not deserve the opprobrious epithets it 
receives on account of ita supposed stpidity. It does not even 
look stupid, at least when uen in the flesh. One can only 
suppose that Me living owl has suffered in its reputation from the 
defects which have been observed in the facial expression of im 
stuffed brethren. An interesting fact about owls is Mat their 
numbers seldom incre.e in any distrim which they inhabit. 
Now . ar , on= 
after being evety-five years in captivity. It is generally believed, 
therefore, that Me old birds drive away their young as soon as 
they are able take care of Mentselves. Their motive seems to 
selpreservation, since every pair of owls require a hunting 
ground more or less to themselves—a curious instance of one of 
those anti-social in  which frequently occurs in human 
society. 

The ways of the otter have been the subject of discussion and 
speculation since the days of Isaak Walton. Piscator one day 

mirr one of 
pray, honest untsma. let in< ask you pleasant qetion: 

do you hunt a beast or a fish " T whom the hunmmarr replied, 
"Sir, it is not in my power to realm you; I leave it be 
resolved by the College A Carthusian, who have made vows 
never to eat fl.h. But I have beard Me question bath been 
it  among many great clerks, and they seem to differ about 
t; yet most agree that her tail is fish: and if her body be fish 
oo, then I may s, that a fish may walk upon land tor an otter 

does so sometimes, five or six or ten miles in a night, to catch 
for her young ones, or tog. herself with fish." Even in more 
enlightened days it used to be thought that Me food of the otter 
consisted entirely of fish. Gamekeepers will sometimes tellyou, 
however, that they are partial to wild duck, and an incident which 
happened recently may. in the opinion of .me, seem to confirm 
this view. The narrator of the incident was fishing last luree in 
the eilver twilight " one of our northern rivers. In one of the 
intervals of repose that occur even in the life of an angler, he 
became absorbed in a study of the manners and customs of three 
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ducks whith were in the habit of frequenting the opposite at., 
secure in the knowledge of the peaceful intentions of the stranger 
with the rod, when, uddenly, without warning or apparent cause, 
they rose, into the river and swam hastily towards the angler, 
much to his s annoyance. But ere they could arrive the point 

of 
an tter's head appeared above the water beside the 

last of the retreating ducks. The bird was secured wit t a, 
struggle and taken down the river to be servedserved . the evenhouing 
mpast a family of young otters. This episode was dramatic in 
its unexpectedness. But you may judge of the angler's feelings 
when an exactly similar event happened on the following evening. 
One would like to know the subsequent history of the remaining 
duck. The story ends here, however. It m perhaps read rather 
strangely, but has it not been seriously prinmday  in the pages of the 
Field r 

• * 

To think of cricket in December is, like prosecuting one's father, 
thing not easy to do well and rihtly, in fact if it were not for 

the incessant min of the last term, the =rises season of rpop would 
not be present to ow minds at all. But the weather is a great 
leveller, and the seasons last year seem to have lost their distin-
guishing marks. From a meteorological standpoint we maybe 
said to have enjoyed a sempiternal Spring" since lut April. 
The following won the Averages" prizes lap year :—

BattMg—E. R. 1.9KETN (38). 
IBM presented by W. Taylor, Esq.) 

Bowling—R. Caro. Serun (8.8). 
(Bat presented by A. Penney, Esq.) 

Fielding—P. J. WARD. (Bat present. by A. Penn, Esq.) 
E. R. Hesketh also won the "Wyse" hat, for the best all-round 

cricket. Our best thanks to the generous a.... 

Turning to the water sports proper. Colours were presented to 
C. E. Rochford, E. Sinnott. and R. Calder Smith. The Con-
dition was twelve lengths in ten minutes. The Open Swimming 
Race was won by J. hIcElligott, who also won the medal for 
diving. Tit...met...a was won by Gilbert Welch. 
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The problem of affording amusement when the football fields 
are too wet for regular games has 

Ire
partly solved by .e 

revival of horn and paper•Chases. In ma, cases there have 
been exciting runs and always some adventures. Scouring the 
country in .e direction of bugle sounds wake of paper-
scsaterers sounds tame. Enough, but it is certainly preferable to 
trudging round n the triangle" or "going ...Lilo% Grind." 

• • • 

NI, R. Robinson, who left us this year, has been on the 
School staff since zpoo, and he will be much missed. For most of 
these years he took the Sixth Form in Classics, and his old pupils, 
now a considerable umber, will tetify to his thorough scholar. 
ship and illuminating suggestions over difficult passages. But 
perhaps we applvtiated him more out of class hours. Quite de. 
voted to school wrk, he was almost restless in his efforts to 
provide occupation and am  in play time. The Second 
Elevens of the last six yams, both in crick. and football. have 
ow. much of their success to his organization and practice 

matches. He founded the Lower Library Debating Society, the 
Natural History Society, and the Photographic Society, and acted 
as Preside. of all three. On a recreation day too hew. invalu-
able. We wish him all success in his new War, 

Arkell, B.Sc., was head of the Science Department sinee 

rues. He had the greatest interest in his work, and his ability' to 
explain things" was proverbial. It used to he regarded as im-

ossible to ask him a question he couldn't answer fully—that on 
pppr=oily any subject. His practical work extended beyond the 
laboratory, doctors a.nd infirmarians summoning his aid whether 
to discover fractures with the X Ray apparatus or to detect 
baneful microbes. He had a winning way, too, with watches that 
had gone astray. Out best wishes go with hm. 

Though we are fortunate in still retaining the services of kb. 
Eddy as music master, accumulating work and increasing 
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responsibilities have necessitated .g..6  up We choir. "Nm‘ 
possum. moms." What Nr. Eddy has done for the choir in the 
past two had been apparent to everyone in the house. and 
to a much larger circle last Exhibition day. We cannot therefore 
allow him to leave that department of his work without a word 
of appreciation. 

• • • 

A correspondent Nandi. Senior " writes r—
We suppose it is the lament of every institution that tradi-

tions used topical 
and

is peverted. Time, edax rerum, 
h. a 

the 
digestion and a cruel heart. No me, for the small 

and We weak. Those little scraps of information whiyh make 
the past to lin seldom escape destruction in her ruthless 
career. Still it is from them that the past has to The 
histories of civilisations have been written by the discovery of 
the van and the battle-axe. History has bmn vnitten with 
quipo-threads, with feather picturas. with wampon belts, 
oftener with earth mounds and monumental stone heaps' says 
Carlyle. It becomes Werefore to preserve these Wfles if we 
would give to those that receive our inheritance a tn. portrait 
of ourselves. In themselves they are no doubt trines .d as twe-
less as the fliM implements that Prehistoric a.m.. lef 
Brizham Cave. This is however no excuse for perpetrating 
through the medium of this part of the harnal the fairy story 
that We last editors admitted. No doubt it warmed the he
of our young imperialists to think that a flag waved for ma, 
years over the walk now called the Flag Walk, but the plain un-
arnished truth which the Wst writer made such a display of 

hating pursued with hue and is that no such flag ever existed 
and that the Walk within the memory of members of the pre.. 

by 
was paved with flag-stones. The note in the last 

Learned has roused quite a little merriment among those who 
remember the old walk. Fifty years hence we may expect to read 
something of his kind in the /menial—. Many have been asking 
the editors oft them columns what was the origin of the .me 

Penance Walk." Upon this point there is no doubt. The word 
Peosi.e in this instance is a corruption of "Pennant; Pen.nt," and is of 
course icKntWal with Flag Walk.'" 
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Sincere Wanks to William Marsh for his munificent 
net 

of a 
grand piano to the school —a most appropriate gift from of the 
mow enthusiastic musicians recently at school at Ampleforth. 

We also wish to thank Mr. Joseph Rochford For a present of a 
fine set of ivory billiard balls for the Upper Library Table. 

The curator of the reorganized and rapidly growing museum 
wishes to thank Mr. George Parker a gift of some Fiji arrows, 
boomerangs, and New Zealand clubs; also for some shells, 
especially a fine  nautylus," and some s.ke skins. Denis 
Simmer has se.. from South Africa a collection of Ne latter 
and particularly interesting slough. 

The Dramatic Society th the Ampleforth Society
further donation of anks towards its .. .earned" income. As t̀he 
problem of " 

of
has been confronting the Green Room for 

some time most of the money been spent on the erection of a 
commodious wardrobe. 

The Librarians of the Upper Library acknowledge the 
—LE le ol rxrd Granville (Lord E. Fitzmamice), Charles 

0,4ens (C. K. Chenerton Donal-Wain (Nark Sykes ) ; 
Cardigan Priories (E. M. Pritchard), kindly presented by Catain 
Woollen; STailserland (Waldemar Baden); Hills and Seasp (H. 
Belloc). They also wish to thank Oscar Steinmann, Esq., for the 
Ilinstraled London New. and Mr. Berne,. of the Irish G.rds, 
for the Army and Nary Gazette, sent dm, the term. 

e • 

Th. Past this year has remived an unusually large ...sipn of 
swength on amount of the unusual 474 of last year's Sixth Form—

abnormal, so the present has not suffered by in liberality, 
and our number 

row 
quite up to those o 

farewell 
year. onormit 

ourselves here a words by way of to those have 
so often figured in the pages of this Journal and perform for 

recording their deeds. 

Jox u r fame in April aqua. He paesedthe Lasser 
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In to., though much below the average age, he obtained a 
Higher Certificate, and passed the same examination last year in 
special nbject, He was Secretary of the Upper Library Debating 
Society for the year inns-6, and was a fluent and thoughtful 
peaker. He played in the cricket XI in tuns-6y. Always 

a fair bat, he developed into a strong hit /am 

tic 

season, and in 
addition was a useful change bowler. He was a member of the 
Dra c Society, and nrned much praise as "Somata, in The 
Muds last midsummer. 

PETER Panay carne in Inoo. He was an exceptionally bard 
worker and a good History scholar. He pasnd the Lower 
Certificate in In, gaining distinctions in History a. in English. 
He took an active part in school debates, and as a leader of the
Opposition he has had few Is here. He was a prominent 
member or the Upper Library Debating Society. 

PATRICK Dleasow nose in September inor. He passed .e 
Lower Certificate in zoo, with a distinction in Greek, and won 
the honour of being the first AmpleMrth Society Scholar" in 
the fellowing autumn. He had the misfortune to fall ill in the 
middle of the Higher Certificate Examination last year. We are 
pleased m hear he has at last quite recovered and was able to 

in his fellow novices at Belmont at the end of October. He 
played in Me football XI Mr .oee seasons both as half-back and 
centre forward. Last year he was a member of the Cricket XI and 
was useful both as a steady It and a slow left-hand bowler. 

1,,topp Ham,aru came in toot, He passed the Lower Certifi-
cate rue,. with distinctions h, Creek and Arithmetic. In the 

wingfollo  year he pamed the Higher Certificate and won the 
IcCannScholarship." Last year he passed the Higher Certifinte 

in special subjects. He was a popular captain of the school, having 
been elected five times—an honour that has fallen to few if any 
of his predecesson. He played in the cricket and football elevens 
in anos-6-y, and was captain of both elevens last year. At foot. 
ball he was a good full-back. On the cricket field, besides being 
a useful bowler, he was a very at  bat with a strong 
defence, and good scoring swokes all round the wicket. He 
ern Secretary of the Debating Society M ropy, and a member of 
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the Dramatic Society; A played the parts of MaoDua in 
=WA, of Laertes in Hamlet, and Edgar in Xing Lear. 

Puree WARD came in roor. He had a remarkable gift fur 
Mathematics, and for two years had the enefit of special 
tuition front the lam.. C. W. erbert. Heb Lopassed the wer 
Certificate in ruo6 with a distinction in Mathematics, and won 
the "Milburn" Prim Mr Higher Mathematic in rug. He was
good forward in the football XI in a e, and a member of the 
cricket XI for the last three yea ra. He was a good cover-point 
and a stylish bat, though he rarely did himself justice in matches. 

EDWARD EURRSON came in rum. He passed the Lower Certi-
ficate in in, wit" distinction in Mathematics, and in . 06 
with distinctions in Arithmetic, Mathematics, English and History. 
He was a good debater, and a. member of the Dramatic Societ, 
In the Shakespeare plays he never failed to make the most of 
difficult parts. He was a witch" in Math, Osric Honda, 

FRANCIS 1.11,160Z came in September 1,0, He passed the 
Lower Certificate in Loeb with a distinction in History. He WAS 
a prominent member of the Dramatic Society, generally taking 
the wmic parts. He played Polonius Hamlet and after the 
demise of that functionary reappeared again as First Gravedigger. 
Last year he greatly Mel, in the exacting part a 
Strepaiades in The Clouds of Aristophanes. From the moment the 
play began till the exodus of the Chorus he was scarcely off the 
stage at all, and never failed to hold the attention of the audience 
fora single moment. 

Lao Hops came in roc.. He passed the Lower Certificate:, 
rno,, and in ruo6 with distinctions in English and History. Last 
year he paned the Higher Certificate with a distinction in History, 
apparemly just missing a distinction also in English. He was 
one of the chief supports of the Debating Society in rqe,6-y, his 
literary papers being especially good. 

Gunn. Rectum. came in rSog. He passed the Lo,ver Certi-
fi . with a distinction in English. lie was a member of the 
footba.11 XI in agar, and played M al cricket El some 
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matches last season. A member of the Dramatic Society, he 
took chiefly either regal or " pathetic" parts in the Shake-
speare plays. He WAS The Hake in A Midsummer Night's Dream, 
Duncan in Macbeth, Horatio in Karate, and Antonio in The 

RISAINALO Partw000 came in r9m. In rm. he obtained 
distinctions in the Lower Certificate in Gmek, English and History. 
Last year he passed the Higher Certificate with a disnction in 
English. He had a marked aptitude for English Literatiture, and 
last term won the "Baby Prize" for the best Euay. As an 
.tor in tragic pats he has had few equals here--certainly none 
in modern times. He will be best remembered by his Hamlet 
of 9o4 when he won golden opinion.. from all sorts of critics. 
He also acted Malcolm in Macbet h, Kent in Leos, and last year 
took the part of Shylock. 

Eowann Manz?. came in MO. He passed the Oxford Locals 
in mot and.henleft he came back this year, joined the Sixth 
Pm, and has since been clothed at Belmont as a novice. 

joserm Hammy came in 19o4. He passed the Lower Certifi-
cate year19,,, and in nat. witlz distinctions in English and History. 
Last  he pawed the London Matriculation Examination. He 
was a member of the Upper Library Debating Society and a good 
debater, very quick to see a weak point in an opponent's speech. 
He was a good actor of difficult parts; OM. Reganio E,n, 
Levy, and won much praise by his rendering of the part of Portia. 
last Midsummer, 

Rams.. CALDER SMITH earme in r r. He passed the Lower 
Certificate last year. He was a member90 of the football XI, playing 
centre-half last season. He also played in the cricket Xl. He 
wm a lair ba, a good fast bowler and a keen fielder. 

EDWARD K.. came in rata. He passed the Lower Certificate 
with a distinction in English. He was a good draughtsman and we 
hope he will join the select band who illustrate the Journal. He 
played half-back in Me football XI last year, and played in some 
matches in the cricket XI. He was a member of the Dramatic 
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Sociery and acted in Shakespeare plays. Ha chief pat were 
those of Puck in A Midsummer Night, Dream, Edmund'in Lear, 
and Bassani in The Merchant 6f Yen,. 

STUART Lovett came in 19.. He passed the Lower Certificate. 
He played occasionally in the football XI, and WAS a member of 
the cricket Elevens of 1,3, He acted in most of the plays—

as Thisbe in A Midsummer Night, Oman, and had subordinate 
par. in King Lear and TheMereltant Venice, but distinguished 
himself chiefly as the Coryphaeas in The Clouds, his pleasing voice 
and gracMul action adding much to the effect of Me Chorus. 

RICHARD HUN at Caranguian, Me Philippine 
Islands. " 1<is Rte a little country village at home,. he writes, 
"but miles away from civilisation, His staff consists of two 
Spaniards and about  hundred natives. There meats to be 
ground therefore for his observation that il he is out there 
long, he will be fairly independent. 

J. Borman., who left last Midsummer, is at present at Me tall', 
near Paria 

J. A. Entexamme went over to Sluys, near Bruges, last August 
with Fr. Basil alawson, to assist Mr. Norman Potter in the man-
agement of the annual holidays for his boys from St. Hugh's. 

Hammen ROCAFORO is Secretary of the Second Year Club, Exeter 
Cllege. fie has also been elected Secretary of the Newman 
Society, Oxbrd. 

Ammovae, Captain of the Lancashire Cricket and Eleven, 
received a presentation from the members of the Eleven in cele-
bratioe of Meir unbeaten record last year. He has also been made 

a member of the County Committee, 

Hearty congratulations to Denis Travers, on his winning a 
scholarship at Finsbury Technical College. His success is the 
more gratifyingbecause <Image limit for competitors was nineteen. 
Tr avers is only in his sixteenth year. He has been at Ampler orth 
since 1964, and left last Midsummer. 
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Also to Arthur J. Gat., on Ms great success in his Law Finals 
lam lune, when he took Second Class Honours. 

To Br. Iustin McCann on his First in Greats; to Fr. D. Willson, 
who took Third Class Honours in Science ; and to Br. Aelred 
Dawson on his Second in Theology. 

• • • 

Congratulations to the following u Old Boys" :—
HUBERT Mkm..ey—, ` On the ay. Sept., ryoy, at the Catholic 

Church, Monmouth, by His Lordship the Right Revd. Bishop 
Hedley, CA., assisted by the Revd. Fr. Nicholls Hubert Manley 
of Spolforth to Gladys,only daughter of Sir Alfred Maloney of Celo 
Tulla Goo, Ual, 

VMCRAT HAtasoN—. On Sept. asth, at Genuine., Transvaal, 
Vincent Joseph Rwkell Hanson of Germinston (late of South 
Kensington) to Mary, daughter of James P. Mons of Gagetown 
end °MD.,. 

RICHARD WORDIVICK—D Richard Worsley Worswick, eldest son 
Major Worsley Worswick of Normamon Hall, Hind*, to 

Frances Gertrude Somers, eldest daughter of Francis Egerton 
Harding of Old Springs, Market Drayton, at the Catholic Church 
of SS. Thomas and Stephen, Market Drayton, on Thursday, 
November aSth." 

Plwinoron--.• At St. Joseph's, Wrightington, Henry 
Pilkington to Marie, daughter of the late George Baldwin of 
Wrightington." 

Alfred Rigby, another old Laurentian, was hest man. 
Jot. POTTER—. At the Church of Our Lady of Refuge, Rath-

mines, Dublin, by the Rev. H. Potter, ST (brother of Me bride 
groom), assisted by the Rev. E. Dunne, C.C., John Isidore Potter, 
youngest son of the late Doctor Potter, to Rosa, younger daughter 
of the late Colman Macaulay, C.I.E. 

• • • 

We have mceived a r ort of the tour of the Vacation (Corti.
colae) Cricket Club. The members of the club are present and 
past laurentians. We were glad to find the " present" so 
prominent in the successes gained by the team. More than a word 
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of praise is due to the industry and organization. G. H. Chamber-
lain, secretary of the club, to whose initiative and energy the club 

w'  its origin and its continued well-being. 
Prom a statistical standpoint the xooy Season can hardly be 

considered as satisfactory as the previous one. The results 

're 1 0 Zo' 6 

On going into the matches more carefully, however, the result 
is rather more omfort,. Four of the matches were lost by 
very narrow margins, viz.—Smton by one wicket, Liverpool 
Second XI by two wickets, Old Xaverians by one run, and the 
second match against Ince Blundell by one ran, while the drawn 
match against the same team would have been an easy 

hefieldor a mistake on the part of Me scorers, the teams leaving the 
under the impression that welled passed our opponents' total. 

Undoubtedly the feature of our Season was the success of J. A. 
Mcglligott as a bowler. In Me seven matches in which he played 
he took brty wickets at a cost of just over ten runs each;
1 ormance all the more gratifying because it was done by 
member of this year's College XI. 01 the other members of the 
College team who assisted us, E. R. Hesketh was the mainstay of 
our batting, and had, moreover, the distinction of making the 
highest individual score of the tour, tog not out at Norther, 
when he carried his bat Myough the innings. H. J. Speakman 
and P. 1. Ward also rendered splendid service on many occasions. 

Among the past E. P. Hardman was again very 

useful as an all-rounduremians,  cricketer ; was one of our nos Ma-
o. ba.ts, and took more wicket? than anyone except McElligat. 

. Bradley played a fine innings of yy at Limbrick and 
Placid Dolan and O. L. Chamberlain each played several mat 
valuable innings. Of Sae strangers whose assistance we had, 
special 

with 
Mould be made of C. To or (Ushaw), who 

howLed with great pluck and skill against Liverpool Second XI 
and the Old Xaverians. 

We have again to express our thanks to the very numerous 
and ver-growing circle of friends, who by their generous ho
mlity to us help so much to make the tour a success. Space will 
not permit the enumeration of their names here, but an exception 
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must be made in the case of FA F. Smith of Gerson, whose 
self-imposed task of emertaining both to  and supporters in 
the annual match we play against his Ushaw XI is assuming 
gigantic proportions. 

Appended  s a summary of the results:—

Rem P. Smith's I skew XL 

R. W21222112 

Ass fora.. 

Zr;ti. Virestat ae, 0. L. 

F67211. or 23,1. 2.22. 23, 2222 5 2;k.. 
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LtrriL.. so o<nw, c. clumbeaa.v 

* * 

Readers of the Journal who remember Charles Havenith will 
hear with surprise of his early death. At school he gave signs 
of a physical endurance quite above the average boy of hu age and 
yet he  dead—" dead Her his mime." Ow lives are 

October
'Mine spun." Charles Havenith came to AmpleMrth in 
ay. and though he stayed only a little more Mena year, 

he was a great favourite among his mhool-fellows. He had the 
heart of a real English schoolboy. He was, he used Mi., 
sa.y,a Fleming—a race that has much in common with the English. 
In this instance it was certainly the cam. for he entered into ow 
Eng,h life as lew foreigners do. Havenith had considmable 
ability. When became to us. a boy of Sheen, he could speak three 
languagm—Frencht Flemish,and German, and within three months 
he had learnt English, which he alterwwds spoke with an almost 
perfect accent. Since he left he has been mom of his time in 

zoral meth,. of Mc New World. He was barn on December gra. 
rya 

MI. the rites of the Church. We ask the prayers of all Ap, 
I ordians for one ho, though only with us for a short time, was 

"Ynu ' he wrote, how 
much I liked the old place." R.I.P. 
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the midsummer Plays. 

Alsmhant of Venice has been called Me firm vitoim of 
mem. theatrEals. It is a play not easy remake go well, because 

tfie pound of flm, story is so familiar snaphe effect of the 

Teen
dramatic situation in the Trial Scene  to Iree its orce. 

Tey Armehem A Venice, like The 11, iiiter's Tale, is a blend A 
tragedy and comedy. What struck us about thisrepresentation 
was that the tragic part had been kept in its proper place and the 
romance of the play ..a..e main theme. The Fifth Act was 
not produced as a mere epilogue—to give a pleasant ending to o. 
painful story—but the incident of the ring" in the last scene 
was given great prominence, to show apparently how Antonio, 
sadness caused by the pendmg separation from °resale° was 
dissipated by their complete reunion. The acting of all the 
characters in this scene and particularly of a(f1 Soo.I.M) 
waa ight and inmlligent. ShylockReginald hle"feed) 
was Baysal  good, and while he, was on the stage rightly monopo-
lised the atrention of the audience. Of the other characters we 
chiefly liked Semen, (Edward lf.ffiff mhe .vere.m. 

stag
of difficulties in the rather unreal casket scene. The 

staging of the play was done with a praiseworthy regard to 
istory, Ad it was pleasing to find Portia represented as a Md. 

and not an adeocate. But it was eurely a mistake to make the 
Doge of Venice wear a crown! The masque " scAe was pretty, 
and the treble and alto singing both in this and in the casket 

The Clouds were repreentad last year on a much more ambitious 

little expense had been expended on the staging of the play. The 
scenery and stage properties were specially prepared been designs 
placed at the disposal of Ay college by the Oxford Dramatic 
Society. Socrates' becloudss a gr.t novelty, and the ysteri 
ous way in which the  e descended from Mount Parnes " 
was very effective. The costumes of the Chorus and particularly 
of the Coryphame, at some sacrifice undoubredly of archzological 
detail, had the effect of producing in the audience something of 
the reverence for their august presence that prostrated Strepsiades 
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on the stage. The aim of the management was evident., to give 

a modern equival.t rather than a faithful reproduction of .e 
original. The reception with which the play met justified this, 

and left the audience surprised that a Greek comedy could be so 

fuAy now. Still, it must be confess. that the success of the 
play wee due in very large measure to the ac  of Strepsiades 
(Francis Lythgoe). wre on the stage or nearly the whole of 

the play, and in all his long part there was never a dull moment. 

Extremely well done too were the parts of Socrates hicElligott), 

who ced his own part in playing A to Strepsiades and of the 

Coryphaeus (Stuart Lovell), whoa rendering of SE Hubert Parry, 

melodies was very pleasing. 
The Clouds does not depend entirely nor mainly Er its humour 

on the develop.nt of incongruous situatEns f it 4 brimful of 
verbal o.nd so packed with odd out-o,the-way allusion and 
poinred satire that to convey these successful., to the audience 
taxes to the utmost th.e powers of expression of the most intelligent 
Ator. That the audience missed Ew of the jokes and were 
delighted with the performan d themselves is the highest 
praise we can bestow on Meeting. 

. . 

The following was the prologue writtn for the performance of 
The Clouds and spoken by D./an Power before the curtain:—

" Annot say you look at all downhearted, 
That Clouds of sorrow hang upon your brow, 
But, gentles all, your glory has departed, 
For who obeys you nowt 

Erstwhile your form more slight in actor's vesture 
Adorned perchance these histrionic board, 
Your audience then responded to each gesture, 

But now that pleasant state of things is changed, 

And things are somewhae differently anmaged,— 
Age is in disgrace. 

13 
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Not with the imprimatur of your cheers 
!speak; but the meanest bo in hose 
Can give adviceyet too deep for aduy lts' years, 
Forgetting as he grows. 

No empty dream that poet's heart beguiled, 
Who to rebuild the world on wiser plan 
Revealed his imimmion that the' child 
la father of the man.' 

These words to ingoduce to you to-night 
A stranger from a far-off ce inntury, 
'The Couds' which fint  Athens saw the light 

Think not • The Clouds' before the whole is ended, 
Unworty of the name, bemuse so dry, 
They're h like Me House of Lords, theycan't be 
There is no remedy. 

A play which Shakespeare's audience would have hooted 
From off the stae, if such a play he written 
(And yet I deem its moral not unsuited 
To every adult Briton). 

This fade we neither bope for nor invite: 
Our audience we know is far too polite 
And if perchance you feel inclined to hiss, 
Forbear! de mortuis 

Yes, Socrates you know once kept a school, 
No 'summer whool of plain-song' by .e sea: 
High thinking, not plain singing, was the nile 
In his academy. 

An idle son long years ago would seem 
His simple father to have led away. 
What harm then if you too should deem 
The worse—the better play?" 
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Literary and Debating Society. 

The First Meeting of the Session was held on Sunday, September 
auth, with Fr. Edmund in the Chair. In Private Business the 
usual election of officiate took place. Mr. Speakman is Secretary, 
and Messrs. W. Clapham, Leonard, and Smith are on the Com-
mittee. The following new members were elected r—Maars. 
Potshot, R. Murphy, A. Clapham, Collison, F. Goss, O'Dwyer, 
A. Goss, Ainwough H. Rockford, P. Chamberlain and C. 
Rochford. As Mere was no motion for debate, Mr. W. Clapham 
hindlyoffered to read a paper on Me subject of "Esperanto," with 
which he has recently made himself familia, He gave an 
account 

explanation
he Esperamist movement and then prceeeded 

after detailed  of the character of the new language, 

Esperanto, from speeches delivered at the recent Congress. 

The Second greeting of the Segion was held on Sunday, 
October Mr. Williains moved ',hat England should adopt 
dm principle of Protection." He began by showing that ail 
the great commercia/ countries of the world except England 
had found it necessary to have a protective ariff. This made 
the same course necessary .r this country also. The remainder 
of his speech was taken up in

fo 
showings  Protection would 

increase our prosperity and a remedy r many of our 
preen t social evils by bringinproGde g about a more 0,1 distribution 
of wealth and by making it possible for employers of labour to 
Pc, hiPicor wages. 

Mr. Barton opposed the motion. He supported Free Trade 
in the interests of the poorer classes. Protection vnis advocated 
by rich merchants and employers of labour. It was they alone 
who grould be enriched thereby at the expense of the poor. 
Protection, by diminishigg our export trade would depreciate 
the standard rate of wages, while, at Me same time, placing 
tax on imported food. 

IN. Martin disagreed with the hon. opposer. He thought that 
a proactive tariff would ensure greater stahility for our mport 
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trade and, by protecting home industries, lead to a permute. 
increase in the val. of British labour, and therefore of the 
British labourer also. 

Mr. O'Dwyer pointed out that the supposed increase in Me rate 
of wages was an on because it took no account of the corres-
ponding rise in the price of food. He referred also with disapproval 
to r. Chamberlain's scheme of binding the Colonies together 
more clonly by means of a PrelerentOI Tariff. 

Messrs. Lightbound and Clapham also opposed We motion, 
and Mnsn. A. Smith, Chamberlain. Murphy and F. Cross spoke 
in support of it. On the question being put to the vote, there 
voted, for the motion, 9, agains. 9. 

At the Third Meeting of the Session, held on October rfith, Mr. 
Cawkell read an internting pa, on Joan of Are. 

Fourth Meeting, Sunday October aoth. In Private Business, 
AM. lames was elected a member of the Society. In Public Begi-
n, Mr. Coulson moved `That the Church of England should be 
Disestablshed, The hon. mover mid that he supported this 
motion chiefly on account of the Gilure of the Anglican Church 
to be what it professed to be, a National Religion. A Narnal 
Church wiM Private Judgment as in fundamental princi e was 
an imponibility. For We freedom which a claimed fortell its 
members was incompatible with the unity which was an essential 
condition of its sue.ss as a national inattution. It could only 
manage to maintain its existence by adapting ire to all shades 
of thought, and in doingso, it lost in hold upon We country and 

M,ially upon We poor. Tbese abuses could never be removed 

while the Anglican Church twos subject to the will of Parliament 
and while its Bishops were appointed by a Prime Minister who 
might hold any religious opinions or none if he chose. Disestab-
lishment was the only road to freedom from tyranny and internal 
strife. 

Mr. A. Clapham opposed. He protested against the idea that 
Dhestablishment would Ming greater freedom M the Church. It 
would mean not improvement but destruction. By doing away 
with the public recognition of religion it would remove the 
smongnt barrier against unbelief and leave the country at the 
mercy ti the legislative proposals of Notscomformicy and Atheism. 
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Mr. Speakman also spoke against the motion. He agreed with 
the lam speaker in Winking that Disestablishment would mean 
destruction, and referred to the Oxford Movement m showing the 
influence for good which the Church still possessed. 

Mr. Martin 

had
with the last speaker. Catholicism and 

Noncornlormity had both flourished without State endowment, 
or rather in spite of grievous disabilities. 

Leonard supported the motion. It was unjust to give Me 
support of the State too religi. which did not represent the 
beliefs of the majority. 

Sir. Williams insisted upon the injustice of isestablishntent. 
The Church wm not subject to the State, and Parliament had no 
right to confiscate Church Property. 

essrs. Per, E. Goss, ghtbound, Barton, Smith and 
O'Dwyer also spoke. The motion was lost by 9 voter to tr. 

The Fifth Meeting toot p. on Sunday, October tyth. Th. 
motion before the House was "That the breaking up of the Ni-dc. 
estat. of England wish a view to peasant proprietorship would 
be the Mr re non 
to the change that had taken place in the conditions of life and 
the character of our peasant populai.. They had once been 
justly regarded as the .dawn '• of England in peace and in 
v... But they had deteriorated aml their present condition was 
a sour.. grave finXitty tO the State. The stream of migration 
into the towns most be checked. This could only be done 
binding the peasant to the Gel. Peasant proprietorship would 
solve the social problem. 

Mr. C. Rockford opposed. Hedenied that our present system 
of land tenure .nnected in any way with the general influx 
imo the to He maintained that, except in a few insignificant 
cases, good feeling existed between temots and landowners, and 
that intelligent farmers could make farming profitable unde: 
present conditions with the minimum °Gish. Peasant proprietor-
ship had received a trial in Denmark. France and Savoy, and had 

Mr. Williams objected to small holdings on the ground that 
they would be mein. without capital to work them. 

W. W. Clapham supported the motion. The feeling. owner-
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ship would give a sense 0 responsibility to the peasant and 
provide a retry oseful stimulus to thrift and enterprise. 

essrs. Speakman and Murphy also supported the motion, and 
Mr. Go. spoke against it. On being put re the vote the motion 
Ives defeated by s votes to o. 

At the Six. Meeting, held on Smlay, November 3rd Mr. 
Leonard read . interesting paper on "Samuel Johnson, 

The Sevemh Meeting took place on November sore The 
motion lox debate was s That thiS House regrets books," proposed 

pare of 
discussion, which was perhaps not intended to be taken seriously. 
produced some good speeches although there -was a tendency 
throughout, to extend the debate beyond the limits, the motion. 
The motion was .t by y votes to o. 

The Society held its Eighth Meeting of the present Session on 
Novembertlrti. when Mr. Martin read apper on " The place of 
Natural Sci.cc in Education." 

The Ninth naming was held on Sunday, November xxth. 'The 
question of Social Reform occupied the House and 

the
the 

hest debate of the present Session. Although the voting left 
no doubt as to the real feelings , the Society on dm question A 
Socialism,•several of the members attempted, with .me success, 
to state the case for Socialism in ire most favourable light. It 
naay perhaps be doubted whether the more drastic of our English 
Socialists would have been more displeased with their Mends than 
with their opponents on this occasion. Mr. F. Goss moved " That 
the present condHioras of Society are satisfactory and do not need 
any reform in the direction of Socialism." He had no wish, he 
said, to minimise the evils which all mum recognise. The world 
of to-day was a world of enormous wealth and of endless labour 
and poverty ; the discoveries of science and the improved methods 
of Communication which existd between the most distam pans 
or the world had not alleviared the miseries of the poor, but had 
given new strength to their universal mY of discontent. The 
Socialist said that the present organization of Society tended to the 
cominuance 0 peva, and mis,. Re would therefor find a 
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reraedy by means of great social re.lotion. Socialism was based 
on the denial of the right of private ownership of land and the 
products of labour. Its principles ,vere Wee . es, hceidre. 
impracticable and would but increase the evils which it was 
intenIdrded to allereate. 

. Darby, in reply to Mr.Goss, dwelt on the luxury and waste 
of the rich as one of the chief causes of the misery and 
destitmion of the lower classes. He denied that any socia/ 
upheaval was involved in the schemes of the more moderate 
practical Socialists. But some legislation in the direction of 
Socialism was urgently called for. In the nationalisation of land 
and of railways a. the institution of old age pensions a practical 
means could found of diverting some of the superfluous wealth 
of the rich to b the are of the poor. It was tree that the right to 
possess private property was a natural law. This was admitted 
by moderate Socialists. But this right to possess did not also 
include ree right to me at will, without any responsibility to 
one's felrew-men. This, which was tacitly assumed by the 
Individualists in opposition to Socialism, was opposed to the 
teaching of Christianity. 

Mr. Williams opposed the mod.. He thought Mat much 
of the opposition to Socialism in the minds of good people 
was due to the fact that they fail to distinguish it from Anaray 
and Commurdsm, with neither 0 which it had any necessary 
connection. He asked the hon. mover in what the right of private 
ownership 0 land differed from that of private ownership of air. 

Mr. mth, pleaded for a more...la-sense view of thesubjret. 
Man must have food a. therefore property of some knd. Since 
the earth mid its pros/vas were limited there mmt be some 
rutriction upon the right 0 individuals to the posse.ion of an 
exorbitant share of them. 

Mr. Martin, in suport of the motion, condemned the Socialistic 
theory of labour as imp prectireble, and likely, if the attempt were 
made to put it into practice, to ruin trade and commercial 
.terprise. 

hlr. Chamberlain said that the principle of equality on which 
Socialistic theories were based was false. Besides this, Socialism 
<0..<roa only the iMerests of the working man. He referred 

Fiscal Reform as the true remedy or our Sreial 
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M11, Murphy protestedstronglyagainst any scheme of reform which 
would involve tht nationalisation of railways. He ,ared th, 
serious inconveniencin might arise from tl,e absence of comp., 
don which such a change won. ,rolyo, and that whereas now a 
week was sometimes regutred for the conveyance of a parcel 
1 rota York to dis time might, under the new Social 
conditions, be 

was 
to an unreasonable extent. 

The debate was continued by several members, and on being pm 
to the vote the motion was carried by a large majority. 

The Tenth Meeting was held on Sunday, December mt. Mr. 
Speakman read a Paper nn "Sydney S."' 

At the Eleventh Meeting, which took place on December Sth, 
them w, a debate on the motion proposed by Mr. OD wyer, 
" That the Colonies are a source of danger to England." The 
hon. mover, confini, his remarks chiefly to Canada, dwelt upon 
the growth of a spirit of ind,endence which was becoming 
more pronounced in that every year. They were 
into.ant of any imerference in their affairs on the part of the 
British Government, and were determined to make their own 
concessions and treaties with other countries Their trade returns 
for the last few ynrs in imports ...a 
exports, and pointed to the growing - pro,erity of the country 
to which her natural conditions were exceptionally favourable. 
In addition, every year showed an increasing 

The 
of 

French American over British inhabitant, The day was not 
far distant when, he hought, Canada would a favourable 
opportunity for breaking the bonds which bound her to England. 

Mr. Ainscough ,posed. He admitted the necessity of granting 
a larger we of independence to Colonies ashy grew in power 
and became capable of ell.govemmem. Englanhad learnt this 
lesson duri, the war of American Independence. But he 
rnain,ined He unflinching loyalty of the Colonies which was 

during the Boer War. Disraeli had once 
pied

the 
fiats  these wretched Colonies would he a mill-stone round 

the neck of England:" He lived long enough to see and confess his 
error. The Cobnis. were bound to the Mother Country by common 

pathica, dm, language and literatme. They had, over, 
nothing to gain by severing de, connection with England 
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Me. W. Clapham also spoke against the motion. The Chet, 
which the Colonies enjoyed was de surest safeguard A their 
loyalty. Therein I, ,e diff erence between them and the 
dependencies of the great empires of anciem days. 

Mr. Williams thought that the Canadian spirit of independence 
was the best guarantee of her loyalty. The fear A the United 
States and the Yellow Races would always kmp her loyal to 
England. The I,alty of India and Australia was ensured by 

their gmf graphical positions. 
IN, Leonard, in reply to Mr. Ainscough, said that the 

infinence of the ties of blood and language UpOR the Colonists was 
much xaggeramd. He thought that the inhabitants of our older 
Colonies had little sympathy with English ideas. In Ca,da the 
only thing that prevented an attempt to gain independence was 
the fear of the United States. 

Messrs. Smith, Marti, Murphy, Barton, Chamberlain, C. Rock-
ford and Speakman also spoke, after which the motion was put to 
the vote and lost byy vows M 

At the Twelfth Meeting of the Session, which was held on 
Sunday, December a5th, Mr Fonhaw mad a paper on 
" Wellington." 

* * 

Junior Debating. Society. 
ORR of the many fruitMl records of Mr. Robinson, labours 

a pug the establishment of this Society fice year, aga 
While the personnel of the Society changesentirely every two years, 

the Society rema,, and no longer an infant, fittingly recorded its 
indebtedness to ims Founder and first President, at its first meeting 
this term. Br. Ambrose is the new resident. The Society this year 
is very la,e, numbering no fewer than thirty-eight menden. 
The debatn have been well sa.ained and were occasionally very 
bright. A few of the members seem m have decided the loguar 
ansileam " Magma in (avow of the second alternative. We trust 
they will revoke their decision early next term. At the beginning 
of term members relied rather too much on written notes, but , 
one after another abandoned this practice, He interest in the 
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debatee increased and the effect on the Home was appreciable. 
Speakers might well remember that the House is always delighted 
to hear interesting remarks, that if the speaker shows himself 
matured, he moil/ be sure of a willing audience. 

The toSth meeting of the House was held on Oct. 6th. Mr. 
Lindsay was elected Secretary and Messrs. Dunbar, Ruddin a. 
Marshall members Me committee. Messrs. Narey, I. Murphy 
and Telfenro together with all the members of the Lower III Form 
were elected members of the Society. 

Mr. Lindsay moved that s' Travelling on Land is safer and more 
pleasant than on Sea." Mr. Power oppos. and was followed by 

At the nroth mating held on Oct. r,th Mr. Gaynor wmerocted 
mmber of the Sociem. In Public laminas Mr. Dunbar moved 

that  " The Ancienm were less happy and less civilized than Modern 

ons of the country and the barbarous habits of the peopleand 
urged that it was nothing but lunacy roriously to compare such a 
.te wiM ours. Turning to Rome, he said that a ci,lised Roman 
would make a most barbarous Englishman: that even in much 
praised Athens she f ew yuled that the whole fabric of the State 
v.a built on slavery s that the theory of sac try seemed to be the 
greatest misery of Me 

Roe
number. He concluded bypointing 

out thatneither Creel.... nor Briton were Christian ,and that 
the very religions of these peoples were crinses for us. 

NE. Rudd in opus', the honourable Mum had picked out all 
that was bad in ancient days and had compared it to what wm 

he 
good in our time. If he wanted a contrast betty

the good of the present day and what was bad Ise need not go to 
.cient times for the latter. he re  life of Me ancient in 
habitat. of Britain at le. made Mem healthy, and physically 
they were undoubtedly ropers°, in support of this he quoted 
War Office statistics showing the numbers rejected as unfit for 
service in the Boer War. All that was fine in Architecture was 
handed down to us by the Athenians, as also were the great. 
maaterpieca of literature ; no country had produced such a 
thinker as Aristotle nor sucha sold. as Csemr. It was absurd 
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to say thm states that could produce the. men were uncivilized. 
The owns sana in capon sano " ideal w. attained in anciem 
Greece and Rome; it is scarcely aimed at in modem Europe. 

Mr. Marshall thought the mover had exaggerated the differences 
between the pagan world and the Christi. of to-day. How 
far were the masses really Christi. now He reminded the 
House that Me Romans civ ilised the world they mum therefore 
have been civilized themselves. 

Mr. N. Chamberlain considered that in modern times there is 
mme machinery and less art. We can do things quickly but nm 

Hon. members so,o abused ancient religions should make 
an eXCeptiOn in favour Me Jews. 

Mr. Morice observed that we were more civilized w because 
we had more comfort and more amusement. Theno life of an 

Mr. Power suggested 
of

as a great asset on Me modan 
side. He held that the Main of 111Rn was much more developed 
now and much more ingenious. 

Mr. 
The 

remind. the Home of the production a caea 
dramas. The ancient dramatists were as greats Shakespeare. 
Members who were favour of modern amusement conveniently 
forget the Olympic game. 

Mr. Young argu. that members who dwelt on the richness of 

the inheritance use received from Greece and Ron. proved too 
much. The moderns possessed besides the .cient dramas their 

Greeks had the Olympic games ; the moderns could have these if 

they liked, and had also dialsoo. 
Mr. Long distinguish.1 the ancients were happier, he though. 

hut less civilises. 
Mr. McDonald mid Om ancients were better off because they 

had slaves. He should like to have a slave. 

Mr. Kelly drew the attention of Me Prey.. sProlser the 
gee, point of view. It might have bear EgYPtima 
potentates to have pyramids,  but the slaves who toiled at them 
received no reward. 

Mr. Reynolds thought Mat when the slava who built the Great 
Pyramid comensplated the wonderful results of their labour, that 
itself would be sufficient reward 

■ 
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Id, Richardson bewailed the heed training of me an
outh: they had to lead a life pleasant neither . themselves nor 

to their 
ern Mr. Roffinso held that the physical deterioration of modem 

races proved the ancients were healthier ; and health meins 
happiness. 

Mr. Peguero rAorded his impressions tom the reading of ancient 
Aassi. that after t the ancients indulged substantial 
leuts. That custom seemed to have died out. 

The motion wasilost 

The moth meeting was held on Oct. am, Fr. Anselm and 
Br. Edward were Mahon hh. Darey it  that ...Ante 
Aliens should not be allowed in GrAt Britain." He pointed out 
that the population of the British ffiles exceeds that A any other 
country in No  to their size, and that there is not sufficient 
work for all. These ali.s are for the most part a lazy and law-
less set of men, 

They 
out of their own countries because they are 

undesirable. They in  the present evils for they bring into 
the country not industries but disease, and by overcrowding the 
hospitals and workhouses came a considerable invease in the 
rates. 

Mr. McCormack, in seconding, divided aliens  

cl 

two classes, 
the unemployable and the unemployed. He dep lored an increase 
of either ass in this country. 

Mr. Mars  
disturbed

osing drew a vivid picture of a comfortable 
householde  by a poor alien knocking at the door for 
shelter. He appealed to n ...4y of the membered emindiog 
themMat thewmld wffi made for rich and poor alike. 

Mv. ower's chief argument was that only by checking ionmi. 
gamin could 

here

 A England, b.t workmen be 
prevented, for e driven from the country by the willing-
ness of foreigners to work fel-cheaper wages. 

r. Chamberlain pleaded eloquently for the admission of 
destitute aliens. Even the English Government could err, and it 
wu not in the interests of maniq to shut out Me destitute. 

Mr. Gaynor argued in the same swain urging that we should 
do as we would be done by. 

Bffickledge objected to an artificial division of the world. 
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The pffinet on which we live is meant for the whole race
no property qualification should be required for admission to any 
part of it. These dffititme aliens in coming to our land paid 
a compliment to England: they showed that they preferred it. 

Mr. Ruddin thought they are not so destitute as they at first 
appear, but come to learn the tricks of our trade ; wffile Mr, 
Weighill thought that many with warlike intem come to spy 
up our 

Mr. J. Murphy erased to the ffical settlements A foreigners, Mani
the China settlement in Liverpool. Mr. Long urged 

their rejection since charity begins at home, and Mr. Peguero 
supported him by the sound logical argument that these men are 
either bad or good: if the forme, we must avoid their evil influ-
ence, if the latter, we must not deprive their own countries of 
their good influence. 

After Messrs. Mole, Wright, fluddleston, Kelly, J. Newton 
and 12,30A had spoken, Me motion was carried  by 34-11, 

The arida meeting on October AM. Fr. Benedict and Br. 
ptArard were present. M, Miller moved that Charffis I was 
unjustly beheaded." By a careful historical sketch of his reign he 
showed Me injustioe of his execution. M, 

his
in opposing 

argued M. Charles was justly condemned or his um of Aran, 
Kings cannot le, unjust taxes on their subjects, and mmy of 
Charles' taxes, notably the Ship Money for the inland towns, 
were decidedly unjust. lie q...a from Goldmith's History that 
Charles himself the scaffold acknowledged the justice of Ms 

exMr.
ecution. 

Lindsay dwelt on Charles' private life. Mr. Marshall 

ques d 
Chamberlain 

ossibility o SocietyXing committing high treason. 
r.  urged the  as Gtholios to stand, as in 

former days, as staunch supporters of Me cause of Charles. Mr. 

Fluddleston thought that the many differences ffitvreen Charles 
and his Parliament vrere caused by Me jealousy and intrigue of 
Cromwell. Mr. Kelly argued thaA the refusal of Me legitimate 
jedges t the King proved that he was not lawfully 
iOndegnned. 

Fr. Benedict in a spAch of some Angth traced the hopeleas 

misgovernment which w. characteristic of Me reign. Messrs, 
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Weig&0, Peguero Darby, Goodall, Young, Heym, 
Barnett, Newton and Ruddin also addressed the House. 

The motion was carried by 28 votes

At Me math meeting, held on November 3rd, Mr. McCormack, 
motion that voting should henceforth be by ballot was carried by 
a large 

of
The motion before the Home was that " The 

Drvention of Steam and Motor-can has done harm to England 
and Englishmen." Mr. McCormack proposed, Mr. Gaynor opposed. 
The danger of machinery and motors, the injury to health in 
factories, the lamentable 

of 
in towns were dwelt 

Da by different supporters of Me motion: while as advantages 
of the invention of steam the House was reminded of the 
cheapness and superiority of machine-made goods. of the develop-

( the country which would have 
been impossible without steam and of the great manufacturing 
activity which was the chief source of England's wealth. 

Fr. Dunstan also took part in the debate. 
The motion was lost by m votes to 113. 

At the sr3th meetn which was held on Nov. loth Mr. 
Beech moved F That the late Compensation Act should not have 
been passed." Mr. Hayes opposed. The motion was lost by 20-25. 

At the 224th meeting, held on Nov. nth, Mr. Power's motion 
in Privme liminess that a Jumble Debate should be held once 
o. month did not meet with the approval of the Society. The 
subject before the Hotne for debate was " That Army Life is better 
than Naval Life." The usefulness, training,interestexperience,and 
healthiness of each life were contrasted in digcrent speeches of the 

Blackledge of the Navy. The mmiun was lost by as votes to xy. 

In the 115th meeting which was held on Nov. agth the relative 
merits of Free-trade and Protection were keenly debted. Fre, 
trade had many suprters. Mr. obernon, the mover, held
as the warning to those who wished to introduce ...don the 
trouble which resulted in the American Colonies separating from 
Great Britain. He poiated to the great increase of exports since 
and in consequence of the introduction of Free-trade. Mr. 
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Chamberlaih and Mr..Gaynor also warmly advocated Free-trade, 

showing the impossibility of growing sufficient corn on English 

soil, and thinking presem evils better than starving in the midst 

of plemyProtecti by imposing a tax on corn. 
But on had more numerous eupporters. Mr. Young 

enlozged on the advamages of a monopoly of our own trade, and 

looked forward to the ti,ne when, thanks to Promotion, present 

evils would be greatly diminished by a more even distribution of 

wealth. Mr. Miller pointed to the opportunities Protection would 

give for disposing of English goods and for finding occupation. 

The Protectionist programme would, too, unite England by closer 

bonds with her colonies, and thus consolidate the empire. 

Mr. Darby advocated a via media." Luxuries only should be 

taxed. 
Messrs. Beech, Blackledge, Marshall, Nam, McCormack, lieges, 

Kelly, Lindsay, Reynolds and Burge also took an active part in 

the di,oussion. The votes stood :—For Free-trade r6, for Protec. 

tion 22. 

On Dec. tea, the 226th meeting was held. Mr. P. Murphy moved 

' , That all Englishmen ought to ha.ve military training for a 
period of lam years." Dwyer opposed. 

The question of training became in the course of the discussion 
one of immediate practical inter t to the members when reference 

wm made to an institmion whicesh had during the term sprung into 
existence in the college in addition to the ordinary physical drill, 

and vulgarly known as The A.wkward Squad." Mr. Power (a 
member of this Squad 0 powerfully denounced Mis opprobrious 
pithet, and reminded the Society that Me Ampleforth Cadet 

Co,. was alter all a part, though a humble one,of the imperial 
defesive •arrangements of the land, 

Br.
n 

Edward also took  part in Me discussion of the moton, 
which was to by lo—r0. 

The last meeting of the Session was held on Dec. oth. Mr. 
Newton moved ff That the American colonies were justified in 
revolting from England." An interesting debate in which Br. 
Sebastian and Br. Leo took part resulted in the motion being lost 

by 24 votes to t5. 



Toe approxh of Christmas reminds a correspondent of a quaint 
old walLpainting bearing on the season's mystery which he came 
across when wandering some years ago among the wooded vales 
of western Sussex. Hidden away in the folds of the Downs, at a 
spot called Shulhrede, or Shoolbred, are the smnty remains of a 
small Augustinian priory that are not easy to find in the intricate 
windings of the almost tracklms forest lying between Haslemere 
and Midhurst. They are not fax, however, from the new 12,1 
Sanatorium lately opened by the King in that romantic and 
healthful country. On the walls ol the disused chapel a fresco 
maymill be seen representing the Nativity of Ow Lord and dating 
from Me fifteenth or even the fourteenth century. It is still in good 
preservation, but has pomibly been restored some two hundred or 
mom years go.  scroll above the scene hear the words—
E.= Virgo 0 Iteipiet a part below it is the verse:—

remarkable about either the colouring or drawing of the Irma, 
but the collection of birds and beasts grouped roond the principal 
figures is very quaint, for each contributes in its native tong. to 

of he ends 
from the animals' mouths, ere ingeniously fated to the natural 
aim of the dumb createre& First of all, with Sapping wings 
and outstretched throat the Cock crows—Christus name est I 
Chasms natus I (a. .licious Latin variam of Cock-a-doodle. 
doe!) Next a Duck quacks—Quando, quando? A Crow croaks 
in answer—In bac nocte, in hie mete! The Ox lows—Ubi, ubi ? 
and lastly the Sheep Meats—In Bethlehem I A quaint *d 
delightful idea—this rejoicing of the animal creation in its sham 
of redemption, and imjoining in the celebration of the holy Night I 

. very loo from hulbrede, but over tbe Hampshire 
awayborder, in the church at Catherington, another mural painting had 

Wen lately uocovered which illustrates how effectively Mother 
Church taught her doctrines to unlettered people. The scales of 
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Judgment ere represented balanced in the great Archangel's hand. 
On one side the devils leaning all his weight on one scale in

to pull it down. On the opposite side stands a/comic figure, 
evidently Our Blessed Ladye—who just lays a finger on the other 
scale, and prevents it being weighed down by the enemy of man-
kind Could one better represent to simple folk the power of Me 
W otection of the Mother of God! 

a • • 

A few months ago there was a brief coaMp n Me 
Tablet concerning some relics of t. Lawrence. They are now 
at Charley anal are said to ha‘e been brought from Normandy-in 
the fifteenth century. C. B is inclined to believe they are the 
relies of St. Lawrence O'Toole, an Irish Saint who died and is 
venerated in Brittany. But Mr. Bolton clings to the tradition 
wbich identifies Me St. Lawrence of the inscription with our 
St. Lawrence, the Prince of Mart,. He quota from a lecture, 
delivered in St. Walburge's schools Preston by Mr. James 
{Norden of Maudlank Bank, Presto, the following interesting 
statement. °One of the family" (dee Standishes of Standish) 
.ught the reputed bones of St, Lawrence,and Lair the Chapel 

of St. Lawrence for their tempt,. These relics wme formerly 
in a reliquary or chest which I myself ham seen b. so 
,:ece. were taken away that it was deemed  advisa.ble to put them 
M the old piscine of the Standish Chapel. A piece of glass, and 

brass gridiron in ront, emblernat, of the Sints martrydom, 
prevent them being further tampered with." 

Anything came.. with our patron Saint is of inure. a., 
since the generous and precious gift to us of the forearm of the 
Saint was made by Bishop Medley, we have been especially 
anxious to know all that it is possible to learn about his relics. 
VVe do not, however, Mink it probable that the Chorley relic can 
be rightly attributed to the martyred deacon. We do not know 
the sae or importance of the relic. If it be a portion of the 
Sta.ndish treasure, preserved at one time in a chest and from which 
many pieces have been taken wy—the description suggems 
some *naiderable rernains—we should judge that the Sc 
Lawrence should not be identified *th ow Patron. From the 
earliest centuries mutable relics of our St. Lawrence were so eare 
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Mat the highest personages in Europe have asked for them in 

Constantine, 
In the sixth century Pope Gregory the Great wrote to 

Constantine, who Fad desired thm a relic of St. Lawrence might 

be sent torsos[aminople in the following terms, "Ely prede-

cessor saintly measory (Pelagius wisMog tO better certain 
hi, connected with Me body of St. Lawrence the martyr (he 

rebuilt Me Basilica and. re-Morned the shrine), not knowing 

exactly where the venerable body was bstowed, was digMng 

experinEntally to find out, when suddenly Me sepulchre itself 

was u ittingly

.

 laid open. Those who were then present, the 

the
o e  wh were at work, and who saw the body 

of the  but did notermume to to, it, all died within 

ten days. that there can be no one nee/ living who has looked 

up. the holy hotly itself. The most gentle lady should know 

Max it is not the custom wilt the Romans, when they give away 

relics. to lay hands on any part of the body, but a shroud is put 

into the coffer in such a way that it may reach the most sacred 

bodies of the Sints, which, when lifted out, is preserved with 
veneration in the church to be consecrated. Whence. happened 
that in the times  L. (I) of blessed memory, when 
certain Greeks weresceptical about relics of that sort, the Maro-
s.] POntiff CO with dm, this very shroud ;of St. Lawrence), 
and blood flowed from the incision." The holy Pontiff excuses 
himself for being unable to send a particle of the bones of the 
Saint, bemuse Pope Pelagius had lefrthe hotly ondisturbed. 

Before this the Emperor Just n had requested a relic of St. 
Lawrence from Pope Horns.... He wrote somewhere about 

the year slq, when hewm erecting Me Basilica of the Holy 
Apostles, and he wiMed to prmerve in it relics of SS. Peter and 

Paul and of St. Lawrence. But neither in the case of the holy 

Apostles nor of St. Lawrence did he venture to ask for portions of 
their bo.s. He was comm. to beg Ma, if it possible, he 
mi 

be 
ght spared sme. fragments of the cha.ins and gridiron. 
The fact that, next after those of the great Epomles, relics of 

St. Lawrence should have been the rarest and Me most prised, 
Mak. it nearly impossible that they should he found, nowadays, 
in unexpected places: and no considerable portion of his boors is 
on record as having been given to any single church or country. 
The largest was the donation made by Pope Gregory XIII to 
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Philip of Spain, gathered Mom vari  hurch. in Rome, con-
sisting of part of a humeral bone ands one arm, with a finger 
and a tooth. VEr are told that Pope Vitalian in the year 66, 
with the desire of helpino on the conversion of England, sent from 
Rome certain relim, b*eatorum Petri, Pauli et L 

ad 

auren., etc,. 
uo 

fit
says an historian (t posset Vdelual Regnum 

Edens convertere.” 
It should be understood that except when their historical 

authent y has been inquired to by the 
when

at Rome, 
the presumption is against the attribmion of any relics inscribed 
with the words, S. Lauren. or S. Lauremii M. to the martyred 
deacon. Historians us that tho name was a COTOMOn one 
among the early Christiana Close on twenty (term vigintil 
martyrs of that name.. been taken Mom the Rom. cemeteries. 
Fra Ignacio Con., writing in the eighteenth century, speake 
of a.nother body discovered in his own days imorihod X Caere., 
Marty., and he says further, (' Romanic,. concessione 
aliM extra Urhem delatum act: cujus non nulls ossiurn fragments, 
in quadam Rumen capons Romer spud custodem Euratom reliquis 
arum (ut moris est in onmi genus extrutione abUrbe).rvantur 
ut hisce °who egornet yid,. It is this fact which accounts. the 
number of supposed relics of the Saint—a quantity so vast that, 
as the historian says" if they be  to the one body of the 
holy Beacon, it would follow, not only that he was gigantic
in stature, sedmopes maindivinitus corpoream multiplicasse 
substantiamd" 

• • • 

The Volume lately imued by the Catholic Record Society 
(Miscellanea IV) recalls a chapter in the history of the mission, 
activity of the English Benedictines. Al.. Joseph Hansom has 
edited the Catholic Registers of Hoirne-on.Spalding Moor, which 
wm one of our missions for upwards of a century. Holt, the 
Seat of the Barons Langdale. was an old chapMincy, and we 
read first of Fr. Edsvard Both, alias Barlow, coming Morn the 
English College ax Lisbon in .Jo. He was succeeded in turn by 

Franciscan, FE IdaciEcus Baker, an eminent spiritual writer. 
Finally the Benedictin. began to serve the chaplaincy in tx,, 
the first being F. John Fisher. During his time Mary Langdale, 
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the daughter and co-heiress of the last Baron Langdale, married 
Charles Philip Lord St01.1.11 thus Holme became the residence 
of the Barons Stourton. Fr. Fisher kept his registers very faith-

fully for tweMy-thcce years but shsce, he tells us,  they consisted 
of only few sheets of Paper Stitcht together ; and therefore not 
judged so proper for a Work of th, Na  he transcribed them 
literally into the 

Comm 
which, with its later additions, was handed 

in to the State ssioners by Fr. Turner in ado, and is now 
kept, a vellum bound book in very good condition, in Somerset 
Hon.. 

Fr. Fisher, in ry88, retired full of y.ra to his monastery at 
J, having been chaplain at Ho/me for forty-five years. 

For twenty of these he had act. as Procurator of the Northern 
Province, and he was Prwidmu General from 1,-, During an 
illness r. lames Le Grand, a monk of Lambspring, served the 
chaplaincy, Ism he returned to Lawkland Hall, the Se. of the 
Ingleby family, where he died. Fr. Fisher was succeeded by Fr. 

Bern ...V."8 (ry88,a), an Edmundian who retied to Ame-
forth in iShd, where he lived for seven years umil his death. pl Fr. 
Joceph Storey (ry9a-95), from Lambspring, handed on the 
chaplaincy to Fr. Jerome Marsh (1,5,8), Prior of St. Lawrence, 
from rySt-,„ who did  is buried at Holme. His 

ono from 1798-18, Fr. Alban Clarkson, 0 lambspring, lies next to 

Ksmall black cross in the cemetery at Ampleforth marks the 
of one.. waa at Holum for many years. Fr. John Turner 

was truly a confessor of the aith, having been thrown imo prison 
at the time of the French Revolution. He was releas., but 
remained some time in Paris. He took charge of the Holtne 
mission from aSid to As, when he retired to Ample/ ortb,though 

Glambrook succeeded for three years. He also had been fi fty-lour 
years a priest when he died in Fr. Anselm Ccekshoot 
480,8) went to Holme immediately after his term of office as 
Prior of Ample/ onh. Fr. Maur. Hodgson,previously Procurator 
in Rome went to Holum in r8S. Fr. hlaurus Shepherd (as, 

wararecceded by fr. Stanislad us Holohan (.6.64). al terwards 
Prior of Douai. Alter this the Benedictine connection with the 
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mission ceased. The Very Rev. Canon Brady is the present 

from Holme. The estate belonged to the Vavasour family, and it 
was at the house of Peter Vavasour that FA Thomas Atkinson 
the martyr was seized, together with his host and the whole 
family, they were all .rried  to Yorlc. Fr. Atkinson 
died for the faith at York, being hanged, drawn and quartered 
on March rIth, zeds. 

This volume of Catholic Recerds is a source from which other 
items of Benedictine interest can be gathered. MA Hansom 
comribmw the Registers of the Num of the Institute of Mary at 
York (07,-ida,), the Papist Returns for the City 0 York, and 
part of the Ainsty (ry,$), a. the Catholic Registers of York Bar 
Convnt Chapel Of y tSc6). Mr. Carlisle Spalding gives us
few dime very intermting manuscripts in the possession of Lord 
Herrin . Everingham This chaplaincy war served . the 
English Benedictines from tyst-taht. One is a New Letter 
about the conversion of Charles II, and is perhaps the of
English letter on the subject extant. It is dated London ye 
tdth of Feb:4" This 

spree 
the Old Style. Ring died Feh. 

x68 ii Ring 
had halo whole ye. to p are hinnelle for Confession, he could 
no ave ceprat himself better. Having bin two hours with him, 

reedministeed him, whilst the Earls of Bath and Feversham 
werunarm asshting, though rotestants, so that it will be 
publick enough: the Bishops also going to and fro, and he 
refusing their help. His acts of Contrition and fad. and calling 
on the Mother of God were continall. In fin, if he had lived
Catholick all his life, he could not have  define.: so that as 

wo lld have nsade publick declaration of his faith, but in that 
conjuncture of time 

had 
thought inconveniem. So he was not 

permitted though he urged it over and over again." 
portrait said to be of the well-known Benedictine father 

hangs in the Calef actor, at Arwieforth. 
Another of this collection of manuscripts tells ,u of a priest who 

was banished in ma, 
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Whereas you have taken upon you the officeor 
(function of a Popish Priest as I am credibly inform. Therefore 
I do hereby give you notice that mains. you do immediately Quit 
this Country you will be prosecuted as the Law directs from 
Yours dm., 

"Sum Grittier, 
+To Mr. Watkinson 

at Middleton." 
It is of Brea interest to k.tow that this goad priest was Fr. 

Gregory Watkinson, 0.S.B., who was professed for St. Gregory's 
in zyr6 and took up missionary chitin at Middleton Lodge in 
185, where he remained until his death in ana. It would be 
interesting to learn how he escaped the watchful eye of Mr. 
Cwt.. 

+ • • 

Welted almost forgotten that this year the "Dies Memorabilia" 
marked the Tercentenary of Me restoration of the English Bene-
dictine Congregation. When Me fact Me to our minds we 
duly celebrated the occasion with a grmt function and a sermon. 
The latter was preach. by Fr. Hilo+, Willson. But if, per-
chance, we had passed over the day withont taking notice that 
the century clock was striking, we are afraid we should not have 
been greatly ashamed ourselves Centenaries and Jubilees and 
half-Jubilees have become so Requent of late that we have grown 
nearly as accustomed to them as. the quarter, half-hour and 
hour .inaes of our tower clock. They no to  disturb our 
sleep at nigts. In a little we shall come to be proud of swh 
forged einem. It will rank as a distinction.  We shall feel like 
the visitor to Rome who. at Me end of his visit, complimented 

• • • 

The opening of St. Mary's New Church at Canton on Nov. ++1 
is a matter for thanksgiving and also for congratulations to the 
congregation and Fr. Elphege Duggan. The morning was wet, 

sec very large number of the faithful gathered to join with the 
ular clergy and our brethren in am ring at the opening. 

Bishop fiedley sang the Mass, and the sermon was preached by 
the Bishop of Clifton. Fr. Van den Heuvel, Canon Wade, Canon 
Hayes, Fr. Bede Polling (formerly curateat St. Mary's), Fr. 
Adrian Coughlin, Fr. Mdan Crow, and Fr. Bernard 
.sisted at the altar. In the evening Fr. Abbot sang Solemn 
Vesper+ with Fr. Oswald Hunter-Blair as assistant priest. Bishop 
Heine, preached. 

The church stands at the corner of King's Road and Talbot 

FF., and caupina rommanding position. It is designed int. 
Romanesque style, and the plate comprises a nave 4. 
with spacious aisits a. I trge chancel, together with two side-
chapels, tourer and baptistery. Owing, however, to lack of 
sufficient funds the soM11 aisle and the upper portion of the tower 
are not for the prnent being proceeded with. The total imernal 
length of Me church is zo6 feet, and the width including the 
aisles, y8 fen, whilst the intetnal height is +6 feet. The com-
pleted church will accommodate about 85o persons, and in the 
portion present built seating accommodation for 600 is 
provided. Owing to tbe comparative shortness of the site
gaIlery has been constructed at the west end. The organ is 
provided for in a chamber over a portion of the future side-aisle 
near the chancel. The High Altar with its lofty and handsome 
reredos, chiefly of maMle and alabaster, the gift of generous 
imas, attemion. The altar it  is supported by 
Mree groups of colmns. The throne is above a. behind the 
tabernacle, and is also of delicately carved alabaster and marble. 
Above it is a panel filled with a representation. the Holy Lamb
in mosaic work, above which agora, under a lofty canopy, is a 
carved figure of the Resurrection. The altar.rails are of carved 

• and polished alabaster and marble, with gates of wrought iron. 

The steps to the sanctuary and altar in Greek Tinos marble, are 

On Oct. sorb Fr. Abbot preached the evening charity sermon 
at St. Benedict's, 'Warrigton, in aid of the church. His mbject 
svas St. Benedict, and he unveil. and blemed the beautiful. new 

statue of the Saint whidt has be given to the church by 
members of the congregation. 
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The Annual gathering of the London Amplefordians wok place 
at the Holborn Resmurant on Nov. ay.. Owing to Fr. Abbot's 
absence in Rom, Fr. Prior took the chair, being supported by Me 
V, Rev. Fr. Leo Almond and thirty-three Old Boys and friends. 
After the usual toasts 0 Pope and King, Mr. John Tucker proposed 
that of Alms. Mater, which was received most enthusiastically. 
The Chairman in his reply dwelt on the present flourishing state of 
Ampleforth. both as a Monastic and Educ ional Establishment. 
In reference to .e former. he spoke of the Tercentenary of the 
revival of the English Benedictine Congregation, at the hands 0 
the aged Fr. Sigebert Buckley in the old gate-houm of Wmtminster, 
which occurred on Nov. ant —the Dies Mennerabilis—and had 
bcen solemnly commemorated at the Abbey of Ampler orth the 
previous week. He then proceeded to give an account of the 
College, alluding to the highly satisfactory report of the three Uni-
versity Inspector, also to the eacellem results. the Examinations 
both at the College and at Oxford, and shovving that Ampleforth 
could claim to toe abreast of the times. He further gave them an 
account of all that was taking place, and especially of the pro-
posed erection of an Exhibition Room, new Refect,, more 
accommodation for small boys—all of which evoked emhusiastic 
cheers from his for small

The health  of Ms Harold Pike, who had worked so hard for the 
success of the gathering, was proposed by Mr. John Tucker. In 
response Mr. Pike reminded them of the forthcoming Ampler or 0 
Ball, 0 be held 0 the Savoy Hotel on January ast.h. and begged 
them all to help in making that a success, expressing a hope that 
they would all attend and bring their friends. 

Mr. Keogh in an excellent speech proposed the health of the 
Secretary, Mr. John Tucker, who replied giving interesting 
reminiscences of his connection with Ampler orth. After the heal. 

suitably replied, Mr. Penney gave the toast of the Chairman in an 
amusing speech, which evoked a happy reply from the Chairman, 
who alluded to his long connection with the London Din., and 
also to the days of the old Beefsteak suppers. Am enjoyable 
evening w. spent, aided very considerably by Messrs. C. S. Gil-
bert, Stenedate Bennet, and and F. Daniel, whose musical coo-
n-Mono= were loudly cheered. 
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We wish to bring before the notice of our readers the London 
Ampleforth Ball, to be held on the aqth Jan. next, and ro eaprms 
our hopes that all, who will attend. Last year's Cinderella 
was smh a. success that they feel atoned in attempting something 
still better. Tickets may be had of the Secretary, Mr. Ina Tucker, 

Leadenhall Sr, S.C., or from Mr. Harold Pike, Doughty St., 
Mecklenberg Square, London, C.C. 

• • • 

The thirteen. Liverpool annuli gathering of •Old Ample-
fordians took place on Tuesday, December loth, at the Exchange 
Station Hotel. Fr. Placid Whittle was in the chair, and was 
support.] by Fs Abbot and about eighty old boys and friends. 
The tout of the Pope was fi ttingly entrusted by the Chairman to 
Fr. Abbot, who had just returned from Rome and from a private 
audience with the Holy Father. Fr Abbot roused his hearers to 
enthusiasm as he dly described the ope's keen interest in 
hearing details of the work at Aamleforth and in our missions. 
Alter the loyal toasts the Chairman eloquently .d feelingly gave 
" Alma Mater" a. referred to the sacrifices of the past. the 
thoroughness and unstinted energy which he felt sure were the 
keynote of the life at Ampleforth to.day, and were responsible 
for the position in the world of education whicIr Alma Mater was 
steadily and surely acquiring both 0 home and at Oxford. Mr. 
Cockshutt, who followed the Chairman in speaking to the to.. 
entertained his hearers with amusing re  of life at 
Ampleforth in his thne The reap.. was in the hands of Fr. 
Abbot and Fr Edmund, who gave detailed reports of .e work 
done AI 

As 
and Oxford, while particular mention vvas 

made by Fs Edmund of the satisfactory nature of the report sent 
in by three University Inspectors who last July closely examined 

also  Annmade of the fact that the y Council had recognized the 
school as efficient. Ms Chamberlain, with his usual cheerio, 

Fr. Browne, 
ST. (Rector 0 St. Francis Xavier's), and Fr. F. Smith. of Garman, 
whose names were most cordially received. The toast of ie the 
Chair s W. given , Fr. Wilfrid Darby, whose .tertaining 

stories of the venerable Chairman evoked much merriment. A 
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well-merited vote of thanks was accorded to the hon. see., Mr. 
John Fishwick, and his as si ts for the great success of the re-
union, and to Messrs. jelley,stan jos. Bate, D. Traynor, Frs. Basil 
Primavesi and Lawrence Buggins,who contributed pleasing songs 
during the evening. 

• • • 

BY a Brief dated relax., 27th, tffe>, Hu Holiness IN, Pius 
has granted the following Privilege:— 
A Peseany ...secs (applicable to the Holy Souls) can 

be gained by any of the Faithful as often Gsit a Church 
or Public Oratory belonging to the Benedictines (monks m nuns), 
between Vespers on November xst and sunset of the following day, 
provided that, h ing made their Confession and received Hol 
Communion, they av may for the Intentions of the Holy See, y

anyone prevented by ill-health, Monastic Enclosure, or too 
great distance trona Church (over one mile), is unable to visit a 
Benedictine Church, he can gain the above Privilege by making 
a visit to , Church or Public Oratory, provided that he habit-
ually carries a Jubilee Medal of St. Benedict. 

This Indulgence, we hear, roused great fervour among the 
people at St. Annes,Elge Hill. Close on a thousand received Holy 
Communion, and a constant stream of people paned in and out of 
the church during the hours in which the Indulgence could be 
gained. In future years as the Indulgence comes to be more 
widely known no doubt even larger numbers will avail themselves 
of the privilege. 

• • • 

From our Hall at Oxford :—
here have this term been a number of valuable additions to 

generom donor of Justin,h Cnn Scholarship," to Mr. M. N. his
dd

Gllow of Oriel (Br. Jus  c Greats" tutor), who has shown his 
kindly intere. in our Hall by a handsome subscription to the 
li rary, and to r. Aldan Crow, an old friend. The need of a 
good library is essential to us, and them generous gifts am 
thoroughly apreciated. 

We hem with phasure Jsat • saond edition A Mr. Ernest 
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Barke,s firm book, Au rulroduetion to the Study of Aristotle. 
Politics, has already been called for. Mr. Barkee spent five 
weeks of last vacation at Byland, and we were pleased co see him 
frequently at Amplerorth. He has already been the tutor of two 
men front our hall, and still has two under his charge. 

Dr. B. P. Grenfell read a paper to the Philological Society and 
afterwards gave a public lecture on the fragment of a new Greek 

an discovered by himself and Dr. A. S. Hunt at Oxyrynchus. 
The fragment. which belongs to a istory written on the scale of 
Thucydides, deals mainly with the'Asiatic campaign of Agesilam 
and covers a period of about eighteen months. In this part thereon 
little that is new except the record of naval operations in the 
xEgeart which were previously unknown. But the most valuable 
portion is an excursus on the Boeotian Confederation, a subject 

on which until now the student could learn nothing but the conjec-
tures of his teachers. The author, though in  of style, is 
regarded as a capable historian and one who lived near the events 
he narrated. The learned have not yet agreed upon his name. 

Dr. Oren. now calk m Theopompus, but others prefer 
Cratippus, as Dr. Oren. hi  did a year ago. Both claimants 
have weighty atom.. and weightier names to support them. 

• • • 

Very few of us are privileged to live fifty years in the habit 

of St. Benedict, and still fewer fifty years as a priest. It is then 

a matter rejoicing to us all that Fr. Paulinus Wilson, on 
December soth, by God's blessing celebrated the fiftieth year 

his priesthood. We offer hirn our sincerest congratulations. The 

Holy Father in recognition of his labours for the Church in En, 

land has sent to him an autograph letter t for Fr. Paulin= shortly 

alter the jubilee of his priesthood will celebrate the completion of 

his fiftieth year of missionary labour—an occurrence very seldom 

recorded in our annals. In the next issue, we will speak more 

fully of Fr. Pauli:mg, and hope to give the Holy Father's letter. 

• • • 

Another jubilee, of which we shall have to speak in our neat 

number, is Fr. Whittle's fifty years in the habit. We see from the 

papas that a tribute of affection" from the parishioners of 
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St. Albans, Warrington, is to be offered to Fr. Placid on the 
occasion. We congratulate him meet heartily and trust that he 

Avewill  to see other lubilees. 

• • 

Our felicitations are also due to Fr. Thomas Bridges of Alston 
Lane, who on Dec. mth celebrated he golden Jubilee of his 
primthood. He came to Ampleforth in A, and ten years later 
was ordained priest. Since then he has unceasingly laboured for 
the Church, and among other works built the church of St. Mary's, 
Fleetwood. We assure hire of souls. rayers that he may yet be 
spared many years to work for 

• • • 

Our congratulations to Frs. Dunstan Porai and Anse., Parker, 
who were rased to the priesthood by Bid, Medley on the 
Sunday previous to the Exhibition in July. Also to Br. Bruno 
Dawson, who was ordained deacon in the Cathedral Basilica 
of St. Scholastica at Subiaco by the Archbishop of Spoleto, 
Mgt Sera., 0.S.9. 

• • 1. 

Many who have experienced kindness and hospitality at 
the hands°, Dom Gregor io Grasso. Prior of the Monastery. Sacro 
Speco, will be interested to hear that he has been elected Abbot 

beenaglia 0,d.so, in the place. Don, Bede Cardinale, who has 
appoinmd Bishop. Civita Vecchia. 

The Abbey ofPraglia. which is some four or five miles outside 
Padua, has but recently been 

are
to the Benedictines 

by the Cmvemment It M an extensive and interesting building, 
containing much worthy of the attemion of the lover of art. A 
few weeks ago it was discovered Mat the whitewash on the wall. 
of the refectory covers rescoes. It is not known as yet if they are 
of any value, but the names of the artists, such as klantegna, 
who worked in dm monastery, make Me discovery of possible 

• • • 

Fr. Abbot amongst Ms multifarious dm ies has found time to 
give ,beam since the Spring to the communities at Downside, 
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Sidmoutb. Frincethotpe, Atherstone, Woodchester Convent 

Woodchester Monastery, and Me Visitation Convent, Harrow. 

This surely is worthy o1 special tem,  n t of sevenor ten 
days is in imelf a trying ordeal, but to give seven within a few 
months would tax the endura.nce of the strongest Fr. Abbot 
had semwal other applications which he was unable to accept. 

We trust Me blessings Mat accompany mch a work will mft.a 

<0 all the members of his community. 

• • • 

The success of Huntm H6i.1 Hall She AmPleforth Hall at 
Oxford) in Me SMoMs yem wm suSt mmtractarnie 
attention. s A First in Histmy,aFEm 
in Theology and a Mir 

cod 
which," sen 

the Oxford Magazine, • a Mall i..seMMi nember ,  emler-
EN.N,Ess, " 

mined in the FMAMrn When we aeirn 
obtained by two of our es me.m Merch in fie..." ,((Tarsiers)) 
Moderations we feel see quite deserve Me FuNgY h.stowed by the 
Nast. is ming ttr fiscal Lan loot , NEN. "0n 
smallest existing maMmimilmild,

The Firm in iiistory—md we hear it was Me.stof the Firms 

our Hal,  To Om oar warmest ...OM The rest of the 
summate wme,M obtaimd by Aaple‘orth Monks. Br. dmtin 

the School staff,. hm abort Domini. Willerahwhonnewmieem 
,naster. Br. Aelred Dawson has returmdto Oxford as a graduate, 
Br. Celestine Shepherd. hlethert BYrne, and MT* 
have still to comp.. Mei,  centse. 

• • • 

We offer our sympashy ro Mr. ohn &Ems., on she OEM 
of Ms wife. Mrs. Ernie, hes a special ch, m on em Faders m 
she was the sistm.F.AMMMpheM.nd., she rest 
M pea.. 

• • • 

sorry to 0 that Mr. W. Mopival.acSes 
of We  Techniallnatitute, wash the French Railway 
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diarster at Celina. August agth. But we wish to compliment 
him on the courage whinn  made light of his serious injury. We 
hope his recovery was rapid and perfect. 

• • • 

We congratulate Dr. P. A. Smith upon the arivemal recogni-
tion his work in Glasnow has received. His charity and skill were 
the subjects of many'lardatory . given on the 
occasion 0 his retirement from part of his extensive practice. We 
trust the comparative leisure he ought now to enjoy will bring 
with it renewed health for—

. A wise physician skilled our wounds to heal 
Is more than armies to the public weal." 

• • • 

We congratulate Fr. Paulinus Hickey on the success of his 
volume of sermons. We hear that a second is now ready and 
about to be published. We wish it good luck. 

• • • 

Fr. Abbot has kindly added the two latmt volumes to the 
hirty-three he has already given to the library of the works of 

Denis the Carthusian. We tender our best thanks also to Fr. 
Ildephonsus Brown for the erection of a high wironetting fence 
along the terrace on the 1.1. Those who know the to
lawn will realise the nature of the benefit Fr. Ildephoneua 
has conferred. 

• • • 

Our fever is reference books, our lever is encyclopedias, our fever 
is Who's Who. ft appears to be the spirit of the age, and Catholics 
have caught It up. We welcome the Catholic ,Vha's Who. 
and are glad to find in its pag. many who have begun life at 
Ampleforth. It differs slightly from the dry official businesarlike 
tone of other such books, and lapses occasionally into eulogiar. 
Naturally the r.der tlre .Lurnal will turn NatBishop fledley 
and there he will find a kindly appreciation of  good pastor 'a 
work. n This 'Bishop of his Flo.' is indeed a shepherd of 
sheep far beyond the boundaries of his awn Diocese. Round 
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about him has centred mu. of the modern Catholic history of 
England. It was h. voice that sounded the funeral pane 
gyrics of tyro mccessive mien 0 Westminster, while by his 
pastorals and sermons, by learned yet imelligible articles in the 
rearews, by a series of volumes of wide range and answering,' 
wide appel, he has conferred on his generation of English-
speaking Catholics a service never be forgotten. As an 
author the Bishop has had the fortune to Be throughout an 
instructor of others, and one whose learning and piety have had 
the attractive setting supplied by literary gifts. His hooks 

clude Lilo Clm, 
Retreat—The Lief,/ Lilo—A Bishop coal his Flock—Lea Leal:-
farm and The Holy Euoharis." 

Of course . first .ition of such a work must contain rpany 
errors. Indeed the publishers recognise the fact and appeal for 
conartion. 

• • • 

An esteemed correspondent and contributor has written to 
express surprise that the origin of the name n Flag Walk
should be nova a par* . Amplefordians. He is pained that 
.e Higher Criticism" should have seemed to question the fact 
that the walk had ever been flagged. Bar, as he says, The , Flag 
Wag, was actually a walk paved with stones. It raareal next in 
dignity to the • Penance Walk,. and was intended for exercise after 
wet w.ther, but was used for trying the speed of new arrival. 
No doubt, the Bags, or what was left of them, were transferred 
to the' New Five. Court ' when the latter was established in its 

• • • 

The experiment of an Ampleforth Christmas Card" came as 
thought. Though issued rarher hurniedly it h. more 

than juatified itself, and we understand that Fr. Ntaurus contem-
plates a variety for Christmas tn.. 

• 

While we are still in press the news of Fr. Ronmald Woods' 
sudden death has reach. us. 'Though Fr. Romuald was one of 
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surprise to all. It was not commonly known that he was troubled 
witls any heart complaint, to which apparently death was due. 
The circumstances are sad, for he had been spending Christmas, 
as was his wont, with His Lordship Bishop Medley, and on the 
Few of Sc h.. paid a visit to Nazareth House, Cardiff. Soon 
after he had left the good sisters he staggered and he fell dead. 
We ask the prayers of all for Fr. Ronmald. He was a good 
and true monk in whom a whale-hearted love of monastic rule 
and a large mission, zeal were happily blended. In our next 
number, one who knew Fr. Roontald will speak of him. R.I.P. 

We beg to acknowledge the receiptSt of the A4011,111. the St. 
MlAugust*, the Beaumont Review, . Cuthbert, oga•k the, e 

Dounuide Revie, the Georgian, the Oscolion, the Aut./fun. the 
m, the Stonyhurat Maga. le, the Stod,,,, diud klitihtilungen, 

the Nahum Magazine, the km,. Storica Bawds., the Austral 
Light and the Bulletin de S. Martin. 
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Zgrt Tens (Pitt el4bege 

• Amur five years ago—that is to say, on the feast of the 
Epiphany, 59o3—our Holy Father Pope Pius X, after the 
celebration of Mass in his private oratory, called to his 
presence the Pro-Prefect of the Congregation of Rites 
(Cardinal Ferrate), together with the Secretary of that 
Congregation and the Promotor of the Faith, and declared 
in their presence that it was proved to his satisfaction that 
the Very John Endes, Missionary Apostolic, and Fouvder of 
the Congregation of lows and Mary and of the Order of our 
Lady of Charity, had practised virtue M the heroic degree. 
This decision, which he had taken after a all discumion in 
the Congregation of Ram he orderedto be published in the 
form of a Decree, and at the same time he authorised the 
Sacred Congregation to proceed to the consideration et the 
four miratlas which must precede Beatification. On the afith 
of January of the present year, the dimussion of the miracles 
began. It is expected that it will be concluded some time 
after Easter—and that the decree of Beatification will 
follow. 

Pere Endes is not msell known in this count, as he 
deserves to be. Ir it true his missionary labours France 
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are now three centeries back in the past, and his Congre-
gat 1 Primts dans not exist in EngI and, and is not 
celebrated even in the land where it sprung up. But the 
Order of religious women that he rytablished for the 
reformation of the fallen is widely-spread in English-speaking 
countries. Founded in the first hall of Me seventeenth century 
under the name of Our Lady of Charity, ns various Houses 
were, by its original rule, independent of each other—each 
observing the Rule of Sr Augustine and the Constitutions 
of the Founder under the jurisdiction of the diocesan 
authority. In rstyy, however, the House of Angers, which 
Iv. then governed by the Ven. Mother Pelletier, "persuaded 
that union constitutes strengffi," petitioned the Holy See 
that it might be effected into a Mother House in respect of 
all its own foundations or filiations. The Congregation thus 
originated has spread all over the Catholic world under the 
name of the Good Shepherd. It has adopted one or two 
alterations in the Constitutions of the Founder, which were 
finally approved in Min, and its members, whilst still 
wearing the white robes with black veil, are distinguished 
by a blue cincture or cord, and have a figure of the "Good 
Shepherd" on the silver heart which hangs upon the breast. 
Every one knows Me "Good Shepherd." It is possible—
it it certainly the fact in this rem/try—that the efficiency 
arising from a centralized form of government has given 
an impulse to the Institute. But there rsv England, 
Ireland, and the United State, ma, Houses of Me older 
dispensation; for example, Bartestree (Hereford), Monmouth, 
Mold, Waterlooville (Hampshire), Northfield, and Dublin. 

Pare Eudes, to whom both the original Order and the 
"Good Shepherd" look up as their father and founder, 
belonged to that great cent, of French history the seven-
teenth. The religious wars of France, which had desolated 
her provinces for fifty years, had died down in r6oz, when 
Jean Eudes was horn. Henri IV had still nine years to reign, 
before the knife of Ra.vail lac struck him down. The boy 
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as growing up whilst Mary de' Medici was governing 
France for her young son, Louis XIII. At the age of twenty 
—in the same year as Me siege of Rochelle—he received the 
tonsure at Caen. For Pare Endes was a son of Normandy, 
and nearly every phase of his career is associated with 
William the Conqueror's city of Caen. When he was raised 
to the priesthood, at the end of IS, Richelieu had jest 
been admitted to the Council Chamber of 1.01.118 XM. 

The year before his ordination Pim &Ides had been 
received into the Congregation of the Oratory. This was 

Oratory of St. Philip, the French Oratory, founded by 
the celebrated Cardinal de Bffiulle. The Oratory had a, 
house at Caen and it was the, during his college days, 
that the young Norman student came to know it. But he 
/rascal. to the mother house at Paris to make his noviciate, 
and that house w at his head-quarters for many years. Some 
of our readers will know the great Church in the Rue St, 
Honors called the "Temple"—at present theMief Protestant 
place of worship in Paris. It was in this church, which was 
built by Cardinal de Beni., that Pare Eudes said those fief 
fervent Masses of which he has spoken with such ardent 

The French Oratory was founded for the giving of 
Missions, among other purposes, and Pam Eudes was 110 
sooner 

or
than he was hard at work. There was a 

great " mission " movement in France at the beginning of 
noes  cent,. Missions were, Ina certain sense, 
novelry at that time. Certainly there had been great 
missionary preachers in the country in various centuries such 
as St. Dominic, St. Francis of Paula, St. Vincent Ferrer and 
St. Franco of Sales. But in France, for well on to a hundred 
years, nearly all religious movements had been paralyzed 
by the wars and troubles of the timm. The Reformation 
had made a desperate attempt to rsize on the country The 
French Calvinists and Huguenots were among the noblest, 
the richest, the most earnest and the most determined men 
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of the nation. Nearly every Province had felt their violence, 
their inareMngs and counter archings, Weir defeats and 
their victories. With the conversion of Henri IV (r,g), 
the great wave of the movement was spent, and began to 
subside. But the COuntry was in a sad condition. The bio-
graphers or St. Vincent de Paul, as well as those of Pare 
Endes, cannot find language strong enough to express the 
negligence and bad behaviour of the clergy, the ignorance
and low morality of the pwple,and the shocking condition of 
the churches. It would he in.resting to discuss the evidence 
there is for this state of things, and to consider whether there 
is not some exaggeration. The religious wars of France, like 
all wars down to quite modem es, disturbed the emus, 
in a degree relatively slight in comparison with the whole 
extent of the land. Except on the very spots where armies 
wete encamped, where towns were besieged and battles were 
fought, the life of then religious and civil in town and 
village, went on much as usual. There were at the beginning 
of the seventeenth century crying evils—each as appointments 
of Bishops who never resided. and of benefice-holders who did 
nothing but spend their incomes. But perhaps religion 
was rather slumbering than really dead, even in the worst 
cases. The mere material framework of a Wu, like that 
of France keeps the sacramental arid spiritual life going as 
long as it is allowed to and. But it would take . too 
long to pursue this subject. There can no dispute that 
Missions were needed, Mat they had to he carried out on 
new linw. and that Pere Endes was one of We very first to 
take up this Apostolate on behalf of his native Province. 

Pare Endes gave his first Mission in 563x, in We diocese 
of C.tances. It w. a little earlier in the ume year that 
St. Vincent de Paul mtablislud hia Pie. of the Mission" 
at St. Laaare. Two years later, in 5654, M. Olier, who at 
first worked under St. Vincent, preached with . much suc. 
twin Auvergne. The great Missions of Pere Le Noble. in 
Brittany were given from 5645 to 16, The Missions of 
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Pare Endes were chiefly, though not wholly, confined to 
Normandy. There was no town of note in the dioceses of 
Rouen, Bayeux, Con es, Emus and SEce, from Rouen 
itself to St. Maio, which he did not evangelize, accompanied 
by the priests of the Congregation which he founded. He 
bad a peculiar gift of arousing the conscience and bringing 
sinners to their knees. Thou who heard him tell us that his 
force and energy 

te 
were rnfying. It has been said that his 

preaching was better adapted to make his hearers fear 
than to win them to love. But, as one of his biographers
says, if he was a lion in the pulpit, he was a lamb in the 
confessional And what is said of his preaching was prob. 
ably only true of those sermons on the eternal truths, which 
must always bea marked feature of a Mission. Pam 

...Wt. one of his earliest biographers, 
for

that on one 
occasion be was thundering on the to  or hell-fire and 
the perils of the unrepentant sinner, when he bow out with 
the words "Misfricorde, mon Dieu, misericorde 1" In an 
instant t, whole of the vast audience were on their knees, 

ning with Me preacher in the cry for mercy, in an emotion 
of excitement which he. ell knew how to turn to the hest 
adowtage. Such incidents am not unwmmon in the lives 
of the great missionary preachers. But this one has a curio. 
sequel. The weW,own Bishop Cum., formerly Bishop of 
Belley, was at that time living in the Oratory at Caen. It 
will be remembered that the Bishop was a great friend of 
St. Francis of Sales, who was attramed by his brilliancy and 
his simplicity of character. In his old age, Carus uems 
to have been . simple as ever; for when he heard people 
talking of this oratorical triumph of Pare Eudes, he said 
with a smile that atry real preaMer could have done the 
ume, and he undertook to do it himself. Accordingly he 
prepared a season . he thought, after the manner of Pare 
Eud.—his own style, we have St. Francis, authority for 
saying, xv. not a bad style--and at a certain poi. worked 

up climax with the words "Mary, my God, mercy D 

• 
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Whether it was that his hearers guessed what he wanted, or 
whether the passage really fell Mt, not a mu/ stirred. The 
good Bishop tried again, but with no greater success. It is 
stated that, he tried a third time, and reproached them for 
not taking up the cry for mercy ; but although they felt for 
A m, and knew that they ought to have been moved, they 
sat still and silent. Camus, who seems to have thought he 
could preach in the style of Pare Endes, took his bad success 
with great good temper. He used to say, in after days, 
that he had heard many preachers, but never one who could 
touch the heart like the holy miasio.ry. 

The great attraction which Pere Elides felt for this 
nary work work caused him, in a few yea, time, to sever his 

connection with the Oratory. No man muld have been more 
sensible of the inestimable benefit which he had derived from 
the training of such men s De Btrulle and De Condren. 
The effects It that training are men in all hW writings and 
in his whole spirit. But the superiors of the Oratory had 
other purposes in view besides Missions. Moreover, it was 
Pans arid not Nonnandy that was fire in their thoughts. 
There w. a little fricti and it is clear that the Oratorian 
chiefs thought that Pareon, EndedIv. too impetuous and 
hardly spiritual enough. Even saint, are not allowed Co 
read each other's hearts. Pire Endes, who was not bound 
by any religiousvows, and who acted with the best advice, 
ceased to belong to the Oratory when, on the feast of the 
Annunciation, r643, with the warm approval of the Bishop 
re Bayeux, he entered a humble lodging at Caen with a few 
good priests who were the nucleus of the "Congregation of 
Jesus and Mary "—which, we may well say, was to take Me 
place of the French Oratory when its glory was dimmed in 
later years. The object of this Congregation was to direct 
diocesan seminaries and to give Missi . The work it did, 
chiefly in Normandy, was similar cost what M. Vincent, 
Taxan. were beginning CO do in Paris and in he East 
and South of France. In the course of about fifteen years 
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we find the Congregation in possession of lout Episcopal 
mininaries—those of Caen (Bayeux). Coutances, Lisieux, 
and the ropolitan seminary of Rouen. Like all other 
works whicmeth God intends to bless, the establishment of this 
Congregation was only effected through infinite trouble and 
much suffering. With the help of St. Vince. de Pare he 
obtained the consent of the Crown—an essential matter in 
France. But the Parliament of Paris would not register the 
decree, and the General Assembly of the Clergy refused their 
approbation. Neither does it seem that he ever obtained 
the formal approval of the Holy See. But the Bishops of 
Normandy, who knew him supported him wan/ily. At the 
time of the Revolution the Institute counted seventeen 
stablishments. More than one of its members perished 

in glorious martyrdom during the Terror, and will one day, 
it is probable, he raised to the altars. Alter the storm was 

Glides 
some of the survivors Milt up the family of Pnre 

Elides afresh. It has now—or had before the expulsion — 
number of Houses in France, and flourishing foundations 

have been made in Canada and the United States. Its 
present Superior General, Pare Ange tF Dora, has erected 
the best possible monument to his holy Founder, by editing 
his writings, and promoting the publication of an author-
tative biography. 
The Order of Our Lady of Charity was established in the 

city of Caen, in re,. To found an order of religious 
w en who should vow themselves to take in and reform 
Me om fallen 'member, of their sex was a new and bold step 
in he seventeenth century. There had been Refuges before 
—but not Ref ogre directed and worked by nuns. The wise 
and the easily-shocked had a great deal to say. But Pere 
Endre persevered. With the help of Sissess whom he 
bonowe 

areho 
d from the Visi house.tation, he gathered a small com-

munity in a private obtained the rreation of 
the Mahon of Bayeux, who canonically erected them into a 
diocesan Congregation, and secured the all  Letters 
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patent 0 th...w. (64O. Fut"n years later they ac-
quired the property on which now stands the great House at 
Caen, and there installed the venerated image 0 Our Lady 
which the good Carmelites had given them, and which Hill 
stands in their choir. In the year Mfir, they had the happiness 
of receiving what the Yen. Founder's Congregation men 
failed to obtain—a Mill of institution from the Holy See. 
The efka of this Bull of Alexander VII is that the Institute 
is not a mere Congregation, but a religious Order, in the 
same sense as, for example, .e Order of .e Visitatin. 

It would be both interesting sod edifying, if 
o 
it were 

possible here, to dwell upon the spirit and the piety 
of this holy man. He belongs to a very remarkable 
epoch Atthe beginning of the seventeen. century Europe 
was beginning to be what we know as " modem Europe'
There was a marked centralization of power, a great 
increase in trade and wealth, a nesv splendour and opulence 
in court, castle and camp, and a glorious outburst of effort 
and achieve  in literature and art The wonderful 
spectacle of the riches and culture of the Florence of the 
Medici seems to have influenced all the courts and great 
c. of Europe in the strongest Way, but especially France 
and Savoy. Kings like Her, IV, Louis KIM and la 
%IV, and ministers like Richelieu, al.arin and De Re., 
whilst they played the dark game of politics and moved 
armies across the coMinent, steadily encouraged In
Founded libraries and colleg., built splendidly a.nd 
patronised the writer, the orator and the poet. The 
Catholic Church, always prepared, in her divine strength 
and vigour, to take advantage of every opportunity and 
show her Undying vitality after the darkest winter, was 
served in France by some of Me most brilliant men of that 
century. They not only took up with new power the great 
French traditions of the later Middle Age, but they used 
every resource of new learning, new eloquence and new art, 
to carry them on. Mre Eudes belonged to that group of 
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highminded and fervent nten at Me head of whom are De 
Berulle, De Condren, and Olier ft was under hem that he 
lean, the spiritual I iM, and the burning language that so 
power( ally expnassed it. De Bnrulle was called by Pope 
Urban VIII the Apostle of the Word made Flesh De Condren 
taught the priests of the New Law how to follow Christ in 
His work of expiation Olier strove to form hem asaes of the 
I a;thful on the model of Jeans. The spirit of Pine Eudm W85 

to lead sinners and mints to God byesns, and by the Mother 
of Jesm. All these contemplatives and ascetics used a 
noble, tvarm and eloquent language. They made beautiful 
and touching prayers, using a prose that seemed to go back 
to St. Bemard and to Henry Suso, and that carried on the 
strains of Lanspergius and Mosius. Pare Endes himself has 
poured himself out also in vene. Whether in Latin or in 
his native tongue he writes verae with ease and eloquence. 
It is not poetry of Me highest rank: it is rather rhetoric—
very smooth, direct and fervent. He has left no sermons—

bough he preached incessantly for over fifty years. But 
his hooka tell us hoar he preached. Asa Mission, he 
naturally went over with his hearers the whole field of 
Catholic loctrine and Christian exhortation. But he had 
always before himthe vivid and concrete idea of the King-
dom of Christ. Like other men of God, he trusted to Christ's 
Mother to help him to bring men to her Son. He is 
distinguished as the apostle of the most pure Heart of Mary. 
It would be intermting to discuss where he found this 

Ste We know that he was well acquainted with
St. Gertrude and St. Mechtildis. He joined the Sacred 
Heart of Jesus with the heart of Marv. His peculiar town 
of emressi at first " was the Heart of Jesus and Mary," not 
Me° Hearts.on, " From 76m weRnd him devoted tothesesacred 
Heats which he said were one heart, in spirit, in pumme, 
and in operation. He consecrated to them the two 
Congregations which he founded (1641-3). He gave his sons 
and daughters that aspiration which has since become so 
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well known—Ara Car sanctiseirme. Ate Car amost-
i.e.. le. et Maria. With the permission of the Bishops, 
he instituted in t646 Oe solemn olebration of the feast of 
the most pure Heart of Mary. He composed an Office for 
that feast, which was approved in t648 by several Bishops. 
In that year, the feast was kept with great olemnity in the 
Cathedral of Autun. But it was in Nonnody that it 
chiefly spread, and his own fervent writings made the 
devotion more and mme widely known. In 057, his 
Seminary at Coutances dedicated the first Church to "the 
Heart of Jesus and Mary." It is true that the Holy See 
would not, during his lifetime, give its approval. But the 
devotion wag authorised, not only by many Bishops, but by 
the Papal legate (5668) —and meanwhile his own writings 
passed from hand to hand, more churches were dedicated, 
and confratemitiro were established in many places. 

But, from 07o onwards, a new and striking development 
took place. He seems gradually to have altered his original 
formula, and to have come to speak of Mary's Heart only, 
leaving out the sacred Name of Jesus It was dawning upon 
him that the devotion of all devotions for the establishment of 
the Kingdom of Jesus was devotion to His own Sacred 
Heart. It rots in 167o that he composed his book La 
dhotion au Coeur adorable de les. with a proper Maro and 
Office. In the two years that followed, the Archbishop of 
Rouen and all the Sees of Normandy adopted the feast and 
office. the Sacred Heart of Jesoand Phre Eudes, in a formal 
cirrolar, established it as the poronal feast of his Society. 
Many religious Congregations took it up, among others 
the Benedictines of the Blessed Sacrament (s67s), who 
were the first to begin the Perpetual Adoration. "Let 

thok God,  claims the Venerable founder to his 
roildren, "for the inf.te grace and incomprehensible 
favour with whiro our dear Saviour honours our Congre-
gatio, in giving us His most adorable Heart with the 
most amiable Heart of His holy Mother." Who we call 
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to mind that the Blessed Margaret Mary was only born in 

5649. and Oat it was O 1673 that she had the first of her 
great apparitions the devotion which was spreading in 
Normandy in 0,73 is a very remarkable fact. There seems 
no indication that she was in any degree influenced by what 
Pile Endes said or did. She was the instrument chosen by 
Providence to make known the wishes of Our Lord to the 
whole world. But the Apostle of Normandy had been 
illuminated with a milar light and moved by a like 
inspiration. To thissi day the Order of religious women 
which he founded continue to celebrate the (tot of Our 
Lord, Sacred Heart on October soth, and that of the most 
pure Heart of Mary on February 8th—the days finally 
appointed by himself t whilst in the offices of those feasts 
they use, with the full approval of the Holy See, the proper 
Masses, with their remarkable sequences, and the proper of 
thenocturns and hours, composed by their venerable founder 
before the Blrosed Margaret Mary was known to the Church. 
Thos he is called, in the Decree of January 60, 003, the 

institutor V the liturgical sulfas of the Sacred Hearts of 
Irons and Mary." 

It is pleasing to recall, in these pages, that P2re Endes 
had many associations with the Order of St. Benedict. He 
was affiliated by Dom Gregory Tarsi, O IPA Dom 
Tarrisse, who lived at the great Abbey of St. Germain, in 
Paris, was the first Praident-General of the Congregation of 
St. Maur, and was a man of great holinrosand learning,much 
roteemed In Anne of Austria. He was a friend of St. Vincent 
de Paul, of  PO de Condro, and of M. Olio When PIre 
aides came to Paris, which he very frequently did, he never 
failed to call at the Abbey, where O met all the leading 
oclroiastics and scholars of the capital. He frequently
preached in the Abbey Church. At many other Benedictine 
Houses of men and of women, such as that of St. Stephen 
at Caers, and of Montmartre at Paris, he was welcomed as 
a friend and a saint With many of them he formed a union 
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al prayer. With the Abbe. of the great convent of Mont-

n re he had made an agreement, drawn oM and signed 
duplicate, by which ., with his munmunitim, on the one 

Ode, .d the Abbess and nuns on the other, were to share in 
each others pro yers and good works. A number, these 
agreements are kept--or were kept not very long ago—n the 
seminary at Caen. No on.e had more interesting relations 
with Pere Eudes, and entered more eagerly into his spirit, 
than that very remarkable wom., Me Men. Catherine 
Blechtildis (Catherine de Bary, who in M59, alter a saintly 
and troubled career of some forty years, founded in the Rue 
Cassette the first House of the Benedictines of Perpetual 
Adoration. It was in the chapel of the Rue Cassette that 
P. Eider, on one occasion, spoke to the all-powerful 
Queen-Mother in the plainest and most apostolic style. It 
was Me 8th of February, 1661, and the nuns were keeping 
with great pomp, and with Me "proper Ma." of the Ven-
erable mi.ionary, the feast of the Heart of Mary. The 
chapel was crowded with the rank and fashion of Paris—
for it had been rumoured that the Queen was to be present, 
She did come, but the holy man had almost finished his 
wrmon when the cheers of the crowd outside annoumed her 
arrival. As soon as he Queen was seated, Prue Endes 
began a. new sermon. He has given a very full report of it 
in a letter to his Priests at Caen. I need only my that if 
the Queen mid—as she is reported to have said—that Pere 
Eudes was right, .d Mat it was for her to profit by his 
words, she displayed a Christian spirit such msovereigm do 
not always show—for he could hardly have spoken more 
trongly. We see, incidenmlly, how religious Congregations 

were taking up the devotions preached by Pare Moles. All 
the numerous Houses of the Perpetual Adoration (or 
Benedictines of the Blessed Sacrament) practised .d 
propagated the devotion to the Heart of Our Lady, and it 
was for them, in 1668, that the proper Office of that feast 
was approved by Cardinal de Vendnine, legate of the Holy 

1,
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See. The devotion was also practised in the ancient Abbey 
of nuns of the Holy Trinity at Coen, and at Montmartre. 
The nuns of St. Cesarius at Arles were the first to obtain 
a brief from Rome for the establishment of a Confraternity 
of that Holy Heart. Although the Benedictine monks did 
not adopt the feast till much late, we read of the devotion 
being approved as entry as sem in the Abbey of St. Stephen 
at Caen, and of Pare Eudes's litanies and hymns being 
chanted at Val-Richer. The Franciscans of thc great 
French Province celebrated the feast, with the approbation 
of the Holy Sm, on the first day of June, in the lifetime of 
the holy Missionary. It was also adopted at an early date 
by the Ursulines and Carmelites. and by the Visitation. 

When the Oen. Mother Pelletier sent the first Sisters of 
the Good Shepherd to London, in MD, they were taken in 
with the greatest kindness by the Benedictine nuns of the 
old Convent at Hammersmith, which stood where the 
present Convent of the Sac. Coeur (late the Westminster 
seminary) now is.* And when that holy and en sing 
woman ted London, a year or two at...yards, she wm no 
doubt welcomed there hemelf, Om readers do not need to 
be told how in  and comintions have been the 
relations between the Cathedral Monastery of St. Michael, 
Hereford, and the Convent of Our Lady of Charity mtals. 
Salted in Ms, 0 Bartmtree (Hereford} by die munificence 
of the late Biddulph Phillipps and his daughter. In the 
popular Life of Pere Bodes by Pere Pines ( rum), there is a
tra.nslation of an extract from the Hereford Times describing 
the arrival of the Sisters at Bartestree. The date is not 
give, and I have not taken the uble to verify it—but it 
is no doubt perfectly authentic rot is signed W. feather., 
eye witness.. It describes how four Sisters, in their habits, 
one of them Mr. Phillippes daughter, were welcomed at 
Longworth by Mc Phillipps himself and a meat crowd of 
neighbours (most of them Protestants). T. horses, we are 
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told, were taken out of the carriage, and the good people 
dragged the Siete. to the house, whilst the bells of Lug-
wardine and Weston Beggard rang peals of joy. 

It were to be desired that a popular life of Pere End. in 
English could be prepared for the hoped-for beatification. 
There are several " liv." in French of which one or two 
may here be named. In 18. the Abbe Le Cointe published 
from the origin. MS. the old and authoritative Life by Pere 
Martine, a Eudist Father, with excellent notes." 

Pere Pinaq, a Eudist Father, published, in rffin, under 
the authority of Pere Le Dore, a well written and popular 
life, with many excellent illustrations} In the well known 
series called " L. Saints," M. loly has given us a modem, 
wientific, and mret Catholic life of the great Missionary 
and founder.L About four years ago, T. Very Rev. 
Pere Le Dorf, Superior General of ffie Congregation A 
Jesus and Mary (the Eudist Fathers) entrusted to one of 
his Fathers, Pere Boulay, the task of writing a "life tot the 
venerable Founder which should be official, authentic and 
complete. T. first volume of this came out in ffioq, and 
the third last year (e,7). A fourth will complete the 
work* So far as it has appeared, this biography amply 
justifies its claim to be the definitive life of Pere Endes. 
The writer has had before him all the numerous writings of 
the holy man and his contemporaries, and has illustrated 
the narrative from every quarter. He writes in a pious and 
filial style, which will be highly appreciated no only by 
his religious brethren and sisters, but by all Catholic readers, 
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who agree with Cardinal Ferrate in thinking that Pere 
Eudes has been too long forgotten, 

Of the ons that we give one is a repmduction of 
a group byillustrati Wlentin. T. face is not so characteristic
the more common engraving A the Venerable Father 
holding the Sa.cred Heart. The old Monastery here given 
is the well-known House of St. Michel, on the Boulevard 
St. Michel, in Paris It was the "Here, A a great 
Magistrate bought by the Visitation in 56x4. S. Jane Frances 
lived for some time in one of the rooms or cells. After the 
Revolution, it was acquired by the Congregation of Our 
Lady of Charity, and they occupied it till last year. The 
mom of M. Chantal was the cell of the Mother Superior. I 
had the privilege of visiting it some years ago. The 
building is now being pulled down. With it will disappear 
an interesting relic of the Paris of the League. 

÷ 
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ly was a bright afternoon in June as from the deck of a 
Danube steamer the three pilgrims first caught sight of 
Adel, Rising from an eminence some two hundred feet 
high from the very brink of the broad river, the Abbey 
presents a most imposing appearance. Guide-hooks describe 
it as looking more like a palace Man a monastery, which, 
conMdering the many monasteries about the world whose size 
and splendour throw palaces into insignificance, cannot be 
called a well-chosen comparison. Two towers of moderate 
height and an elegant dome break the severe and some. 
what monotonous outline of the buildings; and as we draw 
nearer we notice that is the immense mass of masonry 
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within regular lines and good proportion rather than any 
striki, feature or beauty of detail that gives character 
anJ grandeur to the pi ,  One wing is eve,  45o lee is 
ength, just as long as the spire of St. Stephen's M Vienna 

is high; we afterwards counted aoo windows in the face of 
this wit, 

The steamer dropped us and our baggage at Me little 
pier about a quarter of a mile from the monastery, whither 

road led at first through shady woods coveri, the flat 
banks of the main stream, next be  the precipitous rock 
on which the buildings stand, and then up the 'teeth hot, 
glaring street of the little town. Two huge circular by
mhos of ancient fortifications against Me Turks, guard the 
main Mrance; the road rising bet them to the open 
gate of Me fi. quadrangle. Not a ween soul was about; the 
drowsy quiet Al a sultry afternoon hung over the silent 
pla.ce and the reflected glare from tall white walls made 
one long ,r Me shade of cool cloisters. Passing un-
challenged through the first cour then beneath an archway 
into the still la,er Prmlaenhol, we reached the principal 
doorway, rang a loud bell ghats ummoned a Mows, porter, 
and then mitt up our names to the abbot. As nobody ex-
pected us, as we didn't look much like pilgrim monks, and 
as our German was scanty, we were a little doubtful as 
to our reception. Ushered into a guest room, a you, 

wonk mine to inspect us and enqui, our business; afte 
hich we were conducted into the premnce of , Lord 

Abbot, a portly, dignified, middle-aged man, not tall, very 
shrewd-looking, who received u court.usly if at fi rst a 
little stiffly. By way of equalising matters we decided to 
.nverse in Latin. A dead language unfamiliar to both 
parties is a. convenienceon these occasions, preventing either 
party having an advantage over the other , and of course we 
presumeJ that dm inmates of these abodes of leaming would 
be at least as converrant with colloquial Latin as pilgrims 
ymm the English mission. Any restraint on the abbot's 
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part .00 wore off as he gathered from conversation that we 

were not mpostors. He courteously invited us to stay as 

his guests, gave orders to have our luggage brought up from 

he pier, and se t out for coffee on the spot. IVe were then 

conducted to our rooms, A rather to the suite of apartments 

placed at our disposal. 
On rettaMng to the abbot, morns we were amused to 

find that the knowing old Prelate had been testing our

account of ourselvm, by looking out our names in the Album 

Bertediether, and he surprised us by acquaintance with 

details of our puma) history, end of offices or profess°, 

ships held in the far past. His device set Arm any lingering 

misgivings. We were at once made free of the place, not 

could anything have been more pleasant and [sternal than 

the reception we met with at the hands A all. Taking us 

in sharp, the guestamster then conducted us over the 

stablishment—a clever. well-read and much travelled young 

monk, a member of the teaching staff of the Gymnasium, 

and evidently an individual of importance in the com. 

munity. He conversed fluently in good mlloquial Latin, 

and told Us something of the story A the Glace. 
Ira

known long before that date. Originally at:chic settlement 

it became in turn a R=5505615, a Teutonic camp which 

figures in the McMinn, lied, and a frontier fortress of the 

Hungarians. Upon its capture by Leopold I, Margraveof 

Austria, an abbey was fonnded there, firs  of all for Canons 

Regular, but which a little later, in may, was handed over 

to Benedictines from LAnbach. Greatly favoured by the 

earlier Austrian princes, lavishly endowed by Leopold the 

Rio., it became a famous seat of religion and learning. In 

spite of wars and sieges, of floods and fires, of COMM. ,

&tory abbots and reMuners of variom kinds, of exactions 

from both enemim and patrons, Melk has managed to pre-
serve for over eight centuries an unbroken mntinairy of 
conventual life which shows no sign of dissolution or decay. 
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When the Turks besieged Vienna, in s68 t, Abbot Gregory 
fortified the monastery and with it held the fords A the 
Danubc. Shorn of its princely revenues under Joseph IL the 
repute of its School and the utility of its parochial work 
barely saved it from suppression. Napoleon o pied it 
before the battle of Wagram, and levied heavy contrccuibutions 
on the monks; but he treated them with respect and pro,: 
teeted the fabric from injury. 

The buildings are about zoo years Ad, having been ahnost 
entirely reconstructed on a magnificent scale after a dame-
tive fire. They belong therefore to that eighteenth century 
when so many continental monasteries we rebuilt, ands
the Palladian or Italian style prevalent [the period. All 
gothic or medieval work has disappeared the wide and far-
flung corridors , the spacious a.partments, the rec[angular 
fenestration, the ample staircase (up which Napoleon node), 
the classic ornament all testify to the prevailing fashion
The general effect is one A magnificence and wealth, with 
an absence of comfort and to what shakes an English 
visitor most is the size of everything, the uAimited space, 
themassive masonry, making our buildings at home, even
the finest, Mok narrovv and cramped in comparison. Whole 
m'es of apartments can be mt aside for distinguished guests, 
such as the Imperial Archdukes, who occasionally stay at 
the abbey. The monks' rms, though spacious and airy, 
were furnished simply and with no appearance of luxury. 

The church is a good specimen of the magnificent ancld. 
mcture of its age, a basilica rich in genuine and costly 
marbles, with plenty of gilding and fine paintings; not 
excrnsively large, but stately and impressive. From the 
"Elate" in from looking west one gains a fine view of the 
Danube vallrymhe wide lull river winding through Mar, 
Nnemlad Mlle, and studded with green wooded islands, little 
villages dotted over the broad plain, and gleaming in the 
south the far-off peaks of the Tyrolean Alps. As beseems a 
Benedictine house, one of its distinctions is the Library, 

iik 
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which is rich in MSS., and particularly in black-letter 
bieurtalmlo," the pricelessepuirnetu of the earliest printing-

presses. In treasures of this kind few institutions can rival 
these great Austrian abbeys. for they were the first atrons 

of the pre., and have never suffered from the spoiler's p ha.. 

The library at Me. is kept up-to-date , uveral of the 
community are decorated members of various learned 
societies: and copies of great editions generally find their 

way to these well-cared lot dv. 
Our courteous guide failed not to conduct us to the 

monastic lama buildings which prove that these venerable 
institutions still maintain du agricultural traditions of the 
Order. Horses, oxen, pigs, sheep, all were in fine condition 
and housed u perfection. The cattle of English breed they 
were especially proud of, and the bulls and sheep that had 
just sun first prizes at the local Shows! The new laundry 
was the presem abbot's work; its up-to-date machinery, and 
well-found appurtenances (not to me on the spotless linen 
of om worthy guide), betokening a launtidable care for clean-
liness and sanitation. 

An early rise was needed next rooming if we were to say 
Mass, and snatch a hurried breakfast, before catching the 
steamer as it pus. the abbey Per; but lordly hospitality 
accompanied our is to its close, and at the gates we found 
waiting two carriages and pair, one to take the abbot to the 
railway sution, whom parliamemary duties called to Vienna, 
the other A drive us pilgrims to the boat. A thick mist 
hung over the valley at that early hour, and though it was 
midsummer, the drive down to the boat was exceedingly 
ddmp and chilly; so was the riverjourney for the first couple 
of hours. Gradually, limy., as the log lifted, we caught 
glorious glimpsesol some of ISIS.. scenery. AeDmusbe. 
On either bank rose wood-clad hills, interspersed with bluff 
crags topped sometimes with castle-ruins; or else fertile 
reaches of meadow and orchard stretched out, flecked with 
smiling hamlets and the spires of villa, churches ; some-
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times narrow glens opened between the hills with swift 
torrents rushing down them to the stream. Convents. 
palaces, castles came into view in turn, chief among them, 
Dirmstein, the ruined fortress beneath whose walls Blonde! 
sang his Hys when our Lion-hearted Richard,. imprisoned 
by the recreant Austrian Duke. Everywhere a fair vich 
country that Joked as if it had been cultivated for centuries; 
and ever beneath us rolling swiftly the full stream of the 
Danube,—until at length we descried in the distance, crown-
ing the crest of a steep wooded All, the majestic pile that 
was the goal of our next pilgrimage. 

The position of Gfittweig would be hard to rival I It 
conforms first of all to the old canon which preuribes 
hill-tops for Benedictine sites—" es Bertedid. antadat;" 
yet though many a fair abbey is built on mountain slopes 
or summit, I know none other which quite tumblesAis—
the hill, over yoo feet high, stands out so definitely as the 
principal feature of the landscape, and the hill-top is so com-
pletely circled with its ring of stately buildings. Many of 
our readers will recall the view of Credenhill from the banks 
of the Wye or from the tower of Belmont Minster. Let 
them imagine such a hill as Creden, thickly wooded like 
t, but much higher and with a mon.tery on top instead of 

a forestAidden Amp t the river Bowing about the same 
distance from its loot, a far nobler and ampler stream ; 
other hill-ranges rising away at the back, but neither over-
crowding nor dominating the chief summit. Or again, if the 
yew St. Lawrence, had been erected, as one of these pilgrims 
aftenvardssuggested, on top of the hill so feebly named from 

the old bathing-place,. it would have presented A the 
valley something of the appearance of Gottweig. A city 
seated on a mountain indeed! 1 have seen finer sites and 
more picturesque buildings, but never thenwo so perfectly 
combined. The cincture of Attlemented walls, the bastions 
and towers, form a perfect mural-crown, and remind one less 
of a single monastery than of some old Italian town on a 
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spur A the Apennines. Graceful turrets rim from the angles 
A the walls, yet to English eyes the place lacks some one 
dominating feature, a tower or spire or dome A give it 
uniW and a centre. Still in its symmetry and grace Gat-
weig makes a completely satisfactory picture—a glorious 
natural site bearing buildings imposing and dignified and 
worthy of their unrivalled situation. 

Arrived at the landing-place, Ruth, we decided to walk 
the few miles on to the abbey. The day grew oppressively 
sultry; the climb up and round the hill, however excellent 

the road, was distinctly peniteAial, and we onN reached 

the gates after many pauses to admire the Wew, and some 
speculation as to our reception. There is always something 

uncertain and chilly about a stranger's arrival at these grand 

monasteries , they look so big and empty and forbidding, 

and it seems nobody's business to receive one! The difficulty 

is not diminiffied when one comes unannounAd, with no 
other introduction than a calebret and then, there is 
usually trouble about ffie language! W's courage used t 

u flex ooze away nderflexcircumstances; and when the doo
bell clanged harshly through tffi vast, empty cloister, he 
wanted Co nonaway, saying we looked more like tramps than 
monks. B's kindly cynicism and caustic remarksre stored our 
composure; and during the inevitable delay we were amused 
by the monastic gravity with which come young monks 
flitted by, absolutely ignoring our presence. It reminded 
one of Belmont. At length a lay-brother appeared whom 
we persuaded, with some difficulty, to announce our arrival ; 
but as soon as we were ushered imo the Prior's room, his 
plemant greeting set us at once at our ease. The abbot 
would ffiowly see us ; we nuffit sffiy for dinner ; rnewwhile 
our drooping spirits and weary limbs were refreshed by a 
welcome rem and a draught A beer, and no withstanding 

tifficulties of language the kindlier relations were soon set p. 
Here agaln the neutral ground of Latin afforded endless 

opportunities mirth. No. z was by no means so voluble 
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in Latin as in his mother tongue and when his habitual 
impetuosity rushed him into the middle A a sentence from 
which there was escape he would coolly tum to Na. 3 
and expect hit. to finish it off. 

The abbey A Our Lady at Gffitweig, A the diocese A 
San Rotten A Lower Austria, was founded in to83 by 
Blessed Altmann, Bishop A Raman, Mr Canons Regular A 
St. Augustine; but within ten yearn it was handed over to 
Benedictines by his successor, Bishop Utialric. This trans-
ference, as at Melte,. a ffiw foundation from the Can  to 
the monks is significant as marking the popularity and 
renown which Benedictines then enjoyed. It was an age of 
monastic reivals, the age A the Cluniam, of Hildebrand,. 
St. Bernard.v the age when even Scottish pilgrims could found 

dos  During the 
prolonged struggle between the Empire and the Papacy the 
monks were ranged on Outside of Pope and freedom against 
ffiperial tyranny, and each new monastery became a fortress 
for ffie Holy See. Besides the abbey for men an aristocratic 
nunnery was also built at Gfittweig, originally at the loot A 
the hill, later transferred to the mountain itself. The twin 
housm passed through the usual mutation, relaxations and 
reforms umil during the Reformation periodboth were 
grad ally ruined, and at length completely abandoned. 

It was not for long. V, remarkable is the vitality of 
these Ad houses, and their power A recuperation Their 
roots must have struck deep into the soil of Church and 
nation to enable them to revive as soon as ever oppression 
ceased. Conventual liM was resumed in 1,0 under an 
abbot from Melk t and Gffitweig took up again its Career of 
mefulnem and religion. On June mth, wffi, it met the fate 
of so many monasteries and was burnt to the ground, to 
riffi from its ashes more splendid than ever. New buildings 
in tffi spacious and magnificent style of 

er 
the period were 

erected during the next ten yea, though the original plan 
has not even yet been completed. Like all oth Austrian 
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abbeys, Gffitweig suffered much fromtheinrolerablemeddlidg 
of the Emperor Joseph II—" my brother, the Sacristan," 
as Frederick the Great used to call hint But it held on 
doggedly through imperial oppressions, Napoleonic inva-
sions, and the relaxing influences of the early nineteenth 
century. The recurrence of its eighth centenary found it 
already awakened by the monastic revival of the past 
generation ; and at the date of our visit it had become she 
Novitiate and Presidential residence of the newly-formed 
Congregation of Our Lady Irtunaculam. The present abbot, 
the filly-eighth holder of his office, rules over a communitg 
of some seventy monks. 

In external work these A.ustrian monasteries closely 
mumble our abbeys in England t as there is usually attached 
to diem a gyrrina.sium or public school for better Mamas, 
and dmendem upon them are a number of parishes or 
chaplaincies served by one, two or more monks, mcording 
to sive and imporMnce. Gffitweig rules over some for of 
Mese dependencies containing so e 36moo souls. It has 
a library of - os000 volumes, withinDeo of the 
fifteemh century. 

After being duly conducted over Me monastery and 
church the pilgrims were taken to the refectory where we 
found about 3o conventcola assembled, the officials and 
guests sitting at the abbot's table, tne juniors and novices 
ranged down the sides of the large apartment Reath, 

was continued for about half the meal and then, in our 
honour conversation was allowed. After grace the juntom 
retined,Me seniosmemaining to entermin the guests. It vvas 
pleasant then to watch the hum ising effect of a friendly 
pipe! At first, though treated vvianth extreme kindness, we 
had been regarded with a little reserve and perhaps some 
suspicion, not unnatural under the circumstances of the time. 
Only a year before, frmharrangements among the abbeys of 
the Empire had resulted in the lormadion of two separate 
Congregations, the controversies Rat had led to this 
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producing suspicions under which even the English strangers 
might be regarded as reformers in disguise. Our hosts may 
have fancied we shouffi be easily shocked. It was with 
hesitation therefore, and half apologetically, that after 
dinner some one displayed a packet of cigars, one of wch 
No. r at once graciously accepted. A look of relief hiwa 
exclunged; but when from the hidden recesses of a coat-
pocket, No. z produced a short and weldused pipe, the smile 

of satisfaction that went round the table was beautiful to 
b hold! A monk with a pipe like that might he trusted 
a ywhere,—he at Imst never could be a Reformer! Alas 
fo the fallacy of human judgments! How hard to judge 
< aracter even from a pipe! 

The afternoon pasmd most pleasantly and we were loath 
to leave the friendly community. Though pressed to stay 
t e night, we hurried on, caught a train at Furth, and made 
o r way without incident to Vienna:—
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"Onward to where the rode Carinthian boor 
Against the Melees stranger shuts his door." 

Of our visit to the Benedictines at Vienna little be 
said, and of our iuccption Mere the less said the bettes The 

Schottenhaus" must always he interesting to pilgrims 
from Britain if only for its name and history ; moreover one 
of our party had been pereonally associated with the recent 
restoration of the Order in Scotland, where the new abbey of 
Fort Augustus represents the old Schottenhaus Kati.. 
from which that at Vienna had been colonised. During the 
eleventh and twelf th renturies Scottish nrenkswerewandering 
all over Germany, founding monasteries, teaching sellools, 
edifying Me people by holy conversation and austere lives. 
The houses they founded were specially meant to be homes 
for exiles and phonon, resting plates and guest-houresw4ore 
hospitality should never il, least of all to thou who hailed 
fmrn Mr-off Britain. Of Meirenumcrous foundations Ratishon 
actually retained a Scottish community until its extinction in 
the middle then ineteenth century, its last member joining 
the hand of English monks that began in 18,7 the abbey at 
Fort Augustus. At the present day the only survivor of 
these interesting foundations is the venerable abbey that has 
stood in the suburbs of Vienna for nigh eight hundred years, 
still bearing the honoured name of "Our Lady of the Scots," 
though it has to its Scottish community .d character. 
Founded in 55513, just outside the walls of Vienna, by Henry 
first Duke of Austria, the fortunes of the abbey flour-
ished with the rising fort.. of the new Kaiserstadt ; 
but when the stream of pilgrims diminished, it becam 
object of envy, and by the beginning of the fifteenth cenetury 
he Scottish monks were forced to relinquish their hold. 

Dwindling numbers and relaxed observance were alleged . 
reasons for the change ; and pos.., the beat hope of„ eform 
lay in the introduction of a larger commurety whic could 
Men only be Teuton. The abbey is reputed to be wealthy; 
one can believe it remembering the centuries during which 
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the pilgrims bowed themselves out, the dignity diminished 
by the fact that the dialogue was held on both sides in 
dog-Latin, interspersed on one side by disconcerting remarks 
from W. and B. in very plain English. We had visited 
ma, monasteries of many Orders in many lands ;but it 
was the first time we had been turned away from their 
gates! Sadly pondering certain passages of the Holy Rule, 
we thought of the exited Scots who had met with such 
kindness on this spot, but whose descendants had forgotten 
the hospitality for which their house had been founded. One 
only comolation remained , despite appearances we had 
again been taken for Ref or  "—a compliment to that 
monastic zeal which no disguise could effectually conceal! 

We lunched in frugal comfort the city, and then 
spent some cheerful hours ring about the Graben and 

ting the Imperial tombs at the Capuchins; ending up 
Me ,mrnoon by a studious inspection oi sausage-making 
machines in the Prater. After a few pleasant days in the 
Austrian capital we turned our steps westward again, and 
took our railway tickets to the Abbey of lambach. 

g SiDiaeogue on gotta elf m. 

A SOCIALIST. A CATHOLIC. 

SOCIALIST. It is a mystery to me why youoppose us. You 
claim to he specially the Church of the poor; but when we 
offer Me one thing that can effectually help the poor, you 
call it immoral. You claim to be t. Church of Christ, but 
when we wish to put in practice the best of Christ's social 
teaching, you call us anti-Christian—though there am with 
us ministers of all other Christian denominations. As a 
matter of fact it has nothing to do with morals or religion, 
it is purely a question of econoMics. You don't call free-
trade anti-Christian, or protection immoral. And any man, 
Catholic, Atheist, or Buddhist, can be a Socialist, just as any 
man an be a freeztrader. There is only one explanation of 
your attitude—you oppose Socialism becaux you don't 
understand it. 

CATHOLIC. As long as you believe that, there is no 
chance of profitable discussion between us. Your popular 
Writers have cried so often . Socialists know " and " Social-

understand;' that now you ab believe. in your 
intellectual superiority. Every working man who has read 
his Char; for three months is ready to pity and abuse the 
ignorance of any one who disagrees with him. If you 
attempt seriouely to examine an argument with him andsee 
where it leads, he assures you that you do not understand, 
and pours out a ponderous repetition of the argument in its 

S. It is easy to call his argument ponderous: it may be 
sound for all that. Educate him rightly, and he will give 
you an argument that te at true. 

C. Quim so, and we do atleast our sham to educate him. 
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But meanwhile, why teach him to imagine himself superior 

to every one who differs from him? 

S. Don't you teach the Catholic Mild that his possession 

of the troth raises him above all the learned who are not 

Catholics? Don't you teach him that outsiders attack you 

only because they do not understand you? "Ignorance 
concerning Catholics the protection of the Protestant view : 
fable the basis of the Protestant view; prejudice the life of 
the Protestant view," says Cardinal Newman. And any one 

who understands what Socialism is knows that the attacks 

on A are mostly made up of ignorance, fable, and prejudice. 

C. That is true of a vast amount of platform and news-
paper outcry. But if you would mad the writings of such 
Catholics as Cardinal Manning, C. S. Devas, or Father 
Rickaby, you would be satisfied on two points—that they 
quite understand what Socialism is, and that they equally 
understand and expose the stupidity of those newspaper 
attacks on you. 

S. Then why do they oppose us? Where do we differ? 
Do you think we could go over the ground together, trying 

much as possible not to argue, but simply to see how far 
we agree and why Nye disagree? Our position is, that the 
press nt evils are intolerable; secondly, that it is our duty to 
help retward the remedy; thirdly, that the remedy is 
Socialism. Shall we discuss them in detail? 

C. I think we are agreed on the fi rst and second points. 
I once set side by side the descriptions of the present evils 
given by Pope Leo XIII and by the English Social Demo-
cratic Federation. They are startlingly alike.. 

The capitalistic mode of By degrem it has come to 
production, because it has pass that workingmen have 
the creation of profit for its hem:surrendered, all isolated 
sole object, therefore favours and helpless, to the hard. 
the larger capital, and is heartedness of employers and 

based upon the divorcement the greed of unchecked com-
of Me majority of the people petition. The mischief has 
from the instruments of pro- been increased by rapacious 
auction and the concemra- usury . .. . still practised 
tion of these instruments in under a different guise by 
Me hands of a minority. covetous and graving men. 
Society is thus divided into To this must be added the 
two opposite classes: one, custom of working by con-
the capitalists vd their a-act and the concentration 
sleeping partners, the land- of so many branches of trade 

. lords and lov-mongers, in Me hands of a. few 
holding

-
holding in their hands the oats: eo that a small number 
means of roduction, dis- of very rich men have been 

able to lay upon the teeming change, a 
being therefore able to con:- masses of the labouring poor 
mend the labour of others: a yoke little better than that 
the other, the working-clam, 

wage-earners: the Pm- On the one side there is 
letariat, possessing nothing the party which holds power 

because it holds wealth
bei.conmquentlY foroedby which has in ts grav the 
necessity to work for the whole of labour and trade: 

which manipulates for 
Thus, while on one hand own benefit and its own pu

there is incessantly going on Pores al, Me source.. strs-
an mcumulation of capital ply, and which is even repre-
wealth and power into a sented on the councils of the 
steadily dim hing number State itself. On the other 
of hands, Mere is on the side there is the needy and 
other hand a constantly powerless multitude broken 
growing insecurity of liveli-
hood for the mass of wage.. ready for distuMance. 

But the more this social 
division widens, the stronger 
grows Me revolt of the pro-
letariat against the capitalist 
system of soviet,. 
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There seems to be complete agreement here, both in con-

demning the prment system and in attributing its evils to 

the same lauses—the monopolising by a privileged class of 

the source, of supply" or instruments of production." 

As to the duty of helping forward a remedy we are also 
agreed. Seventeen years ago Pope Leo wrote :— 

Some remedy must be found, and round for the 

miwry and wretchedness pwasing so heavily and unjustly at 

this moment on the vast majority of the working-classes. 

S. Things have got much worse since then, and I don't 

see any remedy found or even suggested except ours. What 

is the her  of your objection ? Socialism just means thim—

That the country, and all the machinery of production in 

the country, Mali belong to the whole people, and shall be 

used by the people ond for the people. Do you consider it 

immoral Is the State to own and manage rai/ways, or to 

employ civil servants ? 
C. Not at. all. State employment W an excellent thing; 

but compulsory State employment is not. Roast beef is an 

excellent thing, but compulsory roast beef is tyranny. 

Similarly it is • an excellent thing to hold all • things in 

common. The early Christi., Ad it. Our religious orders 

do it to this day—voluntarily. We approve of men giving 

up their rights; we object to the State taking them away. 

Our quarrel with you is, not that you encourage State 

ownership, but that you destroy private ownership ; not that 

you provide State employment, but that you destroy mivate 
employment. 

PRIVATE OWNERSHIP. 

S. What do you find in that remedy thw manifestly 
against justice S " 

C. Here is a concrete instance which wems to rue to 
makert manifest. It is from the Manchesler Courdian lard

Dee. r9oN 1—
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Cromwell and sulmegumat causes; to put it summarily, have 
removed .small tillage community from thehabitableparts of 
the country to the seaward slope of a Connaught mountain, an 
inclined plane of granitewiM patches of earth in its hollows, 

gm., and a few hawly weeds are able 
to live. On this inclined plane the settlers have Men permitted 
m create an addition to the cultivable surface of the globe by 
carrying seaweed up on their heads for a generation or two,

nd laying it and perhaps wherconstiments of real earth down 
on the stone. With some assistance from earth-worms they 
ultimatelyperfect this ruimentary soil into land that wiltbear 
rich crops of good grass.d During this time they have paid an 
adequate rent for Me naked stone to operate upon, and they 
have al. p id de owner of than portion of the Atlantic an 
adept.. aura for the right mStand waiStrieep it and grub 
up sea-weed with which turn his granite into meadow. 
Whentheyhave,perhaps inageneratWn, created enough arable 
/and to raise Me whole village well above starvation, they are 
turned out of their holdings, their cottages and field walls are 
pulled dowo, Me whole is thrown into one great grasingfarm 
and is let to a big grazier from some inland town, and the 
people who made it with their fingers are driven higher up the 
inclined plane, to ;same the old operations there for another 
generation, wiM prospect of Me same happy issue to keep 
them cheerful and contented and...Mat. Mr the rights of 

typroper and the "free play of economic forces." In Mis way 
there has come to be a great deal of W. grazing land ic 
Connaught. 

Who now is the rightful owner of this fine grazing
land The answer makes it plain that there are three 
parties. The law of England wys it belongs to the land-
lord. You Socialists say it belongs to the people ....se 
islands. We Catholics say it belongs to the families who 
made it with their fingers. The Is, that takes it from 
them is unjust, whether it hands it over to the landlord or 
to the State. 

When a ma s turns the activity of Ids mind and the 
strength of hie cos towards procuring Me fruits ...swim 
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sem art he makes hinownthet portion of nature's...Mich 

he cultivates—that portion on which he leaves as it were.. 

impress. his individual.; and it .nnot but he jort that he 

Mould poss.s that portion . his very own, and hare:, right 

to hold it without anyone being jsstified in VICA1ting Mat 

right.—Lso XIII. 

Your solution violates it just as much an the English 

law. You concentrate attention on the injustice of the law 

in giving the improvement to Me landlord. We insist that 

the real injustice is in taking it from Me labourer. and you 

are guilty ol Min just an much an the pr.,. law is guilty 

of
S. You forge t that this monntrous wrong was done in 

the name of the rights of property. It is an excellent 

instance how the right of ,r,Vat. ProPcssY work,  it? 

pmetice. That is why we me. to dentroy that right. 

C. There again I am afraid we differ utterly. Becaune 

some have all.ed the right. you pm pone to lake it away 

Iron, every oe. We sat, that is remedying injustice by 

wider injustice, and the Mate has no right to do it. Its duty 

is to cut off the abuses of a right• not the right itself. For 

instance, Pope Leo points out Mat there is a natural right 

to form trade unions. II it is abused. the State may and 

must stop the abuse, but may not suppress all union, 

S. And how tin you make on a natural right to the 

land? 
C. Hanamus, or a family, a nan, right to possess the 

mens of its ow. ..action? to possess the field as well an

the crop ; the hen as well as the egg: the Nark as well as 

the wool? We say Yes, you say No. Ms it the funda-

mental difference between us. We say that it is an 

elementary natural right of et ery individual and every 

family, which no Mate can from them. Mate or no 

• State, in England or in a new colony. a family supporting 

themselven on a will need their land year after year to 

support themselves,farm and they have a right to hold fast to it. 
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This right of the individual 'and the family to provide Mr 
their own support is not a State-given right. They have it 
before the State exists. And the duty of the State is to pre-
serve such family rights and accommodate them, but not to 
suppress them? 

S. And may I .k how many families enjoy this elemen-
tary natural right in England to-day? 

C. Far too few, but still there are some. And we say, 
the State should try to preserw them and multiply them. 
You say the State should dinpossess them An theyrocess of 
nocialising all the mans of prochiction. To dug ties them 
A unjus, it is taking away a right which the State is 

undo respect. And a, long as you teach that the State 
may dispossess them so long we must denounce your 
teaching immral. 

S. If you mean to include only such caws as the one you 
describe, I don't know that there is any Socialist teaching 

thatu e I could show you writers who expressly point 
out t  these small businesses are nut objects for soeial-

re n. But most often we do not mention them. We 
thinking of the great industries, which are rig. for 

socialisation or can be conveniently managed by the State; 
not of a crofter in the Hebrides. 

C. Yes, bra you frame your programme so that it will 
catch the crofter as well. "Socialisation of the Means of 
Production, Distribution and Exchange," says the Social 
Democratic Fwleration. • Socialisation of land and capital," 
says the Independent Labour Party. It is only the Fabian 
programme that mentions •'Much industrial capital an can 
conveniently be managed socially.-

S. We are attacking only the capitalist who makes 
others work for him. We have no quarrel with the man 
who works for himself. 

C. But you mean to abolish him all the same. You 
mean all men work for the State and receive State-pay. 
Would you, or any Socialist body, agree with us in lazing it 
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doren As a foundation principle, that a man and a family 

have a natural right to own the means of production in 

order to provide for their own needs themselves, without 

depending on the State or any one else, 
S. N, certainly not. 
C. Then that is our first point of differenm. To us the 

denial of the right is immoral witching. 

S. Then what of the destruction of that right I Has 

not your present system destroyed n for most of the 

nation 
C. That also is immoral—.  unjust," hard-heartednemfi

" greed," rapacious usury," " little better than slavery," 

mvs Pope Leo XIII. But your argument comes to this:

the right has been stolen from most people already 

therefore it is right intake it from every one. 

S. Let us he clear. re are two rights the right to 

daily bread—clothes, food, shelter , and the right to own 

the means of producing these things, the sources of supply. 

The first is certainly the essemial one. You my that the 

second follows font it,—that to ensure his daily eupplies a 

man may own the sources of supply. We say that the 

allowing this secondary right has resulted in robbing 

millions of their primary right to daily Mead and therefore 

the secondary right to independence moos be replaced by a 

right to depend on the State. 
C. If that robbing of the million= not only hod followed, 

but necessarily must follow, I believe we should agree with 

you. That is just what is done, and rightly done, in rims 

of siege or of shipwreM. But we ,annot regard society m a 

perpetual state of si  nor take martial law as normal. 

We attribute the theme,sults not to the right of ownership, 

but to abuse of the right. I Mould lay down principlm 

(t) It is just that Ishould own means of supply  sn order to 

provide for myself. 
It is unjust to use them to Prevent You ...Providing 

for yourself. 
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(a) It is just to employ you for wages if you choose that 
way of providing for yourself. 

It is wrong for you to take such wages or such work 
as will prev re you from doing your duties to your-
self and your MIA,. 

And—if you accept our doctrine that it is the States 
business to arrange how ach man may enjoy his own rights
and yet not interfere with his neighbour's rights—it will 
Mrew that legislation should seek not M destroy my owner-
ship, but to prevent it injuring you; not to suppress wage-
labour, but to enforce good pay and good hours. 

CAPITALIST EMPLOYMENT. 
S. Wan a moment. You are making a great Mom in 

yor argument. You have tried to prove that a man may 
ujustly own the means ol his own production, and hold them 

against all cmers. Are you going to jump to the conclusion 
that therefore he may justly o the meam of every one 
else's production, Unless you 

wn 
mem that, yore argument 

in no way justifies Capitalism. And if you do mean sce 
what it comes to :— 

Because I need bread, I have the right to hold the land I 
need and to appropriate Me cope I grow on it. 

Therefore I have reso file right to hold the laml you need, 
and to appropriate the crops you grow on it. Which is ob-
viously absurd. Are you going to my, They are both private 
ownership, Td if one A right the other must be right

C No. The argument is simply that any plan of 
reform is unjust which would incidentally dmtroy the first 
kind of private ownership. 

S. Then let me point out the fundamental difference 
between the two kinds of production. You are speaking of 
individual production, we of social production. When we 
attack private ownership of the means of social production, 
you defend private ownership of the means of individual 
production. In individual production, if I mean to grow 
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potatoes I make a garden from waste land. According to 

you the land is mine because I mean to work it, the potatoes 

are mine because I grew them. In soroal production, if 

mean to manufacture calico, I put up a mill. But I do not 

mean t work it by myself. It needs hundreds of others to 

Work it.o But though we shall all work it, it does not there-

fore belong to all of us. It is my mill, and mine alone. 

Moreover, when the calico is made, no one man can say he 

made it It has been made by all of us every one advancing 

it one step of the process. My share in making it may have 
been the least of all. Yet when the calico is made it all 

belongs to me. So the mill A mine. though I may never 

work in , ( the calico 0 mine though I have made none of 
The case no wise resembles the Cher, where the field

vvas mine because I meant to work it, and the potatoes ere 

mine because I grew them. What you have to show P write 

justice of my owning the mill in which you are to work and 

the calico which you have made. 

C. The thing con be just. But dro't think I am justifying 

tFe present state of the working classep Remember we are 

agreed that it is as Pope Leo says, a yoke little better 

than slavery, because the capitalist class " manipulates for 

its own benefit and its own purposes all the sourcesof supply." 

I am only maintaining that wage labour con be just and 

beneficial. Think of those Connaught peasants who have 

made their farms,—and suppose they had not been robbed of 

there . When I come among them, I might do as they have 

done, and make a patch of land for myself. But your land 

is so good by now that it will support another mouth. It 

is easier for me now to support myself by working for you 
than by working for myself. A fair bargain between vs 

will be that I am to earn my living more easily than I could 

without you, and you are to get more from your land than 

you could without me. 
You are now a capitalist. Your capital is Ae improve-

ment in your land that has accumulated from your years of 
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.1. It put, you in a position to enable other, (as wefl as 
yourself) to support thetwelvu, 11.0111 casily than they could 
by working for themelessThat 0 the justification of 
capitalist employment of labour -that it is better (or the 
employed, and makes their lives easier. If A this ease
refused either to make a piece of land for myself, or to work 
for you, and claimed to Ise joint owner of your land, it 
would be plain robbery. 

S. Now sec how far your crony', ainl where 
it 011s. TEl first settler's labour has two fruis; it keeps 
him year by year, and it impves his land year after year. 
Siia, all the labour is his, hem swns both fruits —the yearly 
harvest and the accumulated fertility of the soil. So far 
your position holds. But now let him login employing 
laboup—ro men for 51 years. Sump's.. he pays tIlem good 
wages, houses them well, works them reasonable hours. 
For• the'de jr, years their labour also is producing two fruits 
—the yearly harvest and the accumulating fertility of the 
soil. They get their fair share of the yearly harvest, Ina 
the suand bred(hey get nu;re di all. The increased 
fertility of the land is appropriated entirely by the 
landlord. 

because  I have made it what it is. -  Nlay nor the labourers 
pry after Io years." We have made the land what it nmv is, 
an.1 it shall he ours 

That is the radical in a of capitalism. The labour 
of the working classes steadily improves all other means of 
production, as it improves the land and production 
been  easier and more abundant. But all Ai. inuirove. 
tnent is appropriate, by the capitalist. And the workers 
are beginning to think, " We have made all this improve-
me , and it shall he ours." 

C. What is the injustice, That the men who have 
made a perownent it  gw ot,1 temporary pay 
Why 0 that necessarily unjust You would not pay the 
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doctor for the rat of your life because he cures you aro-
pletely. If a man claims your coat or your kettle because 
he made it, you do not give it You only make som AM he 
has been paid At it properly. In the case of the labourers 
on the land, it is true that they have produced two fruits. 
But it is not necesssa.ry to pay them in two kinds; it is quite 
possible to pay them fairly in one kind only. If they are 
Ally paid for making the improvements, they have no mom 
right[o .y afterwards, "These are oms because we made 
them," than the tailor has to reclaim the coat I have paid 
M1 m for. And from the employer's side. if you allow I may 
have a garden, why is it wrong to employ a man to improve 
it? If I may own a horse why is it wrong to employ a. man 
to train it ? Is it quite impossible to give them full pay-
ment for what they have done ? Remember, it i 

ra 
t is an 

inhrstice to give a man only tempo ry pay for making a 
permanent improvement, you mean to make the inj.tice 
uniartal. Under Socialism no worker will receive any part 
A that second fruit which you say isstolen from the workers 
at present. 

The fact is that you are teaching the workers to attribute 
their undoubted vrsongs to two perfectly innocent and gad 
causes—private ownership of means of production and 
private employmem of labour. 

S. If you admit mass I see how you can attack the 
present evils at all. How do you approach the problem, 

C. From the rights of the labourer, baud on his duties 
as a man. The dudes of an ordinary man, fife include 

maintaining himself and his family, 
providing for old age, sickness, and ordinary accidents, 
cultivating himself, spiritually and intellectually, 
training up his family. 

These duties ought to settle his wagesand his working hours. 
He has no right 0 ta.ke such work or such p, as will 
prevent hirn fulfilling thou duties. Any employer or any 
system that forces him to take such work A unjust. 
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S. And the present system, which forces millions to take 
such work, is therefore hopelessly unjust. 

C. La ins finish. 130 a, contract of wage labour 
which enables him to 1.011 these ditties is just, and is quite 

reasonable and good arrangement. Now Lever, Cadbury
and others on a. large scale, and countlas firms on a small 
scale (including I hope the Clarion Press) have shown that 
it is perfectly possible a give their employds gad pa and 
gad hours. So we say that wage-labour which secures to 
the employiss a proper fi le is a good and dmirable thing; 
wagalabour which Ails to secure this is unjust and must be 
amended ,o all to secure

S. And we sar, that all wage-labour is essentially unjust, 

e"en with high pea; and thit the system must inevitably 
lad to par pay and lag ham These things are not an 
abuse of the system, but its natural outcome. 

SURPLUS VALUE. 

C. Let us examine them one at a time. Why is svage-
labour essentially unjust? 

S. Because the workers, who do all the work, deserve all 
the reward. Instead A which they merely get wagesThe 
whole idea of employing a man is that you shall be richer 
afterwards. He will produce so much for you, ad you will 
pay him part of it. Alter paying for all the work 
employed in production, after paying wages to hands, 
salaries to foremen and managers, and fees to directors, 
there is a huge balance remaining What is that balance, 
It is the fruit A industry, Who takes it, The workers, 
foremen, managers, the wielders of capital? No but the 
idle proprietor or shareholder takes it. 

C. I have met the argument before, only too often. No 
doubt it tells very much with waking-men. But all you 
set it side by side 0h your own solution. In your ideal 
state, every one is to have merely wages. So you are 
saSiogs—
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It is monstrous that these men should have merely 

wages, 
Therefore in future all men shall have merely wages. 
That is, we shall remedy this injustice by making it 

universal. 
When you have inflamed a workmen's meeting with the 

injustice of their getting "merely wages" will it and 
to tell them, "Now, under Socialism you will how all still have 
merely wages, and no chance for you or anyone else to rise 
to anything else than mere wages." Would it not be mom 
reasonable to tell them from the beginning "The ideal 
state is for men to get merely wages,—and so far you 
are already inall  the ideal state." 

S. I hope the workmen would have wit to so the 
difference between paying the surplm profits to the State 
and paying them to private capita., The workers are 
the State, a.. paying [0 the State they are simply otting 
aside , their i„come for thei r own general good. 
They do rally get all the reward of their labour. 

C. That also is a familiar argument, but it will not 
and examination. Here am labourers working, some for 

private firm, some for the Corporation, at Ois. to 213. a 
week. Wasay M both, you ought to get at least a family 
wage, say 255, and the Corporation ought to be the first to 
pay it. Will yu on your principle, tell them that the 
private firm's men non being robbed by their employe, but 
the Corporation men have no grievance, they are simply 
setting aside part of their income for their general good, 

S. Of coursrsnot. We also insist on a family living 

wage. 
C. And that the Corporation should be the first to pay ill 
S. Yes. 
C. I thought so, but see what that means. It means that 

it is robbery for the Corporation to hold hack any money 
Mat really belongs to the workers. And therefore if that 
snot* money really belonged to the nettle, it would be 
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robbery /or the State to take it, just an Ms fora private 

firm to take it. And the State would be more inexcusable. 
S. I don, think it means that. 
C. You cannot make it mean anything else. You were 

maintaining that the surplusearnings, say of the Corpor-
ation workers, really belong to Me workers and that they 
really keep them when the Corporation takes them. But 
when we come to those earnings which do unquestionably 
belong to the workers, you admit that it is robbery for the 
Corporation to take them. It would be equally robbery to 
take the surplu. earning., if they equally belonged to the 
workers. It is not roltheo. Why t There can be only one 
ansvver t—because this surplus does not belong to the 
workers. 

S. The essential fact is the solidarity of the workers. In 
a private firm the surplus earnings go to individuals. In 
murscipal employmeM they benefit every one. If all the 
workers were employed by the public, then all the surpluses 
would go to benefit the public. 

C. Your contention was that all ivageblebour isessent.ally 

unjust. Now it seems that the injustice is not in keeping 
the surplus profits from the workers. but in giving them to 

private employers. As one of your vvritem says t—

II Remote] "that we are agreed that usury is interest on 
money when paid by one or more individuals to another or 
more individuals, but Mat interest on mono ceaos to be 
usury when paid by one or more individuals to the whole 

Herc are fifty tram-men. If their surplus earnings go to a 

thousand shareholders who have done nothing but ride in 
the trams, you to Robbery. If the surplus goes to the 7o,000 

zens who equally have done nothing but ride in the trams, 
isfied. you say justice is sat 

S. Because the fi fty tram-men get their share with the 

xest. 
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C. Have you ever considered how microscopically 
small that share is ? Let one of those tram-men lose his 
place. He has only lost his work and bis wages. He atiil 
owns his share of that surplus. Hers still joint owner of 
the trams, as much as you and I. Moreover the British 
Post Office belongs to hm. much m to anyone else, and 
he is joint owner of its huger surplm. How much good 
does it all do him? Only that tobacco might be dearer 
but for the Post Office profits, and the rates might be 
higher but for the tram. 

S. You do not see the argument as a whole. The point 
is that public employment secures justice to the workers 

privatelic 
employment is necessarily unjust. Compare the two. 

Pub employment doss not seek profits, but the public 
good, and therefore it secures first and foremost good pay, 
good hours, and useful work. 

Private employment seeks only profits and cares nothing 
for the public good. It therefore secures its profits by bad 
hours, bad wages, and wasteful work. Under public em-
ployment the surplus is of no importance. Under private 
employment Me surplus is everything. It is both the motive 
for sweating the workers now and the means for further 
sweating Mem in Me future. In public hands:t may be as 
you say a very small benefit in ivate hands it is an 
immense evil. In private hands it leprads steadily to longer 
hoor s, lower wages, and unemployment. In public hands it 
Mlows Man ideal state of Mings u -good wages, good hour, 
steady employment t and the worker shares in the benefit of 
the surplus if there be a,. 

CATHOLIC PROGRAMME. 

C. Allow me to restate that so as to see how far we agree 
or disagree. 

Public employment ought to secure the good of the workers 
well as of the tax-payers. In practice it often sacrifice 

the workers to cheapness, to keep down the taxes and rates. 
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Private employment ought to mouse the good of the 
workers as well as of the  In practice it often 
sacrifices the workers to cheapnms, to keep up the profirs. 
This temptation presses constantly on both kinds of 
employment. In both it can be met by proper safeguards. 

Both businesses, to be sound, should yield a surplus after 
fully providing for the workers. In public hands this surplus 
merely relieves taxation and no one it much the better for 
it. In private hands the surplus is the reward of enterprise 
and good management, and the means of future enterprise. 

The surplus in private hands has undoubtedly worked all 
the evils you say—not because it is in private hands, but be-
cause it is too large. It would be brought within reasonable 
limits it all work were done by men, with good hours, and 
good pay. At present eve,' man out of work in the 
pressure on Mose in work to take low pay and longer hours 
rather than risk their place. 

And on the other side, every man who works longer hours 
throws another man out of work; 

Every woman doing a ans work for woman's pay is 
keeping a man out of work 

Every child doing a ans work for a child's pay is 
keeping a man out of work. 

So that there is a rscious circle of evil: sweating increasea 
unemployment and unemployment increases sweaing. 

The remedy there is to get the work do ne by men at 
a family wage, stop childfor  labour, and if must work, 

womenlet them have meas wages. This will cut down the 
employer's profits to a very reasonable limit , and he 
cannot um them as an instrument of opprsssion once the 
dread of unemployment is removed. 

S. This is delightful theorising,--of Me sort that makes 
us despair of the Churches. You draw ideal pictures, and 
then anathematise anyone who attempts to realise them. 
Do you imagine there is any other way than Socialism to 
effect what you want? 
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' C. Certainly. 
S. And what is your programme? 
C. Broadly speaking, it is the same as your preliminary 

Programme 
S. No preliminary programme can free the workers from 

the tyranny of capital. 
C. I know you preach that, but in practice you recognise 

that it is quite possible. For instance—though it men. be-
sides the question—are y for confiscating the me, of 
production, or for buying u them? 

S. For buying them. 
C. At a fair price 
S. Yes. But a fair price does not mean what they will 

claim—enough to keep up their 3o and ¢o per cent. dividends. 
C. just so And do not your platform speakers tell us that 

before you think of buying out the capitalists their property 
is to be reduced to its true value by making it bear all its 
proper burdens? And dou not Mat mean that you are first 
going to enforce prop, treatment of the workers and Men 
buyout? 

S. A speaker might um that argument in the heat of 
discussion without examining if it ,vas really practicable, 

C. Then look your deliberate programmes. They all 
mean to get fair play for the workers before they get rid of 
the capitalist. First the S.D.F. Among immediate reforms 
it asks for 

Alegislative eight hours' day or 48 hours per week. Im-
be 

No child to he employed in any trade or nemmatinn 
ode

year sol age and imprisonment., inflicted on employers, 
parents, and guardians who infringe this law. 

all workers. Equal pay tor both sexes. 

Similarly the LL.B. demands "as a mean:' 

A maximum forty-eight hours' working week. 
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Trade-union rams, with a statutory minimum of sixpence 
per hour. 

The raising of the age of child labour with a view to it, 
ultimate extinction. 

And the Fabian Society, 

Compulsory arbitration New Zealand, toprevent 
strikes and lock-outs. 

An eight hours' day for all public servant, and for mirmm. 
For railway servants a forty-eight hour, week. 

Alm.° of all wage-labour by chit.. under 

You see they all me. to carry Mese reforms before the, 
get rid of the private employer. And we say, Ca, these 
reforms, and there will be no need lo get rid of him. He 

can no longer misuse his power. More Man that, I expect 
that when these reforms arc carried. Mere will be no more 
asking for Socialism. 

S. Thus it will come unasked. You annot stop 
Evolution by an act of Padiament. But doryou All 
s,ously that those reforms would get Catholic support 1 

C. Broadly speaking, yes. Read Leo XIII, or any of his 
expounders, and you will find th principles insisted on 
verywhere. The normal bourse( elabour should leave a man 

abundant leisure for himself and his family. 
The normal wage should be what will keep a man and 

his family. 
The normal place fora child is at school and fora woman 

at home, and not in a factory. 

The normal 1, of scenting these rights is by the men's 
unions, or better sti”y unions of masters and men, such as 
seems to exist in the Birmingham iron trades. But when 
these fail to secure justice Mt State must act. 

S. I should have thought you would call that rank 

Socialism? 
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C. people called Leo XIII a Socialist Pope. In point of 

fact these reforms are the surest preventive 
Sta 
of the one thing 

hat really is Socialism —namely that the te should own 

all the means of production and become the one employer of 

labour. They aim at making the people as well off under 

privy employ ropnt as they could ever hereo  be under 

State employment. 
S. It cannot be done. But even if it could the workers 

would still cry for Socialism. They will not consent for 

ever to pay profits to individuals. The truth is burning 
itself into their cools now :—No one is allowed to earn his 

living in this country ursess he pays interest and rent to the 

capitalist and the landlord. 

C. If ever you placard the country with that truth I hope 

you will pm on the same placard the other side :—Under 

Socialism no one will he allowed to earn his own living 
ursers he pays for the support of the unproductive classes. 

S. And what unproductive classes do you suppose there 
will be under Socialism, 

C. Let us take your programmes and make a list from 

them. The S. D. F. mentions :—

embers of figelative bodies and administrative bodies. 
Returning officers. 
Teachers. 

rsrsro, up to re or longer till their education is finished 

*01....dverri19 s11.5" ).

the land . 

railways, docks, etE 

food and coal supplv 
banks. pawnshop, rostarsants 

irs.ats, hospitals, cemeteries. 
The sick. 
The disabled. 
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Judges. 
Lawyers. 

The I.L.P. adds 
Every  

ws 
pereon over so years of age. 

Wido . 

As a sePolf, the army is to be abolished. 
That is a fairs}, big Est of unproductives. Who will be 

left to do productive work t The men between 16 and 5o 
—those of them who are not teachers, lawyers, councillors, 
organise., and the rest. Every one who is kept at all is kept 
by these producers. Those unproductives me to be paid by 
the State—paid out of the surplus which the State with-
holds from the produce.. And yet you venture to say, as 
William Morris put it, that under Socialism 

No individual would be Wet° employ a workm. to work 
for him at a profit, to work for less than the value of he 
work (roughly estimated), broausrolte State woad pry hire the 
Ill volue of it. 

Whereas it appears the State would pay him the full value 
of his labour lees the contribution needed to support the 
ehildren the pensione. over 5o, the sick, the widows, the 
town councillors, M.P.s, lawyers, judges, teachers, and the 
aony of organising officials. 

S. All that the State took from him for these Perlmees 
would be returned indirectly, and . he would get the .11 
value of his labour. When his children are maintained and 
educated free, his sick and his old folks provided for, lawyers 
and doctors provided free, he might live very comfortably on 
ros. a week. 

C. If you preached that programme I don't think 
Socialism would make much headway. Apparently the 
S.D.E. values his labour at a much higher rate. After 
keeping the army of u roductives out of hie surplus 
earnings, the State is still np to pay rim full trade union rat, 
and never less than ,os. a week. 
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IMPOSSIBLE TO COAPERATE. 

S. It se ms then at your objotions are limited to one 

or two points of theory, and that you advocate ni nths 
of our practical programme. And further, you beline-teeve that 
this programme when carried out will kill. demand for the 
one or two items you object to. Then why the name M 

nscommon se e don't r leaders help . to carry through 
the lac tical progra.mme and kill our heresy that way, 
instead of denouncing us and all our woMs as immoral and 
anti-Christian? 

C. Where Catholics are numerous enough to woM by 
menssesso—in Belgium, Germany, the United States--I 
believe they always do work for these social reforms. B. 
we cannot work with you. We should be spreading a 
teaching which we 'think immoral and anti-Christian. A 
movement is not mem theorising, it is a body of men 
appealing to definite ideals and definite arguments,. your 
ideals and arguments are all tinged with your Socialist 
doe Suppose IS,, in Japan an Aggression 
party wanting to conquer Australia and a Self-delence party 
wanting to make the country safe from foreign attack. They 
would both call for a sound army, a sound navy, and sound 
finance. But the Aggressioniss propaganda would appeal 
to aggressive ideals and arguments, and would spread the 
lust of conquest. They would be creating not only a strong 

avy h., a nation of aggressor. You would not ask the 
Self-defence party the rim,. commonsense to help them 
to create a trong navy and to leave theoretic differences 
alone. Theisr paramount duty would be to preach  that 
aggression is a crime and wars of conquest are immoral. 

S. And we correspond to the Aggressionistst 
C. Yes. You are not only asking for fair wages, but 

denouncing ,' Ovate property atnd malting men Socialists. 
00 are not only asking A. dacent housing, but you are 
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making men materialist and anti-Catholic. And while we 
are glad to pro, the Catholic arguments for good ,.ages 
and good housing*. we <an go a hearing, our first duo 
is to prevent you spreading False views among our people, 
and destroying their spiritual and religious ideal. 

S. So the one movement which can elevate the masses 
materially, morally, and intellectually, is n your ees 
degrading them with false unspiritual and irreligioyus 
teaching Let me show you how the case looks, nm only 
to s, but to all impartial outsider,. 

On one side, Socialists are working unselfishly for the 
bettering of mankind. 

Many earnest Christian workers are Socialists. 
Many ministers of all denominations but yours are 

Socialists. 
Those Socialist leaders whoare not Cssisriansarespirituak 

minded men, of the highest ideals and enthusiasms. 
The miserable and down-trodden to whom Socialism has 

reached find it the joy and the light of their lives. 
On the other std. the Catholic Church alone takeson her-

self to pronounce that Socialism is an attack on morality, 
religion, and Christianity. 

Which is jot what was to be expected from the Church 
which has been the constant foe of human progress. 

C. It is a taking argument, but I doubt if you will hold 
to it. First, do you think I could get an equal army of un-
selfish workers and earnest Christians, and misssters, and 
spiritual enthusiasts, . gladdened mfierers from the ranks 
of the anti-Socialists? 

S. I suppose so. 
C. And would yon appeal to the sire or the moral 

excellence of either ortny to settle wherher your programme 
be just or unjust ? 

S. Certainly no 
C. And since Mere arc good men on both sides, would 

you say, as some do, that both sides are right and just, and 

I.
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it is merely a matter of economics and not of morality? Or 
do you condemn the present system esmryially unjust? 

S. There are questions of Maim which are debatable, A 
the sense that a good man may take either side without 
being called unjust ? and this's one of them. 

C. Precisely ao. They are debatable, but they are 
questions of justice all the same. Slavery for imtancej and 
craniotomy ; and the Crimean War. If I say th.e are 
wrong it is no answer to say that they were defended by 
very righteous men. And if we say Socialism M immoral 
and materialistic and an  it is no answer to say it 
is upheld by many moral and spiritual and religious men. 
Let me show you howthme conflicting armies of earnest 
men look to us. 

At the two extremes are the thinkers on the heights, Leo 
XIII at one end, Belton flax at the other, both declaring 
that there can be no reconcilement of principle. 

In the valley between are the men A action, sonae of them 
endeavouring to reconcile the irreconcilable, to be both 
Social'. and Christians. 

It is probable that the thinkers on the heights will see more 
truly the trend of the two movements, and will know what 
the fighters are doing better than the fight. themselves. 

S. Is Belfort Bax to "the thinkers on the 
heights"? How you inust blesrepresents the man who first discovered 
Mellon Pax ! It is h. that he believes Socialism will 
destroy religion and the family, and that it is folly or 
hypocrisy to deny it. But he is practically alone. Here is 
Ensoes Modern Sakai, a collect, of Socialist pro-
grammes, documents, speech« and unitings from all nations, 
—just what a man would want in getting up the subject 
at first hand. Now look through the index for evidence of 
the conflict between Socialism and religion or morality. 
The words marriage, divorce, religion, irreligion, atheism, 
church, do not omur in it. You will find just one entry, 
under Clericalism, referring to this passage: " In Roman 
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Catholic countries this force [opposing Socialism) is com-
monly organised by the clergy." 

C. Y.. But look through the programmes is that book, 
where thry touch education and marriage They are Al 
anti-Catholic. But you must surely knovv that Me 
ordinary mn of Socialists prom that no reconcilement is 
possible. On our side, Catholi. who try to be S.ialists 
generally stop practising their religion. On your side, 
Socialists who say they lea ve room for Christianity yet 
spend their time assaulting it. 

S. For instance? 
C. For instance Mr. Pla.hford. His whole propaganda 

M an attack on the Christi. religion, yet he teaches his 
ead. to , out that Socialism has nothing do with 

rehgionOn one page the attack,o another the denial. 
From the time of John Stuart Mill it has been a perfectly safe 
trick to play on the English reader. Both pages will win his 
applause and his enthosi.tic belief ; it is not his province to 
see that they destroy each other. In Britain for Me British 
we read: 

deo net tomb religion at any point. h dm Is 
with laws and vs. (aerial and politico! government. 
Set this beside his other writings. 
Socialism does not touch religion any point. But 

Axe you aware that the Socialist, be he a believer or an 
atheist is maim to the CMist you profess to worship than 
you are yourselves 

Are you aware that , cannot dray Socialism without 
deryiry Christ? Are you aware that you cannot revile 
Socialism without reviling Christ?. 
Socialism does not touch religion at any point. Only, 

Socialism will not put an end to religMn, it will begin re. 
ligion. Socialism is a reli ion, and a very beautiful renew:. 
Every Socialist speaker or worker or wAter is a missionary: 
his work is the conversion of Me p,le (Mar. cosh, sooS). 
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Socialism does not touch religion at any poi.. Never-
theless, 

The Church has failed, and is doomed to eter,I failure, 
because A I.e. at the wrong end of the task. 

The Church bids the poor be coment and right.us in their 
poverty and promises them a reward in heaven. The Church 
does not, and never did, st that the rich should give, their 
luxury and ease, and become poor and righteous and content. 
It is only the poor who have to suffer and win salvation. 
The poor are getting tired of this on  alt.., 

The Church has never understood human nature: does 
not understand humael ,ture now. No economics, Nor 
environment.) It is the old error of the Church due to Ae 
basic error on which the Church stands. Them is aothing in 
he New T.tarnent to teach the Churches any better . . . 
Jesus made the same mistake . . — 

But five hundred years before Jesus was born, there lived in 

And as Mr. Blatchford writes, so do all his staff. So do 
other Socialist pap,. So have the workmen learned Scan 
them to talk. When a Catholic gets among Socialists he is 
surrounded with that kind of talk and thought, even while 
heir told that a Socialist can he a good Catholic. What does 
it all come m? Surely this I am not attacking your 
religion. I am only showing you that it is false, founded 
on error by 0, who did not understand human nature. I 
am only asking you A role your fife not by any reference 
to a future life, but solely with a view to this life. I ,k you 
merely to recognise that a true religion must be a This-world 
Religion that y our oW n Next-world Religion is false and 
by comparison no religion. If you call this attacking your 
religion you are repeating an often-refuted lie, 

S. You seem sublimely unconscious of the fallacy in your 
argument. You calmly identify Religion with your Religion. 
When Christianity was spreading, the pagans charged the 
Christians above all things with atheism and irreligion. 
What would you have answered them. would you not have 
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said "It is tore that by spreading the truth we are under-
mining your religion. But we are not destroying religion 
rather we are beginning religion " ? That is just what we 

you We do not ask anyone to give up his Next-
world Religion. We only ask him to see that the one thing 
that matt, is a This-world Religion. We surround him 
with rnen and with arguments Ant take this for granted. We 
habituate him A judge all questions by a This-world 

standard. very soon he realises that his Next-world 
theologies are unreal speculations, and whether he drops
them or retains them, they lose all importance for him. 

As the Clarion puts it. 

As far as we are concerned, the wordy wrangle between 
Church of England gods, Roman Catholic gods, and Noncon-
formist gods may go where it belongs, to the devil. But we 
are interested, kee and constantly interested, in the health 
and welfare of the chinly ldren. 

C. I know that is your programme, and that is why we 
cannot co-operate with you even in the good parts of your 

political programme. But if that is your programme, why do 
you deny it at first? Why do you say throughout all your 

preaching Come and learn a new religion, which will make 

you feel the inadequacy and futility of your old religion;' 

and yet, when we oppose you, cry out, s It is a mystery to 

. why you oppose us. We are not attacking you. Soci-

alism does not touch religion at any point. You attack us 

only because you do not understand Socialism " ? We under-

stand you only too well. As you are destroying religion 

with he cry of a. higher religion, so also you are destroying 
morality wiA the cry of higher morality,—building a 
kingdom of Imie on a foundation of hate. You like the 

Peace-at-any-price orator who roused his audime ence to 

charge the police and bum the Town-hall. You preach 

'higher morality," but your method destroys moral 

character. 
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S. Our ideal is to make this State hsto one great 
family. We demand perfect honesty, the cessation of all 
injceice. And our method is to get men to love those 
ideals and to work for them. Does that destroy their moral 

chC. 
aracter

This is the way you go about it. Your teaching to 
the workman is practically this. 

All men are your brothers, bound to you by mutual love 
and sympathy and respect. Nevertheless, think of the rich as 
a horde of parasites, of cultured refined wealthy savages 
going off to church to listen to a lot of sickly cant about the 
"Infant Saviour." Tell them so. 

Think that their creeds are ignorant superstitions Tell 
them so. 

Think that their religion and their charity is smug and 
insolent hypocrisy. 

Think that all who profess to sympathise with the poor 
and yet reject Socialism are hypocrite. 

Think that all who differ from you are ignorant fools. 
Tell them so. 

Face every problem with the question" Why should I do 
mom work or have less wealth than that man 1" 

Now when you keep a man reading, thinking, talking in 
that tone for years together, you are destroying in him all 
sympathy, and respect, and brotherly love. You are making 
envy and contempt habitual to him. You are appealing 
constantly to his selfishness and his pride. 

S. There is fighting before us, and you do not get men to 
fight by appealing to their brotherly love for the enemy. 
But look at the other side, how we mace them to feel for the 
Po

C.,  Even there you do mischief. In the very poor, as in
other sufferers the noblest thing is that patience that 

makes them go bravely through everything, overcoming 
hardship by endurance Me meanest thing in them is the 
mIf-pity that snakes some lives a continual shrinking from 
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the in unable. Now to you that noble patience is slavish-

ness. Your stock comment on it is "you FOOLS!" 
S. We have to muse them somehow. Urn afraid your 

point of view is hopelessly different from ours. 
C. Yes Your programme is impossible to us because you 

Want [0 suppress not only the evils of private ownership, but 

private ownership itself. And though nine-tenths of your 

practical programme is ours also, we cannot work with you 

because your method of propagandism destroys faith, 

reverence, pa trace, and all that we think is best in men. 

I. B. Mc L. 



ZQe aleceufe of giV84. 
IT is not all sunshine on the Italian lakes. The writer, 

mperience last May was of the weather we associate in 
England with March,—the glittering white Eght of a rain-
w.hed atmosphere purple clouds gathering behitid indigo 
mountai s; grey-white mists capping the peaks and steam-
ing out of the woods, anon pouring down the hill Ade like 
an ochreous smoke, as the sun is blotted out by the clouds 
overhead and Men the swish of rain and a blurred 
vision of low clouds driving with ragged hailing fringes 
across the waters. There was one perfect day, but it was 
not the sort of perfection we had expected. We have seen 
English lakes as blue and English skies as clear and EngliM 
mnlight as dazzling. There was a sunset, also, all red-gold 
and flaming clouds, but not such o. one as Turner or Claude 
picture in their Italian visions. We missed the soft glow and 
the hazy distance so restful to the imagination, and Me 
gold-dusted foreground so suggestive of comfort and 
abundance. But we knew we had no right to expect
mellow ripeness of to  when spring blossoms were on the 
mes, and under no ct did we find the greatest of Italian 
lakes uninuninteresting aspeting or disappointing. 

The Lago Maggiore has already a patron mint in StCharles 
Borromeo, whose family retain possession of the largest and 
loveliest of the group of islands called by their name. But it 
ha also a modern saintly patron in the person A Antonio 
Rosmini-SeMati. A smy A a few days at the beautiful 
College A Stress with the hospitable Fathers A Charity, 
revealed to Me wrimr that the founder A the Institute of 
Charity is venerated now, more Mr Me memory of his 
holiness than for the philosophical works which won for 
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him recognition and fame. RosmMi wrote much his 
printed books forma library in themselves; and everything 
he bas written has a distinction of its own. Having 
expressed himself and being so fully revealed in his books, 
few, besides his own children, have cared to know more of 
him. To me it was a new idea that a future generation 
may give more attention to his personality and his life than 
they do to his works. Three are admittedly so valuable 
that one expects them to he treasured and studied in every 
house of hic Institute. But at Stresa his books are a 
ucondary matter There the visitor may see, if so privi-
leged, relics more precious than his writings,—his bedstead, 
prie-dieu, chair and desk, all of the poorest and simplest ; 
die clothes he wore, much worn and carefully mended ; the 

used Cardinal's robes; all the intimate trifling things of 
daily use which tell us something about a man which no 
biography can describe. It is not possible to look on these 
things without the conviction that the man to whom they 
belonged, though busy with many [hinge, was one who lived 
with God rather than with men. And it is impourele but 
that they who dwell with them have learnt and will learn 
to to Rosmini, in their hearts, as a SaMt. There is 
as yet no talk of the beginning of a process of canonization. 
But many, over and above his childre, are hoping and 
expecting that soon there will be. 

I suppose the popular idea of Rosmini to be that he was 
a man of genius who did not quite attain the stature of 
greatness. He is best known as a philosopher of world-wide 
renown, who greatly influenced thought and whose works 
will always be held in esteem but one whose system, once 
so widely discussed and so highly lauded, has been checked 
in its currency because it does not bear the hall-mark of 
Roman approbation. He isknown, secondly, as the founder 
of a Religious Orelcr, among the noblest in its conception 
and aims. which, has done, is doing, and will continue 
to do most admirableand useful work; but which, in spite 
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of its attm.ctivenero, has shown no sign of influencing 
the course of history as some Orders did—the Franciscans 
and Jesuits, for instance—Lo the vigour of their youthful 
nthusiasm. In Me history of his country he figures 

a patriot who was mistrusted because of his devotion to the 
Holy SeA and a holy son of the Church who fell under a ban 
of suspicion because of his pat sm. But the sum of his 
philorophy and his Institute and his influence was not 
Rosmini. He is not to be judged by what he accom. 
pfished. He held himself so unselfishly as an instrument in 
the hands of God, to take up work or put it down again . 
the Holy Will seemed to direct, that unfinished schemes and 
unprofnabk labours caused him little or no anxiety or 
disappointment. It wax for him to plant and water when 
he believed it his duty to do so God would give 
the increase, or not, in His own way and in His own good 
time. n This is the will of God your sanctification." He 
taught himself, as he tried to each his disciples, that the 
net result in everything attempted and done should be and 
must be personal holiness. Charity is Me sum and addition 
of all virtue hence it must be the beginning and end of the 
labours of himself and his Institute. As, therefore, the mean-
ing of his life, and the first and last object of his labours 
was his own sanctification through Charity, so the chief 
legacy he has left to his children, who prise it above all his 
achievements, and to the world, which has yet to learn its 
value, is his slimly personality. 

In this conneroion the childhood of ammini is of peculiar 
interest. He did very little that other children do. He had 
non of the exalted ambitions of boyhood,—to be a great 
soldie ex or a brigand, or a discoverer of unknown worlds. H is 
playthings and games were good works. In faro, Tonino, 
the boy of Rovereto, is so exactly Rostnini of Stress in little, 
that cu. precocity se at first sight, abnormal and 
unhealthy. But with himms,  the long development from youth 
to , was as undeviating and upright as a Lombardy 
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none a CI. exalted ambitions of boyhood,—b be a great 
soldier, or a brigand, or a discoverer of unknown world, His 
playthings and games were good works. In fact, Tonino, 
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to age was as undeviating and upright as a Lombardy 
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likings, ambitions and pursuits Rosmini's advance w 
so regular mfil unchecked that the biographer's task i ass 
mainly to now its ra.pidity and strength—the heightand 
majesty the tree finally attained. We we him re a child, 
playing at the monastic life with hia bmther and sisMr a. 
coreire making for themselves separa.te cells in the garden, 
to which they would retire for awhile, coming forth at 
intervals to sing hymns together in imitation of the Divine 
Office. Later, when he began his studies, we find him—he 
was not yet in his teens —writing a Leiter ton friend 
encourage', him to study, just as afterwards every fresh 
scientific acquirement and in  conviction drew from 
him a treatise designed to teach and edify his fellow men, 
and share with them the results of his learning and 
experience. Still later,though yet a youth, we are told of his 
gathering around him a body of his fellow students and 
forming them into a society for mutual advancement in 
holiness and learntng, with a system and rules devised by 
himself, even as, in later life, he planned and brought into 
Ming the Institute of Charity. What are we to think of a 
boy who, when he first began to read history—Rollin, 
Xenophon and Plutarch were the books put before him—
nstead of being filled with dreams of heroism and glory, 

began a. Treatise on the Classification of History, after the 
method of Bacon, Or of one whose wanderings M the 
wDads around Ms home, instead of retiating him into the 
mysteries of woodcraft and filling him with the romance of 
savage life, suggested the writing A Day of Solitude, a 
trutise n the thirteenth century style after the manner of 
Boethius "? Or of one whose youthful companionship led 
to the composition of a dialogue on  Friendship?  Or again 
of one whose introduction to philosophy inspired the under 
taking of a lengthy work entitled Reason Speaking . Man? 
In a, ordinary youth weshouldtakesuchold-mannish ways 
as symptoms of the self-conceit we style priggishness. But 
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Rosmini was no ordinary youth. He had already begun to
live the life of a Saint. 

We have convincing proof how simple Mid natural the 
boy-saint remained in spite of, perhaps became of, these 
high-pitched and unusual aspirations, in the fact that he 
retained the esteem and affection of his boy-companions. 
We may trust Italian lads to be as quick to detect a pose 
and as ready to condemn pretentiousness in a schoolfellow 
as thox of our public schools. B. Rosmini's early progress 
in the way of perfection may be fully explained by the 
influence of a. saintly mother and a pMim Mine. The effect 
of such influence can hardly be exaggerated. Much of the 
likeness in disposition and even In person between parent 
and child, which we commonly ascribe to heredity, may be 
safely put down to the unconscious imitation or the direct 
interferenm of paten. Once, the 

count 
writer was strolling 

through a Lancashire ry town with an older prim t who 
had lived there for more than twenty years. Walking before 
them wem two figures, unmistakably father and son, each 
with an apparent malformation of the knee which caused 
them to limp in exactly the same peculiar fashion, and 
made them, man and Loy, ridiculously alike in their 
deformity. I made some commonplace ob.rvation about 
heredity, whereupon my companion remarked that the 
lathers lameness was the result of an accident, and was as 
little likely to be transmitted in birth to the son as a 
wood. leg. Further, he added, the boy's limbs once looked 
straight enough and he had come to walk in that way, 
mainly,s he supposed, by conscious or unconscious imia-
tion of the father. Whether this was so or not it is safer to 
assert that some children owe more of their mental and 
moral and physical individuality to the company of their 
childhood than is generally reckoned. Probably Rosmini's 
saintliness was more directly the work of. Me mother Man 
was St. Augustine's conversion. He may be said to hve 
been born and bred a saint. If, therefore, there was anything 
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unboyish in his childhocid it .should be debited to his 
,Autroendings at Roveneto. But, in reality, there. as nothing 

abnormal ahoM him except a precocious Perfection. The 
effect of a specialised education, begun in infancy by the 
atmosphere of a home, is so clearly recognized, 

ss 
in cermin 

profe ion, that when we read the life of a great executant 
musician or a billiard player-, we expect to be Old how the 
one play. the piano when in long clothes or wielded the 
how as soon as he could hold a violin beneath his ch., and 
that the other handled a cue when he was only just .11 
enough to look over the edge of a billiard table. There 
may be an inherited aptitude in these infant prodigies, but 
there very surely has bee the educating influence of the 

with 
of skilled pare  and of an early familia., 

with the implements and details of the profession. We very 
unwisely make a fuss over these precocious children. Con-
sequently, there is the risk oftheir becoming saturated with 
thaA conceit which Characterises the man generally spoken 
of—we have nothing but slang words to dmcribe him with 
--as a prig or a bounder. But the danger of their being 
spoilt is much less than one might suppose. The very effort 
to attain perfection, mien in the small matter of Tarn. 

skill, saving lemon in humility. With the youth./ 
saint this danger is Wholly removed through the necessiry 
that,  his prof.sion, every step f rom first to last towards 
per  iS a progress in the degrees of humility. In most 
inaances. when we read in the second lessons of a saint 
"lionestis pa.remih  natus" we may safely infer, besides the 
respectability of his parentage, Mat he had, through the 
piety of hie parents, that early in  into the methods 
and practice of holiness which we are told of in the life of 
Rosmini. 

There were some months in Rosin.. career when it 
seemed to him his beloved Italy had need of him. This was 
in y848, when " the Unity of Italy," to use his own words, 

is dreuniversal shouCand at this cry them is not a single 
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Italian from the Faro to the Alps whose heart does not beat 
wildly." Fighting with the Austrian intruders was going 
on in his own neighbourhood. He could not aid his 
countrymen with his sword, but he might do something 
wiM his pen. He believed the national movement to be 
assuredly God's work f he might, therefore, assume into be 
God's will that he should help to forward it. The interests 
A the Church were, he thought, more likely to benefit than 
to suffer through it. Monks, priests, bishops, cardinals, to 
mrot extent even the Pope himself, were in sympathy with 
it. Perhaps, also, he might be the humble instrument 
choen by God so to influence and direct Me national 
aspirations that a new glorious liberty should be secured 
to His Chum, In this hope he wrote several articles and 
to this end he hurriedly put through the press two works, 
Dello Cinque Piaghe Abs Santa Chiew and La Castitunione 
morn, La Giusti* Socials. 

Bob these little books remain on the Index Librorum 
Prohibitorum—not, howeve r, because of any disloyalty on 
the auMos part either to the Church or to the Holy 
See. An English translation of the former has been 
edited by Dean Liddon, who has thought it necessary, in 
the preface, to warn his readers that Rosmini was " an 
unfaltering believer in the Roman Supremacy" and "from 
first to last a conscientious Ultramontane, Of this them is 
no question. The faults of the books, whatever they may 
be, are not in their intent nor in their main teaching; for 
it was after their publication and whilst they were the 
subject of public comment that their author stood highest 
in the esteem and confidence of Pope Pius IX. Their 
appearance did not forbid his appointment as Consultor of 
the Holy Office and A the Congregation of the Ind, nor 
check the design of she Holy Father to make him a Cardinal 
—a design m fixed and openly proclaimed that the Pope 
bade him make ready the paraphernalia of the promised 
dignity. It was, moreover, partly because of one of these 
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work, that His Holiness, not on his own initiative, yet with 
expressions of trust, asked hind to bn President of Me 
Ministry, with Me portfolio of Public Instruction. 

The course of events may be briefly described. In IV 
Charles Albert of Piedmont began the struggle to oust the 
Austrians who held the better part of Northern Italy. For 
awhile fortune favoured him, but in the middle of Me 
summer his army was being driven back and the cause of 
Italian liberty was in straits. An urgent appeal for help was 
made to Pius IX. The Pope wrote an encouraging letter but 
hesitated to break with the Austrians. He declared that it 
was improper for him " the minister of the God of peace
to have part In the war. His subjects took this attitude so 
badly that the papal for  appointed to guard the northern 
frontier marched away to jo. the Piedm , without 
saying " by your leave." At this juncture PosMionteseni presumed 
to write indirectly, through Cardinal Castracane, to the 
Holy Father, defending the morality of an Italian alliance 
and urging its necessity. He warned the Pontiff how his 
scruples would be interpreted by the people. " Either," he 
said, "the Italians would be vanquished and the nation 
would blame the Holy Father for their misfortunes, or it 
would succeed, and then, emboldened by success, they would 
avenge themselves for the obstacle he had thrown in their way 
by refusing his concurrence. Anger and ill-will would result 
in a rupture between the Italians and the Pontiff, ending 
sooner or later in the loss of the temporal power."o History 
has endorsed the justice of this reasoning. 

It will be understood that Rosmini had, at that moment, 
the confidence of both part. His devotion to the Floly 
See was as sincere and openly expressed as his sympathy 
with the Italian cauu. It was only n 

entrust
atural, therefore, for 

the Piedmontese to him with negotiations for an 
alliance between themselves and the Pope. He accepted it 

O., 
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with some misgivings. He had confidence that he could 
bring into complete agreement Charles Albert whose piety 
he had publicly praised, and the Holy Father. But there 
were the ministers and advisers of both parties to satisfy 
and the general pubiic to convince and the scheme he had 
in his mind was not one of those makeshifts people grasp at 
in an mergency. However, the business was undertaken 
and commute.; then ensued the inevitable hitches and 
delays ; the impatience of the Roman populace would wait 
no longer; and the end was a Revolution and the flight of 
the Po, to Gaeta. 

Rosmini's attitude during this trying time was irreproacire 
able. He was naturally wedded to his own ideas and 
convictions s yet he was not insistent on them when th, 
seemed unacceptable. He showed himself ready to rerve 
the Holy Father in every passible way; yet he never unduly 
urged or pressed his service. He disapproved of Count 
Roe 's despotic management of affairs ; yet he was careful 
not to let his disafketion be seen. After the brmal assassin-
ation of the CouM, heras prepared to accept the Presidency 
of the Ministry Fad the Po, really wished it. But here he 
had to choose between two masters. The proposed ministry 
was being forced on His Holiness' acceptance. Rosmini was 
aware of this, and believed he would best verve the Po, by 
refusing to have part with it. He received the praise of the 
Po,f or his fidelitreyet the collapse of the proposed Ministry 
precipitated the Revolution. This was the end of Rosmini, 
political life. fie followed the Po, in his exile. But he 
had fall, into discredit at the Vatican and Antonelli's 
policy became dominant. His retirement to &re. was the 
signal fora campaign against both himself and his works. 
The cloud of this enmity hung over him till his death. It 
obscured his rnerit whilst he lived, and was a partial hind-
ranee to the good of  of his labours. But now that he • 
is dead it throws inm fuller relief the patience which enabled 
him to bear his cross with so li6ht a heart, the humility 
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which found it easy to forgive, and the charity which 
"belicveth all things, ho,th all things, possesseth all things." 

The Casfit,uione is now a matter of purely academical
interest. A Confederation of the Italian States with the 
Pope at its head was leasable —we have in the German 
Empire a Confederation on similar lines and was, indeed, 
the ideal solution of the problem when Rosmini first proposed 
it, but a month later it had already become impossible.
The Pope had declared himrelf unable to take part in a 
national war or even to share its burdens: Young Italy had 
no me fora sovereign who was a "Minister of the God A 
peace." Moreover, the ideal of social justice on which the 
Constitution was built Ivas not democratic enough even for 
those days. The Sovereign of each State, indeed, is to be-
come Me First Citizen, wire a status not unlike that of an 
he  First Consul, and there will no longer be an 
aristocracy of birth. But there will be, kry law established 
and protected, a more objectionable aristocracy of wealth. 
Social justice, cording to the scheme, requires that the 
elective rights of each citizen shall be in exact proportion to 
his direct contributions to the national exchequer. There 
will be one deputy for every 1,,,000 of the pop  After 
the number of these deputies is ascertained, then, if the sum 
total of revenue from dire taxation be divided by it, the 
quotiem will determine the amount of this revenue each 
deputy will represent. These deputes are to be chosen by 
electoral Colleges, composed of a varying number of voters, 
the sum of whose direct tax-payments will, in each College, 
be equal to the determined amount required for the election of 
a represenmtive. A single elector may be a College in 
hinreelf, if he shall have contributed by himself the full 
quota; and he is Pee to vote himself or any one he likes
into the Chamber. Or if their joint taxes reach th
requited sum, may choose a member between them. And so 
on, a regular gradation, the vo.rs in a Colic, being 
fewer where the members are more heavily taxed, and more 
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numerour where the individual payments are smaller, each 
College being made up, as Ar as possible, A equally-rated 
voters. After the All number A deputies has been elected, 
they will be halved into two bodies; those ch.." by the 
bigger taxpayers forming the IN. Chamber and those by Me 
lesser the Second Chamber. There is no mention A it, but 
the scheme contemplates onlyone direct tax,—that on land 
with all its appurtenances, buildings, woods, quarries, mines 
and the rest. No property holder is exempt trona taxaicm, 
not even the King and the Church. Hence, the Sovereign 
will have a vote commensurao with the royal domains 
and hb private estates taken together, and the Church, 
Societies and Companies will have a voice in Me elections 
in proportion to their direct tax-paymeMs. Men alone may 
vote, but women and minors who pay taxes have a voice 
Me elections bye mploying their natural substitutes-11.6.d 
for wife. lather for child, guardian for ward, tutor for pupil, 

vote for them . If in any College there are voto 
unregistered, they will be supplied by the Government. 

Since it is a minordetail, one may ask, without challeng-
ing the value of the scheme or the ability of its author, how, 
in the case of two vat., representing a College between 
them, they are to be compelled or persuaded into an agree-
Meat ? They may want each to elect himself or, belonging 
to opposite parties, they could not possibly accept the same 
andidate. Strict justice, social or otherwiw, seems to 

require that they should fight it out with someone appointed 
by the Government to act aa referee, seeing to fair play, 
counting the points and deciding the victor. Again, with a 
College of three electors, each determined on a separate 
reprmentative, how shall the triangular duel be decided? 
But such unconsidered details are inevitable in a novel 
scheme w tiwt proposed. 

Englishmhen en of these days would at once say that such a 
scheme will not do. It ignores altogether the yahoo, wort to 
the nation, and the rights of the worker. It certainly does 
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away with the manifest injustice of the one man one vote " 
system,—that a tramp or an imbecile should have an equal 
voice determining the Government of Ms country as the 
man who has helped to build up the national greatness by 
his labour or his brains or his capital. But its " social 
justice " can only. admitted by those who hold that a man's 
service to the State is summed up and adequately measured 
by his payment of direct taxes. Rosmini uses the word 
" propsietarii" as descriptive of the vote., clearly, as I think, 
supposing them to belong solely to We propertied class, 
'autism, greater or smaller owners of houses or lands. The 
artimn is disfrarmhiud i We ten... also and householaen 
since a to given to them w Them robbing the landlord of 
a portion of his privilege. Italy, no doubt, has a greater 
number of small proprietors Wan England: its noblesare more 
numerous and n0 so wealthy, and there were,. those days, 
few or no great Industriat oonceno But We system is clearly 
an attempt to build up a breakwater against We swelling 
tide of democracy, in the shelter of which the landlord could 
ride at his ease and make thing's pleasant for himself. 
It must soon have been swept away. Think of the jealousy 
that would have been excited against the Church, 0 yet 
unspoiled of it vast pouosions I With houses and land, 
in every parish, with its capitular and conventual esta,,
its Prince Bishops with their lordly domains and the 
Abbots with their princely tersitorio, the right to els.. 
deputies in strict proportion to the tax on its revenues 
would have put the First Chamber, as we my, in its pocket. 

No man wso a better friend to the humbler classes Man 
Rosmini. They were and 

re 
a a chief care the mem-

bers of his Institute. He mixed with them as an equal, and 
would gladly, had God so willed it, have devoted his life 
and property wholly to their welfare. But like many of the 
vsisest and holiest of that day he dreaded power in the hands 
of the democracy. The memory of the ewe..., of the French 
Revolution haunted his imagination. The flag of Liberty, 
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Equality and Fraternity, set up by the French people, had 
been so dragged in the mud and rent with base passion 
and saturated with blood that it could never again be put 
within reach of a mob. If the rod is handed over to the 
servant, will he not lift it against his m.tert Give 
authority to thou who poss.s nothing, will they not make 
use of it to enrich themselves? Only those can be trusted to 
secure the rights of property who themselves have something 
to lose. Only they will support the interests of justice who 
them mlves need Me protection of the law. Let them only 
have charge of the governmt of a country to whom riot 
and revolution vvould bringeruin. This is anything but 
socialiAm, and yet, at a Arne when the mad demon of revo-
lution is stirring, it may be the wisest and strictest socia.I 
justice. Let us remember that we in England still give 
municipal votes onlyto those*, pay municipal tax., and 
entrust the administration of our country justice only to 
those who have a stake in the coonty. more  in our 
trading concerns, where co-operation is not yet adopted, we 
still leave the workers, svho earn the dividends as well as their 
ra ges, without a voice in the administrmion, or a represen-
tative on the boa., and elect the director.. the votes of the 

proprietarii," the shareholders. 
In quite a different spirit, Rosmini, in his Five Wounds 

t.Clierehmakesaneloquent appeal for a consideration of the 
rights of the people to a voice n te election of their bishops. 
In the first centuri. this wasahebr unquersioned Prindege• 
It was amerted and mnctioned by Councils and openly 
approved of by Popes. Rosmini urged that the time was 
come to give this privilege back to them. He spoke of it 
as a " Divine moral right," and quoted the words of St. 
Cyprian, " Quod et ipsum videmus de diving suctoritats 
descendere, ut sacerdos, plebe prsesente, sub minium °otitis 
deligatun et dignus atque idoneus publico judicio ac tem, 
monio mmprobetur." The expression was takm exception 
to by some theologian, and this probably accounts for the 
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prohibition of the two works by the Congregation of the 
Index. It is open to an interpretation which would 
brand the present mode of episcopal, election in 

countries where concordats are in Mrce and the ancient 

the 
of the people[ ransferred to themlers whop

the candidates, not only . a dangerous concession open to 
grave abuse, but as a sin. Apparently, however, Rosmini 
meant nothing more by divine right than its apostolic 
derivation, and by morn, right only the claim of ancieM and 
authorised possession, and the Met that Me relationship 

between a bishop and his flock, to become a perfect union 

in love and obedience, require,. in matrimony, the choice 
and 

of 

of both parties. The history of conco.a.ts 
is not pleamnt reading. They were reluctantly conceded 
by the Holy Sce to avoid greater evils. They have led in 
some instances to great scandal, Besides in his ovvn 
experience, Rossnini had seen how a bishop, appointed by 

emperor, vvas hampered by the(act in hisgovernment, and 
hardlyh  dared mnction the commencement of a good work 
without ascertaining the Imperial good pleasure. He had 
known also of the lack of sympathy, and its evil effects, 
between a foreign bi shop, Mough a good man and his 
alien flock. He saw little hope of a revival of fervour and 
grace in Italy until concordats were abolished and the 
people had bishops whom they knew and loved and trusted 
as belonging to themselves. This was them otive of his 
book. n that striving Mr an ideal perfection which 
was a part tot his being, he went GAher than the mere 
asking for a repeal of the concordats ; he urged, with all Me 
learning and eloquence at his and, a return to the 
holy and homely methods of the primitive Christian Church. 

It would be presumptuous to enter here upon a discussion 
of this matter. We do not know well enough the state of 
the Church in Italy at that time. It will, perhaps, be 
sufficient to say that most people, nowadays., would more 

readily entrmt an electoral vote to the mob Man give the 
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nomination or apprcival of a bishop • to the people. We, 
I think, feel no assmance that a popular choice would be 
divinely inspired ; it would more frequently be controlled 
by the lEily prow. In most English dioceses the candidates 
would be known to the generality only by repute, and we 
should fear the result of canvassing rial the election., 
ing methods exp o would be brought into play. should 
be inclined to expect better read. front the welbeonsidered 

the rota conscienti,s minister or ruler. The failure 
of the concordats wailedot due. m  nines: faulty prin-
iple, as .at they (ailed to mcure uprightness and virtuo, 

principle in the royal or ministerial nominator. Mr. 
Morley has preserved for us Gladstone's not. of the 
qualificatiom looked for in a Protestant ishop. They 
are "Piety: Learning (sacmd); Eloquence , Administra 
tive power Faithful allegiance to the Church 
Tact and courtmy in dealing wi. men ; Knowledge of 
the world Accomplishments and literature; An equitable 
spirit; Faculty of working with his brother bishops; Some 
legal habit of 

mind;
 Circumspection Courage: Maturity 

of age and character Corporal vigour ; Liberal senti-
ments on public again; A representative character with 
Some  to shadm of opinion all  in the hurch" 
Some of th.e qualities are of small consequenc 

tenth
 n place 

of the last we should substitute devotion to the Holy See 
and a loyal submission to its authority. We should also 
des re some marks of personal holiness. But, where a right 
choice is, or should be, determined by the consideration of 
the many such delicate and yet important qualifications 

makes  fitted for the office, ought 
we to entrmt it to then ude a.ident of a popular verdict? 

Rosin ini was a man who made many devoted friends. 
He could count amongst them Po, Gregory XVI and, 
first and closest of all, Manson, the (amour author of 
I Protocol Sporr He retained the personal es  of Po, 
P. IX even after the doore of the Vatican were closed to 
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him. One wanders how he could have made such bitter 
and persistent enemies. They were indeed mostly men who 
had never known him, and we must suppose it was by his 
vkitings they judged him These naturally excited coo 
trov : sooriginal a thinker null not hope that every one 
would agree with him. Mit even when his arguments fa.il 
to bring conviction to the mind, they convince our hearts 
a his humble sincerity and his high-minded pursuit of the 
truth. In his life-long striving after personal and intel-
lectual perfection, he found peace —that peace which the 
world cannot give and cannot therefore take away. One 
sees it his features as the artist and sculptor have 
preserved them for us. There is someMing in the modelling 
of Me head of the statue at Stem which reminded us 
Cardinal Mannreg. Bit how different the expressi on
The eyes of Me Cardinal always seemed M be asking 
qoestions those of Nos mini are introspective, reflecting on 
what he has seek The deathlike mask of th,Englishman 
gave an expression of restlessness; the urbane mobile 
features of the Italian are expressive of quiet and peace. 
Nos
os Manning, rnay we not see in the restfulness of the statue at 
Strum and the portrait at Milan, the influence on his spirit 
of the quiet of the great mountains and the tranquillity of 
ihe great lake, which were always with him in his lonely 
home at Stress.? 
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CHAPTER Viii pontioaed). 

The French Reestaina. 

Armor this time the Concffirge behaved with great 

harffiners to Revnd. Father Naylor, who was both old and 

infirm. He took such a dislike to him that he stormed at 

him wherever he met hint, and left nothing undone till he 

got him removed to another Primp. He had not entirely 

recovBred from a severe fit M sickness, and Revnd. Mother 

had much difficulty in obtaining permission to have a Bed 

sent with him, but could never succeed in getting any sort 

of Curtains for him, though it must ha, been a great 

hardship, to this venerable Invalid, to gm from a warm, well-

accomodated Room to one that was cold and damp, M the 

Scotch College, where they placed Km on the 1st of 
December syo,. Parsing with him was a great affliction to 

the distressed Community, ffipecially as he wm then very 

well and had a Blister on each Leg. We sent biro what 

help we could, both in money and so tne little provisions 

two or three times a week, till through the interest of 
some Friends he was removed to the English Benedictine 
Monks, who were then prisoners in their own house, Rae 

St. Jacques. Rffind. M. Parker who was Prior, took all the 
care of him that circumstances would allow of and gave him 
a place in his own Room—their Home as well as ours being 
crowded with prisoners. 
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Our Convent continued to fill more and more with 
Prisoners of different Classes; what the Nuns found 
particularly unpleasant was that many a the Gentlemen 
retained so much national gore, in their misfortunes that 
they were often Running and Dancing about the Dormi-
tories and Courts, although they behaved with great respect 
to the Religious when they met them. The Conciffige was 
very pressing with the Nun to induce them to change their 
Habits for Secular Dresses, but was answered by the Prioress 
that the NMion had taken all our money, and therefore we 
could not purchase Clothes 

Many of the Prisoners had also a great mlislike to the 
Religious Habit, and joined in pressing us to leave it 
off; and some Ladies, within and without the Convent, 
collected a number of Caps, Gowns, Pc., and sent them 
to the Prioress ; the Corarnismires also pressed very 
much. Some of the most moderate told us Mey had 
no orders to for  us to change our dress, but that they 
could not answer for the Mob. We therefore pat oa Secular 
lothes, to our great regret, on the eoth of December; but 

we had no quiet or respite as long as vve remained in our 
once peaceful Habitation. In the depth of wimer, the Keeper • 
deprived as of every mom that had a Chimney, where Nye 
could meet together to warm ourselves t a fortnight elapsed 
before we could get a Stove fixed in the only mom we had 
left to us; there we met to Dine and Sup. The straightness 
of confinement cat scarce be imagined. We suffered much 
from it when the weather grew warm. We could not think 
of going to take the air in the garden, smh quantities of 
Strangers being always there: so we remained constantly in 
our Cells in which two were mostly obliged to be togethem 
altffiugh they were very small. Some of die Prisoners at 
last took orifice of our grem remmc and strict confinement. 
They of  of it amongst the  and desired somegood 
Ladie, who had access to Me Prioress, to persuade her to 
walk out with the Nuns; length the Community went 
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into the garden, and when the Prisoners savv the walk we 

Mom, MM. BB m us or gave place, and behaved with 
great propriety hand civility, Revnd. Mother Prioress 
forbade any of the Religious to be seen alone, so we 
always went out and returned at least or three 
thyogether. We were molested with several othtwo er visits from 

Section, for they discovered that, under pretence of 
Guarding the Effects in sequestration for the Nation, the 
Keeper had got many of them into ho own possession t so to 
prevent this they endeavoured to make Mends or us, hoping 
we should go Mom and tell them what belonged to us. 
Besides Mese visits, we had others from the Depmtmentand 
Municipality to search for writings; but they found none. 
After this, they carried away all that had formerly been put 
coder the National Seal, and they took at that time the 
Contracts of all our RentEour Letters of establishment signed 
by the King M France and Parliament, M fine all our 
Registers and accounts from the beginning of the House. 
Besides these visi , in which the others in Detention did not 
Mare, we likewise shared in thme common to all. 

Sometime in the beginning A January m94, four Bene-
dictine Nuns were brought as Prisoners to our Convent. 
Three of them were French, the other English, professed in 
their House; she w called Constantin in Religion, her 
family name being Wright.s  We had then no place to offer 
them; all being taken from us excepting our Cells and a 
small Infirmary Kitchen where our food was drew. It was
evening when those four poor Nuns arrived, and we only 
knew of their arrival from what we heard whispered about ; 
however we proposed to the Concierge's wife to allow 
Mena all to remain together, and sleep in a small Garret 
belonging to the Infirmary. This was agreed on; and we put 

single French Beds into it for them, without Curtains. As 
there was no Chimney in the room and it was in the depth of 
winter, they gave then; a Move which was fixed with a Tube, 
and we collected what Bedding we could spare for them. 
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Next day, the Comtesse de Chambois came to infonn us that 
one of Mom Nuns was very ill, and begged that some of us 
would go and visit her. Mother Teresa Catherine McDonald, 
who was at that time our Infirmarian, accordingly wem, and 
found the Nun in Bed apparently insensible and speechless. 
She probably had had a fit, for they said she had wkn down 
soon alter she had entered the House. We did all we could 
for her and remained by her day and night till she died. 
When those who attended her perceived that she was very 
mar her end, they began to any the prayers for the Agonising; 
but it being night the sound wm mon heard, and one of the 
Prisoners arose and expressed great displeasure at the distur-
bance as he called it. This made them more cautious afte-

ards. The Good Religious expired nem morning, at
o'clock in the beginning of January mnx ; the day of the
month is uncertain. The Commissionew from the Section 
soon arrived to make an examination regarding her Death 
and Effects. This being done they took the Coffin down 
st irs, but the Nuns did norknow where it was interred. 

The 200 Livers,which they had allowed to each,. the Nuns 
lasted till May mag. They often told us when we wanted 
mom to apply for it; but we could not obtain one Sol more. 
However we were not in want of money, as we gained 
something by making little things and selling them to our 
Friends. We had much 11-101V difficulty in getting provi. 
sions, everything being m scarce and so dear. We were 
obliged to keep a Lent Item the beginning of Septuagesima 
till sometime after Pentecost, only about an und of meat 
was allowed every days for sick Prisone One of the 
Num who greatly needed it, got some two nr three other 
times, after which the Concierge stopped it and mid there 
wm none to spate; but some of the Prisonem were very kind 
to us ; those who muld get Foil, Worn their Farmers in Me 
Country would often bring Me remains of them to us, which 
was a great help for the Sick. So we continued till they 
took every ones money from them, by which means collecting 
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a large sum, which was all deposited and doled out to the 
Prisoner, all sharing alike. Each one was allowed ;Liver, a 
day, but so Sole was kept for the Guards,. that each had 5o 

Sods. We received the same as the rest,till we were all obliged 
to eat at the common table. This took place only about 
a week or to days before we were sent out of our House. 

Our disagreeable situation and the harsh usage of our 

Keeper rendered this final trial less sensible to our feelings, 
or how could we have borne the thoughts of quitting that 
beloved habitation, where we thought ourselves enclosed for 
life ? But we had remaMed in it long enough to have 

endured the painful sight of its destruction and .arce an 
appearance was left of what it had been. But is impossible 
to convey any idea of th.e scen. to those who have not 
*outsell,. experienced them. The Victims that we eaw 
carried to Math, and the uncertainty we were in of what 
was to be our lot, made many things indifferent to us, which 
in other circumstances would have been felt severely. 
The plunder of our effects was over f the Keeper therefore 
pressed the Administrators to have us removed to another 
Prison which by repeated .licitations he obtaned, and it 
was decided we should be taken to the Castle of Vincennes 
about 3 leagues from Paris. I shall endeavour to give all 
the particulars of this last Visit; we had been so long 
accestomed to the threat of this removal, that it appeared 
nothing new to s. 

On the 15th of July, between to and , I in the morning, 
the Keeper came tat usual on such occasionet info the 
Court, calling for la Mere,. he named Revnd. Mo. Prioress. 
She was much indisposed and was on her bed trying to get 

little repose, but she was obliged to rise and accompany 
*e Officer, a nted to search through everything and ppoi
give each one what he pleased to allow them to take out 
of their Cells. He began fi rst with Rev*. Mother's Cell, 
and his .arch was so strict that he even ripped open pin-
cushions to see that nothing was .ncealed in then, . 
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even put his knife to the bottom of tea caroster. He 
looked over all our Books to be sure there were no Pictures 

that gave o.nce, such as Sacred Hearts, etc. He made no 

difficulty about giving us what we had:n the way of 

secular clothes, which was very little; he let us have also 
our Breviaries and a few other Books then, . 

parcel was thus carefully seen to and laslened up, it was sent 

down to the Gre. *at nothing might In added to it. In 

this manner he coatinued the whole day and night,. that 

no one could go to Bed ; and he did not finish till s or 3 o'clock 

in the afternoon of the troh. In the morning of that 
day, the Guards were sent up to he Cells to carry down 
what parcels had been made up during the night, and also 
to put away in o a Garret all that remained in our Celle; 
our bedding was all stowed up there. When we had just 
finished, there came another Admini with orders that 
each one should have her bedding. Accordinglystratr  the bedding of 

the Cell in which he then was was all packed up to go away;
but that of the other rolls heingalready taken up to theGarret, 
we were left m the mercy of the Commissaire of the Sectioo, 
who picked out for . the worst of everything he could find. 
They allowed for each bed a Mattress, Rohrer, Pillow, and 
one Cover, which was either a Blanket, a woolffin sheet, or a 

green mg: but they often old us that where we were going 
we should wam for nothing; meaning by this to give us to 
understand that we should be sent to another life. When 
they had finished this Visit, every Cell was emptied and 

locked up, so that we had nowhere to put ourselves. The 
Coaches had been waiting from the morning, but as they 
had out-staid the time for which they had their orders, they 

were obliged to send to get he* on, and besides that 
another difficulty occurred. On examinMg one of the trunks 
containing li etc. there was fouud a .arlet nightcap, 

several of which ch our Confessor had brought from England 
and used as a remedy for the Headache. He had given min 
one to one of the Religious for this purpose. This was looked 
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upon a sure mark of a Plot to bring about a counter 
Revolutas ion, it being just at the tirtie the Bonnet Rouge was 
looked upon as such and forbidden. The news of this was 
carried to Me Section and it was treated as a very seriom 

mter as also ,vas the dim ovem of some little pictures of 
the Sacred Heart iound in other Cell. The Religious M 
whom Cells these things hadanbeen found as also the Mother 
Prioress were celled up one after the other. The Commissaires 
from the Section made a process verbal of the fact, which we 
were all obliged to s ; and he gave it such a black dye, 
and made it out to heign so sure a sign of some Plot, that we 
expected it would be brought forward against us later J but 
God disposed otherwise. We stood altogether waiting some 
hours in the Dormitory, for they had locked up the Cells and 
taken away the Keys. A few of the Prisoners took some of 
us to their morns to rest a little, for the jailor seeing us 
standing Mme, told as we might go down into the Court 
and wait them. At last we were called down and .1 the 
Prisoners flocked down to bid m Adieu and their best wishes: 
we were told afterwards that our going caused a general 
lamentation amongst them they thought that by our being 
separated from them, they were designed for Victims. Then 
we were all put M a dark Dungeon they had made just at 
Ma Door where there was no,ing but a heap of straw. 
This place they had reserved to put a, one in, as a pena.me, 
who had committed some fault. When they were quite 
ready, we were called by name: first, Mother Prioress: then 
two others who were to go in the same cmch. We were 
conducted to the Street door where, from the door to the 
Coach, Guards had been placed with drawn swords, who 
made just room enough for us to pass between them. Thus 
we were put into the Coaches, a Guard with each, and so 
drove away. Some of us were much alarmed for fear they 
should carry us to different places. But this fear was need-
less. It was about m o'clock at night of the 16th of 
Italy when we left our 140,15e. 
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We all arrived sale at Vincennes about o'clock nem 
morning. There we had a long time to wait before we 
mulct got entrance, as they were in Bed. We were fi rst p0 
in a kitchen whilst our New Master and those who had 
brought us went to look out a place to lodge us M. They
fixed upon four rooms at the top of the Tower which could 
be all locked up within one large folding Door. There were 
rpi steps up to them and nothing in them (but hare walls) 
except a poor woman who had gone through her trial at the 
Tribunal. One vote had samd her life, but she was con-
demned to remain in Prison till peace. Before we were 
conducted up to our Tower, we had to discharge the Coaches 
(the Republic only allowed covered Cam for the removal of 
their Prisoners) ,t they had out of complaisance to of 
brought us Coaches. They made us pay for the privilege: it 
cost us taro Livers. Our old Muter then took leave of us 
charging us, as they do Children.. he good and behave well. 
Before we went up everyone was required to have her pockets 
searched to that we had no knives or wissors. This was 
done byte  h Keeper's wife and another woman, with great 

and vss very readily emptied our pockets and let 
them we ; for those who had anything of the kind had 
taken care to hide them elsewhere. We had but few. They 
carried up our Bedding and spread it on the floor. We 
asked far something to take, before we could go up, for we 
had not slept and had warcely eaten anything since Me 
beginning of this Visit. There was nothing to be had but 
Bread. We asked for some wine, but they had none. They 
brought us Bread and Water, and fortunately Revnd. Mother 
had two Pint Bottles, that tome of the Prisoners had given 
her, one, a good white wine the other orange-flo,ver Brandy. 
She put for each one a little into the water and, having eaten 

momel of the Bread, we were conducted up to our Prison. 
The way was up stone stairs that went round and round, 
lighted by large torches held in their hands by men 
placed one after the other all the way up, past door after 
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door with such locks and bolts as were quite frightful to 

behold t at last we arrived at our prison, which was like the 

others, and opened with large folding Dtmr, When we were 

M, they brought us several Buckets of water, and told .s 

if we wanted we might drink out of Mom, they also left 

andle. We were so fatigued we made no ceremony, but 

each one found for herself a mattress and laid down in her 

clothes to repose. We were so weary I believe all slept 

a little. 
The next mor ng we expected they would come and 

open Me door forms, that we might have some breakfast and 

get our Baggage up, for we had not even our Breviaries to say 

our Office. But we waited till very late before anyone came 

near us, and then we learnt that we were to in locked up 

. we were. They did not even know whetherrema they could 
presume to give . boiling water to make a ea for our 

Breakfast. However, after some time, they brought us

little jug of hot water and Me most infirm got a little of 

something to take. They brought up our Boxes, and our fist 

care was to say our O.:, which we had been obliged to 
interrupt whilst our Breviaries had been packed up. Thty 
furnished us with Bedsteads and Straw beds, Sheets and 
Blankets, for what we already had could not half suffice to 
keep us warm. We found our change of place very agree-
able, since they treated us with civility, and we were alone 
except for the one Prisoner. She gave us great appre-
hension at first, as we thought she might be put there 
as a spy. We, therefore behaved to her with much reserve 
till we grew better aquaMted. Then we found she was more 
afraid of us than we of her, not being fond of Nuns: but she 
was a goodnatured woman and found herself the more com-
fortable for our wciety. We were, theref ore, settled as well as 
we could expect to be. They gave us a dinner every day, 
but that was all—no Breakfast or suppeE This dinner con-
sisted of a dish of Meat, and two of vegetables: the portion 
of meat verysmall, and sometimes we could not eat the vege-
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tables. Each of us was allow-ea at that time a pound and a 
half °thread and halls bottle of wine, but it was all very poor. 
Sometimes we kept some of the vegetables to eat with a bit 
of bread fora supper and what wine and bread we could 
spare we exchanged to get a little milk in Me morning. We 
had each brought our portion of to and w t it all to 
gether and contrived to get it made in one el then tin buckets 
they brought up our water in the latter was not inconvenient 
for the purpose, a having a little spout at one side to you 
out the contents. They usually came towards she evening to 
bring us water; w we then put our tea in the bucket and 
they brought it M the morning fi lled With boiling water and 
brought also our milk and bread for he day. They kept no 
fixed time sometimes we dined at one, two, or three o'clock, 
as they pleased. They also sent our linen to be washed and 
we paid nothing, as was reasonable, ffir the Keeper had 
orders a ffiw days after our arrival to take what money we 
had from us. We had only paper money of about cr 
Metered livers which we had saved from our work and 
former allowance, and we did not feel this loss much, for 
in our situation, not knowing what was to be do. with 

our little money seemed of very little value. We were 
much more alarmed from an apprehension that they would 
take our Brevi ies from us. I don't now remember how this 
fear arose, butt he Keeper so on after quieted our minds on 
the wbject, and our one comfort was that we could at least 
say the Divine Office. But this did not last. 
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ACCORDING IO Foster's Alumni Oxoniernes Richard, 
Robert, Francis, James, and Nicholas Pitrjamcs of Somerset-
shire entered Gloucester Hall, Oxford, on the Hth of 
March, i581-2, aged respectively ta, t. to, 9, and y, and on 
the 18th of October, .583, became pupils of Mr. loin Case 
(as to whom see 0.N.B.. IX, Ms). There is some reasonto 
suppose that they wereall two years 

cite 
older than they are 

recorded as being in Me work above d, for it appears 
front Me Parish Regismrs of Bruton Mat Francis was 
baptized there on the 2nd of February, 1569-715, and lames 
on the 15th of March, 1575, so that Francis must have been 
alittle over It on the 17. of March, 505-2, and lames very 
nearly 55. If this is so we may place Nicholas' birth at 
about r572, and he would be about 35 when he was clothed 
on the 12th of May, Mop (not about an as Fr. Taunton says, 
English Mods Monks of St. Benedict, 11, 47), and about 
8o when he died on the MM of May, 5652 (not 92 as Dom 
Weldon states, Chronological Nola, p. poi. 

He was Me youngest son of Richard Fitejames of Red-
linch (buried at Bruton 12th Nov., 5595) and Mary, his wile 
(buried at r9th March. 1607-81, daughter of Sir 
William FrancisBr n f Comb Flory. His uncle James, knighted 
on the 19th of Ocmber, 15.53, Bed abroad at the accession of 
Queen ElHabeth and died (prob.., soon aftetwataN NH,
out issue. His lath, though vehemently suspected of 
Popery and kept off the Commission of the Peace on that 
account m 5585, does not seem to have been imprisoned. 
His eldest brother John was accused of complicity in the 
Babington Conspiracy and was in the Tower in September 
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and November, 1586, being eventually fined and libe,ed 
on bail. He was after arils imprisoned in other prisons. 
He married loan, daughter of Sir John Young, of Bristol, 
by whom he had a daughter also named loan, and was 

Ha in 5635. 
His sister Mary married George Prater, of Nonney Castle 

(who died in January 562-3), a sMunch Recusant, and 
survived her husband. His brother Francis, with George 
Prater 's brother William, entered the service of the King of 
Spain in rggg at so ducats a month. 

His brother lames was brought before the Privy Council 
M October 1597 as a 541pected peff on, and was alive in 
rd. a. 

Nicholas himself was ordained priest from the English 
College, Dot,, on the yth of April, Mor, and visited 
England in April 1.6. He entered the no  of the 
Order of St. Benedict at Dona, itth of May, 1607, and wa 
professed for Lawrence, Dieuleward, the 55th of May,s
Ma. Ile went to Dieuleward the loth of August, 1608. 
At the end of May tfieg he was appointed first superior with 
the title of sub-prior. On the 2515 of September in the 
same year Dom George Browne was appointed first prior. 
According to some accounts Dr. William Gifford was prior 
in t609 and Dom Nicholas Fitojames Md., but this 
would seem to an error. I do not know when Dom 
Nicholas came on the English Mission (probably about 
163o), but appears that on corning to this country he 
carried on the trade of a goldsmith at a financial loss, 
but with such skill that, when arrHted about 5639 as
suspectcl priest. he was able to convince the author es 
that he was indeed a goldsmith Hee Cal. S.P. Dom., 1637.

,

p. gog, and 01. S., Dom. Add.. Mt5-99, p. 995). Accord-
ing to Dom Weldon Ms cited above) he died at Smurton 
16th May, 1652. 

loxx 13. WPINDWRIGHT. 
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Ona readers will have all heard of the sudden death of 
Fr. 2ornuald Woods, which happened on the Friday after 
Christmas Day. He was thought to be in the best of such 
health and strength as his years and his failing eyesight had 
left him, and was, at the time, the guest of Bishop Hedley 
at Cardiff. Whilst walking along Cathay's Terrace, the 
end came withut a moment's warning. He died of heart 
failure—. the nnquest recorded t we say that his work was 
done and God called him to his rest. It was the happiest 
and best of deaths for him, for it ‘vas the will of God, and 
we do not •doubt he was then best prepared to meet His 
Maker. He had spent his years on earth in God's service, 
and his death was the last, simplest and, we hope, easiest 
act of this service. 

He was buried at Belmont where he had spent the 
greater part of his life. The good work he did there can 
only be known to those who profited by his teaching and 
example. Prior Fowler tells us. in the funeral sermon he 
preached, how greatly he, in his position of Superior, was 
edified by Fr. Romuald's love of poverty and simple obedi-
ence, and how the continued reverence and comideration, 
obedience and affability of one . greatly his senior made 
him "feel that he ought to humble hirn.lf before Canon 
Woods, and not Canon Woods before him." I spite of his 
almost complete blindness Its. Hominid continued to preach 
and to fulfil such duties as were possible to him and he 
tained to the end his office of Canon Theologian. He was 
titular Cathedral Prior of the Cathedral Church of Rock.er. 

We int, as a tribute to his memory, a letMr we have 
receivedpr from Fr. Placid Whittle, an old friend and 
companion. 
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DscR MIL EDITOR, 
You have asked me, as o has nown him so 

long, to write a few reminisc..., : of our dear lamented 
- friend Fr. Romuald Woods. fl shut chiefly confine myself 

to his years at Ampleforth, for the pre.nt generation can 
know little or nothing of those days. Of his many years at 
Belmont I shall say comparatively little. When we co, 
sider Me great numbers from all our Monester i. who, 
during the last forty years, have paused through St. 
I do not exaggerate when I say that no one in the whole 
Order was more widely and personally known than Fa 
Romuald Woods. 

My first recollections of Wam Woods, as he was then, 
dates from January 1855, when I first entered within the 
old walls of AI, Mater. I was then a wee hay of twelve, 
and W. Woods a strapping young fellow of eighteen. He 
w. in the first class, and I of course was relegated to the 
lash It was then, and perhaps for some time after, a great 
puzzle to me why such big boys were Bill at school, for he 

as, I should say, quite as tall then u he ever was in alter 
life. He usually wore a grey suit and, big as he was, a 
jacket, as was c.tomary in those primitive days. Knee 
breeches had just gone out of fashion for young men. At 
the Midsummer of 1851, we you,tets had a good laugh 
at him and the others in his class when they donned long 
frock coats, at the "Exhibition Parade," preparatory 
to their taking the habit" in the Autumn. 

That "Exhibition" we had King bp, Ott venerable 
and uioe lubilatian the Very Rev. Paulin. Wilson, 
look the King's part; Fr. Wilfrid limwn, Edgar; and 
Fr. Romuald either Goneril or Regan. Ott I thought he 
looked a veritable giant in his long and Rowing robes. I 
don't remember the other characters except my own. tieing 
one of the very small boy, I carried the King's train as 
his Page. Modesty prevents eulogising then  in 
which this important part was performed, but I believe it is 
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on record that, up tc me, no play of Shakespeare's 

had ever been better a c m staged than the King Lear 

of ast. I sa.y " up to that time," as I might get into hot 

water if I did not make this qualification. 

In the autumn of that year William Woods, with four 

others, vvas clothed with the Holy Habit and became 

Brother Romuald. One alone of the ',survives him. In 

those days the community was small and the Novices had 

to take some share in the teaching. I do. quite recollect 

what Brother Romuald taught me as a arnall boy, but in 

the Middle a. Up, Part of the School he taught me 

English Composition a. Literature. And ID me my here 

and in this all who know anything of those days will 

bear me out—that Ampleforth owes much to Fr. Woods 

for its pre-eminence in English Composition, English 
Literature, and love of Reading. He had his favourite 

hooks, and amongst these Cartyle's French Rawl.ivn was 

first. 0 the gusto with which he read to us passages from 
"Tommy," as he affectionately called him And alter 

some more fiery passage than usual, he would strike his fist 
on the desk and exclaim excirsdly—" Did ever an write 

English such as Mat ?" Of comae we agreed 
m 
with him, 

especially if we were not ao well up in our lesson, and 
hence ave generally succeeded in getting h o go on. 
But this occasional digrertion from the da.ys lesson did no 
harm. It was all in the way of general improvement and 
the enlarging of our mind. 

Fr. Romuald waa a great "Hero Worship," If I 
remember rightly Carlyle and Dupa.nloup were his chief 
hero.. Whether he ever Ors Carlyle I can't say, but I 
know Mat he and anoMer mthusiastie admirer n. went 
during the vacation on a pilgrimage to worship at the feet 
of the great Blshop of Orleans. 

Besides English, Fr. Romuald taught German, Italian and 
SpaniM. Spanish I never In but during our Rhelorsc 
and Philosophy year in the school we did a fair amount 
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of Schiller, Tasso and Dante, and L 0,, Exhibition Da, 
of 1857a8 one of us had, under his guidance, to declaim in 
German "Der Pilgrim " by Schiller and " Wilhelm Tell," 
grand soliloquy by the as  author. Shortly after that 
I became at. with Ft. Romuald in the community 
at Ampleforth.associ I need scarcely say that besides being a 
model of regularity in every monastic observance, he was also 
the life of the community in mcreation time. As we all 
know, he had no end of stori., many of them moat excellent, 
but others scarcely above commonplace if told by anyone 
else told however by him in his inimitable w,, they 
were ever enjoyed, even when repeated " a., a time and 
oft." And, no doubt, it is in the recollection of many that 
he always declared his stories were true—" none of your 
made-up things." A certain person who shall . nameleas, 
and whose storiea or versions of al ories Fr. Romuald declared 
were somewhat void of hrs., was on ce beginning a story, 
when Me good Father in his usual straight and emphatic 
way cried out—'' Now out with it, and none of 
your hes l" The would-he narrator was nonplussed, and 
collpsed. 

In the late autumn of 1869, Fr. Rom.ld and myself left 
Ampleforth, he for St. Michael's, and myself for the Mission. 
Since then we have corresponded, at least on our respective 
Feast Days without one single omission and we have of 
course often met. Of the nearly forty years that Fr. 
Romuald spent at St. Michael's, others of the ma, who 
have passed through Belmont during that long period, 
whether Juniors or Can, could speak more intimately 
than I. But of this I feel sure that all these hold Canon 
Woods in the highest esteem and affection. He was from 
first to Ian essentially a true monk in every sense of the 
word. He was a man of extensive reading and sound 
judgment, but one of LW( blameless life and childlike 

mplicity. In many ways he was timid and sensitive. 
Hence he shrunk from responsibility ; and though once, if 
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not twice, elected Prior of Arnpleforth, he refu.d to accept 

the dignity. For this he was blamed : but in my humble 

opini. he was iroite justified in refusing. He could never 

have born. long under the strain. His life as an English

Benedictine Monk was unique, having been it Conventual 

all his long monastic lire of fifty-six yea.. A. he was 

tote  his quiet home at Sc Michael's, with 

the occasional preaching outside and the giving of Retreats. 

We have all to a grand model. May OUT record be as 

full as his. R.I.P. 

alotices of 1800lis. 
SCHOLASTICISM OLD AND NEW. By M. 

Translated by P. Colley, D.Ph. Longman's, Green 
and Co. 6/- net. 

The author of this book is the Professor of Philosophy at 
theUniversity of Louvain. This Univeniity is bringing At 

"Coors de Philosophre," and this volume serves an 
Introduction to the series. The rAival of Scholast m is 
a feature of the philosophical study of our day, and the 
Catholic University of Louvain has entered with sest inro 
the part of justifying the philosophy of the Church to the 
modern world. To effect this, it must be recognised 00 
more is wroted than a. mere reproduction of medieval 
phraseology in a stereo typed text-book. Accordingly, we 
find in this book what we may calla °readable " pre-
sentation, in utline of the standpoint modern represent-

tives of Scholasticism take in the questions. that agitate 
philosophers. 

The book is divided into two pots. The first deals with 
.1fediseval Scholastic Philosophy." A necestary part A 
this secti is the clearing away of misconceptions that have 
grown andro  the subject... for example as the Baconian 
tradition and the confusion of philosophy with theology. 
Afterwards, search is made fora definition  of Scholasticism 
and it is described as a philosophical synthesis common regrou of leading doctors of the West, predominant in the 
Middlep Ages. It has an v l e, has, that
meaning in itself, quite apartautonomous from tlre real subordination to 
th.logy that it manifests. Monrevex it is not a men, Itarec 
of Aristotelianism—it is eclectic and possess. the limita-
tions—the necessary limitations, of the science of the day. 
Look. A from width, we get ree content of the system in 

fis 
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metaphysics, as dualistic, creationistic, In 
psychology as spiritualistic, experimental, objective I Irt 
logic is analytico-synMetic, its ethic' is endacmoniotic and 

libertarian. 
A criticism that naturally occurs here is that the 

"sources" 0 Scholasticism are not given ad any length. It 
would have been intermting to find in detail how much of 

the philmophy has Aristotle for its author, where his 

gu
pm, and 
idance is 

where rejectedthe 
, 

whoriginal 
at other systemofs have 

the Scholas 
been 

as cs u ti 

appearsaB these points are treaworkted very' ummarily, and 

the impression is left of a lack of connection with previous 

thought. 
In the and part we have a presentation 0 modem 

Scholastic Philosophy, of Neo-Scholasticism--a body of 

doctrines organically connected with those N the thirteenth 

century, but adapted to modern intellectual needs and 

conditions. These needs, the author considers, require a 

treatment le. formal than the usual text-book, and the use of 

the vernacular. A plea is entered for he historical study of 

philosophy and an avoidance of the synoptic refutations of 

alien systems. Moreover the new Scholastici is not a 

theology._it is like the old. autonomous—it has sm a value of 

its own that is absolute and independent. Nor is it exclusive 

in its claim on Cotholics—a Catholic may give his allegiance 

o systems other than the new Scholasticism. It is only fair 

to remark here, that the bank was written before the publim 
ation of .e Encyclical .• Portend, No doubt the author 

would re-write this FM.. of his book in a new edition. 
Again, the new Scholasticism will work hand M hand 

with Science, examining its theorirt in the light of established 
facts, mbmitting in principlm the ,ontrol of the latest 
results of scienrific progress This to is the point of divergence 

of the new Scholasticism Ito m rardiarval ancesor. The 
old astronomy must disappear, so also much of the terres-
mal physics. Essential forms are divisible even in the 

L 
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higher organisms. The metaphysics of the thirteenth century 
mart be studied the lightof the pertitivist and critical 
philosophic' of modern times—Vetera nova augere 
perficere. 

The author then passes in review the different sections of 
philosophy and attempts to show the attitude of neo-
Scholas sm towards them. This review certainly shows 
that the author and confreres at Louvain are alive oche 
modern questions and are willing vmtigate them 
sympathetically. What plucks the reader is why such 
emphasis is laid on the "neo aspect of the Scholasticism 
taught at Louvain. It would not be easy to give the 
intent of the c Imo" as opposed to the mediaeval Scholas. 

deism. It is true that it parts company with the aMiquated 
physics, that it imists on the historical study of philosophy, 
that it welcomes the conclusions of contemporar ience, 
that it is prepared to mnsider other sytems, byte this is 
rather an attitude towards philosophy than a new philosophy 
tmlf. Is there one single principle that the um-Scholastics

have originate, that will transcend any principle of medi-
aeval Scholasticism None appears in this book. 

SHORT SERNIONS—Vol. II. By the Rev. F. p..o uuo, 
O.S.B. P. and T. Washbourne, Ltd. Price 3/6. 

Again, we have great pleasure in bringing before the 
notice of our readers, a volume of Short Sermons by 
Fr. Paulinus Hickey. In reviewing the first volume wc ex-
pressed a hope that we might me another from such an able 
source, and we have not been disappointed. The recepti on
which the first volume has met with amply jmtifirt our 
opinion of it ; and having carefully pauses the second. .we 
can as heartily recommend it as we did the former—nay, 
even more so, for we consider it better points given at 
the heading of each sermon are clearer the diction mom 
flowing, and there are more frequen quotations Porn 
Scripture, the Fathers, and the Council oil.Trent.. What we 
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said of Me first volume as to brevity with clearness, sim-
plicity with fullness of meaning, piety with good prac-
ical sense, must be again repeated of the volume now just 

Rsued. The practical lesson drawn from each Sunday's 
Epistle or Gospel is given in a clear, succinct and convinc-
ing form. In the choice of mbjeets taken there may be 
differences of opinion; but all will find in these sermons 
ample food for meditation and instruction in the ordinary 
duties of a Christian who seeks to gain eternal life. Perhaps 
the more terrifying subjects , Death, Judgment and Hell 
are not brought forward as prominently. some would Iv.. 
But cannot too much be made of these, possibly to the 
detrimeM of timid souls? Ma, a sinner is ouched, ma, 
a lax Catholic improved, many a non-Catholic converted by 
the sort of sermons given in this volume, who would perhaps 
be terrified and kept back by too much stress laid on the 
justice and vengeance of an angered God. These tamsons 
appeal to the reason of the hearer, and their fervid earnest-
ness and piety touch the heart. While sins and faults are 
plainly reproved, encouragement is held out to those who 
will only do their best and trust in Go, To suns up, 
we should say that these sermons combine a plain brief 
statement of the subject, with convincing arguments, earnest 
piety➢and kindly exhortation. They will lea welcome help 
to the busy priest. Written for those occasions when a 
"short " discourse is called for, they can easily be developed 
and used for the more formal discourses required at other 
times. 

Besides a sermon for each Sunday of the year, there are 
a few for special feasts, and also at the end four special 
rnrmons on the Passion. Wetr.t thenew volume will have 
that recognition which the former volume received, and 
which they both well deserve. We may add that they have 
been given warm praise from high authorities. One of them, 
Cardinal Logue, writes to the author: I find them every-
thing which they profess to he and ought to be. The 
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sermons are short but replete with matter on the leading 
mbjects of religious instruction. In giving these sermons 
and those contained in your rnunervolume the 

need 
of 

done a.very useful work." And after speaking of the need 
of such brief instructions for early Masses, the Cardinal says 
"Hen. I have great pleasure in recommending your Short 
Sermons to the clergy, not only as furnishing very useful and 
solid matter on the leading Christian troths, but as supply-
ing them with a model 1115551 may be easily done without 
trenching on the time or overtaxing the patience of their • 
hearers " (Letter of Cardinal Logue to Fr. Hickey). After 
such r.ommendation we need soy no more, except to wish 
the volume may have all the recognitton ,t deservedly 
merits. 

THE PRIESTS STUDIES. By T. B. Sosrnat. D.D. 
Longman, Green and Co. 

This little worn has been written as introductory to the 
seri. of publications edited under the patronage of the 
Archbishop of Westminster and known as the IVestminster 
Libra., for Priests and Students. It is entitled, A Priest, 
Stodge, for the author insists that the Priest can and should 
be a student oven though engaged in the constant and 
arduous duties of a Mission. Not all that a Priest should 
know can possibly be acquired during the lew years of 
training in College or Seminary. He has still much to 
learn and much to supplement, and inuch, too may be for-
gotten if he is content to relegat 

m 
e his hooks to the Presbytery 

shake s and hardly ever open the again except for 
occasional consultation on the work of a Diocesan 
Confere Nor is it intended that a Missionary Priest 
should, nce. continuing his studies and adding to his stock of 
knowledge, neglect the duties that demand so numb of his 

me and energy still less that he should be known mom as 
tia bookman than as a zealous worker. Rather it is irtsismd 
on that study will enable the labourer to do his work with 
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greater ease and efficiency, and that where there is the will, 
time may be found for the acquirement of a large amount of 
profitable knowledge. The time is past now when the 
Priest might have recourse to the living voice of Prefessoss 
and the help of fellow student, He is living in a new 
world now and, as the author says, he has to stand on his 
Ostn feet and use his own judgment. His college training 
has to bear a new and a heavier strain, in the pulpt, the 
confessional and elsewhere. He is consulted on many points 
and has to give clear and sound advice. He has to deal 
with converts, satisfy their difficulties and answer their 
objections. He may come in contact with dubious theories 
of philosophy and science more or less opposed to Faith and 
the teaching of the Church, and must be able to distinguish 
truth Iron error in the subtle plausibilities of modem 
argumentation. He will find himself sometimes in educated 
society, and should discussion arise on matters affecting 
Religion he must know at least how to hold his own even 
if he cannot convince. 

He will sometimes be called upon to address meetings, 
and he must keep up to the intellectwl movements of the 
day. He may be asked to give Retreats or conduct 
Missions; and, from his own pulpit he will have to preach 
ssrmons that may be listened to with pleasure and profit, 
and that will attract rather Nan weary or repel. Who will 
say that the Priest is efficiently prepared for all this by a 
few years of College training, or that however occupied he 
may be by ordinary duties he cannot find reasonable time 
for further needful studies? 

The difficulty seems to lie more in a suitable choice of 
subject, and here the author's book will be found to be of 
great assistance. He treats of eleven subjects, which he 
divides into Professional and extra-Professional. The first 
include Holy Scripture, the Fathers, Dogmatic Theology, 
Moral Theology and Canon Law, Areetical Theology, 
Liturgy and Church History. Under the head of extras 
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professional studies the Author places Semlar History, Are, 
Science and Literature. These studies are naturally not of 
such necessity or importance as the first oned, but 
they will be found to be most useful to the Prsmentiiesmtudent. 
Besides the pleasure of such studiesthey will win for the 
Priest, in educated soiety, respect and influence as a man 
of reading and culture. The author deals with these eleven 
subjecrein as many.chapters, and though these are necessarily 
brief they are most valuable as donta.ining much that is 
suggwtive and helpful. The value of this excellent work 
is further enhanced by the names of authors who have 
written on the subject treated under each section. 

We conclude our remarks with the following words of 
the author:—

" I had better say at once that while recommending these 
ereven different subjects for study, I do not for a moment 
wpm a priest to mums them all. ' Something of every-
thing. everything of sometbing,should be our ideal. . . Most 
ol us cannot aspire to be anything but general practitioners. 
Special knowledge must be the privilege of specialists." 

THE SPOUSE OF CHRIST AND DAILY COM-
MUNION. By F. M. na ZOLUETA, S.I. Hs net. 

Fr. Zulueu has published a number of little books on 
Daily Communion for different wawa of life. 1,0n. is 
intended for those living in religious life. The author 
shows how a frequent reception of the Holy Eucharist is 
as needful for such persons as for those living in the world. 
The vital question for religious, as for others, is What was 
the use which our Lord Himself desired us to make of His 
most loving sacramental gift? Our own motives, however 
reverential ..a lowly, however loftily spiritual, are of no 
concern by omparison. Her the to explain the 
decree" SacraTtidentina Synodus" as applicable to religious, 
and the hook contains some excellent instructions on "self-
probing" under Me heading of The State of Grace," and 
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on the meaning of " a tight intention." Lastly he shows 
how religious men and women ought to check their reading 
in spiritual books on the practice of Holy Communion by 
the teaching of the Papal decrees instead of interpreting 
the latter by the former. 

THE PETER PAN PICTURE BOOK. By !Wee B. 
Wooimman and D. O'Coonoa. Bell and Sons. 51-. 

Mr. J. M. Barrie, pantomime, Peter P., is deservedly 
pop... The childish fancy is attracted by the scenery, 
the acting and the crocodile. But whether the tal of 
Peter Pan will last, and rank with that of Littl eRed 
Riding Hood or Blne Beard or Cinderella, and enter the 
nursery in hook form isanother question. Mr. O'Connor has 
brought out an excellent edition of the story with the 
Mtention of "enabling children to rev

ainl 
ive their memorim of 

the play... This intention will cert y . fulfilled, and the 
book will form a delightful present fora child who has 
wen the pantomime, who has already made friends with 
Peter Pan and Wendy and "'linker Bell, and learnt perhaps 
to fear Captain Hook and his Pirates. Little Red Riding 
Hood came from Me nuwery to the stage. Peter Pan 
appeared on the stage and is trying to get into then urwry. 
If he is to enter he must come with the peu " the 
stage. In the Pr...edition he certainly does this under 
the form of Miss Woodward's pictures. Those which 
contain " Peter Pan " in wade, dancing with his own 
shadow or floating away to the Never-Never-Nevcr-Land 
with Wendy, or "perceiving " Tinker Bell is his glass are 
the best. 

FOOARD'S LIES OF CHRIST. (Popular Edition.) 6d. net. 

MEDITATIONS ram Darrlous OF CARDINAL MEMOS, In 
Three Parts. Price r - net each part. 

Not only the Catholic but all English-speaking Christians 
are much indebted to Messrs. Longman, Green and Co. for 
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following up the publication°, the popular sixpenny edition 
of Newman's Apo,gia by a sixpenny edition of Fouard's 
Life,' Christ, a book which, as the author say, omits all 
controversy and criticism and aims at making Our Lord 
better known and loved. It is a pressing need of the 
present day to provide an antidote to the enormous amount 
of rationalistic literature which is found on every bookstall. 
The Rationalistic Pre. Association founded in r(Ing has 
already done incalculable harm. It is a systematic pro. 
paganda solely to promote sound reasoning and growth 
of reasoned truth as essential to the welfa.re and progress of 
humanity:. finder this deceitful guise it has circulated 
nearly a million of its cheap publications. To take an 
example: jays Christ, by the Count de Rene., is to 
he seen everywhere. This blasphemous book was published 
in room By the following year the French issue had reached 
a sale of roo,000 copies. It has moreover been transla.ted 
into at least six different languages. Its avowed and 
specious object is "to rescue the reputation of the Founder 
of Christianity from the hands of his followers." 

Farrar's Life 4 Christ (Sixpenny Edition) was pub-
lished in 19°6, and now we welcome a Catholic Lae of Our 
Lord so well known for As devotion and warmth. ft would 
be ungracious to expect the publishers, in so cheap an 
edition to give us all the maps or the notes and appendices. 

We have a.lso received from the sa.me firm,the Meditation 
and Devotions,/ Cardinal Nauman, well bound, well printed,s
in three parts, at a shilling each. Part I—Meditations for 
the Month of May Part Stations of the Cross; 
Part III—Meditations of Christian Doctrine. It was 
thought that the original size and price of these have 
prevented many from becoming familiar with a very 
beautiful and inatructive side A the Cardinal's mind and 

life. It is now, in its three separate Parts, more access.,
and more convenient for use. 
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idar in ancient 'tome. q6out foe enb 
of ii3¢ Sirri cedurE. 

ly had been a hard day had struggled through Exams. 
all the morning, Exams most of the afternoon, and as an
appropriate conclusion to this exacting day I endured a 
long expected Roman History Exam. in the evening. How 
I had worked to distinguish myself in that Roman History 
paper! All my energies during the last term had been con-
centrated on that one subject , other studies had 
suffered through my having imroduced by stealth Roman 
History into hours that should have been devoted to Greek, 
Chemistry, Geo ands. host of other distastefulmhjects, 
in the pursuit of whic metry h the schoolboy has to spend many
hateful hour even my pleas, books had been selected 
witha view to their association with the inhabim, of 

nt Rome. Finally I should not like to own to how 
ma, times I had pictured myself receiving amid rap., 
applause the prize Mat was the aim of this long sustained 
endeavour. 

It will easily be believed from all this that when I lay in 
bed that night, feeling I had done all I could and that 
the result now was on the knees of the goals, my thoughts 
still ran on Rome; Cato and Hannibal, the Scipios and the 
Graccbi, Omar and Pompey took possession of my brain 
and refused to go away. Hence alter laying for some time
in this arcstate, I was m ely surprised to me st,din at my 
bedside a figure which I had no difficulty in recognising as 
a Roman of the time of Cason He was a dark man of 
middle height, clad in a toga of rich material. His toga, 
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and also the puts of the tunic that were visible, were of a 
pure white on his feet were very ligh, sandals, the straps 
of which were icon!. several times round the legs. But 

allowed
after he had satisfied himself apparently as to who I wu, he 
shook me and mid, "I am a very rem°. ancestor of vows
it is my duty on every hundredth anniversary, my death to 
show my youngest living descendant a day of my former 
life on earth, until I have exhausted every day of it. It 
happens that you are to be my companion this time. Re-

ember now that though you yourself will be preseM in 
flesh and blood, yet to rhos e among whom you move, it 
will be as though you were not there ; they will neither 
see or hear you. Now prepare yourself for a day in 
ancient Rome." 

An inquiry as to how we were to reach ancient Rome 
wu on my lips, when In oticed that I was in emirely next 
surroundings. I was in a small dark room furnished with 
two mattresses which ocmpied almost all the floor. The 
wallsand m far as I could see were not decorated in 
any way. The only ingress for light and ventilation was 
Mmugh a small doorway which opened into a large but 
poorly lighted apartment. My ancestor, who seemed to have 
been wafted into bed after explaining the reason of his visit 
to me, was at present engaged in dressing himself with the 
aid of one whom I took to be a slave Consequently there 
was not too much morn to spare in the small bedchamber, 
and as moreover it leas decidedly stuffy, I was not so, 
to be shown into the large room into which the bed-
chamber opened. This was a large and lofty hall whose 
floor way composed of mosaics repremMing scenes from 
mythology and ancient Iiistory, and whose walls were faced 
with whim marble occasionally varied by small patches of 
colour. The arched roof was also decorated, and out of that 
portion of it which overhung the centre of the mom an 
aperture was cut, through which the dull light of a dismal 
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morning was admitted. Underneath this was a large basin 
into which a fountain might... The furniture was mostly 
of marble or other stone and there was nothing resembling 
our modern mode of decoration. The whole room struck me 
as being a model combination of grandeur and utility; it 
was useful without being commonplace, grand without 
being luxurious. Such was the atrium of the more 
advanced type of Roman house, which, while it was an 

reample of all that is best in domestic architecture, would 
adily serve for the wear and tear of daily lire. 
Numerous doors pierced the walls of the r.m in which I 

stood, and I decided to set out on a tour of inspection. At 
one end there ere large double doors through which I 
passed into the

w
as  or entrance-hall, taking care not 

to place the left foot on the threshold. One of the ever 
pres t slaves opened and closed the dom. and I found men 
self in the open vestibule which adjoined the public road. 
Not wishing to lea.ve my revered ancestor's house 

mr steps, and at the other end of the 
atrium I [ passed through a heavily curtained doorway 
into the centre of the Roman house. This was a small but 
exquisitely beautiful apartment. Sweet perfumes scented 
the air, and no sound of the outer world was par tad to 
each this sacred spot. The light was quiet and mellow, 

and the whole atmosphere of the place breathed the ailing 
mon dip:gag—the elegant ideal of Roman life. Here in 
all their state were the Hermes, to  with the statues of 
countless anCeS(015 of the family. Her the were the 
re.rds of the famo. deeds of these ancesto. and here it 
was that the particular ancestor, to whom I was indebted 
for my visit in his capacity as paterfamilias, drove out 
midnight the ill-disposed spirits from the house, to the 
accompaniment of many mystic utterances and numerous 
blut 

Another c-arefully covered door led from this hallowed 
sp. into open courtyard of great magnificence. It was 
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surrounded by many pillars of marble, and in the centre of 
the court a mighty fountain sent a column of water high 
into the air. Numerous couches, wrought extensively in 
silver and Ivory, were in position on dre beau. ully coloured 
floor. Statues of gods and goddesses, before and historical 
favourites were to be seen on all sides. Every known 
luxury and a place here, and I had a glimpse of that devast-
ating relaxing influence which contact with the East had 
produced. After lingering rnr .tne time over Me gorgeous 
scenc, and picturing myself enjoying a siesta in the 
air cooled by the fountain after exposure to a burning 
Roman sun, I wandered back into the a and meeting 
my host, 11.9 guided by him down a corr trium, idor into a small 
room. Here the inmates of the house were partaking of 
jeftlocutunk a light breakfast consisting of bread and 
cheese, and various kinds of dried fruits. This meal was in 
no way a for  one. The family came in oneafter another 
and did not even sit down while taking their food. After this 
the younger members of the family were escorted to school 
by a slave, and their elderssought out their respective plea-
sures. No one seemed to give a thought to business or work 
that was all in the hands of slaves and paid agents, As I 
wandered rerourn this palace-house f saw some lounging in 
luxurious ease while a well.trained slave plaited or read to 
them othen enjoying, or pretending to enjoy the beauties 
of art in a well equipped picture-room ; others engaged in 
corner. tion, sommfines on politicsand trade, bat more often 
sidle gossip. There was but Its objectthrouelout the whole 

gstabbsugnk_ gnd that was pleasure. What did these 
care about the Hrefiresorthe many observances of their fore-
fathers. religion? Noreing,excelre that they were the fashion, 
and that an and show of respect to them kept the 
croakers and old-fashioned fogies quiet. What did there 
care about the gods and goddesses so frequently brought be-
fore them by in  statues? Nothing,..ve only that 
their festivals made the excuses for the horrible e.e.es 
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-which the later Roman revelled. Once indeed I did see a. 
cultivated Greek ben
literature to the heir of the house, a. indulging the while 
in rnany a hidden gibe at his boorish master. Long 
exper e had assured him that he ran no fear of detection 
in this, ,Sim him who considered himself one of Rome's 
smartest society men. About twelve o'clock our modern 
reckoning, the household again assembled, this time for
light lunch called pr.... Here again the cold 
refreshments were only taken of sparingly, fora keen appetite 
indeed was needed for the mere, the principal meal of the 
day. Until it was time for this,the chief event of the 
Roman, daily life, the time was passed loitering round about 
the foumain in the open court, or in wandering through the 
gardens that covered be housetop. 

About five o'clock the family assembled in the 
clinium or Roman dining-room. This room was fitted with 

long low table, along three sides of which couches were 
placed. These couch., which were slightly higher than 
the table, were draped with mast costly materials, and 
inlaid with ivory and even precious stones. Accordingly 
the guests. first act after entering the room was to remove
Meir shoes. After this they took their place according to 
the, rank, the middle place being allotted to the most d,- 
tinguished of the company. The richly drased guests rested 
on their left rehow which w. placed on a long cureion or 
pillow--the arm of the reach. In this lazy attitude thoy 
set to work to eat. The dinner began with such stimulants 
to the appetite . egg, olive, oysters, lettuce ree second 
coarse consitted of a variety of delicacies in which fish and 
fowl played prominent parts, and was followed by a more 
or less modern dessert. During the meal wine was consumed 
in such amazing quantities both by my ancestor and his 
guests as to make it nreessary for slaves to bring round 
water, in which they might cool themselves and for other 
slaves to wave large fans. For, let it not be imagined that 

.#1 
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these Romans ate and drank in any degree of moderation, 
or merely to turasatisfy they l cravings. hung. and thirst. 
Their appetite had become to them their greatest form of 
pleasure and . such was only rivalled by their love of 
"gam." and of witnessing bloodshed. Perhaps this result 

only to be expected, when all the luxury and effeminacy 
of Greece* the East were suddenly placed at the disposal 
of a purple who had neither the deep religious spirit nor 
the high social ideal which controlled the life of the Greek. 
As for the cruelty of the Roman it was his natural inherit-
ance, but it was intensified by his lack of moral restraint. 
It was my lot, I cannot say good fortune, now, to witness the 
secSind method that the Roman had of beguiling his time. 

Since most of the patty now could only walk with 
difficulty, and thenarrow roads would not permit the 
passage of any wheeled vehicle, litter were provided. It 
still wanted two or three hours till sunset, and so I set 
work to make the most I could of my opportunity of viewing 
Rome, exterior. we passed many private houses similar 
to the one I had been in, though most of them vvere not so 
large. Sometimes a laurel bratnch would be seen on a door, 
indicating that a marriage was in process of celebration. 
On other houses a chaplet told the pass ers-by of the birth of 

heir, and other decorations showed some other cause for 
rejoicing. But even Rome in all her gaiety and frivolity 
could not rid herself of one sorrow, and this was manifested 
by the number of small pots containing cypress that we 
passed in the doorways and by the columnar, houses where 
the ashes of the deceased were kept after cremation. Many 
stamly buildings, for the most part temples or bath, 
werepassed till I found myself in the Forum Romanum 
tself. I felt anted when I thought of the great men who had 

spent so much of their lives in this spot, but from m 
archimreural point of view I was disappoireed with it. 
There were, it -is e, many noble buildings, but them had 
be. built for th,e i s individual appearance and not with a 
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view to the effect of the whole. In fact this criticism 
applies to the whole of the city. However it was on this 
spot that a feeling of reverence, which I had experienced 
from the first moment I found myself in ancient Rome, now 
asserted itself more strongly. I could not account for it, but 
I felt somehow I was treading on holy ground. Neither 
was this feeling extinguished by the disgusting ssenss 
I was about to witrress, any more than in its milder 
form it had been driven away by my instinctive recoil-
ing from the pleasure-seeking people by whom I was 
surrounded. 

We arrived at the circus: the games were drawing to aclose 
as they could not be continued after sunset osving to the 
absence of any efficient means of artificial lighting. However 
I found that the chief event, fight to the death between two 
famous gladiators, had yet to take place. When I entered, a 
chariot race had just been finished, and the victor was even 
now receiving his priss, while Me mangled body of one of 
Me competitors who had been trampled to death, was being 
borne out of the arena. Next came a few cmtmts in 
which beast was pitted against beast. or men against beast. 
All of these were to rne most horrible, but they did not mem 
to affect the hardened spectators, who calmly criticised the 
methods of the combatanss. Then the time came for the 
gladiators. 

It was no new experience for this pair, since both 
had been Me heroes a several contests. This had the effect 
of prolonging the fight. and for some time neither gained 
much advantage. Gradually they Mst their strength, and 
Mood was observed to be trickling from various wounds. 
Soon both were covered with Mood. and the excited cries 
of the part'mns and the remarks of the unconcerned were 
hushed, so that I could hear Me panting of the combatants. 
Then of a sudden by a deft movement one of them maims his 
opponnt, ands...tin the same puts an end to his 
misery. T. roppressed excitementmoment  of the mob bursts forth 
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on every side. Jubilation, congratulation and vexation are 
all clearly visible in the swaying crowd. 

Hut then a strange thing happened. The packed theatre 
transformed itself before my swimming eyes into the college 
dom.,: the ear-splitting applause dwindled into the 
prefects Map: and the death shriek of the fallen gladiator 
became the high-pitched voice of , neighbour, who was 
complaining that I had been the cause of his having spent 
a sleepless night. 

° 
As I occupy myself with my morning toilet, I reflect upon 

the hours I may he said to have spent M ancient Rome, and 
try to account Mr the feeling of awe that came over me so 
stronF ly as I stood in the Forum and which still stays 
with me. What is it that makes me feel this reverence ? 
The days of Empire? No, they disgust me. The people 
whose daily lire I witnessed ? They likewise offend me. 
A handfursof ,at men apart from the nation ? They 
scarcely do mom than interest me. Romulus a. his robber-
band who win this deep res,t ? No, it is rather the 
struggling city, whose defence was her own farmer soldiers, 
to which I am so attached. Here before her citizens had 
learm m crave for foreign conquest and before the vicious 
mob becameher rulers, did Rome reach the zenith of her 
tme glory. I me Horatius and his colleagues again defending 
the narrow way t —and here, since my thoughts canascend no 
hgher, they needs must with the shattered bridge into 
the dull sluggish stream of daily life. 

P. A..10.10ERLAIIIC 
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Coffey 4Diarp at* Sotto. 

Jan. Kb.. Opening of Term. Voting for Captain took place 

in the evening and resulted in the nselection of T. Leonard. 

The bllowing are the school officials for the tPI132 

..e Rem ... 

“r{1::: 

( 
d wry of th. and Debatiuggodety 

v. G4Narey Amstar, of On train Debating Assists 

Editors. the Diary 

C.M" 41"." in, elmkmen 

hors. a,. A meeting of the School was held this evening at 

wich the Captain introduced his Government. In the alasmce 

of H. Williams,•I. Darby acted as Leader of the Opposition. 

Jon. goth. An informal lecture was given in the Chemistry 

Room by Fr. Placid on the "Soo." The Lecture was profusely 

illustrated by Magic Lmtern slides chiefly of sun spots, The 

beau= also dealt with the remarkable results achieved through 

spectrum analysis. As the sight of the sun has been denied to us 

Feb. fill. A strong Football Eleven went to Helmsley to play 
the return match with Duncombe Park. We have generally had 
some difficulty in winning this match away from home, but to-
day we secured m easy victory. r. Joseph, who was playing 
left outside, opened the 

of rwards
and 
he lea 

ult of the fine 
play of bo. our wing  the score t 6-1 in our 
favour at sodnterval in .e next half we overwhelmed our 
opponents the final result wag m—r. Fr. Warns was in 
irresistible form and scored eight of our goals. G. Gaynor 
appeared in the Eleven for the first time and promised well at 
right half-back. The following played for the College :—Goal, 
T. Lmmard ; Bucks, Rev. A. Barnett, P. Martin; ',rick, 
G. Gaynor, Rev. B. Hayes, B. Collison. Forward, I. Darby, 
J. Robertson, Rev. A. Powell, H. J. Speakman, Rev. I. M. 
Dawson. 

Feb. qeh. A class match was played to-day between Forms I 
md and remlmd in a great victory for the smaller he, by one 
goal to nothing. 

Feb. loth. It is not often a boy spends his eighth birthday at 
school. Lancaster (01) to-day proved an exception to the rule 
and /Sted the Preparatory in honour of the event. E a recreation 
was permitted and Br. Romuald guided the class ton rneet of the 
Simington foxhounds which conveniently took phase in the neigh. 
bourhmd to-day. Returned from the chase, they were provided 
with a sumptuous tea in Mrs. Doherty, room, after which Power 
(iii)read e a suitable speech congratulating the guest of the evening 
on the completion of his eighth year, and the Pre,R1.2.1, on their 
being allowed to celebrate that event. The hero of the occasion 
in his reply said that the Headmaster should have the thanks of the 
Preparatory for his permission to celebrate the birthday, and he 
vras grateful too to the other ,` grown ups" for not interfering to 
spoil the day. 

Fek tk. After supper Fr. Benedict gave a lecture on English 
Architecture, and invested a difficult and technical subject with 
mu. intentst. With the aid of the Magic Canteen he showed us 
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types of the Norman and Gothic structures (mote of his slides 

being made from photographs of different parts of Me Abbey and 

Church), and <onus.. these with well-known types the 

Romanesq. style. 

Feb. ASS. The Second Eleven played a Dothall museh 

Bootham School Second Eleven. Bootham kicked off, and 

playing with the wind pressed for some time. But ow defence 

proved too str.g, and a break away by the forwards ended in 

Williams scoring the only goal obtained before half-time.

the sec.,1 half with the wind at our backs we had all the best 

of the game, and after W. Darby had added a second goal Boot 

thc right wing and A. Smith a third, Williams, who played a 

good game throughout, scored fi ve further goals. Result. 8—nil. 

The score repreaems the general run of the play. 

March and. Collop Monday recreation day. There was 

enough snow to make sledging practicable, and as the surface 

w. frozen the course proved last and lively in the morning. But 

by midday the nut by melting the track had deprived our sledge, 

to use a bold metaphor, of the  oarage of their wing,"and alms 
outings were arranged for the afternoon. Fr. Anselm took Forms 

S and IV to Byland Abbey and Coxwold, where they visited 

etae's Church and the Rectory (Shandy Hall), where Tristan, 

Shandy was written. The Higher wem with Fr. Benedict 

to Hovingham, and Fr. Dunstan took the Lower III across the 

valley to Vearsley. Each claas spoke highly of the hospitality 

t Theper  at the several termini. 
Football Eleven had travelled to York by them orning 

o play the return match with Booth.. School. The 

groundg  was just fit to admit of the match being played. We had 

bead. Bootham heavily in Me home match, and accordingly 
were disappointed when a rush by the 

the 
forwards resulted 

in a point being scored against . in the fi rst few minutes of the 
game. Our Eleven took amine Bate to mule down, but to
Me end of Me fint half Macklin scored for us with a fast shot, 

second half we had much Me hatter of the game, and though 
BpOtilAIT mored twice. before Mee was called we had brought 

our total up to nine. Result, o—y. It was a vigoraus scrambling 
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game, Me sore of the ground making scientific play impossible. 
Of the backs Martin was most conspicuous, and Cawkeil play. 

Leorang game as 
I he evening two farces were playe, No.1 Ronnd Corso, 

i and Arlin.. and J. Darby, and Sent to the 
T. nard, A. Smith and H. I. Speakm., Both were amusing 

bg 

and well rmeived, though the seco. was presented with greater 
attemion to detail, a. its plot was less obvius. 

Monk sth. School Debate Paul presided. The 
captain introduced an elaborate "Sports' Bill" which dealt 
with the new aonditions .der which the Sports were to take 
place, and made provision more sysem.,  praMme dmiag 
the and  preceding the Sports. The meeting was adjourned. 

March yth. Ameba gave an inGrmal Lecture on 
" Athem." He had SOMe Very good aides of the ancient ritins 
he did not however confine himself to architectural details, but 
wove his account of the buildings imo an intermting smry of the 
daily life of aa Athenian. 

Marc.. The discussion on the "Sports' Bill t• was 
resumed after High Mass. A somewhat hot debate took place, 
several members of the House paving severe mricbtres on the 
principles underlying the Bill, and the Chairm. had to 
intervene more than once. Ultimately the Government proposals 
were adopted with slight changes in details. 

March 
tee boldly 

match at home v Pickerin The 
Committee boldly decided to play the boys, Eleven. For a long 
time afmr the kick-off, Pickering pressed ha. a. it I.ked as 
though weight .4 strength would carry the day. At 

Ruda;. forwards got 
goo

goin d after sOme good combination 
opened the scoring.  few moments Pickering et,l19. through 
some hesitation on the part of our backs immediately in front of 

goal. The score at half time was one all. For about a quarter
an hour alter the re.mmencemem of the game, play was even, 

and then Ruddin smartly took a good centre from the left and gave 
us the lead. A few FrliraneS later the same player took the ball 
down the centre, dodged between the backs and dribbled past Me 
goalkmper. We kept up the attack a. Speakman added afourth 
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goal. The newt poiar iell to Pickering. Just before time Ruddin 

scored our fifth and final goal with a very hard shot just under 

the cross ban Result g—a. Until half time the game was well 

contested, but the combination of our forwards demoralised the 

opposing side. The shooting of the school forwards was very 

aocerate and few chances were mimed. The following was the 
team:—fmol,T. Leo*** ; Boa, P. Mani, H. R.I. ord mat-
BoAg, G. Gaynor, B. Collison, E. Cawkell; Forwards. J. Darby, 

L Robertson, T. Ruddin, H. Speakman, G. McCormack. 

March Igth. After supper Fr. Placid gave an interesting lecture 

on the Planets," illustrated by some Magic Lantern slides. 

Passing from Venus, which the Lecturer regarded as not of very 

great astronomical interest, he deceribed the Moon and the theory 

of its once having been part of the earth; and finally dealt with 

Mars, its channels and the question of its supposed inhabit... 

Morel; rstk. The Lower Library amicipated St. Patrick's Day 

and played of1 their annual English u. Irish rea.h. Magee first 

scored for the English. and Ruddin equaliced. Before half time 

Beech put England ahead once more. With ten minutes left for 

play, W. Darby made the score two all, and just before time 

Dunbar with a long =Idle., shot gave Ireland the victory. To-

day also in a class mamh Form II defeated Form I in a close 

gae by two goals to one. 

Mara G.. Another visit from Mr.Norman Potter, who came 

to in.rest us in the rescue work he is doing among boys in London. 
This year he had some Magic Lantern SUdts 10 illustrate the great 

work that is growing under his care. We had slides depicting for 

the squalid scenes and conditions from which he rescues the 

Hu and takes there to a real home (not an institution) at St. 

Hugh's, Samar. These were followed by pictures of the boys at 

work or play at St. Hugh', or hagng their annual holiday away 

at the seare. It was pleasing m see the familiar figures of some 
old Lauremidians in the pictures, "snap-shot.d" when rendering 

Mr. Potter some help in entertaining and amusing his boys. Bar 

we confess it was not the photographs, but the earnestness and 

devotion. the lecturer that was chiefly impressive, and the rounds 

of applause that grceted the close of.his lecture must have made 
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him feel how much he had won the sympathy of Ampleforth boys. 
A movement is already on foot to show this sympathy in a 
tangible form. 

Mild Ga. St. Joseph,. In the afternoon His Highness 
the Jam Sahib Maharajah of Nawanagar. who had been Fr. 
Abbot, guest at dinner, came down to the cricket *ea to lay the 
first sod on the new ground and to plant a tree in the corner of 
the field. The Union jack flew from its staff, and the tree was 
decorated with His Highness colours. The tool with which R.S.sod was laid wm also adorned with the colours of K.S. 
Haujitsinjhi's College at Cambridge. The Captain thanked His 
Highness for his Mamas in coming over . Ampleforth to 
perform the ceremony, and voiced the wish of the School that 
when the new ground was ready His Highness would again 
bring a team to play the College. In a felicitous reply K. S. 
Ranjitsinjhi recalled the pleasant bouts he had spent some years 
ago both with Fr. Abbot and the community, and on the boys' 
cricket ground. He hoped the new ground would be a success, 
and that while at school the boys would learn ...ay the game" 
not only on the cricket field but on the larger field of life. His 
Highness then left the ground accompanied by the Rev. Mr. 
Bone., Vicar of whom he had motored over to 
the College. A half-day was given in honour of the event. 

March 2,th. Feast of the Annunciatiom Hearty congratu-
lations to Frs. Edward Parker, Aelred Dawson, and Ambrose 
Byrne, who were rage, the priesthood by His Lordship Bishop 
Lacy; al. to Brs. Justin McCann, and Adrian Maws.. who 
received the Diaconate and to Bra Leo Hayes, Sebastian 
Lambert, and Herbert Byrne, who were ordained Sub-deacons. 
Later in the morning His Lordship administered the Sacrament 
of Comfinnation to several of the young. boys. 

leMalt 26th. The Captain cald a general meeting of the 
Peal The new Sports' Bill and the Racquet Rules were 

read. The Hoare then proceeded m discuss the ucompiaints,” of 
which several had been handed in by the Opposition. 

arek .0, Lactate Sunday. The Racquet season was 
ushered in with the traditional festivities. 
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April Fr. Domini, who had last term given us a lecture 
on the " Atmomhere," gave an interesting lecture on "Rivers, 
The slides, which were chiefly of wild Scotch Rivers, were 
interesting not only front the aqueous point of view, but from 
that of the lover of mountainscenery. They clearly brought out 
the Lecturer's points. 

Apra CC. Month lialF.Day. rh. Lower School spent the 
afternoon in "scouting," adopting the system advocated in 

Scouting for Beys.. Forms I and II 
divided into three groups and goad the approach,. from the 
College into Convold. Three boys were given a note each to 
take into Coxwold Post Offic, their object being to get through 
the scouts undeterred. In disguises that would have done credit 
to The Scarlet Pimpernel, Power (ad), and McDonald (rail 
set ou by separate paths. PoniMcDonald (metamorphosed into a 
farm b0)t took thelpa. down the valley, crossed the railway, and 
ran into a grolip of scouts in Newburgh Park. Perri (as an old 
villager) took a mraight line across the fields, while Power in 
khaki) made for Byland Abbey. But every route was well 
watched. the ridge of hills dividing the Ryland road from the 
lower part of the valley affording an admirable lookmut. Porri's 
disguise was penetrated about a mile omside Coxwold, and he 
had to surrender but Power after hairbreadth escapes and 
periods of tension spent in ditches and by hayrick, succeeded 

escaping notice in reaching Coxwold. 
Maras a novel 

that 
gave rBe to interesting episodes. 

Having heard that one of .e enemy was got up as a farm boy, 
several of the scouts espying an agricultural figure, carefully drew 
a circle round it, and closed in on a stolid Yorkshire plough-boy I 
The farmers mo were not without exception neutral, as they 
should be to make "scouting" a uccets. The only complaint 
came from some of the scouts, who found it slow. Two of the 
First Fond for istanc had a beat of three hundred yards along 
the bank of an easily fordable stream. They paced it for the 
best part of an hour without any other result than that towards 
the end of their vigil one of them fell into it 

In the evening the Mouth-Day "Speeches " were delivered and 
Me music pieces played. At the close the Head Master said th. 
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with this evening the series of Month Day speeches for the present 
ye. came to an end. Hewmplimented both speakas and 
musicians on their work, and expressed the hope that the audience 
would not be content with this slight acquaintance with "The 
King's Treasurce," but that now while at school they would not 
miss the opportunity of forming a friendship with books, which 
would last them through liM. For the "Speeches" were not 
merely to teach elocution, they were also to help the audience to 
keep in touch and sympathy with the best that had been written. 
The following was he programme of to-day's selections :—

"Tr.11,17" 

fem. Camp " 

April 918. fire last meeting M the school took place in the 

Upper Library. After the discussion of some " complaints" only 
one of which was upheld by the Chair, Mr. Leonard thanked the 
school for the support accorded to himself and his government, 
which despite the tactful resources and the keen vigilance of the 
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on leader seemed to him to have retained the confidence 
of the school. On congratulating the football elevens one record 
unsullied by a single defeat he had only one regret that they had 
been unable to add Paddington to their list of vimories
sceondtimethissceson. A4, Williams, the leader of the opposition,. 
made what was perhaps the best speech of the term. He 
said it had been a term in which expectations had been rcelised 
both in athletim, in debating, and in the government. Upon all 
these mveral heads he enlarged at length, paying tributes to friend 
and foe but especially to the Captain, whose position, he said, we 
were too apt to look upon as a bed of roses without the thorns. 
It was really one that entailed many dmim and all those petty 
troubles flat government of any kind—no matter how small—must 
necessarily entail. 

The Chairman then asked permission to say a few words. It 
appeared to bin, Mat the last meeting of term had by comm. con. 
sent developed into a kind of Thanksgiving Service." To some 
this may appear puerile for his part he preferred that it should be 
so than that it should be a critical meeting. He would cerform 
the more agreeable task of praising that which was.praiseworthy. 

atlated the house in general on the debates in which the 
speecheshad, he thought, been above the common level in 
particular those of cenain members of the opposition who had 
made a real cetempt to substantiate their complaints by sensible 
argumen.. He spoke for some time upon the position and duties 
of Captain. Mr. Leonard had filled the position with commendable 
success, and had retained the confidence of the school because 
while he had not failed to perform thcee disagreceble duties 
alluded to by Mr. Williams, he had done so with the minimum of 
offence and officiosness. 

April loth. Congratulations to Henry Rochford on winceng 
a prize at the recem exhibition for photographs by amateurs at 
Richmond. The successful photo was of a. pheasant sitting on 
her nest. 

April sea. Opening of the Rounder season. Boys v. Masters. 
The former won by qo to y6. One of the mks of the game is 
that each side provides its own ball. Themhool scored a 
disti. triumph with its "rubber core" this aftemoon, even 
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quite small hies proving productive of runs. The secret had 
been well kept, and the masters' Igor. with the ordinary ball 
suggested a hoplite trying to overtake a motor car. 

April qtlt. The Retreat began this evening given by Ti. 
• P.n.s Hickey, OS.B. A large number of "Old Boys arrived 
to attend the exercises and take part in the Holy Wee., ceremonim. 

April rgth. Easter Sunday. In the afternoon the" Old Boys" 
played their annual football match, but this ycer the school was 
not at full strength, some members of the Eleven reserving them-
selves for the Sports to-morrow. The game however was even, 
and towards the close exciting. It ended in a chase of two 
goals all. 

April aoth. Raster Monday. A thin covering of snow lay on 
the ground this m ing, but under the influence of a hot sun 
soon disappeared, an ornd it was possible to commence the Sports at 
halfpast ten. The races were run on a grace track prepared 
round the 1st Set Football Field, and the other events took place 
inside this muse. There was a numerous gathering of "Old 
Boys" and other visitors. and an enjoyable day win spent. It is 
difficult to say whether on the whole the results are good or bad, 
as the events were decided under new conditions and comparisons 
with previous years are quite mislceding. Speaking generally 
the lower Sets seem to have done very well and undoubtedly 
contain several promising thletes, but we think few of Me rat 
Set rmults will survive the next cem or tkvee years. The High 
lump, which in the 3. Set was remarkably good, in Me E. 
two sets was distinctly poor--especially for "Leap" Year, as was 
ironically observed,—and much better results were obtain. in 
practice. This event was taken last, and it may be that the 
winners who had been competing in other events were unable to 
do themselves justice. In the races the rat Set Hundred Yards 
wce well contested, and the same event in the sad Set produced 

splendid finish, Narey just losing to Richardson in Me last 
stride. Blackledge ran with escellem judgment in the and Set 

Mile, but in the rot Set I. Darby, who had of the race to 
ase% allowed himself to finish much too fresh.most  The results in 

detail are appended :—
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Amoleforlb College. April 20Th. 1908. Aroklk 

are Teed. 
Fralehrile. 

Medlar. 

Cricket dlr. 

All Races non 

on. 

GrASS.00149.. 

FIng set. 

Wt Drain, I. Rebertsen. 
.1 arby. A lap.. 

Second Set. 

yru 

High lee.r. Wrallk/ Lind, 

kb-40D le Dal Week ', i.e., 
frisker Den Gera Morph" 

Third Set. 

. Da 
Wct 

ft, tOo 

nI D. 5:
lords tit... 

A. Draw I. McDonald. led h. 

c.sRn Haft I. ar= Gov 
w'Vies shot., W. Goodall. 

Fourth Set 

ra Ir. • iD 

19 it 

if 
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Dinh hemp G. Welch. R. Game. y mire 

Filth Set. 

High Dm, Orenclaia 
Weight. 

In the evening the Old Boys played the school at Billiards and 
nwo decisively. The following are the results of the games 

played:—

April scan, Sewer Tuesday. Going borne day. 

* * * 

We heard somewhere that the University Inspectors who tome 

here last June deseribcd the precautions taken against lire as ample, 

Had this inspection been this year their praise won.ld perhaps 
have been more generous. The W21tr has now been Is
to the gallery im ly outside the dormitories, and tem 

lengthy Ste oath. latest and most approved type ha, 

close at hand. They can be securely fixed by the smallest boy at 

• 
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moment's notice and roach the remotest comer of the dormitory. 
addition "fire buckets" are mustered in an imposing array on 

the window-sills. To the inexperienced these latter may appear 
a very primitive method of fighting the flames, but we are assured 
that expert advice has been taken, and those mmt interested in 
preventing fire axe of opinion that there is no more effective 
prophylactic ageism large outbreaks than a number of such vesmls 
ready for immediate use. One's saner self trusts that it will be 
long before they axe wanted, but we confess to have yearned 
to wield one. Somehow buckets seem made fm throwing water, 
and when they become mere containants we fully appreciate 
the sentiments of the Ancient Mariner when he spoke of 

" The silly Woke. on the de. 
That had so long remained." 

As it R they my be a guard against fire, but they are a very idle 
though perhapsa very imposing guard. They remind us of the 
horse-guardsatWhitehall—alwaysmagnificent,always impressive, 
but capabW of better things than mere sitting, which is their uro 
happy lot. A little fire-drill would be very useful, besides 
affording an outlet for our animal spirits and the possibility of 
removing some of the red paint from the buckets. 

Will the authorities consider the possibility of forming a fire 
brigade among. the boys ? Experience has shown that boys' fire 
brigadeshave been very effective in cases of outbreak, and there is 
the further consideration that in the actual practice a deal of skill 
is acquired which, apart from.mtual fire, is most useful. 

- • 

During the past tarn our curiosity has ben aroused on 
s.eral occasions by the arrival of large packing .ses. lova, 
ably they( have proSed to contain " more toys for the Science 
R.ms." With a view to stimulating interest in practical work 
the small boys have been provided with a variety of scientific 
playthings. The use they make of them we need hardly say, is 
subject to some supervision, but they do play with them as they 
me intended. For the Fourth and Fifth forms mu. new 

Light. 
has been acquired in the department of Heat and 

Light. In making his selection the science master appears to 
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have had in vWw the fitness of the in  for use by the 

boys themselves. Om mecharii.1 contrivances t. have been 
considerably augmented by the a.ditio arrivalse? and 

the pieces. Perhaps it is due to these fresh  that the Science 
Rooms have become quite popular on wet afternoons. In fact 
.en on Tu.days and Thursdays they mem to afford amusement 

for invalids or damaged footballers. 

uses
of historical pictmes has been hung in the Study. 

There now no excuse lor ignorance of the occurrence of s.h 
landmarks as " The Signing of hlagna Charta" or . The Landing 

of William al Orange.? The subjeca are set forth in a bold 
Eashion which readily catches the ey, but ac.racy of is 

aimed at so much as the general impressiveness of the scen. 
depicted. 

The boys' corridor has been adorned Theyevera of "The 
Burlington Prints" in dark oak fr.ses.  are, as every one 
knows, very striking productions, and have quite changed the 
aspect of the corridor. Millais " Chill October" and the la, 
same by Corot, though perhaps the least suited to their positions, 

are our favourites. 
• • • 

The following additions have be. made: to the Upper 
Library—Funk and Warta. Standard Dictionary 

Starland. (Sir P.. D'ordeLs Nairn* (Mark Sykes 
and E. Sanders); The Scat Country (W. S. Crockett); De 
Quineny and HA Friend, (lamesHogg): Dre phisoes Trogedy 

(R. H. Benson); The liarbonna England (Ruskin); iltd,r, 

de Vire (Wilfrid Ward). 
To the Lower Library—With Stanley on Me Cove (M. 

Douglas): Ow (4 (he Dwe(nEfgMk (0 . A. Nerst1)( 0 name to 
Pen (Manville Fenn); .Mama(NL Pena); A .11.itin, 

Greeks (M. Co.); Blind Polk, (M. Fenn): Hilt, of 13, 
Franco-Prnssion War. 

To the Reading Room—Red*. Schad (C. M. Home): 

tLe (LL .seams—,5.1.) l Pictorial liecordof Rensarleable 
Etanug Gathered Gems (M. Monte., Castle Moir (Flora Shaw); 
Rambles nand London: Charlie Chin,. (Fr. Hearne, 

L 
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to Children and 11 (E. Nesbit); Treasure seekers (E. Nesbit); 
kray Children (B. Nesbit). 
beginning has been made to utilise or the purpose of their 

original design the spaces below the bookshelves of the Upper 
Library. Two cases of stuffed birds—I. one containing
variety of English woodpeckers, the other a number of sea 
birds—have been placed there. The res are to thelled in due 
course. Good specimens of the lester grebe and snipe have 
gone to the Lower Library, where she Natural History Society 
holds its meeting, 

The curator of the Museum desires to acknowledge the following 
gilm:—Alligator, about fi ve years Ad, six feet in length, kil led I,

the River Demerara, West Indies (presented by M. A Regan, 
collection of speam from three of Me native tribes of Me 

Gold Coast, Ntirthern Territories: the collection consists of two 
Fulani horsemen's epears ; two a...spears, three Hausa stabbing 
spears and one throwing spear c some cartridge cases from the 

piptwoinch field guns used in Bush fighting,and a number of native 
es (presented by Captain B. Johnstone); a paR of damns A 

hales' ears (presented R. O'Dwyer, Esq.) t and a shark's e. 
(presented by G. Parke r, Esq.). Fr. Abbot Aso has largely 
ineremed the collection of coins in the Museum. 

The football season that has just ended has been quite one of 
the most successful on record. The boys' Eleven have won all 
their matches and generally by a Inge margin, while the Masters' 
team wm only defeated once. The defence perhaps was not as 
strong as that of the last two years, but the improved forward play 
more than made up for this deficiency. Individually the Brwards 
played a vigorous dashing game and this without spoiling efl,-
tive combination boM with one another and Me .11-backs. But 
the greatest improvement has been in the more determined play in 
front of goal, and our favourable goal average is largely due 
to the amurate shooting of Speakman (left inside) and Ruch. 
(mitre). The following is an analysis of the results of the matches 
played:—
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In the Set games two slight innovatione have been made. 
Instead of playing altogether in white, in each Set one side wears 
coiours—red and black. The advantage of this to the players is 
obvious, while aesthetically the effect is pleasing. Referees have 
also presided over the gam. with the result that Mean/ custom of 
decision by acclamation or by the roost powerful personality hm 
disappeared. 

• 
The zest for c chases abated, and some good runs 

through n the Triangle" and Pry Rig or over Me moms have 
yielded good sport. Attired in running raiment we are not par-
tBular about the route we pursue. so that quite apart from Me 
actual chase Me difficulties of the course furnish good fun which 
is not confined to the fleet of foot. The constnt encountering of 
obatacles gives to paths, as lines of least teresietance. special 
attraction, but oftener Man not they have an untoward way of 

up y tee would fain 
forced encounter with some angry bucolic ensues. Farmers appear 
to have a rooted conviction that any beys in their immediate 
vicinity mu. necessmily have broken down Meir hedges or chased 
their ewes, anti proceed without further justification to adroinister 
with their tongues the severest lashing that their rustic vocabulary 
allows. Ponds too are apt to hide themselves in a luxuriam 
growth of weeds and rushes while more than once straggling 

one of the genuine canine species. But all this does not prevem 
spirited cheee and on several occasions the last half mile has 
resulted in "a death"' or in " a fox " bare/y escaping, It will be 
.e.n from Me Diary that other forms of cross-country running 
organised on General Baden-Powell's Scout System are being 
introduced. 

Though Boxing has been in existence in the School, hithmto it 
has been practised rather than taught. The for  or a 

nc 
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Boxing Club this term has done away with the desulto. efforts 
that have prevailed up to this, and under Me organization of the 
Rev. A. Igawson considerable progress has been made in gleam. 
self defence. The arrival of a formidable Pun. Bag and new 
sets of gloves served to stimulate enthusiasm, and Boxing has now 
become one of the most interesting parts. the athletic curriculum. 
We are not sure whether the club is to aestivate next term 
or not, but during the winter months it has been very activ. 

The lam of Nawanagar Sod-Laying and Tree Planting" was 
the hmaline the provincial papers selected to record the beginning 
made on the field that is being transformed into our New Cricket 
Ground. The evem is recorded in Menages of the Dias, Mesa, 
Backhome have the ontract in hand and at the time of the 
writing of Mis note have made fair progress towards adding one 
more to the school playing fields. The small grounds below the 
Old Cricket Ground have served a useful purpose in times of need, 
but IMe all s mama, they have had their y and cease 
to be, and we confidently hope that next year the sad, gth, and 
5th Sem will play on a more adequate ground than they have 
hitherto endured. We would remind our readers however that 
Aeneas and his guide 

devenere locos linos et a.m.. virecta. 

The imlics are ours: it was only after they had made their 
offering to the goddess Mat they reached the smiling fields. The 
pat looks to the Old Boys and other friends help him to 
find the ,$sgo due to the contractors. The following donations 
were received within the fortnight of the opening of the 
subscription list we hope t ublish a complete list in the nest
issue of the Journal. 

E 

s 
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Easmr Delon.y marked the dawn of a new era for athletic 
sports at Ampl forth as they were held this year for the first time 

has 
necessitated the abandonment of the old road track and with it 
the abandonment of nearly 

fi
eld,u old records.  

a
gaves track 

prepared round the football  a quarter of a mile in circum. 
fere.. made a fairly good course though in parts it was raMer 
rough. We understand that in future it is intended 40 have the 
track round the new cricket ground. From a spectacular point 
or view the sports this year were a great success, as all could see 
every yard of the races. If some of the results of the races seem 
poor, at any rate Mey ate ...Wen., er,ible." There were 
many expressions of regret that the old resulm had to disappear, 
and thom who have taken such a pride in the building up of 
Ampleforth records must now feel something like Sisyphus when 
he fond his stone at the bottom of the hill again. Next year no 
doubt new records will he set up in many of the events. 

We wonder if it was anything rnore than the exigencies 
rhythm and metre that led Browning to write c Oh Oa be in 
England now that Aps,Es there,” or whether, more probab/y, he 

T
merely following the poetic fallacy about an English Spring. 

heweather this year was cold mt. .rnfortless, a pmsistent 
wind driving showers of sleet and hail across the valley. 

Still there were intervals of summer weather, and Good Friday as 
usual was gloriously fine. Quite a number of Old Boys by rail, 
motor, and oach, ome to sp.d the last three days of Holy 

Smaday and Monday we had the Annual Present 1.. Past contests, 
though the weather and the Athletic Sports prevent, as foil a 
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programme from being carried out as was the case last year. The 
following represented the Past Captain B. Johnstone, and 
Messrs. J. G. Blackledge, G. H. Chamberlain, A. J. R. Hansom, 
F. L. Hay., E. P. Hardman, Charles, Austin and Gerald Hines, 
G. F. Lambert, J. C. Pike, J. and B. Rochf or& J. K. Smith and 
R. Calder Smith. 

We offer our sincere congatulations to the following Old 
Laurentians:—Ambrose Magoris. who. marriage to Miss Lucy 
Fletcher t.lt place at St. Patrick's, Soho Square, on January and, 
and who .iled with b, wife on February ay th to take up o. 
position in Colombo. 

Paul Biackledge on his recent marriage to Miss hlacKintak at 
San Francisco. 

Emerson on his success in the London Matriculation in 
January. 

J. Gage Flemming on taking his M.D. degree at Edinburgh 
University. 

The Rev. E. Jarvis on being appointed rector of St. Franc, 
r• Oldbury. 

J. A. Parte on his recent success in the Examinations of the 
institute of Chartered Accountants, recently held in London. 

Edward  Crean, who WRS InVited to form one of the Inter-
national Rugby Team of England and Wales, that has recently 
sailed to tour in New Zealand. 

« • 

P. 1. Ward is at present at Ushaw studying for the priesthood. 
F. Bertrand Pike has entered the novitiate at the Dominican 

Priory, Wood.ester. 
Reginald Barrett is about to sail for Australia to enter as a 

student at lio.wkeslarar Agricultural College, Richmond New 
Sou. Wales. Our best y wishes go with him. 

Captain B. Johnsto. is home on leave from ratassie. 
Bernard Radford (Exeter College) h. been elemed President of 

the Newel. Society, Oxford, for the coming term 
Capmin W. Long, of the Army Medical Corps, is home 

from India on sick , leave last Win. We wish him a speedy 
restoration to health. 

• 
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P. J. Nelson, who entered the novitiate at Belmont last autun, 
has been compelled to leave through a break down in health. He 
is at present Ina sanatorium in Aberdeenshire under mediml Car, 

and we trust will soon regain perfect health. 

Readers of the plan, will Rod in the aC1(14at 01 the proceed. 
ings of the Literary and Debating Society the report of o. debate 
on a somewhat abstract motion dealing with the question of 
Women Fran.ise. It occurred to two of the members of the 
Society to get into communication with the leading suffragettes 
in order more effectively to champion the advanced view of the 
gcestion. We publish the correspondence that took place. It is 
to be hoped thm Mr. Asquith will feel grateful to Miss rank-
horses 

an
for occupying time 

net can 
otherwise 

have had free to spend on his doorstep, and that in consideratiog
of this he will fo ive the general hostility of the Debatin 
Society to hin Governrg ment. Some of our readers may detect in 
the rather 

Chris eupel" 
huistic style of the letters written to the lovely 

lady tab a. note of unreality 
not free 

and the 
editors of these notes confess they are not free from suspicion on 
this point. 

On Feb. to. the following communiOn was received 
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tC Surd, W.C.. 

burg Du.. Au.. 

Enclosed were numerous documents and persuasive pamphlets 
issued by the Union. 

r9ga. 

el he Liberal 
ture anew* gurgle 
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Another letter announcing the result of the Ifiebam has so far 
cloud the correspondence. 

Any account of the School debatu would be incomplete without 
a nandthe  Lower School Society. The secretary isnot disposed 
to ver tin no, and so readers must be satisfied with what 
are have been able to gather from other uurces. Experience has 
ought u that debate often begins early in the day. This 
prel nary stage usually taku the form of an appeal by an 
excited knot of small boys to a master or some " big boy" for an 
immedime and caregorical ansurer on some momentou Porni, 
social, or historiul question. The value of the reply depends 
upon the promptness and directness with which it is delivered, 
and, provided this is attended to, one always has the satisfaction 
of hearing oneself hailed as an authority by a section of the 
disputants. Achonts of r I told you so " or r He ought to know" 
follows the delivery of the urdict. Nothing daunted the 
unquished have recourse to the next unwmy pasurd, who only 
too often undermines one, authority by a 

are
unconsidered 

and hasty reply. The debates themselves  keen, though there 
is a tendency to hum other barn than theme first started, 
speakers are never wanted, as wu lured might be the case when 
the Society was first founded. Arg‘mients baud upon authority 
naturally play a greater part than in the more advanced 
dialectics of thesenior Society. and while speakers are predispued 
to make their points in a number of short and sharp aorta, rather 
than to bide their time and direct a simultaneous and sustained 
attack upon the weak points of their opponent, position. The 
uproar that in  occurs at the end of the debate upon the 
showing of hands is the best indication of the enjoyment these 

encounterswho 
affod. By diligent inquiry we have discovered for 

ourselves " the lions " of the Society are, but it would be 
inv 

Ode word more. It is rumoured that the Headmaster came 
upon the greparatou in the midst of a heatul discnuion upon the 
merits of the captain,. the shoo/. Ultimately they depued him 
and elected one of their number to take his place 
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Crnr Zd.d. 

Vo omen, nea that 

hcffr mnth IED.ff to re able to 

Enclosed were numerous documents and persuasive pamphlem 
issued by the Union. 
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Another letter announcing the remit a the Debate has so fax 
closed the comespondeme. 

Any encounter Me School debates would be incomplete without 
a word on the Lower School Society. The secretary isnot disposed 
to hand over his notes, and so readers mu. be satisfied with what 
we have been able to gather from other sources. E nce has 

xperietaught us that de bam often begins euly in the day. This 
preliminary stage usually takes the form of an appea/ by an 
excited knot of small boys to a master or some " big boy " for an 
immediate and categorical answer on some momentous, political, 
social, or historical question. The value of the reply depends 
upon the promptness and directness with which it is delivered, 
and, provided this is attended to, one always has the satisfaction 
of hearing oneself hailed as an authority by a section of the 
disputants. A ehoms of "I told you so " or " fleought to know.
follows the d/ ivery of te verdict. Nothing daunted the 
vanquished have recourse to  the next unwary passer-by whoa, 
too often undermines one's authority by an equally unconsidered 
and hut, reply. The debates themselves are keen, though there 
is a tendency to hunt other hares than the one first started, 
speakers are never wanted, as ums feared might be the case when 
the Society was first founded. Abased upon authority 
naturally play a greater part than in the more advanced 
dialectics of the senior Society. and while speakers are pedisposed 
to make their points in a number of short and sharp ea°, rather 
than to bide their time and direct a simultaneous and sustained 
attack upon the weak points of their opponent's positio, The 
uproar that invariably occurs at the end of the debate upon the 
showing of hand, the hest indication of Me enjoyment these 
encounters afford. By diligent inquiry we have discovered for 
ourselves who " the lion, of the Society are, but it would be 

One word more. It is rumored that the Headmaster came 
upon the Preparatory in the midst of a heated disco.ion upon the 
merits of the capan, the school. Ultimately they deposed him 
and elected one of their number to take his plapS 
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natural Ijistory nolo. 

To all lovas of wild birds April usually one of the mos, 

interesting months of the yea. A{ it opens the winter birds 

begin to prepare for demure. The fieldlar.a.ssernble in great 

numbres and be heard chattering incesmntly ready to depart 

swish the first approach of spring We hooded crows disappear 

from their winter quarters: brarehlings gather around the farm-

steads and move towards dm caret in enormous rip.% to wait 

for a favourable wind to carry them eastward to their breeding 

haunts. And with the first warns days of April we associate the 

welcome sound of the chill.haff, the earliest of our Summer 

migrants. This year April has been a month of surprises and 

disappointed hpes. The winter birds have refused to leave,—

a flock of field.= and redwings was seen in the last week of 

April—and the summer hirds have refused to come. A few chit:l-

ea., it is true, arrived about the 6th,. redstart and a sedge. 

warbler were seen a few days later, and a solitary wheatear 

the moors near  Pry Rigg on the aard, but not a single swallow 

nor a. house-martin nor a cuckoo, nor even a willow-wren which 

almost invariably makes its first appearance when We willow 

coming into flower, and rejoicre the heart of We naturalist with 

its sweet. and softest of songs as it flits about nicking an 

occasional insect from the branches wrereon We leaves have not 

Va °Pena 
Meanwhile, many of our resident birds are making brave 

aura to make believe that summer is near. Young threshes 

and blackbirds have opened their wondering eyes upon a. world 

of sleet and snow, and in the trunk of an old oak.tree beyond the 

Lion Wood there sits a tawny owl trying to keep out the cold 

Boma newly-hatched owlet, snowy white in its first exquisite 

gy of soft downy eathers, with its large eyes still unopened. 

In them arsh-ands further down We valley, peewits and mine 

am busy, and several broods have already been hatched. Of 

emu rnany of the snipe which may be seen here almost any day 
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during We winter are merely birds of passage .A re moved 
n. WM, they seem to be more numerous this ywr.ha The first 

nest wu found early in 
subtle
  nce then six more 

discovered, and there do ss many others stillhidden 
among the brown rushes and sedges of last year veith which the 
eggs harmonise . closel . For the young snipe axe genes., 
hatched before the new ra. springs. The snipe is much more 
wreful than the peeveit . place its nest out or reach of the floods, 
and, even in a very wet re seldom finds a nest that has 
been waterlogged It a aloe itter too, remaining re its nest 
until the intruder almost treads upon  trusting for im own 
safety to its remarkable powers 0 flight Once distorted, with 

sharp ory it springs out of the rushes and leay. fifty yards 
behind it beGre one has 

out
to realise what has happened or 

catch more than the most fleeting glimpm of the beautiful swipes 
which adorn its back. For a few moments it is lost to view ; then 
it reappears high up in air making that strange v drumming," so 
mysterious ret so familiar all who have visited its breeding 
haunto in pring, 

The rooks are making another attempt to found a new colony 
in the elsos at either end of the hounds." Oa the 6th of April 
the first pair took poso.sion of an old nest which they began ax 
once to put imo a state of repair. Three or four days of assiduous 
toil sufficed for the er

un 
ection of the usual auretantial tructure, 

From daybreak until s set they laboured unremittiagly, save for 
the inure* during which they were looted to Mood their work 
from the attacks a...a 5omnioles half a loam of these 
miscreants were to be seen perched on the surrounding tree-tops, 
when the new settlers would stand re guard by the side of the 
unfinished new Their day's work done, they could he sun in 
the twilight perched among the swaying boughs above the nest, 
cawing the caw of the just, that most delightful a. soothing of 
all discordant sounds. A few days later 

of 
pair of rooka 

established themselvw at the opposite end of the " hounds," and 
now they have all settled do  eir domestic duties, appar 
ently satisfied with their newabode. It would be interesting to 
knovv what has induced them to make this new departure. It 
ma, be, that, young and foolish, with little experience and a low 
nanJmJ of comfort, they have made this rash attempt to improve 
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ad 
.e position of their forefathers of the Oswalair's rookery 

and have sought more select mAters. It seems more ad, .at 
they have made a Arum of necessity, and finding their old home 

..crowded and themselves "on the strcets" at the eleve.h hour, 
have forgotten their usual sagacity in their hurried search for a 
new abode. A perhaps their ears. long attuned to the music of 
their own clamorous voices, could not abide the sounds which have 

lately disturbed the peace of the rook, at Oswaldkirk. For 
hanges are taking place Hall, hard by; for many 

weeks past masons and caAenters haw been hard at work and 
the old house is being transformed into a modern dwelling with 

ht ey
stabling accommodation for motors. At any race, 

they have come and have received a hearty welcome. 

* 

Literary and Debating Society. 

Tax Thirtsemh Meeting of the Session w. held on Sunday, 
February end, IAA. Fr. Edmund took the Chair. A Private 
Rutin., hlr. Hope was elected Secretary, and Messrs. Leonard, 
Speakman, a. W. Clapham were elected to serve on the Com-
mittee. The rules were then read. In Pub. Business,Mr. Hope 
read apaper on. 

was
Al ter 

the 
that the literary activity 

of Addison's age was calmed], the political conditions of the time, 
he gave a short account of Addison and SteelLand their commotion 
with the Specestor, and concluded by reading extracts to illustrate 
his remarks upon Addison% style. 

, .e Fourteenth Meeting, held on Sunda, Fehr., 9., 
Mr.hlurphy moved "That Vivisection shook,. be prohibited by 
Law." He said that the abolition of Vivisection would p an 
end to all practical 

be
in the interests of Medicine.] 

effect al this would be that Vivisectionists wouM carry on their 
work in France and Germay, and, in consequence, that England 
would lose the high positioa which she held moment in Medical 
Science. The deAlopment of that science, in recent years, had 
been due almost entirely to Vivisection, Of forty.ceven witnesses, 
examined cencecely, by mernben of a Royal Commission, only two 
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considered Vivation menace., By the provisions of the 
Vivisection Act the experimenter must be licensed and was liable 

inspection. Finally the new process of elceAic sleep did away 
with th.e sufferings of hexnimal. On the moral aspect of the 

uestion,Mr. Murphy said that the lower animalshad been created 
for the we of man, and remind. the Society that such pastimes 
as hunting Ad fishing were as cruel as Vivisection without having 
the reacece which justified the latter. 

Mr. Cawkell, in opposing, protested against the cruelty of 

TorP.s under AY Pretext was unjustifiabIL Ear 
Vivisecti., post-mortem exarni.tion could A sulcetitcited with 
equally good results. Many 

h
e en-Memo( the medal 

profession considered that nothing had been learnt by Vivisection 
which could not have been discovered more mtickly without it. 
Vivisection had impeded the progress of science. The Vivisection 
Act bad done nothing to prevent unnecessary cruelty and Mace 
evaded without difficulty. Mr. Canivell, after giving a gruesome 
account of variAs experiments.noncletled with A eloquent appeal 
to the Society to record their vote against this unjustifiable 
practice. 

Mr. Chamberlain supported the motion. He considered that 
its benefits to mAkind Atified the practice of Vivicection. After 
a proActed debate, the motion was put the vote and eartied 
by two votes. 

Filecenth Meeting.Sund, FON., efith. he Public Business 
Mr. A. Coss moved s That the time is icepportune for the National. 
icetion of Itailwaye." He asked the Society to take a practical 
vievo of the question. As regards the complaint that owing to 
the injustice of Ar present railway Ascent the English farmer 
w. unable to find a market foe his pada, it mcet be eme-
bered that the towering of races would stop the flow of foreign 
pa ce jo France, railways•were under State control, Lad were 
badfy ,Anaged. The railways in Germany were a mitt, Ad 
pofttica j maceio,, and did not exist for the benefit of the pceple. 

Italy and other countries evil results had followed the national-
isation of railways. Instead of State Control 'of Railways, Mr. 
Coss proposed a general reform of our milevay system. 

Light...el, in opposing, maintained that Ger.., ..ea 
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her commercial superiority chiefly to the fact Mat her railways 
were owned by the State. A high standard of efficiency was main-
ained, preference was given to home p the railway ser

yams were well paid. None of Moe advant roduce, ages were enjoyed 
under our present system. He discussed the other possible remedies 
for existing evils and rejected them. 

NT. Chamberlain supported the motion. State Control of 
Railways would put an end to competition on which Me efficiency 
of our railws depended. Efficiency, regularity, am, high 
standard of comfort justified the high races of which the opposer

comlained. 
Mr.p Hope mo.i.a the by the small farmer 

under the present system. 
Mr. Murphy drew attention to Me satisfactory condition 

railways.. the United States as an ..pie of the good results of 

Mr. 
and 

enlarged .ther upon Me need of eonspetition 
for efficiency and dwelt upon the impracticability of the scheme 
for naturalisation. Several other members having spoken, the 
motion was put to the a.m. carried by rt votes to y. 

At the Sixteenth Meeting of the Session, boa on Sunday, 
February aud, Mr. W. Clapham read an interesting paper on 
• he Country and People of Afghanistan.. 

The Seventeenth Meeting was held on S.day, March mt. 
My Chamberlain moved, in Public Bus ess, That the present 
System of Party Government is unsatisfactory." He uid that in 
condernoMg Party Government he was only sting that those 
who represented the views ol their supporters should vote in 

Ns with them views instead of being the slaves of their 
Party. Under our present system, it wag the sole business of the 

Under 
to reject all measures molar., 4 G4 . -^'44

such conditions there was linu hope of real progress, and 
politics were hardly taken seriously. 

Mr. Martin, for the 4,44, Mat a party was body 
of m ited for the promotion, by their united endeavours, 

of then 
un

e national interest upon some particular princip le on 
which they were all agreed. A.olute unanimity was impossible 
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and unnecessary. Experience had shown that the political advan-
tages of Party Governrnem were great, nor had any other system 
been devised which was so efficacious in ucuring the fidelity 
of Me country's representatives. 

Mr. Williams opposed the motion. Mr. Chamberlain had 
exaggerated the weakness of the Party System. Li.ralism and 
Conservatism represenmd areal di.rence of principle,even if there 
were, at times, cases of serious disagreement between members of 
either party. Pmdes were established on the basis A broad 
principles rather than the purpose of advouting a particular 
policy. An efficient opposition increased the efficiency of the 
Government. 

trly Leonard urged the necessity of Paties, and denied that 
violatio 

several
ividual convimions was necessary under•the system. 

After  other members had spoken the motion asput to 
the vote and last bye votes to 6. 

Eighteenth Meeting, S.day, March Sth. Mr. James read a 

The Nineteenth Meeting was held on Sunday, Match 15th, to 
discuss the question of v Women.s.anchise." Mr. C. Rochford 

ls be model to 
enable them to take their natural and proper pGce in the State." 

mover showed by stmistics bow widespread ,vas the 
movement in favour of extendin Me franchise to women. The 
fact that many women were opposed to this movement was 
no reason for withholding the vom from them. Many benefits had 
accrued to the workman since he had received the right to vote. 
The same would happen in the case of woolen. The Lauer were 
the principal victims of ssweminm" which abwe w.la be 
removed by the extension of the franchise. By this means all 
legislation would be carried out more efficiently, but especially 
that which related to wages the education of clildren, and the 
housing of the poor. Women were a la, clam with important 
interests they owned property and paid taxes. Finally, the 

of the suffragettes should not Fe allowed to. 
uejudice members against Me, cause. 

My H. Rochford opposed. Woman was by nature ...the 
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position in which the hon. mover wished to place her. Weak, 

fickle, "governed by the heart rather than by the head," her 

qvaliti. were in short purely domesti The entrance of women 

into the political arena would break up il and ut an end 

to the uselolness of the House of Commonthe 
s.fam y p 

Mr. Williams in the course of an eloquent appeal to the House 

to support the cause of justice by voting for the motion, read a 
letter he had received from Miss Pankhurst. 

Mr. Murphy made some severe reflections upon the aims and 

methods of the supporters of the movement. 

Mr. Chamberlain, while deprecating the unruly methods of the 

suffrgette, considered women better qualified to vote than the 

majority a uneducated class who now enjoyed this privilege. 
After a prolonged somewhat heated tateaeiaa the mottos

was pm to the House and lost by one vote. 

Twentieth Meeting, Sunday, March 22nd. Mr. Williams read an 
interesting paper on Lewis Can... 

Twenty-first Meeting, Sunday. March snip. In Public Business 

Mr. Speakman moved ' ,That the granting of Old Age Pensions is 
just and 

by that
The neoeWty of this measure 

could be judged by the lam that in a single day of the year 1892 

one out of eve, Eve persons of s5ty-five years of age and over 
had applied for relief, and that during the course of the same 
year one out of every three such persons .d applied. The or. 
dinary workman could make no provision fm his old age ,order 
present conditions. Therefor as the duty of the State to 
provide for him. A lar schemehad .en already adopted in 

State 
other countries with advamage both to the aged and to 

the State which provided for them. 
Mr. Hope agreed that the aged poor needed help, but objected 

to Old Age Pensions paid by the State because they were an-
tagonistic to the interests of the workman, were Socialistic in 
principle, and were unnecessary. They would increase pauperism, 
lower the rate of wages, and destroy thrift. 

Mr. Martin supported the motion. He considered it an in-
justice to the aged and deserving poor that they should be forted 
to associate with the large odays of idlers who occupy our wOrk-
hoses. 
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Mr, Perry opposed the motion. Our present system of poor 
relief was bad, but the scheme suggmted by Mr. Speakman war. 
aggravate the evil. The workhouse must be reformed and out-
door relief discominued. 

The m0ion was also opposed by Mr. Chamberlain, who warned 
the House that the effect of the grant of Old Age Pensions would 
produce results more disastrous that those which followed upon 
the distribution of corn to the Roman mob. The Poor Law
System was bad became it made no distinction between the 
deservin or and the idle. 

Messrs.
g 

po Murphy. A. Clapham, Batton. Williams, F. Go., 
Liglatbound and W. Clapham also spoke The motion was 
lost by 6 votes to 12. 

At the Twentysecond Meeting, held on Sunda April sth, 
Mr. Leonard read paper on " The Fall of the Roman Empire 
in the West." 

T. Twenty-third Meeting was held an Sunday, April 12th. 
The motion for the debam was, " That an Eight Home Working 
Day should be made obligatory by law." Moved by Mr. Barton, 
and opposed by Mr. Darby. The motion was lost lays votes to 

L. Have, 
Hon. Sec. 

e f t 

Junior Debating Society. 
Tile first meeting of term and the trqtla meeting of the 

Society was he 
c 
ld 
ted 

on Feb. and, rooS. In Private Business Mr. V. G. 
Narey was ele Secretary and Meas.. G. Lindsay, G. Gaynor 
and G. MacCormask to serve on the committee. In Public Business 
Mr. Murphy rnoved that " Wood has been more useful than 
TrOrl (0 man." The hon. naover held that the motion was not so 
trivial as it appeared, and he would ask the House 

mare
 it 

seriomly wood was more useful because there was of it 
all tbe great Australian and many*. the American citin were 
built entirely of wood. Iron is not even necessary for railways, as 
it bad been found out that compressed paper would make rails. 
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Wood mcites be used largely M the constnaction of ships; and it also 

was necessary for patmr. 
Mr.Xelly in opposing asked the Society to think of what the 

world would be without iron? In the first place it would ha.ve 

no machine, and hence scarcely any manufactured goods, and 
certainly no cheap ones; cutlery would be in the chop-stick stage 

and wooden guns failing to discharge wooden missiles would take 

moBern artillery the power of steam or electricity 
would be of no use t he did not grudge the hon. mover a ride in 
a wooden train attached to wooden engine and running on 

rails made of compressed patter. If wood or iron were to dimppear 
from the world and we had a choice, surely we Mould decide m 
retain iron. 

. Marshall said compressed paper might be a very good ta, 

stitme for iron, but unfortunately it could not be compressed but 

far iron anything said in its favour was a point for iron. 
Blackledge turned the previous speaker's argument by 

observing that as 
iGrls

ately canse from wood he did not 
see how they could  attribute its user to iron. 

Mr. Power asked hon. members to agree that the wood-Mock 
floor e which Met feet rested was more comfortable than a floor 
mad of iron. 

Mr. Reynolds thought it impossible to separate the ores of wood 

from Mose of iron; even for machinery wood was necessary, as 
coal was ultimately wood. 

Darby said that 051.5 of Americans being fond of 
wooden things vms no reamn why hon. members should be. He 
brought down the House by observing that but for iron, Gam 
bands would be extinct. 

The discussion was contieued by Messrs. Miller, Heym, Peguerro 
and D. McDonald. The motion was carried by el to 

The raoth meeting e on felt. Fr. Dunstan was a 
visitor. Mr. Burge triedm  " That Ga u mare ustlul than Elec-
tricity." As coal was abundant, gm was easily obtained and henne 
very cheap ; whereas electricity was a much mote expensive 
method lighfing it was also less meta, lot colours ...a 
be well distinguished by electric light the s ply of gas could 
be better regulated Man electricity: and gat pparatm did nor 
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require the attention that was necessary to keep electric plant in 

Mr. Long opposed. Gas waster more dangerous than electricity 
and also more trouble by m pressings button or turning a 

erelyhandle one switched on electric lights compare this with the 
roundabout proceedings that had to be gorte through before a 
single  lit. Gas also generwea disease, but electricity kills 
it if electricity was more dangerous Man gas, that was the fault 
of the electrician who did not understand his work. 

The motion was lost. 

The mat meeting cold held on Feb. tbel, The motion before 
the House was " That women householders should have votes for 

be
champiamem." N.. N. Chamberlain said he was proud 

to be the ion of chivalry in that Society, and he asked the 
Home to show by their vote to-night that CiliVirry Wal not dead. 
At the same time he drew attemion to the scope of his motion 
I was not suggested that there should be universal female Maga, 
but that the disabilities attaching to women householders in the 
matter of the parliamentary franchise should be removed : it was 
beside the point to argue that women were incapable of forming 
intelligent opinions on elitical matters, because the basis of the 
parliamentary franchise was not the intelligence of the voter but 
his income: '• everybody who has • stake in the country shall 
have a vote t•'—it was inconsistem with Mis principle to exclude 
women householders: he was prepared to argue that women 
would on Me whole be as intelligent a body of voters as men, bur 
he submitted that was not the question Glare the Hous : if 
imellectual Mortcomings were staciem reason for being deprived 
of a vore, apply that rest to male voters also t if they were no, 
then it was no argument to say that women were politically 
unintelligent Women paid taxes, therefore they should be allowed 
a voice in the representations of their country. They have griev-
ances: they should be allowed to ask that these he remored. In 
elections a constituent witbom a vote was a nonemit, not even 
entitled to get answr from the candidate. He asked the 
House to free itself hom e yrejudice , and he would be content if 
hon. members followed their reason. 

N. Goodall asked the House not to be carried away by the 
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stream of burning words" that had fallen from the hon. mover, 
lips. They bad experience of Mr. Chamberlain, proficiency in 
making the worse eem the better 

it 
and the only real 

argoment he had putsforward was that t was inconsi.ent not to 
allow women yam. Well, sometimes we had to. inconsistent
it inconsistent in Mr. Chamberlain, sense for a doctor tenon 
out an aching tooth and not pull off an aching ear or tear out an 
aching heart. He preferred to look at the motion in the light of 

ately conmin, if h did not consist of, women: this vrould be 
roineso Neliament. the woman and the home; children would 
grow vp without knowing their parent r the women of England 
would be changed into suiragettes with strident voice and dis• 
bevelled tresses, and Westminster would become the laughing-

Mr. Marshall in opposing the motion exposed the fallacy in 
Mr. Chamberlain, argument: intellectual capacity was one of 
the condition. for voting as well as income : this was clear in 

getting on the PariGmentary register. 
NI, McDonald pointed out that Me hon. opposer, consequences 

they could MYR monopolize the House of Commons. 
Mr. Gaynor sympathized wieh the suffragette: not indeed with 

her appearanoe nor with her methods, hut with her aims. 

Mt. Long thought that women should not have votes they 

me. Lind, mid women were not fairly treated: Me possession 
of Me Parliamentary franchise seemed the only way or redressing 

this means. and he br
io
women could do so only by this 

women h.a in the Civil Service women
clerk* dial preci.ly the same wart as men for a third of the pay: 
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sweating was chiefly rife among women ; factory girls were 

horribly underpaid . Women were as fit to vote as mcst men. 

Mr. Peguero held that to give women votes would be contrary 
. the teaching of St. rant ; he hoped methods would be found 
of redressing their grievances, but he would nener be
suffragette. 

politicians I.men to  that all women were weak in intellect 
.a in prxtical whamma ent was erelzmzez.z.r 
English roved pos Elimbeth may have been 
bad but dm was not mad : did then there was Queen Vir seri. 

arey said Mat none of those who opposed the motion had 
s tdtreae Me question fairly: all was suPPosition and Melediee 

with them in the only sphere in which we hail practical eager, 

the Society of the words Shakespeare used in Henry V. 

Haply yvoman's voice may do snow geod 
When articles too nicely urged be stood on." 

zz Miller mid that as the last quotation was put by Shake-
,eare into the mouth of a woman, it proved nothing. Women 
did not wam votes; he deplored the tendency among members 
a the Society to identify the women of Great Britain with the 
noisy bnd of suffragettes. 

Messrs. Darby, Reynolds, Barnett, Walton, Rocklin, Kelly. and 
Weigh. oho spoke. The motion was lost z3— s. 

The zaand meeting was held on Feb. egrd. Mr. Huddiestone 
moved "That Wellington was a better genera/ Man NaPeleon." 
Thehen. mover said rhat Napoleon's ambition m a 

and
and 

autocrat threw a 
the 

over his deeds as o. general and magni 
fied their importance: the better general is the one who is most 
successful, Wellington was invariably successful, and Me only 
time he met Napoleon he routed him. 

Mr. Morice opposed r in estimating o. genesags victories one 
mu. take into account his enemies: Wellington had never 
fight against the English as Napoleon did; the lam? was a born 
general while Wellington had only made himself one ; bad fortune 
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amounted . Na.poleon's failures, and Waterloo was partly won 

by Blucher and the Prussians ; and wen then Napoleon was too 

ill do his best. 
The discuss., was opened by Mr. 7. Murphy and continued by 

Chamberlain,Heyes, Young, Marshall and Lindsay. 

The motion was carried s6—ro. 

The :ad. meeting of the Society was held on March 1st. In 

Pub. Bo inem Mr. Peg.. moved that " Prdessionalimn has 
benefited Sport." He related the growth and history of Profession-

alism. Sport means pla.ying games, and it was absurd to say 

Nat playing games well rained them; no one denied that pro-
fessionals improved the playing of games, and amateurs we. to 
them for lessons. 

Mr. Martin q.rrelled will, the hon. move. definition of sport( 

sport was " taking part in held net.. for pleasure pro-
fessionals play. or raNer worked fo profit' they had brought 
with 

,led 
ommercial spirit into games. This was delorable, 

and he c on all sportsmen in the Society to vote age.. the 
motion. 

Mr. Miller 

pay 

that it was sport to play games, it was 
also sport to play them well ; because professionals could not 
afford to enjoy their games wiNout receiving paymem, it did not 
prove they did not enjoy the games 1.ause they received pay-
ment; Ne doc., who attended the poor man for nothing, was 
surely not more of a domor than the doctor who received a fm 
for his skill. 

Mr. Blackledge thought that professionalism had ruined Sport, 
because Sport was partly a somal function but Professionalism 
was not ; it was not a question of playing a game well or badly 

r Yet a untie. A none, Ne was that ofessionals 
ruined' the spirit of Sport. Mows. Chamberlain,pr Marshall, 

Beech,Reynolds,MacGormack, Heyn, and Richardson also spoke. 
Fr.Benedict and Br. Leo, who were visitors, spoke respntively for 
and against the motion, which was lost ay—ay. 

On unday, Plarch 8th, the raeth meetin of the Society was 
held. In Private Business Mr. Marshal/ caged ed the Secretary to 
account for allowing the Boxing Club to post their notion on 
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the Board reserved for notices of the Debating Society. He 
had ,en horrified to sm wrthe itten on a board with the title "Junior 
Debaring Society" notim to the effect Nat two memers. of 
the Society would box each other at a stated time. Many visitors 
were shown into the room md they would think such a meeting 
was part A the proceedings A the Debating Society. Mr. Narey 
defended his toleranm A the custom. and said that the actions of 
the Society were not to be guided by the misconceptions of casual 
vniton. However, he wm in the hands of the Society, and if they 
wished he would ask the Boxing Club to find another Board. 
On a vote being taken the members of the Society, most of whom 
are also members of the Boxing Club, supported the Secretay. 
Mr. Marshall appmled to the chair that it was ultra viral for the 
Society . 

deserved
 Board to be used for mch alien purposes. The 

Chairman r  We decision. In 
bead

ess Mr. Martin in 
the unavoidable absence of Mr. Remy  the 

la
paper on 

Aerial Navigation," in which the writer dwelt on the great bene-
fits that would result to mankind from this form of locomotion. 

McDonald in opening the discussion mid that anal 
navigation wn impossible and impracticable ; flying machines 
would be a nuisance imagine the things that could fall from 
them beaides the human occapa.s( the a(roplane would be twice 
mend—by those above .d by Nose beneaN ; there would be no 
privacy and no safety, and the harriers men had successfully 
raised against one another, for so many years, would be of no me. 

Mr. Lindsay was amazed at the previous speake. violent 
attitude ; every new invention had been thought 

manageable one time ( recem trials showed that airships were 
and dirigible. 

Mr. Ruddin said that much ballooning made one mad he had 
been in a balloon but (he hastened to add) not often ; airships 
were helpless in a gale ,n thought the writer of the paper much 
too optimistic. 

Messrs. Weighill, Goodall, Marshall,Reynolds, 1. Murphy, Long 
and Chant.rlain also spoke. 

The ragh meeting of the Society was held an March IA. Pr. 
Dunstan and r. Sebastian were visitors. In Public Business 
Mr. Boom. moved That this House welcomesthe Labour Ratty 
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in the House of Commons": the masses are more numerous than 
the classes and therefore it wss only juhst that they should have 
special members to mpresent them, wo understood their objects 
and their aims: the lot of the working man was an important 
consideration for Parliament, and he thought the presence of able 
working men would help legislators to come to some decisions 
on questions concerning the Pea,

Mr. Weighill opposed the Labour Party were undesiraialos and 
their presence baneful if the Labour members increase in number 
we shall soon have mob rule ; the Labour party makes ulna 
and sober legislation difficult because its members are never 
calm and seldomwell, he would not finish the sentence: an 
often as he thought of the Labour members he heard, to quo. 
one of thdr leaders. "the rumble of the tumbril of socialism " I 
they are swayed by the 

as
breath; they are thesents-rellottes 

of English politics he was ashamed of their presence in the 
Mother of Parliaments. 

Mr. Narey thought that the reason why the English Parlia-
ment is the finest in the world was because they were so fee,
Labour members in it the members of that pvty were paid; 
they were not free to vote according . conreienre, but acted 
acceding to the dictates of Trades .on officials they were 

Mr. Ruddin did not see a great evil in the presence of the 
Labour Party ; they had to be paid because they were poor he 
deprecated the violence of the xon. opposer and said the picture 
Ile drew of the Labour member was untrue and unfair and the 
prat of some one's imagination. 

Mu Marshall thought it a pity that Labour members should 
toren a party of their own it introduced the group system into the 
Howe of Commons, and that was a fatal sop; the working class 
vote is so important to Liberal and Conservative that a party of 

Mr. Peguero regretted the advent of the Labour Party ; the 
working man is already adequately represented. 

Mu Lindsay suggested that the Labour Party was a body of 
fairly moderate social re.rtners and if we looked at the co
dition of the poor, then surely social reform w needed; the 
aristocratic Tories and Whig noblemen cannot know of the 
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needs 0 the masses be welcomed the Labour Party as a body 
.r experts. 

Mr. McDonald held that England was better off when the 

cared ; only the educated can govern. 
Mr. Dunbar said that many 0 the Labour members were well 

motion because he thougt they were too few to do an harm 
and their views deserved h recognition. 

y ,

r. Young agrred that if the Labour members were uneducated
they had no right to be in Parliameet at any rate their Society 
could not rejoice that they vrere there; and if they were educated 

Labour members, for only the uneducated could properly 
represent the uneducated. 

of the dictum that the driver of fat es. should himself be stout ; 
it was not a question of education; if the Labour members upheld 
Labour principles they represented Labour men. The question 
was whether those principles should have special representation 

party th in the Liberals; at any rate there were advanced views 
in the la.nd, and surely it was better for us to have those views 

motion was carried re—ig. 

The treth meeting was held on March core. Mr. Harnett 

Athenians." 
and

 that the Latin language was more useful 
Man the Greek,  had played a ra mor part in educational 
systems t the Athenians kept their Art to themselves but the 
Romans dilitged it over the world: hAthenian was treacherous 
and fickle: the Roman manly and straightlomard t the Romans 
had 

was 
scientific war, and lad built up a system of law 

which was Me basis A English jurisprudence. 
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Mr. A. Newton in opposing said that he would confine himself 

to a recital of the good qualities!of the Athenians, the bad ones of 
the Romans being too numerous to mention. The Athenians, he 
asserted, were original in everything ; th were far in advance 
of any other people of their time; in the Arts—in architecture and 
painting, in literature, poetry and the drama, and in philosophy 

influence was still discernible, and very great: thehistory of 
the filth century 1.c. showed the practical genius of the Athenians. 

The discussion was continued by several members and the 
motion lost by m-27. 

The myth meeting of the House and the lut of the Session 
was held on Sunday, April 5th. Fr. Benedict and Fr. Dunstan 
were visitors. 

The motion before the House was "That Vivisection is 
indispensable to Science." ass Fee, urged that if.
were denied to young surgeons they would have nothing suitable 
on which to practise before they operated on human beings j 
vivisection has been the means of discovering several discuss, 
whereasqlinical obsemation has bun of comparatively little use: 
it has also led to the production of "electric sleep,” a new anat. 
thetie: Harvey himself affirmed that the discovery of the circu 
lation of the blood was due to vivisection. 

Mr. Wright in opposing uid that vivisection was very cruel, 
and proceeded to gOe some grump. details of the tortures 
of cats, rabbits and fross. The animal operated on was not 
always under an amesthetic, and even when it was it suffered 

tion was not of such grut :sse eurg, them were man, 
authorities who held that vivisection had done little for science. 

Mr. MUss in supporting the motion argued that it aid not 
matter, if it could not be helped, if did suffer pain in 
order that human beings he saved from pain.animals

Mr. Huddlestone pitied die Science for whose progress brutal 
vivisection was indispensable. 

Mr. Young conside. 
had

cruel, and so great an 
authority as Sir F. nevus hal said it WAI practically uselms: it 
was .gavee syste formationning doves by torture: the victims 
of. false i
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filfi Power said vivisection could be dispensed with. Butchery 
of animals made surgeons cruel and rogh. 

Mr. Marshall contrasted the happy state in which animals lived 
formerly with that in which they died now ; surgeons could obtain 
the necessary practice by operating on dead bodies. 

Mr. Roddin said it was true that diseases had been discovered 
by vivisection but not cures. 

Mr. MmCormack considered vivisection justified  by its results: 
a few animals were painless/y killed and hundreds of the human 
race saved. 

Ma Robertson thought Science had discovered sufficient 
substitutes—the X rays for instance—for vivisection, he con-
demned is as unnecessary. 

The motion was lost by r4—a3. 

• t 

Obituarq. 

Tata Homoussmae Ntan. Omuta, R. .P. 
To a large circle of Laurentian: the early death of Nigel 

Stoorton must have come as a shock, and to many of his contern-
pssaries as a personal loss Nigel Stourton with his brother 
Edward came to Ampleforth in Mg and left in ssiog. Though 
delicate in appearance R. never robust be was blessed with good 
health at school and ejoyed almost total immunity from the 

rmary. His sou  a r mature of superabundant vitality and 
energy, and he threw himself heartily into games and sport. In 
his first year at Oxford he went in enthusiastically for roing. 
He was keen on getting a place in the Christ Church Eightw and 
disappointed M his the was unfortunately deprived of Me stimulus 
to cominue the exercise that wa.s doing him so much good. For 
a short period af Mr leaving Oxford he served in the Army, and 
snbsequently retired into private life and spent the last few years 
in travelling in search of health. But this was denied to biro, and 
in the closing days of last December, in an advanced stage of 
consumption, he was mke 

Mowbray

lleon P  Mennenem of his eldest 
brother, the present Lord  and . There in spite 
of all that could be done by medical skill and devoted nursing, 
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he passed away on JanRary sand, fortified by all the rites of the 
Church. In his last Illness he displayed a truly Christian 

and decade, an 
that touched and edified the ma, relatives and  friends that had 
gathered around his bedside. We would ask the prayers of all 
Lautentians for the repose of the soul of a loyal son of St. 
Lawrence', one whose gentle nature led him to be continually 
thinking of other, and whose forgetfulness of self is an additional 
claim on our prayers. At the funeral which took place quietly at 
Allerton Park on Satutday. January syM, W. Prior was Present 
to represent the Abbot, Community and School. R.I.P. 

one Ivows, R.I.P. 

Few of our widen will be surprised to hear of the death of 
JohnStown, which occurred on Holy Saturday morning. For some 
time he has been sidlering Irons a cancer, and more than a year ago 
the doctor declared an operation to be out of the quetion. We 

which tched with genuine grief the•ravages of the cruel disease 
was in  to take from our midst one whons we had 

learned to look upon as an almost essential part of Ampleforth. 
A sad accident when a child M four made it impossible Wr John 
to W eMirely his own 

our midst.
neecitu of his relations 

found him a home in our midst. H  has lived the whole of 
his uneventful life since first he came to school fif ty.seves years 
ago. Many are the 

Senn has
the difierent generations will have 

to tell of him, lot Sohn has been Me centre of a good deal of 
innocem fun which he himself enjyed. BM in his life there 

morean element of path, which now that he is dead we .1 the more. 
For bad not Wen acme( mischance... shall sag what it 
might have been? As it is we have to MarW God for the child? 
like innocence of soul whom we all pray and trust He has 
gathered to Himself.  R.IP. 

c10613* 

W We heart of ewry Amplefordian  the sixties, En 
Romuald Woods, who.sad death is rworded elsewhere is associ-
ated with Me lightest and happiest of mernories. He is part of Me 

can  of the dayo of our youth. He was a leader in rejoicings 
and we aways expected him to come out from his retiremen 
take part) in the fun of each festal omasion. There was no one of 
the masters who was unfailingly courteous and ypthetic. 
He had his occasional periods 

with 
WWI and transient, when 

he amused u, and never hurt us, with the sarcasm be Owen, at his 
dunderheads. These were the days mostly when he would bang 
the a great gestare—hr. Romoo,d `oo• 
stylist—and very little noise, amiably violent in a rich bass voice 

things. We did not suppo. hint capable of really disliking 
anybody. And wh ne did well, or Imo badly than might 
have been expected nave. so genwou in bit praise that to some 
of us he has been helpful, by his encouragement, in ways ,d 
matte. that had nothing to do with his teacWng. 

then? We laughed at ourselves, we laughed at others, we 

ambitions. There were many works he initiated—mostly with 

with three fifes ands kettledrum—Er. Ronsuald played a file—
then it sought out some bram instruments from a dusty cupboard 

into an orchmtra which was a credit to the school. There were 
operas,also, which he taught, burlesque& composed by natio, 
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hands—those pm together by himself liable to additions .d 
arrangements at the whimsical inspiration of .e moment---the 
last moment in particular took him ; all brimful of honest 
fun, some of it .mpos. with care, a part of it " most admired 
disorde,--there will he readers who remember how he bade more 
than one actor, whose pmt was a blank page, Extemporise, 
man," and how a 

an 
individual impersonated the Gifting 

porter—yet, in the main, productions of merit, which orre recalls 
with as iamb pleasure as laughter, and which were the direct 
forerunners of the latex triumphs of the Ampleforth stage. There 
eras a debating class originated by him, the members of which—
if an outsider may draw a conclusion—must cerMinly have learned 
not to be afraid of being laughed at. Then. it was Fr. Ronmald 
who ntrodu.d m to the humours of village manners and village 
characters, and taught us to 6, a kindlier thought and warmer 
feeling for thme we believed to be less favoured than ourselves. 

At that period of his life, Fr. Rom.ld seemed the very man 
for an earnest a. successful mission, .reek He had an 
enthusiasm that was 

het 
he had the power. not given to all 

men, of touching the heart with his words and his manne. His 
faith and rarity he wore wi. that simple grace which iwa 
trust and carries conviction. Moreover apmtolio work was the 
romance of his dreams; itappealed to his imagination lik a holy 
and chivalrous guest Erme there were of his intimatee friends 
who believed Mat hie eateri at Belmont was not the one that best 
fitted a rnan ol his qualities. But he never doubted,
.nnot doubt, that it was the will of God whirl kept Rim all his 
liA within e m .astic encloste. He may ha left but little 
rmbf, th u ol Nri rms. ve mr.* ,
imp.ible fully to estimate the value of his influence up 

se
on the 

De religious in our house of studies—the •example he t them 
of humble childlike obedience a. simple piety, and the 

,effect upon them of his whole-hearted loyalty —loyalty 
to his Church and his Older, to his friends and his rethren, to his 
adopt. home and to the Alma Mater whom he loved the more 

• • 
Our readerswill be son, to leant that our good friend firs
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Biddy has undergone a serious operation. We trust it has been 
successful and that God will grant him many yean yet with 
recovery ol that Iteattlt and strength which will make them happy 
and useful to himself and his friends. Unfortunate., he has been 
compelled to give up Ins College wo.. We regret it most 
sincetely. We think that he M a better artist now than in th,rime 

is being raised to which his tut, friends are invited to 
wt 

indebted to him for the art training which for fifty years hw 
been one 

floes
 the most prized distinctions of the 

grace 
student. 

We of the rnal owe to Inat tomb if nm all of the grace of our 
illustrations. 5.e recently he has presented the College with 

hR long service—a jubilee of year, for hie unflagging devotion 
to his work. for his kindly interest in each of his many pupils, 
his never-failing tam and urbanity, his high principles and that 

affection. ♦ 
e • 

urrom Charter Nokm, Ew. sV reduary, Ittrri.-  Has it ever 
been printed ? 

EPITAPH ON THE HEV. OR. IMICKLAND, 

Whose neck ye .11 grace no more 

No scram again will he bore. 
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Oh I his wit shone like crystal, hE knowledge profound 
From Gravel to Granite descended, 

No Trap could deceive him, no Sip could confound 
Or specimen, true or pretended' 

He knew the birth rock of each  pebble so round, 
And how farts tour had extended. 

His eloquence flowed like the Deluge retiring, 
Which Mastodon carcases floated ; 

To a subject obscure he gave charms so inspiring 
Young and old on Geology roster 

He stood forth like an Outlier,—his hearers admiring 

Where shall we our great Professor in 
That in peace may rest his bones 

If we hew him a mei, Sepulchre 

And examine each stratum that hes around, 

If with mattock and spade 
soil

 body we lay 
In the common alluvial 

Of his own Geological toil; 
a stratum so young the Professor disdains 

That imbedded should be his Organic remains. 

Then exposed to the drip of some case-hardening Spring 
His carcase let Stalactite cover, 

And to Oxford the petrified Sage we will bring, 

There 'mid Mammoths and Crocodiles high on a shelf 
Let him stand—as a Monument raised to himself. 

ow good ,o Fe. ei.,a Wray who is recovering stren:d. 
after a serious operation which necessitated a stay .1 some weeks in 
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hospital. We hope he will return to his work completely restored 
to health. 

May we recommend to our Livespool and other readers a 
pamphlet containing some notes concerning the H' t, of Lie, 

of
? It 

in
many striking and interesting illustrations, some 

of them in colour. It is by Louis Lacy and published at the 
Lyceum Press, 31 Hanover Street, Liverpool. 

a 

From our Hall at Oxford:— 
The history of the Ampleforth Hall at Oxford during the past 

term may be described as a tale of wce. Scarcely had the cus-
tomary round of work begun, when the inguensa. plague forced an 
entrance to the house, with the result that nearly all the members 
were laid low and some were compelled to rusticate. The Hall 
suffered not only in ite mmbers, but also in im head, and here 
the malady was of a worse description. For Dom Oswald Hunter-

n.vin, ban 4n failing health For same time, was at length 
advised by a London specialist to undergo a serious operation. 
He 

The
safely through this ordeal shortly after the  of 

term. The operation was successful, ..a a. pleased ton
that Fr. Oswald, though still an invalid, is making good progress 
towards reoovery. We sincerely hope that he will soon be 
completely restored to health. 

Studies, of course, were considembly affected by the physical 
condition of the students. We were not, however, unrepresented 
in the Examination ls in March. We had not, unfortunately, 
any candidate this yea s or Honour Moderation, hut one member 
of the Hall was successful in the a sphere of "Pa. Mods" 
and Divy, (the latter word, be known to the uninitiated, 

sing the undegraduate's abbreviation for Divinity Mode, 
a.tions"). Neat term two of our " men" have to face the ordeal 
of final examinations—one M.' Greats:. and the other in Mote, 
History. 

One of the most interesting and well attended meetings of 
the Newman Society that we can recall, took plaze t

i
 our Hall 

during the term. The subject of the lecture was" Spirisrn," and 
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the lecture, Mr. Godfrey Rayner, tommanded. close interest of 
hie audience or hilly an hour and a half. Mr. Raupert, whose name 
is probably familiar to many of our readers, is a convert, and prior 
to his conversion he had a large and varied experience in matters 
spiritualistic. He has now turned his experience to the ow 
of the Church, having received special permission and encourage-
me. from the Holy Father to prosecute his enquiries still further, 
with a view to exposing the terrible dangers incurred by persons 
meddling with such matters. The lecturer mok up an uncom-
promising position with regard to all dealings with the spirit world. 
Needless to say, he is a thorough believer in thee...sten. of such 

world, and he has a most persuasive style of argument to wpport 
his,lief. All his experienws ba.ve tended to convince him that dm 
spirits with whom it is possiMe to communicate are evil spirits, 
spirits who seem to delight M telling lies, spirits who are very easily 
led intil inconsistencies, and what is MOSI in,rtant, sOri. who 
deny the Godhead. No wonder then that the lecturer so emphatic. 
ally denounced all dealings with them as dangerous and to be 

continually striking a note of wa rning. Mr. Raupert was quite 
convinced that thesespirits were never really the pemons whom they 
purported to,. He told us of many instances in which he had 
tested t, personality of a spirit and found it wanting. That 
the spirits were often clever o.nd at accommodating them-
selves to peculiar circumstancw, he did not deny, and this 
constituted another source of danger. A spirit wemed to gauge 
its audience. Before an atheistic audience. it would , frankly 
atheiwic, before a believing audience it would proceed careully, 
feeling its way but always leading eventually to a denial off the 
Deity. 

It W impossible in so short a space to give any adeq.te account 
of a lecture, so loll of interesting theories and facts. The impres-
sion 

dealings
 nes 

with
w t it is extremely imprudent to have 

any  with spirits nom tter how harmless they may appear, 
and this we think was the impression that Mr. Raopert desired to 
leave. We hope to have ine pleasure of hearing him again. 

We take this opportunityof welcoming an old friend to Oxford. 
Mr. J. Roby has taken a house pleasantly situated on the Wood-
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mode Road, not!. from the house which many years ago sheltered 
the pioneers of the Ampleforth Oxford Movement." We hope 
he will be p frequent visitor at our Hall. 

The Inter-University contests are in a very inmresting state 
at present. Oxford carried off es, victories in the Rugby and 

superior at the Athletic Sports and°. the river. The cricket match 
thesefore will be of more than ordinary interot as it will decide the 
final issue. 

Our Prole's. of Poetry mites his position seriously and lectures 
regularly on ma and modern peels. Twice in this term he 

Poems of Virgil:. he made what was mid to he• a real contribution 
to the study of the geaesis nut only el Virgil's poet, but also of 
poetry geneaally," and again when he explained • The Note of 
Shakespere's Romances, He found this to he the lack of intensity 

nnept.. Here you have the artist at l . He puts aside the 
restrictions which the rules of his art the rea e requirements of his 
story would impose on him, and gives rin to his fa,. The 
<twit is on Me one hand want of cohaion and little dra.matio ffect, 
on the ther, single scenes of such ,auty as to make The Tempest 

o. fitting crown to the life's work of the author of Hoodel and 

If intimate knowledge of his subject, delicate perception, fertile 
magination, mastery of language, +.1 precise delivery, are all 

the qualities of o. good Profewor o, Poetry, we could not have 
even 

who do not admire the Impressionist school of critics, complain 
that his lectures have not a 64ffiCifflt share of " solidity," nor 
a d poi." which, is easily perceptible. 

" 
Some kind friend has proposed to put stained glass in tbe 

window in Me North of the Chancel of the Ab bey Church. The 
work is in the Imnds of Messrs. John Hardman and Co., and by 
the ti the next num,r of the Journal is issued, it may be 
completme ed. We defer describing the subject of the design until 
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then. Meanwhile we offer our sincerest thanks to the donor 

whose modesty will not allow us to name him. 

* * * 

The Ampleforth Dance in London has become an annual event. 
Last year it will be remembered that through the initiative and 
energy of ome of the younger generation of "Old Boys" li,ng 
in London a " Cinderella" was held. The success of thin effort 
led the organisers to venture on a rnore ambitious acheme a. 
this year a Ball was even at the Savoy Hotel on Janumy rtdr. 

The enterprio was rewarded with unqualified sucoew 
des. to add our congratulations to the number already received 
by the secretary and committee. No fewer than a hundred and 
forty-one guests assembled and dancing was kept up from nine 

of congratulation were received from a
n
s resident in other 

parta of the country. Mr. G. C. Keogh aga kindly acted as 
M.C. Messrs. J. P. Rochford, It. Hansom, F. Calder Smith, 
I. C. Pike, and Mr. F. Hams were the stewards, and Mr. Harold 
Pike, who had very successfully organised the London Dinner held 
last autumn, undertook the onerous duties of Hon. Secretary. 

• 

Since our last issue an Old Uurentians' Cricket Club has been 
founded in London. A suitable ground has been rented at Ealing 
and fixtures have already been arranged for the coming summer 
from May and m September afitla The President of the Club is 
Captain M. S. Woollett. Messrs. Fishwick, fehElligott, A. 
Penney, and Rochford have consented to be Voe-Proidents. 
Mom. F. L. kla.yes, 0. MacIterrnott. and J. C. Pike form the 
C019113ittft. Mr, G.Stanley Pike is Hon. Treasure, The entrance 

is five shillings and the annual subscription one guinea. 
Laurentians Raring near London who wish to joint]. cMh should 
apply to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Alla.. R. Hansom, ay Alfred 
Place West, South Kensington, S.W. We hope to he able to 
chronicle the successes of the new club in our next las= and in 
the meantime swish it all Me prosperity the energy and enterprize 
of its founders deserve. 

NOTES. 4r7 

Fr. Paulin. Willson, the doyen of St. Lawrence's, celebrated Me 
fiftieth year of his missionary wok in February. The Catholics of 
Knaresborough, the members of his Deane, and the Sisters of 
Harrogate Convent have all made presentations, and at an 
enMrtainment given in his honour Fr. Abbot presided. The 
chairman congratulated Fr. Paulin. on the completion of half
century's work in the Sacred Ministry. Hesaid that in the course 
of hie long career Fr. Paeihrus had been blessed as very few are 
blessed, and had accomplisher, great work for Goals Chrch. He 
spoke of his great age and the vigour he still displayed. His 
prayer wu one in which ail his brethren at Ampleforth heartily 

n, that Fr. Paulin. may long be spared m continue the labours 
to which he was so demted. This is surely an occasion on which 
WC may be allowed to say how much we appreciate the unflagging 
imerest—an interest undimmed by fifty years' enforced absence—
Mat Fr. Paulin. has always shown in the welfare of Alma Mater. 
The Holy Father graciously se. him an 

the
letter con 

veying the Apostolic Blessing. The text of the Abbot Primate's 
petition and the Papal letter is as follows: 

.1. Pax. 
Beatissime Pate, 

Hildebrand., Abhaaprimus 0.S.B., ad pedessanctitatis our 
provolusee, apostolicam seam implorer 

rt 
beedictione 

pto Rdv.Admrod um Domo Pauline VVilaon, Prior tit r n Cathedralmi 
Wigomiensi. 

Ipse prmlaudams Prio, natus ono 1831, professes Alaba.tire 
Sti. Laurenti apud Ampleforth, Congregationis Anglim O.S.B. 
maximam sum vitae parten, id est plus quam quinquaginta 
samos, in condendis regendisque missionibus streno consumpsit. 
Ad bonam jam pave.. senectutem labor= mercedem cedes. 
Hum qsee donorum pign. Christi in terra. Vawii sum pit
exoptat henedictionem. 

Ex Dens. 
Dilecto Mio fausre gar,c et olutaria a Domino adproanto 

etiam in pron.= fructuosi Apatelatus, Aposol,am Bane., 
tionem ex min. pit toss. Ex redibus Vaticani die 24 Noy. 
r9.7. 

* * 
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Our sincere congratulations to D lington who has been 
elated a Canon of the Liv,al Diocese. Canon !Ellington 
was in the same clan. Father Abbot and is. we are happy to 
say, still a familiar visitor at the Exhibition. Ad mu/. annos. 

on March gut. Alter leaving Ampleforth he went to Beknont 
but af terwards became an O.C. at Notre Dame. In  ; also 

Edward Adkins, Mrs. Standish (Fr. Clement, mother). Henry 
Miles of Liverpool, Henry Singleton Threefall, and Father 
Edmund Hickey. 

rather  Abbot preached a mission at St. Anne's. Edgeltill, in 
mid-Lent, and Fr. Paulin. Hickey. in addition to giving the boys' 
retread has preached  two missions, one at Filey and the other in 
the new church . Ampleforth. 

Our best thanks to Fr. Bernard Gibbons for selling us" Nature,. 
and to Mr. C. Standish and Fr. Clement fora gilt of books for 
the library. 

Web eg to acknowledge the receipt of the Agelphs,n,.e 
ne 

Geergian. the Oseolian, the Rateliffion, the Rama, the 
ell

Magazine, the Riviam Sle. Benedellina, the Shahan tend 
itheitungen the Mahan, Magazine the lime Hisielielne, the 

Austral Light and the Bulletin de S. Martin, 



The Ampletorth Society. 
POUNDED o. JULY, S75 

EMI. We POMO. of St. SONDE: 500 St. Lawrence. 
WESSON .-6DE ISSN Or HENNJONE 

OBJECTS. 

x To unite past students and friends of St Lawrence's 
in furthering the interests of the College. 

a. By meeting every year at the College to keep alive 
amongst the past students a spirit of affection for 
their Alma Mater and of good.will towards each 
other. 

U 
TO'llt=rfill1(1"pV.ovIrcarLIrpurttster 

stub

competition. 

Five Masses are said annually for livhng and dud 
Members, and o spuiu o Requiem" for each Member 
at death. 

Annual Subscription so,-. In the cue of boys who 
Join within six months of leaving Amplcforth the annual 
subscription is only fi for the firm three yea, 

Life Membership . to; or after so years of subscrips 
Bus, ZS. Pries. become Life Members when their 
total subscriptions reach £m. 

For further particulars and forms of application apply 
to the Hon. Sec., 

JOHN M. TUCKER, Solicitor, 
tRa. Leadenhall Street, Lord, E.C. 



ESTABLISHED MB.* 

J. RICHARDSON, 
ECCLESIASTICAL ARTIST, 

Market Gate, Warrington. 

Designs and Estimates submitted for all kinds of decoration. 

Some of our recent Works mu, be .00 ot :—

Our Lady's, Cleator; St Anne's, Edge HIM Liverpool; 
SL Mute

g'dr ta.'4tb 
WornblEton: ...dory's, Leyland. 

ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE, 
Incorporated by Royal Charter AD. rpoo, 

RE LIFE. SEA. ACCIDENTS. BURGHER. EMPLOYERS 
LIABILITY or DOMESTIC SHVANTS INSURANCE 

Special tabu Clarry. 

eo 
ne- E. = "T"

F. C. FORSTER, 
Royal Exchange Buildings, 

Lowgate, 
Hull. 

Or to H con Orme, 
Royal Exchange, 

London, E.C. 
Funds exceed ZsetAcco. 
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McVITIE & PRICE'S 
SPECIALITIES. 

DIGESTIVE. 

PETIT DEJEUNER 
(Small Breakfast) 

OSBORNE. 

EDINBURGH AND LONDON. 

%t. William's Press, 
MARKET WEIGHTON, YORKS, 

BOOK. JOBBING, COMMERCIAL & GENERAL 

PRINTING 
EXEC, ILO AT 

Exceptionally Moderate Prices. 

P PRINTERS OF THIS JOURNAL 

All Orders receive careful and prompt attention. 

K Estimates fnr HI kinds of POntinR forwarded on 
app anon 

The MANAGER. 

f AN o 
HARDMAN 

POWELL & Co., 
King Edward's Works, 
Kwo LissaNs Roe, 

BIRMINGHAM. 

CRAFTSMEN 
IN METAL. 

BVIEL OBSORIPTION 

of littletic 
METAL WORK 

FOR 

MUCKS, CHAPELS, 
Public Building; 

PRIVATE HOUSES 
DESIGNED AND 

EXECUTED. 

LONDON Offices 
24 .1INAREET. 

B.W 

WEHRLY & Co 
MATE M. films. .4 CO.), 

Watch and Clock Makers, Jewellers, etc. 
IR. STOMEGATE,ORK. 

RUM. am ganc2 Maas Mrsmors, Srectulso 

Clacks. INiaes, r.n 7nuellery Clearten 
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gtatOotic Art g•cuIpture. 
APPROVED BY HIS HOLINESS POPE LEO XIII 

BOULTON & SONS, 
CHELTENHAM. 

ESTABLISHED NEARLY PIETY YEARS 

godplore a/ Me 0'0.0 erder o/ *es& 

Patron She INPI,Vam7E QUEEN.

Medals at LONDON EXHIBITION 
Medals at PARIS EXHIBITION 

HICH-CLASS WOODWORK 
Of eve_4r description for Churches, by 

Special Machinery, at lowest prices com-
patible with good Workmanship. 

--------

Attars ant "glerebo, Moots, 
communion Vapits, 

screens, (goir tarts. 

Rewball 
Birmingham. 

&wavers of memorial Braves 

JOHN HARDMAN as Co., 
_Artist, ro Staged glass, I

Chard, 2ecOrritiort, 

Stations of the Cross 

etc., eta 

11n=hr. 

lobe d

ESTABLISHED 1157. 

W. C. MILBU RN, 
CLERICAL & GENERAL TAILOR, 

51, GOODRARIGalT, YORK. 

Clerical Materials are of the Beat Quality 
at Moderate Charges. 

MEMORIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. FIT AND WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED. 



T. CONING & SONS, 
Tea Merchants, a=2. 

Family Grocers,V-""="°1 
Provision Merchants, 

Artnili anti Italian Marehmeinen, 
()tern 4iruit 

CENTRAL STORES: 

28, THE PAVEMENT, 
YORK; 

WEST END STORES: 

19, BLOSSOM ST. & THE CRESCENT. 

Special Reduction in Prices made to large Consumers. 

General Orders to the value of 21 and upwards. 

Carriage paid to any Goods Station in Yorkshire. 

ORME & SONS 
LIMITED. 

BILLIARD TABLE 

BUILDERS 
TO THE KING. 

Sole Maher. of the Celebrated 

O.S. Low Cushions 
METAL RIBBON ATTACHMENT. 

Estimate for Tables A all repairs, Br. free on application. 

ORME & SONS, Ltd., 
THE PARSONAGE, MANCHESTER?, 

Liverpool, Glasgow and Beira...and 

r:stoutT,DIVraZnTo.rk. 
ESTABLISHED As. 

W. Empsoq 8c son, 
WHOLESALE GROCERS, 
Tea Dealers, Provision 
Merchants, end Importer, 
of Colonial a. Foreign 
Produce. 

41 North Street, 
YORK. 

Wholesale Agents for 
QUAKER OATS, 

COLMAN'S STARCH & MUSTARD, 

CHIVERS' JAMS & JELLIES, 

GOSSAGES' SOAPS, 

OGSTON'S SOFT SOAP, 

WALKER & HARRISON'S 
DOG BISCUITS 



BEN ETFIN K 
& CO., Ltd. 

The Croll ATHLETIC OHTFITHES for Schools, Colleges, Clubs, etc. 

Complete Outfits, 
Ana EVERT REQUISITE for 

Tennis, Cricket, 
Boating, Archery, 
Golf, Boxing, 

Fishing. 

Lowest Cash Prices as 

CLUB COLOURS 
TO ORDER. 

Patterns Post -Free. 

SCHOOL CA 

BADGES. and 

BLAZERS 

StreTiality. 

gunning 
Hockey, Football, 
Cycling, Croquet, 

Swimming, Gymnasium, 

Ji SPOR 

Largc Stork of Gold Silver Medals and Prins. f at u Free. 

107 and 108 

CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C. 

CLEAVE & JACKSON, 
Late CLAPSBAW • CLEAVE, 

ea 
Cricket and Lawn Tennis Goods, Lawn 

• 
Bowls,

Zgra crid'affs: 'A'oor i'd

Cleave's Patent Friction Cricket Bat Race 
Hardening and Oiling Machine, 

EV Mar ourcla.TEEo. 

BRITISH SPORTS DEPOT, 

CLEAVE 0 JACKSON, 
C....11AW 6 CLEAVE./ 

Actual 
Manufacturers 

at 

Billiard and Bagatelle Tables. 
Billiard Tables forZtle :stspecial feature of 

=ens 4 g: 

12  8 

1S, Rawson Place, BRADFORD. 



BROWNE, BOWES, & CO. 
Ta! k"And7ii irZhe Hrs". " 7: 1>C.

Specialists in Everything Clerical, 

HIGHEST GRADE of GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

FULL ROMAN CASSOCK AS. WONDERFUL VALUE. 

27 Basnett Street, Liverpool. 

Bedding - -
Remade in - -
New R Old Cases 

Xs' 

DUST REMOVED 
Machine Processes 

BROWN Bros. & TAYLOR, Ltd. 
Complete House Furnishers 

HIGH OUSEGATE 

YORK 



Photographic  Apparatus. 

= ,"„ 

YA \ 

TE

EI LIMI D vs
( - 

Complete Outfitters 
TAILORS, BOOTHIARERS, HOSIERS, HATTERS. 

R.I.ATION OUTFITS =...y SCHOOL A COLLI,I 

SCHOOL COLOURS & WHAT TO WEAR. 

134 to 140 Oxford Street, London, W. 

ESTABLISHED ie.. 

G. LAMB & SON. 
PAINT. OIL. COLOUR. and 

BRUSH MERCHANTS. 

1 ..d 2 Colliergate, York. 

Paint, Colours end Yuan of ea, desniption for Co.. BIladers, 

Rystos .. Dark Room Lamps for Gas 
and Electricity. 

" RYSTOS " STAND 

DEVELOPING TROUGHS 

EEFFil.-Z,',E;47471

AR Kinds of OIL. Ar BURNING, LUBRICATING, etc. ti.ay Gude to Photos,. Rm., . tol 
Telephone No. loo Y. 

r4aAr 

REYNOLDS & BRANSON, Ltd., Us7EsersEa'sE 



Sands 4 Co. 

What is Life A Study of Vitalism and Deo-Vitalism. By 

Messianic Philosophy. By Gideon IV. B. 3122213 F.K.Hist.See. 

The. Life of Madame More. See rior.Goicha • • m, 

The Spouse of Christ and Daily Communion. Ili Y 

Parents and Frequent Communion of Children. r By F. NI 

We Preach Christ Crucified. By Dorton Loot, 

The Spectrum of Truth: A Synthetic View or I..., 

and Why it was Condemned. 

Georgie. Fe 

The Beckoning of the Wand: Sketches of a Lesser-known 

LONDON! 23 Bedford Street, Strand. 12211221W2311, 21 Hanover Street. 
Ali 

Chalices and Patens left with us to Repair need Re-
Consecration only when Re-gilt 

Correspondence invited Draivinass mai Estimates Free 



St. Crispin's Bootmakers. 
St. HughU House, Balham. 

Boasraires 

JOHN SMITH'S 

Tadcaster Brewery Company, Ltd., 
THE BREWERY, 

TADCASTER. 

BREWERS, 

Mine anD Spirit Merchants. 
Awarded 6 International Gold Medals in competition 

with the world for Ales and Stouts. 

PRICES ON APPLIOATIOW 

SECOND HAND BOOKS 
AT HALF PRICES! ! 

New Books at 25x Discount! 
Books for University. Matriculation. 

Inter. Laws, Civil Service, and ALL 
other Examinations supplied. 
Sent on Approval. State Wants. 

Catalogues Free. 

BOOKS BOUGHT. GOOD PRICES GIVEN. 

N. E. FOYLE., 
135 Charing Cross, London, W.C. 



C6, 

117ARTB ODK GP; 
2SASTILCY,11 ACC AVESTMINS1 

;WONDER. CIIROMOS. 
MOIAL WORK. 

ISO31-PIAICSocsic,co. 

-.111W111. 

- • 

DILWORTH &CARR, 
Heating and Ventilating Engineers, 

Ironfounders. 

Hot Water Heating Apparatus. 

Steam Heating Apparatus. 

Cooking Apparatus. 

Laundry Appliances. 

Catalogues Post Free. 

Estimates Free. 

WE are the actual Siarotactureo of pipe. 
Fittings. Boilers, Laundry APIA'. 

Castings of every deNriptio, 

OFFICE. WORKS @ FOUNDRY: 

BOW LANE, 

PRESTON. 
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BE APPOINTMENT TO HIS MAJESTY THR RING. 

'ft•of i skIM 

FRANCIS TUCKER & CO. Ltd. 
CECIL DIAXWELL-LETE, MANAGING DIMEGT011. 

ESTABLISHED ITS°. 

Pioneers in England of 
the ' , Percentage" Candle. 

PRICE PER LB. 
semn...:41 ''fl''QUALITLOONTAMIXEBEEM2/4 

"SIZE MEDAL" 00... 65`.. 2/2 
-°4Y- , "IP QUALITY „ 1/4 

Metritrer CENT. DISCOUNT MILAN QUARTERLY 

" " ICAtAL=1:=71 ,::17: 

PORE VEGETABLE OIL 

BRASS WORK . OHDOCe FURNITURE

HOUSEHOLD CANDLES t.;,;;O: 

APSO' LemmoRY SOAP ;IV 

MET/ILL, TOILET SOAPS .00! 

BED CROSS" NIGHT LIMIER k 

LONDON, S.W. 

FRED. B. COULSON, 

WHOLESALE FISH AND ICE MERCHANT, 
GRIMSBY. 

ALL ORDERS PUNCTUALLY ATTENDED TO. 

CONVENTS, COLLEGES, AND OTHER LARGE INSTITUTIONS. 

TERMS ON APPLICATION. 

RICHARD POTTER AND SONS 
MYR 01.IVAR 

GENERAL BOOKBINDERS, 

IS OGLEFORTN, MONK BAIL YORK. 

EXC., ev, dowiption of PICA AIWA, Pc Extra BAND, 

ZW310 A SPECIALITY. 

Elegant Bindings in Calf, Morocco, Russia, a. Vellum. 

Any Pattern matched. 

BINDERS TO ST. LAWRENCE'S COLLEGE. 

PAze Al.alsof the York Exh.bitions, 1504.879 And .AAA. 
ESTABLISHED Wm 



THE PAPAL ALTAR WINE. 
AS USED IN ALL TUE DIZETATIT;GROBT GREAT BRITAIN. 

tot Quality ... ra 
Extra Quality ... .•• 211- 20/6 20/-

e ,' Spanish Burgundy. Aritx 
.gArmr:,%xtnizii5vh.===ar.,,. 
I Doz.... las. 3 Doz. .. £2 3s. 62. 6 Doz.... £4 4s. (kl. 

Feeny & Matheson, 
" :11SE12"' WINE <MOWERS Ne EXPORTERS, 

:?..161.Fa" 67, LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL 

JOSEPH TERRY & SONS LTD 
ST. HELEN'S SQUARE, 

-1, CaR,13-

Luncheon anb Trea 'Rooms 
Replete with evety necessary in the Confectionery and 

Chocolate Trades. 

BRIDE CAKES ON THE SHORTEST NOTICE 

FOUR O'CLOCK TRES 

J. M. SMITH, 
CUTLER and OPTICIAN. 

SPECTACLES and EYEGLASSES 

OPERA and FIELD GLASSES. 

PRISM BINOCULAR MAGNIN-MRS 8 diameters 45 

REST SHEFFIELD CUTLERY. 

ALL KINDS OF REPAIRS DONE ON TEE PREMISES. 

13, 1bU Outiegate, Qortt. 

WILFRID HURWORTH, 

79 Low Petergate, 
YORK. 

eibing an Picture framing 
. 

-ANC.gs ox Tx. .06, 

Paintings Restored 

AND 

Steins removed from Engravings. 



SPORTS & GAMES ASSOCIATION. 

SAGA 
SAGA CIGCNET OATS 

The Reliable 
Catholic 

Sports House 

Cricket 

COMPLETE ',ELMS OE PIEST .011 
SPORTS & GAMES ASSOCI1TION11 111p3 

SAGA 

CPICIO I BA,S. 

Im ortant to the Clergy!!! 
* 

"vean;ents 

27, BAS 

EVERY REQUISITE FOR 

CLFRISPL WEAR AT 

ETCPCMISSSETF PRICES 

4 6 

BM\ & CO. 

T. LIVERPOOL 



Clerical Tailors and Furnishers. 

BEST WORKMANSHIP ! ! 

MODERATE PRICES ! ! 

BROWNE, BOWES & Co. 
LLAT6 '4 tt 11.1, 

CLERICAL TAILORS, 

utters *and* Furnishers, 


